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Abstract 
Photosynthesis provides the energetic foundation for biological and economic activity on 
Earth. Due to concerns over unsustainable fossil-fuelled energy systems, recent years 
have seen increasing interest in the potential of photosynthetic energy systems such as 
higher plants, microalgal cultivation systems and artificial photosynthetic systems. This 
thesis reports a multidisciplinary investigation into optimising light harvesting in 
photosynthetic systems for economically scalable, sustainable energy production. 
 
Chapter 1 presents a detailed literature review, quantifying limitations of current global 
energy systems and prospects for a global-scale transition to sustainable energy systems 
powered by photosynthesis. Microalgal cultivation systems and artificial photosynthetic 
systems are identified as promising energy technologies but technical innovation is 
required to achieve economic and environmental feasibility. A key challenge towards this 
end is optimising light-harvesting efficiency under a range of light conditions. 
 
In a standard analysis of photosynthetic efficiency the system is partitioned stepwise into 
subsystems that each complete an energy transfer and/or conversion step between 
incident light and biochemical products. Guided by this standard linear-process analysis, 
strategies for improving photosynthetic efficiency have largely focussed on achieving more 
equitable irradiance distribution through the system. However, the standard analysis does 
not account for how distribution of irradiance (and other resources such as CO2 and H2O) 
depends simultaneously on parameters over a wide range of scales in the system, nor for 
how those parameters depend on each other. Consequently, strategies for improving 
distribution have tended to focus on engineering parameters at a single scale (or small 
range of scales) in the system and there exists no general theory for optimal system 
design which links global system-scale objectives and constraints with engineerable 
parameters at smaller scales, in a coordinated way. Chapter 2 introduces hierarchy theory 
as a novel system-design tool better able to accommodate the multiscale, multiprocess 
complexities of photosynthetic systems, and this provides a basis for the quantitative, 
biophysical analyses presented in subsequent chapters.   
 
In chapter 3, a novel analysis based on renormalisation theory reveals the dependence of 
excitation energy transfer (EET) dynamics on multiscale, hierarchical structure in a 
chromophore network analogous to a thylakoid membrane. Surprisingly, thermal 
decoherence of exciton states was found to decline at larger length scales for 
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physiological parameters and exciton coherence length was instead found to be limited by 
localisation due to static disorder in the site energies. Physiological parameters supported 
coherence lengths up to ~5 nm, which was consistent with observations of solvated light-
harvesting complexes (LHCs) and invites experimental tests for intercomplex coherences 
in multi-LHC networks. Results further suggested that a semiconductor quantum-dot light-
harvesting network engineered with hierarchically clustered structure and small static 
disorder may support coherent EET over larger length scales, at ambient temperatures. 
 
Chapter 4 describes contributions to a larger research program focussed on developing 
high-throughput multiscale structural analyses for thylakoids harvested from microalgal 
`antenna-mutant' strains, which have shown increased photosynthetic efficiency in mass 
culture compared with wild-type strains. Novel structural studies are reported for two 
thylakoid membrane protein (super)complexes from the antenna-mutant strain, 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii stm3, based on negative-stain single-particle electron 
microscopy (EM). These studies provide the first 3D structural models of the PSI-LHCI 
supercomplex and PSI core complex from stm3 at 24 Å and 18.1 Å resolution respectively. 
The model obtained for PSI is the first 3D reconstruction reported for PSI from a green 
algal species. By fitting the high-resolution X-ray structure of PSI-LHCI from Pisum 
sativum to the EM map here determined for PSI-LHCI in stm3 it was inferred that the latter 
is likely to contain five additional Lhca subunits (nine in total) in positions consistent with 
recent findings by other researchers for wild-type C. reinhardtii. Since the mutation which 
differentiates stm3 from wild-type C. reinhardii is not known to affect PSI or LHCI, it is 
likely that the structural models obtained here for stm3 also apply to wild-type C. 
reinhardtii. 
  
Finally, chapter 5 proposes a novel variational principle for theoretically maximising 
productivity at each scale in an idealised photosynthetic system, and it is speculated how 
this may in future be used together with decomposition-based design optimisation theory 
to construct multiscale-optimal, idealised photosynthetic systems in silico. 
 
Photosynthetic systems are complex systems, displaying structures and dynamics 
spanning a wide range of length and time scales. Comprehensively optimising such 
systems as energy technologies will require a multiscale, multidisciplinary approach that 
balances reductionism with holism. The research reported in this thesis demonstrates the 
benefits of such an approach, and opens new avenues for future work.
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Chapter 1
Photosynthesis in global energy systems:
realities and prospects
Our bodies are stardust; our lives are sunlight.
∼ O. Morton [1]
1.1 Motivation: Earth in one day
Four-and-a-half billion years ago, the early universe had cooled enough for the Solar System and Earth
to form [2]. Three hundred million years later, the planet’s surface was covered with oceans [3, 4].
Though the origins of life remain mysterious, fossil cells date from 3.5 billion years ago at least [5].
Levels of free oxygen rose suddenly around 2.4 billion years ago, this ‘Great Oxidation Event’ being
attributed to the concerted activity of photosynthetic cyanobacteria [6,7], and the life-protecting ozone
layer formed shortly thereafter. If Earth’s history until the present were rescaled to fit within one of
its days, life on land would have appeared around 9:30pm [8]. Humans emerged just eight seconds
before midnight [9] and drilled the planet’s first commercial, fossil oil well one one-thousandth of one
second before midnight [10, 11]. Within the remaining moment, the global human population has
grown hyperbolically [12], by a factor of roughly seven [13].
Humanity’s current role in the Earth system is historically unique. For the first time, a vertebrate
species has become a geophysical force, modifying on a global scale the long-evolved natural systems
that support its existence [14, 15]. Compared with the history of evolution on Earth, an individual
human life is brief. Yet it is estimated that the next human generation is likely to witness extinction
of some 20–30% of known species if the world economy continues with ‘business as usual’ [16,17], with
up to 30% of all mammal, bird and amphibian species to be threatened with extinction before the end
of this century [15]. This rate of species loss is estimated be 100 to 1000 times higher than what could
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be considered natural in the absence of human influences [15] and there is evidence that humanity is
forcing the biosphere towards a ‘critical transition’, which would abruptly override gradual trends to
produce a global-scale state shift with unanticipated biotic effects [14].
Concurrent with these disruptions in natural systems have been unprecedented advancements
in human technology, including sustained exponential growth in information processing power [18,
19], and progress in engineering biological and artificial systems at near-atomic scales [20–22]. An
opportunity exists to use these technologies judiciously in addressing urgent ecological challenges,
targeting systems across the spectrum of scales from global Earth systems and the global economy
to the nanoscale physics and chemistry of energy, information-processing and pollution-mitigating
technologies.
A natural phenomenon that spans these scales – a process fundamentally important to life on Earth
– is photosynthesis. Photosynthesis, which stores energy from sunlight in chemical bonds within re-
duced forms of carbon, provides almost all of the energy driving the biosphere and ultimately, through
fossil fuels, also the human economy. It is nature’s solar energy conversion technology, engineered by
natural selection over three billion years [7, 23]. Due to growing concerns over the unsustainability of
fossil-fuelled energy systems, in recent years there has been increasing interest in the potential for pho-
tosynthesis to help meet humanity’s energy needs sustainably, on a global scale, through harnessing
higher plants [24–29], microalgae [25, 28–39], and artificial photosynthetic systems [26, 28, 29, 40–46].
This potential is the foundation for the work presented in this thesis.
1.2 Photosynthetic systems, scales and sciences
A system is a collection of interacting components that carries out a function or purpose [47]. Ac-
cordingly, the following definition may be formulated:
A photosynthetic system is a collection of interacting components that carries out the
process of photosynthesis.
Importantly, the photosynthetic performance1 of the whole system generally differs from the sum of its
components’ performances when each acting in isolation, by virtue of interactions between components
1Various performance measures may be chosen. Two common measures are energy conversion efficiency and energy
conversion rate (‘productivity’).
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(e.g. The photosynthetic productivity [section 1.4.3] of two leaves in direct sunlight differs from the
productivity of the same two leaves when one shades the other [chapter 2]). This phenomenon is
known as emergence [48] and is a hallmark of a complex system. The above, very general definition
is more than a theoretical curiosity; later chapters demonstrate its practical utility in detail. Here, it
is helpful in outlining the approach and scope of this thesis.
Intuitively, the term, ‘photosynthetic system’ may evoke ideas of a plant or the physicochemical
processes inside its cells (section 1.3) and indeed both of these systems satisfy the above definition.
However, a forest satisfies the definition equally well, as does the entire Earth. While the definition is
scale-invariant, what differs between these cases is the scale of the photosynthetic system, the available
choices of constituent subsystems, the mechanisms of their interactions, and the scientific disciplines
relevant for describing each.
According to Blankenship [49],
‘Photosynthesis is perhaps the best possible example of a scientific field that is intrinsi-
cally interdisciplinary... (spanning) time scales from the cosmic to the unimaginably fast,
from the origin of Earth 4.5 billion years ago to molecular processes that take less than a
picosecond. This is a range of nearly thirty orders of magnitude.’
Spanning this range is a hierarchy of scientific disciplines, each associated with its own level(s) of
organisation in the world. These are taken in the reductionist view to be reducible, one to the next, in
something like the following order: geoscience, environmental science, ecology, physiology, cell biology,
molecular biology, chemistry, many-particle physics, elementary particle physics. However, the success
of this reductionism does not imply that contructionism from smaller to larger scales will be equally
successful; at each larger level of organisation, new properties emerge that cannot be predicted from the
laws describing smaller scales alone [50]. Consequently, the literature on photosynthesis is distributed
across diverse scientific disciplines concerned with different scales of organisation. Comprehensive
analysis of photosynthetic systems in the context of global energy systems must face the need to
integrate analyses across the hierarchy of disciplines, ranging from global-scale to nanoscale. This
presents a challenge to the high level of specialisation endemic in modern science, and an opportunity
to break new ground between fields not traditionally thought of as related.
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1.2.1 Scope of thesis
This thesis asks whether and how photosynthetic systems can be optimised as solar energy harvesting
technologies able to sustainably power the human economy on a globally significant scale. The analysis
traverses the scalar and disciplinary hierarchies described above, beginning with the overall Earth
system in this introductory chapter and focussing on subsystems at smaller scales in later chapters.
Principles from systems theory are used to combine scale-focussed studies utilising tools from the
discipline(s) relevant at each scale: geoscience, environmental science, ecology and economics at the
global scale, biology, chemistry and classical physics at intermediate scales, and structural biology,
physical chemistry and quantum physics at the nanoscale.
The analyses at larger scales provide context and constraints for analyses of smaller-scale subsys-
tems, helping to define focus questions and criteria for optimal subsystem functioning. Reciprocally,
the smaller-scale analyses help to determine whether the criteria for optimal (sub)system function-
ing at larger scales can be met. For example, the geophysical, ecological and economic limitations
of global energy systems identified in this introductory chapter dictate functional requirements of
photosynthetic energy systems later analysed at smaller scales. In turn, the properties of those pho-
tosynthetic systems, determined in smaller-scale analyses, constrain whether they can meet the needs
of economies and ecosystems at larger scales. Overall the goal is to provide a framework for analysing
photosynthetic energy systems using an integrated, multiscale approach, as well as to answer specific
technical questions in the context of that framework. It is hoped that this will inform practical engi-
neering efforts aimed at providing solutions to the economic and ecological problems that arise from
the provision of energy to human societies.
1.3 Photosynthesis
Life is woven out of air by light.
∼ J. Moleschott [51]
A photosynthetic system of any scale must carry out photosynthesis. The process first appeared
in nature prior to the Great Oxidation Event of 2.4 billion years ago, though the various lines of
geological and biological evidence have yet to converge on an exact time or mechanism of emergence.
There is, however, little doubt that it was oxygenic photosynthesis by cyanobacteria that first oxidised
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Figure 1.1: Photosynthesis in green algae and higher plants. See text for explanation, and figure 4.2
for high-resolution structures of membrane protein complexes. Photon wavelengths shown are reduced by 2–3
orders of magnitude for practicality.
mineral deposits on Earth’s surface and, thereafter, its atmosphere. This radically altered the planet’s
chemistry and enabled oxygenic life [1, 6, 7].
Photosynthesis stores energy from electromagnetic radiation by using it to break and create chem-
ical bonds against the chemical equilibrium. Naturally occurring in higher plants, eukaryotic algae and
a few genera of bacteria, it is the process by which almost all carbon fixation and atmospheric oxygen
evolution on Earth have occurred. It is a solar-powered heat engine which builds relatively low-entropy
organic products such as carbohydrates and lipids out of relatively high-entropy environmental carbon
dioxide (CO2) and water, while oxygen (O2) is evolved as a waste product [52,53].
Traditionally, photosynthesis is partitioned into two stages (fig. 1.1). First are the so-called
light reactions, in which pigment-binding protein complexes absorb light and transfer its energy to
photochemical reaction centres (RCs) where chemical charge-separation generates energised electrons
and protons. These are processed through a series of enzymatic steps to create reducing equivalents
that are chemical precursors for the second stage of photosynthesis. The second stage is known as the
Calvin-Benson cycle, carbon reactions or dark reactions, because it proceeds without direct addition
of radiant energy. Although the two stages include a complex web of photochemical and biochemical
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reactions [54], the following general equation summarises the overall chemistry:
Carbon dioxide + Water
Light energy−−−−−−−→ Carbohydrate + Oxygen
2n CO2 + 2n H2O
Photons−−−−−→ 2(CH2O)n + 2n O2.
Physically, the process is analogous to a photovoltaic cell (light reactions) coupled to an electrochemical
cell (dark reactions), which together use photons to drive fuel synthesis. As the detailed biophysical
analyses in this thesis are concerned mainly with the light reactions, these form the primary focus of
the ensuing summaries, with the dark reactions described somewhat superficially, in the interest of
completeness.
1.3.1 The light reactions: from photons to reducing equivalents
In green algae and higher plants, incident light is absorbed by photosystem ‘core’ complexes I and
II (PSI and PSII) and their coupled ‘antenna’ light-harvesting complexes (LHCs), embedded in the
‘thylakoid’ lipid membrane within the chloroplast (fig. 1.1). PSI and PSII, together with their LHCs,
form the PSI-LHCI and PSII-LHCII supercomplexes, in which the primary role of the LHCs is light
absorption and excitation energy transfer (EET) to RCs within PSI and PSII. There the energy drives
the light reactions, which are linked to form the so-called photosynthetic electron transport chain [55].
The first step is catalysed by PSII-LHCII [56]. Light is predominantly absorbed by the major
LHCII proteins [57] (Lhcb 1, 2 and 3 in higher plants and Lhcbm 1–9 in green algae), which bind
chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and carotenoid chromophores. This creates electronic excitations which are
transferred nonradiatively2 through the minor LHCII proteins (CP29, CP26 and CP24, the latter being
absent from algae) [58–60] to PSII (comprising more than 20 subunits, including CP47, CP43, D1,
D2, Cyt–b559, PsbO, PsbP and PsbQ [61]) to drive the splitting of water molecules, yielding protons,
electrons and oxygen (fig. 1.1). The electrons are passed via plastoquinone (PQ), cytochrome b6f
(Cyt–b6f) and plastocyanin (PC), on to PSI where the associated LHCI proteins (Lhca 1–4 in higher
plants, and additionally Lhca 5–9 in green algae) transfer electronic excitations to the photochemically
active PsaA and PsaB subunits of PSI (evolutionarily related – homologous – to the CP47, CP43, D1
and D2 proteins of PSII [62, 63]). Finally, electrons are passed from PSI to ferredoxin (Fd), where
they are ultimately used in the production of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH),
a reaction catalyzed by the ferredoxin-NADP+ oxidoreductase. ‘Linear’ flow of electrons through the
2Chapter 3 describes the mechanisms of nonradiative excitation energy transfer in detail.
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electron transport chain (cf. cyclic electron flow [64]) is accompanied by simultaneous release of
protons into the thylakoid lumen by PSII, and the PQ/plastoquinol (PQH2) cycle and Cyt–b6f . This
results in the buildup of a proton gradient across the thylakoid membrane, which drives subsequent
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production via the proton-pumping ATP synthase (ATPase).
1.3.2 The dark reactions: primary production of biomass and fuels
The NADPH and ATP produced in the light reactions are used in the dark reactions and other
biochemical pathways to produce sugars, starch, oils and other bio-molecules [54]. These energy-
dense products of cellular metabolism – photosynthates – collectively form biomass (or ‘phytomass’),
which can itself be used as a fuel or further refined into biofuels (section 1.9). Additionally, some
photosynthetic micro-organisms such as the model green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii possess the
ability to recombine protons and electrons extracted from water (or starch) into molecular hydrogen –
a process driven by an anaerobically inducible hydrogenase (Hyd) – thus driving the direct production
of an immediately usable biofuel [65,66]. Similarly, other organisms are under development to directly
synthesise hydrocarbons (alkanes), providing fungible replacements for mineral gasoline, diesel and
kerosene (jet fuel) (section 1.9).
1.3.3 Photosynthesis in global energy systems
The remainder of this chapter considers Earth as coupled photosynthetic and ‘metabolic’ systems. The
coupling is taken to comprise two components: 1) a short-time-scale component through which current
photosynthetic biota supply photosynthates3 to meet the metabolic needs of natural ecosystems and
a small fraction of the human economy; 2) A long-time-scale component through which fossil fuels
– stored, geochemical products of ancient photosynthates – meet the majority of the current human
economy’s metabolic needs. The central question considered is whether component 1 can be engineered
to supplant a large enough fraction of component 2 to sustain the human economy while also continuing
to sustain natural ecosystems. Geophysical, ecological and economic constraints to this possibility are
quantified.
To begin, Earth’s solar energy resource is described since this provides the ultimate limit to en-
ergy available through photosynthesis. Next is an assessment of the total energy currently provided
3A photosynthate is any compound that is a product of photosynthesis.
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Figure 1.2: Terrestrial solar irradiance and photosynthetic absorption spectra. AM0 and AM1.5
standard solar spectra are shown (see text). Atmospheric absorption bands are visible in the AM1.5 spectrum.
Inset shows in vivo absorption spectra for pigments from higher plants and green algae. Inset adapted from [92].
Overall figure adapted from [39,92].
to the biosphere through primary photosynthates and this is compared with human energy consump-
tion. Fossil fuels are then introduced, their role in modern civilisation discussed, and limits to its
sustainability assessed. In the final section, potential for a global transition from fossil to solar fuels is
considered, and promising solar fuel production technolgies – photosynthetic energy systems – intro-
duced and compared. Key pathways are identified for innovating these technologies towards economic
scalability and this provides the impetus for detailed biophysical studies presented in later chapters.
Salient numbers from the text are compared in table 1.1.
1.4 Earth’s solar energetics
1.4.1 Solar radiation
The weight of the Sun’s 1.991 × 1031 kg mass generates sufficient pressure and temperature within
the innermost quarter of its radius (its ‘core’) that hydrogen (H) is fused into helium (He) via the
proton-proton chain [93], generating a total power output (luminosity) of 3.846 × 1026 W [67]. The
solar emission spectrum (fig. 1.2) is well approximated by a blackbody at a temperature of ∼ 5, 780 K,
with an emission peak in the green at ∼ 500 nm [52,71]. Most solar energy (52%) occupies the visible
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Quantity Energy flow
(W)
Energy flow 
(ZJ.yr -1)
Carbon flow 
(GtC.yr -1)
Energy stock
(ZJ)
Carbon stock
(GtC)
References
Solar irradiance
Global Top of  atmosphere 1.74 x 1017 5,490 [67]
Earth’s surface 9.60 x 1016 3,020 [68]
PAR at surface 4.12 x 1016 1,300 [68], [69]
Local, 
peak power density
Top of  atmosphere (AM0) 1,366 m-2 4.31 x 10-11 m-2 [70]
Earth’s surface (AM1.5) 1,000 m-2 3.16 x 10-11 m-2 [71]
PAR at surface 430 m-2 1.36 x 10-11 m-2 [69], [71]
Surface-averaged, time-
averaged power density with 
average atmospheric losses
Earth’s surface 188 m-2 5.93 x 10-12 m-2
PAR at surface 81 m-2 2.56 x 10-12 m-2
Photosynthetic primary production
Global NPP 1.4 x 1014 4.5 110 [72], [73], [74]
Terrestrial  NPP 6.8 x 1013 2.1 55 [72], [73]
Cropping NPP 6.2 x 1012 0.20 5.0 [73]
Forestry NPP 3.2 x 1013 0.52 13 [73]
Grazing land NPP 1.2 x 1013 0.38 9.8 [73]
Aquatic NPP 7.4 x 1013 2.3 55 [73]
Primary energy supply
Total (2010) 1.63 x 1013 0.503 10.0 
(in CO2)
[75],  [76]
1P URR 1P URR
Fossil fuels total 1.36 x 1013 0.438 9.1 
(incl. cement 
production)
32.6 96.9 855 1,844 [75],  [76]
Oil 5.36 x 1012 0.169 3.28 7.90 31.1 160 581 [75],  [77], [78]
Coal 4.72 x 1012 0.149 3.64 17.7 28.1 593 718 [75], [79], [77], [80], [78]
Natural gas 3.80 x 1012 0.120 1.65 7.06 37.7 102 545 [75], [81], [82], [78]
Biomass fuels Total 1.06 x 1012 3.35 x 10-2 0.903 [24]
Traditional biomass fuels 9.89 x 1011 3.13 x 10-2 0.844 [81]
Refined 
agro-
biofuels 
Total 6.85 x 1010 2.16 x 10-3 3.95 x 10-2 [81]
Bioethanol 5.13 x 1010 1.62 x 10-3 2.84 x 10-2 [81]
Biodiesel 1.71 x 1010 5.40 x 10-4 1.11 x 10-2 [81]
Human appropriation of net primary  
production (HANPP)
Total terrestrial 1.92 x 1013 0.606 15.6 [73]
Cropping 9.57 x 1012 0.302 7.77 [73]
Forestry 2.03 x 1012 6.42 x 10-2 1.65 [73]
Grazing land 5.48 x 1012 0.173 4.45 [73]
PPR to support world fisheries 4.66 x 1012 0.147 3.46 [83], [84]
Ancient NPP (via fossil fuels) 7.48 x 1016 2,360 6.06 x 104 [85], [86], [75]
Estimated sustainable limit to dedicated
agro-biofuel cropping
1.39 - 4.21 
x 1012
0.044 - 0.133 1.19 - 3.59 [24]
Atmospheric carbon dioxide
Current 4.2
(2ppmv)
833
(392ppmv)
[87], [88] 
Estimated safe limit < 956
(< 450ppmv)
[89], [90]
Estimated limit to cumulative emissions from 2000-2050 
with confidence P>0.9
170 [91]
Quantity that would be generated by complete combus-
tion of  fossil fuels total URR
6,215 [78]
Table 1.1: Summary of global, photosynthesis-related energetics. See List of Abbreviations and text
for more information. [24,67–91]
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spectrum (wavelengths 390–750 nm) and a large fraction (42%) is in the infrared (IR) (0.7–300 µm).
Most of the remaining 6% is accounted for by the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum (10–390 nm) [71]. The
spectrum conventionally defined as photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) is 400–700 nm [69] (fig.
1.2 inset), corresponding closely but not exactly to the visible spectrum.
Assuming negligible attenuation between the Sun and Earth’s atmosphere, the time-averaged
solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere (the ‘solar constant’) is simply the quotient of the Sun’s
luminosity to the surface area of the sphere with radius equal to Earth’s average distance from the Sun
(149.6 Gm, 1 astronomical unit [94]), or 1,367.5 W.m−2. Time-averaged satellite measurements [70]
give a value of ∼ 1, 366 W.m−2, revealing attenuation of only ∼ 0.1%. As the mean radius of Earth is
6,371 km, the total power incident on its cross-sectional area (before atmospheric interference) can be
calculated to be 1.74 × 1017 W (174 PW). Over a year this delivers 5,490 ZJ of energy. In 2010 this
represented ∼ 11, 000 times the total primary energy4 supply (TPES) of the global economy, which
was 0.503 ZJ [75].
1.4.2 Earth’s radiation fluxes
Earth must re-radiate into space as much energy as it absorbs, to maintain thermal equilibrium.
However, on average the outgoing radiation is red-shifted; the peak in Earth’s emission spectrum is at
10 µm, far into the IR, corresponding to an average surface temperature of 288 K [52]. Accordingly,
the outgoing radiation is higher in entropy. Together with the radiation energy balance, this entropy
imbalance accounts for Earth’s persistent low-entropy state, essential for life. As Boltzmann described
it in 1886, ‘There exists between the Sun and the Earth a colossal difference in temperature... The
energy of the Sun may, before reaching the temperature of the Earth, assume improbable transition
forms. It thus becomes possible to utilize the temperature drop between the Sun and the Earth for
performing work, as is the case with the temperature drop between steam and water.’ [95]
Transmission to surface The solar spectrum incident at the upper atmosphere is known as the Air
Mass 0 (AM0) spectrum (fig. 1.2 main, white curve), since it is not subject to atmospheric interference
[71]. Upon entering the atmosphere, radiation may follow a large range of possible pathways to
eventual re-emission into space and some of these allow its energy to enter the biosphere. However,
approximately 26% of solar irradiance is reflected back into space by the atmosphere and clouds [68],
4‘Primary energy’ refers to energy sources harvested from nature by humans, prior to any human-induced conversions.
Examples include raw fossil and nuclear fuels, solar radiation, biomass sources and wind.
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leaving 4,060 ZJ.yr−1 available to systems on Earth and within its atmosphere. The atmosphere and
clouds absorb a further 19% of the total incident energy, leaving 3,020 ZJ.yr−1 (96 PW) available for
absorption at Earth’s surface [68]. Approximately 80% (2,420 ZJ.yr−1 or 77 PW) is incident on the
oceans (which cover 70.8% of the planet’s surface [34]), and 20% (600 ZJ.yr−1 or 19 PW) on land
(29.2% of the surface) [52]. Currently, Earth’s surface overall reflects around 4% of the total energy
incident at the upper atmosphere [68], though this may be reduced through, for example, reforestation
or large-scale deployment of other solar energy harvesting systems.
Surface insolation Solar irradiance at Earth’s surface, termed insolation, varies over both location
and time. Radiation falling within the planet’s cross-sectional area is projected onto its approximately-
spherical surface, reducing the average irradiance by a factor of four to 342 W.m−2 even without
atmospheric interference [52]. Including the effects of the atmosphere, average insolation is reduced
to 188 W.m−2 (16.2 MJ.m−2.day−1). Instantaneous, local insolation varies widely from this average,
however. A commonly used standard for midday insolation is the Air Mass 1.5 (AM1.5) reference solar
spectrum (fig. 1.2 main, black curve), which corresponds to spectral filtering through 1.5 cloudless
atmospheric depths, delivering 1,000 W.m−2 of irradiance [71]. At the opposite extreme, night time
irradiance does not exceed 2.4 × 10−4 W.m−2 under a full moon on a clear night [96]. Local, time-
averaged daily insolation depends on geographical location and weather, and typically ranges from
12–405 W.m−2 (1–35 MJ.m−2.day−1) [97]. Annual, local averages in Australia fall between 69–278
W.m−2 (6–24 MJ.m−2.day−1 or 2.2–8.8 GJ.m−2.yr−1) [97].
These time-averaged, local insolation values are an order of magnitude lower than typical power
production densities of thermal power plants such as coal-fired or nuclear5 [52]. Solar energy conversion
through photosynthesis, photovoltaic panels or solar-thermal systems widens the disparity by a further
1-2 orders of magnitude. These comparably low power densities, as well as the intermittency of solar
power, currently challenge the economic competitiveness of solar energy systems despite the abundant
total supply of solar radiation across Earth’s surface [52].
Greenhouse effect Were Earth to interact with radiation simply as a blackbody, its average surface
temperature would depend only on its orbital radius and albedo (reflectivity), and would be 255 K
[52,98]. The disparity between this and the actual average surface temperature of 288 K is accounted
for by the greenhouse effect, in which atmospheric gases known as ‘greenhouse’ gases (GHGs), most
5Considering the land area of the entire thermal power plant facility (rather than just the core), but not including the
land area used for fuel mining. Including the latter generally does not tip the balance in favour of solar power plants [52].
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notably water vapour (H2O), CO2 and methane (CH4), that are relatively transparent to the short-
wavelength radiation incident from the Sun absorb the IR radiation emitted by Earth’s surface. The
absorbed energy is re-radiated isotropically, ∼ 50% back towards Earth’s surface. Resulting from this
‘radiative forcing’, the lower atmosphere is warmer and the upper layers cooler than they otherwise
would be, while Earth’s overall radiation balance is maintained [99].
Atmospheric GHG concentrations are affected by many processes including photosynthetic carbon
fixation, human emissions of CO2 and CH4 from ‘production’ (mining, drilling) and combustion of
fossil fuels (sections 1.5 and 1.7), as well as through land-use changes such as deforestation (section 1.6).
Increases in GHG concentrations strengthen the greenhouse effect, causing global warming [16, 100].
To quantify each gas’ contribution to warming (its radiative forcing), its concentration and ‘global
warming potential’ (GWP) must both be considered (as well as complex feedback effects not discussed
here). A gas’ GWP incorporates its optical properties and atmospheric lifetime, and is a relative
measure of the heat trapped per unit mass of gas over a set time interval compared with CO2 [16,100].
For example, the 100-year GWP of CH4 is ∼ 25 [100], making it a significantly more potent GHG
than CO2 (GWP 1) on a mass basis. However, average atmospheric concentration of CH4 is far lower
than that of CO2, making it a lesser contributor to global warming overall [16]. Global warming and
its consequences are explored in section 1.7.2.
1.4.3 Photosynthetic primary production
Primary production is the synthesis of new biomass from inorganic precursors. Though this may
be achieved through either photosynthesis or chemosynthesis, the latter occurs on drastically smaller
scales and in largely inaccessible areas such as the deep oceans. Accordingly, primary production and
photosynthetic primary production are often referred to interchangably. The rate of primary produc-
tion (usually annualised) – primary productivity – depends on both environmental and organismal
parameters. This section reviews estimates of annual global primary production and compares its
magnitude with current human energy consumption.
Primary production is ultimately limited by PAR insolation. Approximately 43% of the 1,000
W.m−2 insolation under AM1.5 conditions – 430 W.m−2 – is photosynthetically active [71] because
it falls within the spectral range absorbed by the chlorophyll and carotenoid chromophores of the
photosynthetic protein complexes. Since global irradiance at Earth’s surface annually delivers 3,020
ZJ.yr−1 (section 1.4.2), a first estimate for the energy globally available to drive photosynthesis is 0.43×
3, 020 ZJ.yr−1 = 1, 300 ZJ.yr−1. However, actual global production is limited by geographic variations
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in insolation, climate, species composition, availabilities of water and nutrients, and inefficiencies
within the photosynthetic machinery itself (chapter 2).
There are three different conventions for expressing primary production: assimilated carbon (C),
dry phytomass and stored energy6. One metric is gross primary production (GPP), which is the total
amount of the chosen measure (carbon, phytomass or energy) fixed after losses due to photorespiration
during the dark reactions of photosynthesis. GPP is diminished by autotrophic respiration to give net
primary production (NPP), which is the most commonly used measure of primary production. NPP
represents the resource of photosynthates available to other organisms. [73,104]
Global net primary production NPP is difficult to measure on geographical scales. Estimates are
increasingly satellite-based and synthesise data from more traditional land-based sources. A recent
analysis [72] of nearly 30 years of satellite and weather data [105, 106] found that global terrestrial
NPP has been remarkably stable over that period, with less than 2% annual variation. Mean global
NPP was estimated at 53.6 GtC.yr−1 (gigatonnes of carbon, annually), in reasonable agreement with
another recent study [73] that employed more land-based methods, combining vegetation modelling,
agricultural and forestry statistics, and geographical information systems data on land use to obtain
an estimate of 59.22 GtC.yr−1. Accordingly, annual, terrestrial NPP is here estimated to be 2.1 ZJ
(55 GtC).
Aquatic NPP is even more difficult to estimate. Recent studies place it within a similar range,
55 ± 5 GtC.yr−1 [74]. This equates to annual energy storage of 2.3 ± 0.2 ZJ.yr−1, assuming aquatic
biomass energy density7 and carbon content of 20 MJ.kg−1 [107] and 0.47 kgC.kg−1 [108] respectively,
as for typical green microalgae (table 1.2 for a comparison of biomass types). Annual, global NPP is
therefore estimated at 4.4 ZJ (110 GtC), which is larger than the human economy’s TPES in 2010
by a factor of nine [75]. Nonetheless, based on these estimates, photosynthetic biota currently store
only 0.3% of the ∼ 1, 300 ZJ of PAR annually incident at Earth’s surface, or 0.1% of the 3,020 ZJ of
annual, global insolation.
6Approximate conversion factors: 1 kg dry phytomass ≡ 0.45 kgC ≡ 17.5 MJ [52,101]. This compares with 1 kg dry
woody phytomass ≡ 0.5 kgC ≡ 19 MJ [52,101–103].
7For energy density the conventional ‘heat of combustion’ or ‘higher heating value’ (HHV) is used here. This is
the energy released as heat when a compound undergoes complete combustion with oxygen under standard ambient
temperature and pressure (298.15 K, 101.325 kPa), which provides a theoretical upper limit to the energy available from
a fuel in practical applications. The unit used here for HHV is MJ.kg−1, rather than MJ.L−1 or MJ.mol−1, to aid in
comparing gaseous, liquid and solid fuels of various compositions.
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Productivity densities and fuel production Mean areal productivity densities of terrestrial and
aquatic NPP across the Earth’s surface respectively are estimated at 0.45 W.m−2 of ice-free land and
0.13 W.m−2 of ocean [52]. However, there is variation with geography and ecosystem type. Mean
productivity density of tropical forests is estimated at 1.3 W.m−2, while temperate and boreal forests
respectively average 0.5 W.m−2 and 0.2 W.m−2 [52].
Agriculture8, which now appropriates 38% of Earth’s ice-free land area [72, 109] (section 1.10.1),
often delivers lower NPP than the natural ecosystems replaced but concentrates growth in biomass
components valued by humans [72]. Haberl et al [24] estimate that global cropland accounted for 0.20
ZJ of NPP in the year 2000, while forestry and grazing land respectively accounted for 0.52 ZJ and 0.38
ZJ of NPP. Crop productivities differ substantially between species, conditions and cultivation methods
but average global productivity density is estimated at 0.4 W.m−2 [52]. The highest annual-average
productivity density of any vegetation is 5.0 W.m-2, for natural stands of the grass, Echinochloa
polystachya on the Amazon floodplain [110]. Sugarcane has also approached this rate [52] and is
currently a major agro-biofuel crop, used as a feedstock for bioethanol production [111]; its high
productivity densities provide a benchmark for future photosynthetic energy systems.
NPP constrains metabolism of photosynthates within natural ecosystems and the human economy.
Humans appropriate photosynthates for many uses beyond their indispensible role as food (section
1.6.1). Traditional biomass fuels9 have been an essential driver of economic activity in preindustrial
societies throughout history and remain so today in the undeveloped world. However, in 2008 such
fuels supplied only 6.1% of TPES (3.1×10−2 ZJ) [81]. The overwhelming majority of primary energy in
the modern, industrialised world is supplied by a large repository of geochemically processed, ancient
photosynthates: fossil fuels [81].
1.5 Fossil fuels
You will be astonished when I tell you what this curious play of carbon amounts to.
∼ M. Faraday, 1861 [113]
8Cropping and grazing but not forestry.
9The International Energy Agency defines [81] ‘traditional biomass’ as ‘biomass consumption in the residential sector
in developing countries and refers to the often unsustainable use of wood, charcoal, agricultural residues and animal dung
for cooking and heating.’ Victor and Victor [112] tabulate the fractions of primary energy consumption accounted for by
these types of biomass fuel in 16 developing countries. The values used for ‘traditional biomass fuel’ in this thesis were
calculated using the mean fuel fractions across these countries (76.8% wood, 19.7% crop residues, 3.5% dung), and also
assuming that crop residues and dung both have the energy and carbon content of ‘dry phytomass’ as detailed above.
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Fuel Phase 
at 
STP
Composition Mass 
density 
(kg.L-1)
Energy 
density 
(HHV) 
(MJ.kg-1)
Carbon 
content
(kgC.kg-1)
CO2 
emissions 
(kg.kg-1)
CO2 
emissions 
(kg.MJ-1)
References
Hydrogen Gas H2 9.0 x 10 
-5 142 0.0 0.0 0.0 [114], [115], [116]
Methane Gas CH4 6.6 x 10 
-4 55.6 0.75 2.75 4.95 x 10 -2 [117]
Natural gas Gas CH4, C2H6 , etc. 7.8 x 10 
-4 52.2 0.75 2.75 5.3 x 10 -2 [116]
Biogas Gas CH4, CO2, etc. > 6.6 x 10 
-4 < 55.5 < 0.75 2.75 > 4.95 x 10 -2 [117], [118], [119]
Crude oil Liquid Hydrocarbons (C5 - C20) 0.88 45.5 0.85 3.12 6.85 x 10 
-2 [114], [52], [116]
Gasoline Liquid Hydrocarbons (C4 - C12) 0.75 46.5 0.85 3.12 6.70 x 10 
-2 [114], [120], [121]
Kerosene-type 
aviation fuel 
(Jet A-1)
Liquid Hydrocarbons (C6 - C16) 0.81 43.1 0.86 3.37 7.31 x 10 
-2 [122], [123], [124], [125]
Petrodiesel Liquid Hydrocarbons (C8 - C21) 0.84 45.8 0.87 3.18 6.94 x 10 
-2 [114], [120], [126]
Biodiesel Liquid Long-chain, 
mono-alkyl esters
0.88 37.5 0.77 2.82 7.52 x 10 -2 [121], [127]
Ethanol Liquid C2H5OH 0.79 29.6 0.52 1.91 6.45 x 10 
-2 [121], [128]
Coal 
(Anthracite)
Solid Macerals, ash, H2O 1.5 30 0.9 3.30 0.11 [129], [52], [130], [132]
Coal (Lignite) Solid Macerals, ash, H2O 1.3 15 0.5 1.84 0.12 [129], [130]
Dry wood Solid Cellulose, lignin, ash 0.6 19 0.5 1.83 9.6 x 10 -2 [131], [52], [133]
Dry phytomass Solid Cellulose, lignin, ash 0.6 17.5 0.45 1.65 0.11 [52], [134]
Traditional 
biomass fuel
Solid Woods, charcoal, 
agricultural residues, 
dung, ash
0.6 18 0.49 1.79 9.9 x 10 -2 [111], [52]
Dry green 
microalgal 
biomass
Solid Proteins, 
carbohydrates, lipids, 
ash
0.6 20 0.47 1.72 8.6 x 10 -2 [107], [108] 
Table 1.2: Fuel properties at standard ambient temperature and pressure (STP). Hydrogen, methane
and ethanol are pure compounds with invariant properties at STP. All other fuels listed are variable mixtures
of compounds and their stated properties should therefore be taken as representing a range. HHV refers to
‘higher heating value’, defined in section 1.4.3. [52, 107,108,112,115–135]
When Earth formed 4.5 billion years ago, the Sun was ∼ 50% less luminous than at present
[114]. Assuming for simplicity linear growth in solar luminosity over Earth’s history, the total solar
energy incident upon its surface has been approximately 1 × 1013 ZJ. Most of this energy was re-
radiated to space following a brief chain of interactions with the planet’s matter, including in many
cases photosynthetic primary production followed by re-oxidation of photosynthates. However, under
favourable conditions during some geological periods, photosynthates entered into geological processes
that initiated long-term storage of solar energy in large quantities. Over periods of time (107–108
years) that are large when compared with human history, slow heat and pressure transformations of
accumulated biomass, both terrestrial and aquatic, formed the fossil fuels that have powered human
civilisation’s frenetic expansion since the industrial revolution, and which in 2010 accounted for ∼ 87%
of TPES [75].
The rate at which humanity is now oxidising fossil fuels constitutes a biogeophysical event of
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global significance [16], effectively reversing within centuries the carbon fixation carried out by the
planet’s collective photosynthetic biota over geological time scales. It is useful here to review fossil
fuels and their role in the global economy because they set the standard for potential replacements
such as solar fuels10. Table 1.2 compares physicochemical properties of various fuels, and figure 1.3
compares current global energy consumption with available resources.
1.5.1 Coals
Coals are sedimentary rocks made up of partially decomposed organic matter, inorganic minerals
and water. They are composed primarily of heterogeneous organic compounds – macerals – derived
from woody phytomass [52, 130]. Coal compositions span a wide continuum that is conventionally
divided into four classes11 by gravimetric energy and carbon contents (in decreasing order): anthracite,
bituminous, sub-bituminous and lignite. The purest anthracites contain less than 5% water and 95%
C, while the poorest lignites have up to 65% water and only 15% C. Ash is the collective term for the
incombustible minerals, which by mass range from negligible to 40% [52,130].
In 2010 humans harvested 0.149 ZJ of energy, or 29.6% of TPES, from coal [75]. According to the
International Energy Agency (IEA) [81], in 2008 two thirds of coal consumption supplied electricity
generation, of which coal was by far the largest source at 41% of generation, nearly twice the second
largest source, natural gas, at 21%. One fifth of coal consumption was in the industrial sector and the
remainder mostly in the building and agriculture sectors, as well as coal-to-liquids and coal gasification
fuel transformations. Coal contributed 40% of fossil fuel CO2 emissions in 2008 [77]; assuming the
same fraction in 2010, coal contributed 13.4 GtCO2 (3.64 GtC) in that year (section1.7.2).
Coal is thought to be the most abundant fossil fuel, with 17.7 ZJ of proven (‘1P’) reserves12
in 2010 [75]. Worldwide ultimately recoverable resources13 (URR) of coal are estimated14 at 28.1
ZJ [78,80].
10‘Solar fuels’ here refers to all fuels generated from current photosynthates, whether produced by living species
(biofuels) or artificial photosynthetic systems.
11This is the United States classification system. The European system has 15 classes.
12Proven reserves are generally taken to be those quantities that geological and engineering information indicates with
reasonable certainty can be recovered from known deposits under existing economic and operating conditions [75]. ‘1P’
reserves are considered to be marketable with a probability of 90% using only existing infrastructure [34,137].
13‘Ultimately recoverable resources’ are the sum of 1P reserves and the increasingly less certain and more costly 2P,
3P and 1C reserves [34].
14Despite the diversity of coal types, 29.3 GJ.t−1 is an accepted conversion factor for a ‘tonne of coal equivalent’ [80,138]
and the carbon content of this unit is 0.746 ± 2% by mass [139] (taken here to be 0.75% by mass for simplicity).
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Solar energy: upper atmosphere  (5490 ZJ yr-1)
Solar energy: Earth’s surface (3020 ZJ yr-1)
Solar energy: 
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) 
                                               (~1300 ZJ yr-1)
1P (34.2 ZJ)
Global energy 
consumption
(0.5 ZJ yr-1)
Global biofuel 
consumption
(95% traditional) 
(0.03 ZJ yr-1)
Global net primary 
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Figure 1.3: Global energy resources and consumption. Cubic volumes correspond to magnitudes of
labelled quantities. Horizonal bars show decompositions of global energy consumption (red), ultimately recov-
erable resources (URR – dark grey) and 1P reserves (1P – light grey) into fractions by primary energy source.
‘Ur’ denotes uranium, and ‘R’ denotes all sources of renewable energy combined. URR and 1P are defined in
the text. Uranium reserves (1.59 ZJ) and resources (5.04 ZJ conventional; 2.79 ZJ unconventional) are given
by [136].
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1.5.2 Crude oils (Petroleum)
Crude oils are liquid mixtures of hydrocarbons with various structures (cycloalkanes, alkanes and
arenes) and chain lengths (generally C5–C20). The chemical composition of a given crude oil is
particular to a given deposit, with its own unique geological history. Crude oils are formed from
aquatic biomass such as algae, rather than woody biomass [52,140].
Global oil consumption in 2010 was 0.169 ZJ, accounting for 33.6% of TPES and constituting the
single largest source of primary energy [75]. In 2008, 53% of oil consumed was used in the transport
sector, which was powered 96% by oil-based fuels. Industry, building and agriculture accounted for the
remaining consumption [81]. Oil contributed 36% of fossil fuel CO2 emissions in 2008 [77]; assuming
the same fraction in 2010, oil combustion generated ∼ 12.0 GtCO2 in that year (section1.7.2).
In 2010, proven global reserves of oil, conventional and unconventional, totalled 7.90 ZJ [75].
Ultimately recoverable resources of conventional and unconventional oil are respectively estimated at
10.0 ZJ and 21.1 ZJ [78,80].
1.5.3 Natural Gases
Predominantly mixtures of the three smallest alkanes, CH4 (73–95%), ethane (3–13%) and propane
(0.1–1.3%), natural gases can also contain butane, pentane and trace amounts of larger alkanes.
Contaminants are present as hydrogen sulphide, nitrogen, helium and water vapour [52], lowering
the energy density, which is typically ∼ 52.2 MJ.kg−1 [117], compared with 55.6 MJ.kg−1 for pure
CH4 [118]. Natural gases are formed by the same processes that form crude oil, though gas genesis
requires temperatures and pressures sufficiently high to crack longer hydrocarbons into short-chain
hydrocarbons (< C5).
In 2010, the world consumed 0.120 ZJ of energy from natural gas, or 23% of TPES [75]. Electricity
generation provided the highest sectoral demand for gas in 2008, at 39% [81]. The second largest gas-
consuming sector was residential-and-commercial heating, followed by industry [141]. In the same
year, natural gas combustion emitted ∼ 6.1 GtCO2, 16.5% of global emissions.
A use of natural gas noteworthy in the context of bioenergy is ammonia production via the Haber-
Bosch process. This ammonia is mainly used to produce nitrogenous fertilisers upon which modern
agricultural yields (and therefore, agro-biofuel production) depend. Natural and biological processes
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for nitrogen fixation from abundant-but-inert atmospheric dinitrogen into reactive, bioavailable com-
pounds are few and limited in yield. Availability of reactive nitrogen compounds is almost always the
productivity-limiting factor in intensive agricultures [142]. Synthetic fixation of nitrogen into ammo-
nia has enabled a ‘green revolution’, dramatically increasing yields over prior agricultures. However,
presently this process depends on CH4 from natural gas which, through steam reformation, yields
hydrogen for subsequent reaction with atmospheric nitrogen. Currently this consumes ∼ 3 − 5% of
global natural gas production and ∼ 1% of TPES [143], and the > 100 million tonnes of fertilisers
it generates sustains approximately two fifths of the world’s population [142]. Natural gas could be
replaced in this role by other hydrogen sources such as electrolytic or photosynthetic water-splitting,
but these are not yet cost-competitive. This fossil-fuel dependence constrains the ability of large-scale
agro-biofuel production to replace fossil fuels.
Proven reserves of natural gas in 2010 were 7.06 ZJ [75]. Ultimately recoverable resources of
conventional and unconventional natural gas are respectively estimated at 15.6 ZJ and 22.1 ZJ [78,80].
1.6 Photosynthates in fossil-fuelled civilisation
At present the human economy is powered almost exclusively by products of photosynthesis. In
assessing the sustainability of this energy system, one may compare economic metabolism of photo-
synthates with Earth’s primary productivity. This comparison has two components. First, estimating
human appropriation of current net primary production (HANPP) indicates the extent to which that
appropriation could be increased to compensate for fossil fuel depletion. Second, estimating human
appropriation of ancient NPP via fossil fuels aids in understanding the value provided by fossil fuels
and also how much current NPP would be needed in order to replace them.
1.6.1 Human appropriation of current net primary production
Whittaker and Likens gave an early estimate of the total biomass consumed by humans [102, 144].
They accounted for only the harvest of food and wood used directly by humans, concluding that this
appropriated 3% of Earth’s annual NPP. Various authors [73,104,145–147] have since further developed
the study of HANPP, broadening its scope and refining its definition. It is now conventionally defined
(fig. 1.4) [102] to include two interdependent processes: 1) land-use changes that modify the NPP
of vegetation (denoted ∆NPPLC), compared with the potential undisturbed vegetation that would
persist in the absence of human interference (NPP0), by the formula ∆NPPLC = NPP0 − NPPact
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Figure 1.4: Graphical representation of the standard definition of human appropriation of net primary pro-
duction (HANPP). Terms are defined in the main text. Figure adapted from [102].
(here NPPact is the actual NPP of the human-modified land
15); and 2) extraction or destruction of
a share of NPP for human purposes (∆NPPh), such as through biomass harvest or livestock grazing.
HANPP is the sum of the two components (HANPP = ∆NPPh + ∆NPPLC) and indicates land use
intensity, explicitly linking natural with socioeconomic processes. Depending on the precise definitions
used for components 1 and 2, a third component, human-induced destruction of NPP without purpose
(e.g. by human-induced fires), may also be included. Importantly, the conventional definition of
HANPP accounts for the fraction of NPP which in strongly human-controlled ecosystems such as
plantation forests or grazing pastures is not appropriated by humans (NPPt = NPP0 − HANPP )
[102].
Human appropriation of terrestrial net primary production Haberl et al [73] provide the most
recent and rigorous estimate of global terrestrial HANPP, employing data for the year 2000 from
vegetation modeling, agricultural and forestry statistics, and geographical information systems data
on land use, land cover and soil degradation. These authors estimate terrestrial HANPP at 0.606 ZJ
or 28.3% of NPPact (global terrestrial NPP). Of this HANPP, harvest (NPPh) contributed 53%, land
conversion (NPPLC) 40%, and human-induced fires 7%.
Contributions of cropping and forestry to HANPP are of interest in considering large-scale agro-
biofuel production. Respectively, they contributed 49.8% and 10.6% of terrestrial HANPP in the year
15Estimates of global NPP discussed in section 1.4.3 constitute global NPPact.
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2000. Grazing land contributed an additional 28.5% of HANPP.
Human appropriation of aquatic net primary production Published estimates of HANPP in aquatic
ecosystems are fewer and less sophisticated than those for terrestrial ecosystems, focussing on ∆NPPh
through fish harvest and largely neglecting other impacts (the ‘aquatic equivalent’ of ∆NPPLC). Vi-
tousek et al [104] estimated HANPP in aquatic ecosystems at 2.2%.
Pauly and Christensen [84] introduced the metric of ‘primary production required’ (PPR) to
sustain the world’s fish harvest and gave a detailed estimate based on multiple trophic models of
various aquatic ecosystem types. Results suggested that 8% of global aquatic primary production
was required to support the harvest and discarded bycatch of world fisheries, averaged over the years
1988–1991. Only 2% of NPP was needed to support fisheries in open ocean systems but 24–35% was
required in fresh water systems [84]. In a more recent study, Chassot et al [83] apply the same metric
with more sophisticated analysis to find an annual, global PPR value equivalent to 6.3% of global,
aquatic NPP, averaged over the years 2000–2004.
Different metrics indicate strong human impacts on aquatic ecosystems beyond fish harvest
throughout the world’s oceans [148]. This suggests that a comprehensive assessment of aquatic
HANPP, including a measure of ecosystemic degradation ‘equivalent to’ ∆NPPLC , may yield a sig-
nificantly larger estimate.
1.6.2 Human appropriation of ancient net primary production
Dukes [85] uses published data on energy conversion efficiencies of the numerous biological, geochemical
and industrial steps required for formation and extraction of coal, oil and gas to estimate the ancient
NPP that supplies the fossil fuels consumed by the modern human economy. It is found that formation
and extraction of coal are together ∼ 9% efficient, while formation and extraction of oil and gas are
respectively ∼ 0.009% and 0.008% efficient. Using these efficiencies together with data on fossil
fuel properties and consumption, Dukes concludes that the fossil fuels globally consumed in 1997
(0.318 ZJ [86]) were derived from 1710 ZJ of ancient biomass energy. Scaling this result for fossil fuel
consumption in 2010 (0.438 ZJ [75]) gives 2360 ZJ of ancient biomass energy. This equates to 550
years of Earth’s current annual NPP, demonstrating the extraordinary value provided by fossil fuels,
notwithstanding the low efficiencies of their genesis.
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1.6.3 Limits to sustainable HANPP, and biofuel production
Stating HANPP as a percentage of NPP0 quantifies the fraction of total potential biospheric energy
flows diverted by humans. If robust, biodiverse ecosystems are to be sustained there must be a limit
to sustainable HANPP, since other species also need NPP. Biofuels – NPP-based fuels – constitute a
fraction of HANPP so their quantity is constrained by the limit to sustainable HANPP together with
the magnitudes of other HANPP fractions: food, materials and other ecosystem services.
Bishop et al [149] estimate the limit to sustainable HANPP, assessing the maximum level that
would allow for land conversion and climate change small enough to sustain ecosystem services essential
to humanity. The results assert that in 2005, humanity ought to have appropriated at least 59% less
than the actual HANPP estimated from the data of Haberl et al [73]. Bishop et al use an HANPP
metric different from the conventional definition16 (section 1.6.1), so the resulting estimated limit to
sustainable HANPP cannot be compared directly with the HANPP level found by Haberl et al [73]
in section 1.6.1. However, given that the two estimates arise from the same data, the finding by
Bishop et al, that humanity has significantly exceeded the sustainable limit of HANPP, strongly
suggests that energy technologies requiring increased HANPP cannot sustainably meet future human
energy demand. This is consistent with other global sustainability assessments based on different but
related metrics such as the ‘ecological footprint’, which have also found the global economy to have
significantly overshot the regenerative capacity of some of Earth’s life-support systems [15,150].
Sustainable HANPP for biofuel production in terrestrial ecosystems Based on a review of recent
literature, Haberl et al [24] estimate that the global technical potential of agro-bioenergy17 in the
year 2050, considering sustainability criteria, is in the range18 of 0.160–0.270 ZJ.yr−1. The authors
estimate that 0.044–0.133 ZJ.yr−1 could come from dedicated bioenergy crops, with the remainder to
be contributed by currently unused residues and through efficiency gains in biomass utilisation (more
efficient HANPP). The estimates for total agro-bioenergy potential equate to 31–53% of current global
energy demand, and the estimates for dedicated bioenergy crops, 9–26%. These latter estimates also
correspond to 8–23% of terrestrial HANPP in 2000, leaving a substantial fraction of HANPP available
for other uses within the sustainable limit advocated by Bishop et al [149]. Nonetheless, with global
energy demand projected to grow at least threefold this century [39], these findings further suggest
16used by Haberl et al [73]. Bishop et al instead base their study on the ‘high estimate’ definition of Vitousek et
al [104]) and use the data of Haberl et al [73].
17Bioenergy production based on traditional agricultural and forestry systems.
18Based on the authors’ assumption that dry biomass is 50% carbon by mass and has an energy density of 18.5 MJ.kg−1.
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that agro-bioenergy can sustainably supply at most a small fraction of future energy demand. The
interested reader is directed to the detailed analysis of agro-bioenergy’s global potential by Giampietro
and Mayumi [151].
Sustainable HANPP in aquatic ecosystems Although the methods used for studying terrestrial
HANPP have yet to be adapted for aquatic ecosystems, studies using other metrics raise concerns
over aquatic NPP reductions due to human-induced biodiversity loss. For example, Worm et al [152]
predict the possible collapse of 100% of global fisheries by the year 2048 if existing trends in aquatic
biodiversity loss continue. Chassot et al [83] provide strong evidence for the basic claim that aquatic
NPP ultimately constrains fisheries catches. However, the effect of fisheries collapse on overall aquatic
NPP is unclear because it is difficult to predict the complex effects across trophic levels resulting from
changes in predator populations at higher levels [153].
The current lack of comprehensive measures for HANPP in aquatic ecosystems is of limited con-
sequence in discussing the potential to replace fossil fuels with fuels derived from current NPP be-
cause almost all proposals for producing the latter involve land-based production systems. However,
Wang [154] gives an ambitious proposal for large-scale domestication of open ocean for bio-energy
production using aquatic micro-organisms. In light of available evidence for strong pre-existing hu-
man interference in aquatic ecosystems, such a proposal suggests that comprehensive study of aquatic
HANPP may be increasingly important.
1.7 Limits to fossil-fuelled civilisation
One can’t have something for nothing.
∼ A.L. Huxley [155]
Nearly always people believe willingly that which they wish.
∼ J. Caesar [156]
This section describes the dynamics of fossil fuel depletion and anthropogenic climate change,
reviewing forecasts of their trajectories and consequences for global ecosystems and the human econ-
omy. Of particular interest are the time scales on which these consequences of fossil fuel combustion
are predicted to constrain economic activity. Since these time scales also constrain options for transi-
tioning to new energy systems, they indicate the speed with which these systems must be developed
and scaled up.
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1.7.1 Fossil fuel supply
Fuel reserve estimates (table 1.1) are commonly stated together with reserves-to-production (R/P)
ratios, which compare proven reserves with current production rate as a measure of reserves longevity
[75]. However, estimates of reserves and resources are frequently revised due to fuel price changes,
improvements in exploration and production technologies, and definitional changes19 [157, 159]. Pro-
duction rates can depend on many factors including geophysical constraints, demand, consumption
efficiency improvements and sociopolitical dynamics [157, 159–161]. Even aside from these variables,
the R/P ratio is a crude measure of fuel security because depletion-related economic consequences are
likely to arise long before reserves are actually depleted [160,162,163].
Debate over the relative importances of the above factors to energy policy is divided between two
camps: ‘technological cornucopians’ (‘optimists’) argue for medium-to-long-term supply security, due
primarily to anticipated technological improvements. Conversely, ‘peak oilers’ (‘pessimists’) assert that
resource depletion trajectories depend strongly on geophysical factors and only weakly on technological
improvements and other ‘economic’ factors. Some concepts in this section may apply broadly to other
nonrenewable resources [164, 165] but, in fitting with the literature concerning energy constraints on
the economy, the focus is on crude oil.
Peak oil
‘Peak oil’ describes the time at which the production rate of an oil field or producing region peaks
before going into decline. Production rate usually follows an approximately bell-shaped curve over
time, the ‘peak’ (sometimes plateau) of which is reached after approximately half of the recoverable
reserves have been produced [166]. This was first empirically modelled by Hubbert in 1956, using a
‘logistic’ (sigmoid) function for cumulative production of an oil field, parameterised by the field’s time
of discovery, production history and an estimate of its URR [159, 160, 165]. Hubbert also assumed
that production would peak when half of the resource had been depleted [159,165]. Notably, although
Hubbert’s model does not depend directly on economic variables but rather, only geophysical variables,
it predicted a production peak date for the United States (US) in close agreement with the peak
eventually observed in 1970 [159,160]. Similar production peaks have since been observed in more than
60 (of 95) other oil-producing nations [160,166] and Hubbert’s methods have been refined and applied
19For example, there may be disagreement on classifications of conventional and unconventional resources [157,158].
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to other oil-producing regions and other resources, proving accurate for Indonesian gas production
and United Kingdom (UK) coal production [167], for example.
There has been wide interest in Hubbertian forecasts for the peaking of worldwide oil production
because oil is the largest source of primary energy (section 1.5). Predictions of a global oil peak
ultimately depend on the assumptions that all oil fields eventually peak and global production equates
to a sum over individual fields [159]. Conversely, peak-oil critics point to the theory’s heavy reliance
on uncertain URR estimates and other limitations of the Hubbert model [159, 166]. Hughes and
Rudolph [159] collate 40 published forecasts for global peak oil. Thirty-one predict a peak between
2000 and 2020 while nine predict a peak as late as the 2030s or argue that production will grow
indefinitely.
Conventional oil Petroleum extracted from wells drilled in the traditional manner is known as
conventional oil. Recent, prominent commentaries observe that conventional oil production has not
increased globally for non-OPEC nations (outside the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries)
since 2004 [168], nor for the whole world since 2005 [160, 162, 169]. This has been despite generally
high (though volatile) oil prices and contrasts with a history of strong correlation between prices and
production [162]. Moreover, production at existing fields is now declining at rates of 4.5–6.7%.yr−1;
only by adding new fields is global production holding steady [162, 168], yet oil discovery peaked in
1963 and has fallen short of production since 1980 [170]. Murray and King argue [162] that since
2005 the oil market has undergone a ‘phase transition’ to a new state in which global production
is inelastic to demand, causing increased price volatility. This suggests that production may be
geophysically limited; global peak oil may have occurred already, though at this stage it is too soon
for certainty [162,168].
Unconventional oil Critics of peak-oil theory predict that declining production at conventional
fields will be more than offset by adding new fields yet to be discovered (e.g. deepwater) plus natural
gas liquids (NGLs) and ‘unconventional’ sources of oil such as ‘heavy’ oil, ‘tight’ (shale) oil and tar
sands, as well as coal-to-liquid (CTL) and gas-to-liquid (GTL) conversions. In 2010, all unconventional
oil sources together supplied only 3% of the global market [171]. However, a recent boom in shale
gas and shale oil production rates in the US [172] has led to a prediction that these will respectively
grow three- and sixfold from 2011 levels by 2030 [173]. The IEA recently predicted [174] that a ‘surge
in unconventional supplies, mainly from light tight oil in the United States, and oil sands in Canada,
natural gas liquids, and a jump in deepwater production in Brazil, (will push) non-OPEC production
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up (by 8% compared with 2011) after 2015... until the mid 2020s.’ It also predicted a net increase in
global oil production until at least 2035, driven entirely by unconventional oil [174].
Some analysts describe these forecasts as overly optimistic [162, 168, 175]. Hughes [175] suggests
that industry-standard productivity models of shale oil and gas fields systematically underestimate
their decline rates which, at >40%.yr−1 are in fact very rapid compared with 4.5–6.7%.yr−1 for
conventional fields [162]. Consequently, suggests Hughes [175], the high drilling rates required to
compensate for such rapid decline are likely to hasten production peaks compared with industry
predictions [175]. More time is needed for data collection to settle these uncertainties. Importantly
however, aside from questions of production rate, shale oil and gas extraction is more expensive,
resource intensive and environmentally damaging than conventional oil and gas drilling (on land) [175].
This is also generally true of other unconventional oil production methods as well as deepwater drilling
for conventional oil [157,162,168,175]. Moreover, these costs are likely to increase because the economic
incentives are to exploit the highest-quality, lowest-cost resources first [157]. As exploration and
production become more difficult, the energy return on (energy) investment (EROI)20 declines, driving
up the price of oil and oil-dependent products and services [178].
An EROI of 1 may represent a strict limit to the economic viability of fuel production21, though it
has been argued [178] that a higher value between 1–10 may be required at a minimum, for the primary
energy supply of a modern industrial society to sustain its complexity. The EROI of conventional oil
itself has declined from 100 in 1930 to .20 currently (‘at the wellhead’, before transportation and/or
conversions) [169, 177]. This value of .20 nonetheless remains high compared with equivalent EROI
estimates for shale oil and tar sands (after extraction, before transportation and conversion), and CTL;
these are respectively ∼2 [177], 2–4 [179] and ∼2 [180]. This limits the capacity of unconventional oil
to economically substitute for conventional oil and mitigate the effects of its peaking [159,160].
The rising costs of oil production have significant economic implications. History suggests that
recessions typically occur when oil expenditures exceed ∼ 5.5% of gross domestic product (GDP) [160].
Of the 11 recessions in the US since the Second World War, ten, including the most recent ‘Global
Financial Crisis’ (GFC) beginning in 2008, were preceded by spikes in oil prices [160,162]. Naturally,
20EROI is defined as the ratio of gross fuel energy extracted to cumulative primary energy required, directly and
indirectly, to deliver the fuel to society in a useful form [176]. The analyst may choose the ‘useful form’ of interest;
it may be the raw fuel immediately after extraction (e.g. crude oil ‘at the wellhead’) or a derivative after subsequent
conversions and/or transportation (e.g. refined gasoline distant from the wellhead). For a summary of other subtleties
in net-energy analysis, see [177].
21A possible exception is a process which converts a less economically useful form of energy to a more useful form;
such a process may remain economical even with EROI<1.
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the limitation of EROI applies to all energy technologies, and is discussed for solar fuel production
technologies in section 1.10.
Verbruggen and Al Marchohi report carbon intensities for unconventional oil sources ranging from
10-80% higher than conventional oil [157]. This is closely related to the low EROI values for these fuels
since exploration and production are powered mainly by fossil fuels. Unconventional oils are therefore
prone to deepening the already serious problem of anthropogenic climate change (section 1.7.2) and
are also vulnerable to the constraints of carbon pricing, compounding their costliness [159].
Although the date of global peak oil remains uncertain, the evidence reviewed here strongly
suggests that scalable substitutes for conventional oil are now required, and the high financial and
environmental costs associated with unconventional oil brings into question its capacity to fill this role
sustainably. According to Hughes and Rudolph [159],
‘It is no longer a case of ‘if ’ or ‘when’ there will be a plateau and eventual peak in world
oil production, it is now a question of how jurisdictions can prepare for a world with less
oil, one in which energy security and climate policy play a dominant role.’
1.7.2 Anthropogenic climate change
The global climate system comprises atmosphere, ocean, land, ice and biosphere [100]. These com-
ponents interact through biogeochemical cycles including the carbon cycle, in which photosynthetic
NPP (section 1.4.3) is a major driver [88]. Human interference in the carbon cycle may now be of
sufficient scale to cause lasting, global changes in the climate, chiefly through global warming due to
the greenhouse effect (section 1.4.2) [16,52,100]. This section assesses the scale of human influence on
atmospheric CO2 concentration, compares this with global photosynthetic NPP and describes the sci-
entific consensus on its likely consequences for the climate. Recent literature assessments of mitigation
efforts required to avoid dangerous climate change are also reported.
Interference in the carbon cycle Carbon dioxide is the GHG most significant to climate change,
with a radiative forcing22 of 1.66 W.m−2, compared with 0.48 W.m−2 and 0.16 W.m−2 respectively
for CH4 and nitrous oxide (N2O), the 2nd and 3rd most significant GHGs [16]. At the time of writing,
22The radiative forcing accounts for the GWP of a GHG and also its atmospheric concentration. The numbers given
here were current when reference [16] was published and have since changed in proportion to small changes in GHG
concentrations.
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atmospheric CO2 is concentrated at 392 parts per million by volume (ppmv) [87], which equates
23
to a carbon pool of 833 GtC. This is significantly above preindustrial concentrations, which for the
past 4.2× 105 years oscillated over 1× 105-year cycles by ∼100ppmv, between ∼180–280ppmv [182].
Since the industrial revolution, cumulative carbon emissions have totalled ∼450 GtC from fossil fuel
combustion (280 GtC) and land use changes (150–200 GtC) [52], with emission rates rising over time
with economic activity (e.g. 70% increase in GHG emissions between 1970–2004 [16]).
The largest net GHG flow into the atmosphere is currently CO2 from fossil fuel combustion, at a
rate of ∼3.5 GtC.yr−1 [87,88]. In 2010, fossil fuel combustion and cement production together added
∼9.1 GtC to the atmosphere [76]. Combined with emissions from land-use change (0.9 GtC), this
put total anthropogenic carbon emissions for 2010 at ∼10.0 GtC [76]. Total CO2-equivalent (CO2e)
emissions of all GHGs in 2010 were ∼48 GtCO2e [183].
Global photosynthetic NPP annually fixes more than ten times the CO2 emitted by the human
economy, though ∼96% returns to the atmosphere through heterotrophic respiration on the same
time scale [88]. Net carbon stored through NPP and soil production from photosynthates, after
heterotrophic respiration and soil erosion, is estimated at ∼4 GtC.yr−1. Together with net oceanic
CO2 absorption of ∼2.3 GtC.yr−1, this accounts for the discrepancy between gross CO2 emission rate
and the rise in atmospheric concentration [88].
Climate change Ongoing changes observed in Earth’s climate and predictions of their dynamics
over coming decades are complex subjects, under intensive study and heated discussion. Nonetheless,
a high level of scientific consensus supports the hypothesis that human interference in the carbon cycle
is affecting24 the climate, and its strength among commentators varies proportionally with level and
relevance of scientific expertise [184]. At the time of writing, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change’s ‘IPCC Fourth Assessment Report: Climate Change 2007’, summarised in [16], remains the
accepted consensus on observed and predicted climate change dynamics. Salient among its assertions
are [16]:
• Warming of the climate system is now unequivocal, evidenced by increases in global average air
and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice, and rising global average sea level.
23Conversion factor [181]: 2.124 GtC.ppmv−1.
24Climate change is defined in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) as ‘...
a change of climate that is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the global
atmosphere and that is in addition to natural climate variability observed over comparable time periods’ [16].
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• Many natural systems are being affected by regional climate changes, particularly temperature
increases. The effects include melting glaciers/permafrost, altered hydrology in snow-fed rivers
and lakes, poleward migration of plant and animal species in terrestrial systems, shifts in ranges
and abundances of marine and freshwater species, and ocean acidification due to increased carbon
uptake from the atmosphere.
• Predicted future effects of climate change include (among others, such as increases in effects
already observed) more frequent extreme weather events, accelerated species loss, reduced (in-
creased in some regions) agricultural productivities and increased human migration.
Aside from these continuous trends, there is a threat of ‘large-scale discontinuities’ in the complex
climate system: rapid shifts causing events such as irreversible loss of major ice sheets, reorganizations
of oceanic or atmospheric circulation patterns and abrupt shifts in critical ecosystems [90]. Such
discontinuties present perhaps the greatest risk posed by climate change. Originally established by
the UNFCCC, the conventionally accepted limit to ‘safe’ average global warming above the average
temperature before the industrial revolution is 2 ◦C [89, 90, 185]. However, more recent studies have
shown that large-scale climate discontinuities could occur before warming reaches 2 ◦C, so this target
is likely inadequate to ensure safe climate stabilisation and may be better described as ‘the threshold
between dangerous and extremely dangerous climate change’ [89,90]. Policy recommendations aiming
to limit warming to 2 ◦C should therefore be seen as minimal measures.
Numerous analysts have estimated GHG emission limits consistent with limiting average global
warming to 2 ◦C. Zickfeld et al [91] present a coupled climate-carbon cycle model, finding that to
stabilise mean global warming at 2 ◦C with a probability of at least 0.66 (P (〈∆T 〉 ≤ 2 ◦C) ≥ 0.66),
cumulative CO2 emissions from 2000–2500 must not exceed a median estimate of 590 GtC (range:
200–950 GtC). Furthermore, to ensure P (〈∆T 〉 ≤ 2 ◦C) ≥ 0.9, median total allowable CO2 emissions
are estimated at 170 GtC (range: -220–700 GtC). This equates to only ∼ 38% of human emissions since
the industrial revolution. This is also small compared with the carbon content of remaining fossil fuels
(section 1.5), being equal to 20% of 1P reserves (∼ 863 GtC) and 9% of URR (∼1844 GtC). Confidently
avoiding dangerous climate change will require the remaining fossil fuel resources to be left largely
unproduced, unless effective carbon capture and storage methods can be rapidly developed and scaled
up [186,187](section 1.8). Rogelj et al [183] reanalyse a large set of published emission scenarios from
integrated (techno-enviro-economic) assessment models in a risk-based climate modelling framework.
In scenarios in which P (〈∆T 〉 ≤ 2 ◦C) ≥ 0.66, GHG emissions peaked between 2010–2020 and fell to
a median level 8.3% below the 2010 rate by 2020. Together with the findings of Zickfeld et al, this
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indicates that deep cuts in global GHG emissions are urgently required.
Evidence of fossil fuel supply limitations reviewed in section 1.7.1 mandates a rapid transition
away from fossil-fuel dependence, though the precise time scale required remains uncertain. Analyses
of anthropogenic climate change, however, suggest that less than one decade remains in which to deploy
mitigation efforts to reduce GHG emissions below 2010 levels. This time window is brief compared
with previous global energy transitions (section 1.8.3), indicating the urgency with which a transition
away from the fossil fuel-based energy paradigm to low-carbon energy systems is needed.
1.8 Transitioning to solar fuels
This section examines the potential for a global-scale transition to sustainable energy systems with
the rapidity needed to avert dangerous climate change and mitigate the damaging effects of fossil fuel
supply limitations.
1.8.1 The importance of fuels
Because sunlight is diffuse and intermittent, substantial use of solar energy to meet human-
ity’s needs will probably require energy storage in dense, transportable media via chemical
bonds.
∼ D. Gust et al. [188]
According to the IEA, in 2008, ∼ 17% of global final energy consumption was supplied by electric-
ity, ∼ 3% by heat and the remaining ∼ 80% directly by fuels [82]. Applying these sectoral fractions
together with TPES for 2010 (section 1.4) and assuming efficiencies of 38% for electricity genera-
tion [75], and 93% for electricity transmission and distribution [189], gives an estimate25 that ∼ 36%
and ∼ 2% of global primary energy respectively are currently used to supply final electricity and heat
consumption; the remaining ∼ 62% of primary energy supply, therefore, meets demand directly with
chemical fuels.
Electricity is the most versatile energy carrier and worldwide the share of fossil fuels converted
to it has increased by an order of magnitude since 1900 [52]. This is projected to continue over
25Additional assumptions: 1) 0.95 is taken as a representative value for transportation and distribution efficiency of
fuels, based on [190]; 2) transmission and distribution efficiency of heat is taken to be 0.9, based on [191].
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coming decades, increasing electricity consumption from 17% to 22% of global final energy consumption
by 2030 [81]. Nonetheless, there are vast industries, particularly aviation and long-distance road
transportation, in which it is currently thought that electricity cannot foreseeably replace chemical
fuels, due to the relatively low energy densities of existing charge-storage systems [192–194]. Current
batteries have energy densities two orders of magnitude lower than liquid fuels [195].
Shorter-range road transportation is a market more amenable to electrification [195], though
electric vehicles (EVs) at present remain a negligibly small fraction of the roughly billion-strong
on-road fleet. Recent techno-economic models [196, 197] suggest that market penetration of pure
(battery-only) EVs in developed economies is unlikely to exceed 10% by 2030. Including plug-in
hybrid-electric vehicles, which rely on liquid fuels for long-range travel, total market penetration is
not predicted to exceed 30% by 2030 [196, 197]. Moreover, existing high-efficiency, gasoline-only and
gasoline-hybrid vehicles emit less CO2 compared with coal-fired electricity-powered EVs; in order to
mitigate carbon pollution, adoption of EVs would need to be coordinated with decarbonisation of the
consumer electricity supply [171]. The latter process is projected to take place over several decades
[171, 198, 199]. An alternative, which may help to accelerate a large-scale transition from fossil fuels,
is to supply the economy with nonpolluting fuels compatible with existing (or minimally modified)
fuel distribution systems and fuel-powered technologies. This approach can be complementary to
decarbonisation of electricity generation.
Existing renewable energy conversion technologies that generate electricity provide no direct car-
bon sequestration capabilities. Conversely, renewable fuels (section 1.9) synthesised using atmospheric
CO2 have the added advantage that their production cycles can theoretically be made carbon-negative,
sequestering more carbon in terrestrial stores than combustion of the fuels re-emits. For example, com-
ponents of biomass not used for biofuel production can be pyrolysed26 into so-called biochar, which
can be added to soil or buried for long-term sequestration [200]. In the case of microalgal biomass, as
much as 55% of the carbon can be recovered as biochar [201].
1.8.2 Pathways to globally sustainable solar fuel production
Current HANPP, from both ancient and current sources, is thought to be unsustainable (section 1.6.3).
Nonetheless, it may be possible to sustainably increase reliance on HANPP from current sources to
supply the human economy with low-carbon energy on scales adequate to assist in a global transition
26Made to undergo thermochemical decomposition at elevated temperatures without the participation of oxygen.
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away from fossil fuels. This will likely require either efficiency gains in socioeconomic utilisation of
biomass (NPPh – see figure 1.4) [24], an increase in Earth’s photosynthetic productivity beyond that
of current biota (NPPact), or a combination of the two.
The need for sustainability restricts increases in NPPact through expanded agriculture (expanded
NPPLC and NPPh, and correspondingly reduced NPPt) and/or further intensification of cropping
and forestry27 (increased NPPh, with corresponding reduction in NPPt) [24, 149, 151, 171]. The
remaining option is to increase NPP0 by deploying bioengineered and/or artificial photosynthetic
systems on otherwise-unproductive or low-productivity lands, or on productive lands in ways that do
not degrade natural ecosystems.
1.8.3 Time scales of global energy transitions
According to Smil [171], ‘An energy transition encompasses the time that elapses between the intro-
duction of a new primary energy source (coal, oil, nuclear electricity, wind captured by large turbines)
and its rise to claiming a substantial share of the overall market.’28 The large scale of global fossil
fuel consumption and urgency with which a transition away from it is required raise the question of
how rapidly such a transition could be orchestrated.
Previous global energy transitions lend insight. Coal replaced biomass in 1885 as the energy source
having the largest share of TPES, and oil replaced coal by 1960 [11,52]. In 1977, Marchetti [202] found
that individual energy sources’ market shares (F ) approximated Gaussian curves over time (presented
over a logarithmic scale in figure 1.5). For more than a century (1850–1970), successive transitions
appeared to follow a predictable pattern, robust to major economic perturbations such as wars, booms
and depressions [52, 202]. This suggested a characteristic time scale; each transition required almost
one hundred years for the emerging energy source to rise from 1% to 50% market share [11]. Applying
his model to more recently adopted energy sources, natural gas and nuclear electricity, Marchetti
projected similar, near-century transition times. In reality, these transitions have been slower than
predicted; since 1970, different sources’ market shares have stabilised and therefore diverged from
Marchetti’s model, with coal and oil retaining large shares for longer than predicted. Smil writes [11],
‘There is only one thing that all large-scale energy transitions have in common: Because of the requisite
27Scale is important to consider here; smaller-scale agro-bioenergy systems may be sustainable in some localities.
However, a global-scale increase in HANPP from agricultural intensification for fuel production is not a sustainable
option (section1.6.3).
28Smil acknowledges that ‘substantial share’ is arbitrary and explains why he argues for at least 15%. Further, Smil
claims that for an energy source to be an absolute leader, it must contribute more than 50% of TPES. [171]
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Figure 1.5: Time scales of global energy transitions, predicted by Marchetti [202]. F is market share of
primary commercial energy consumption. Figure reproduced from [52].
technical and infrastructural imperatives and because of numerous (and often entirely unforeseen) social
and economic implications (limits, feedbacks, adjustments), [such transitions] are inherently protracted
affairs. Usually they take decades to accomplish, and the greater the degree of reliance on a particular
energy source ..., the longer [the substitution] will take.’
The evidence reviewed in section 1.7 indicated that a single decade remains in which to reduce
CO2 emissions by replacing heavily entrenched [203], high-quality
29 fossil fuels with inescapably lower-
quality, renewable energy sources. The historical precedents for slow dynamics in large-scale energy
transitions provide a sobering check on the potential for humanity to avert dangerous climate change
or the consequences of fossil fuel supply limitations. The detuning between these timescales indicates
the need for an unprecedented level of sociopolitical will and cooperation in deploying serious efforts
to accelerate, as much as possible, the transition away from fossil fuels.
1.9 Solar fuels
A fuel is a reduced substance that can be oxidised, usually with oxygen, to emit practically useful
energy [188]. A given fuel’s chemical synthesis may be amenable to different methods and/or driven
by different power sources. Currently, the only industrial-scale fuel synthesis operations energised
29Cleveland et al [204] define energy quality as the relative economic usefulness per heat equivalent unit of different
fuels and electricity.
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renewably are biofuel systems, powered by sunlight. In addition to traditional biomass fuels (section
1.4.3), primary photosynthates can be refined into high-energy-density biofuels.
In 2009, 0.00216 ZJ of bioethanol and biodiesel were produced globally (0.43% of TPES) [81].
Presently these two fuels constitute almost the entire global biofuel sector [81], though demand for
others is growing, especially biogas [205]. This section canvasses properties of the most significant
biofuels: ethanol, biodiesel and biogas. Biologically produced hydrogen and hydrocarbons, which
are not yet commercial but show promise, are also introduced. Established production methods for
each fuel, from biological feedstocks, are summarised (and the production of feedstocks is described
in section 1.10). Excepting ethanol and hydrogen, the fuels discussed are not pure compounds but
variable mixtures of similar compounds falling within a range. Physicochemical properties of different
fuels are given in table 1.2.
Ethanol Fuel ethanol is either pure anhydrous ethanol or it may contain a small fraction (4–5%)
of water, depending on production methods and intended use. It is a volatile, flammable, colourless
liquid. The stages of large-scale ethanol production are: microbial sugar fermentation, distillation
and dehydration. The last stage may be omitted if complete purity is not required; purification by
distillation alone limits purity to 95–96%, due to the formation of an azeotrope. The resulting solution
can be used as a fuel alone but is immiscible in gasoline and so cannot be used in gasoline blends [206].
In 2009, 0.00162 ZJ of fuel ethanol were produced worldwide [81].
Biodiesel Biodiesel is a variable mixture of alkyl (methyl, propyl or ethyl) esters of fatty acids.
It is a volatile, flammable, transparent, yellow liquid [207]. Traditionally, biodiesel is produced by
transesterification of biological oil feedstock such as vegetable or animal oil. This is done by reacting
an alcohol (usually methanol or ethanol) with the feedstock, in a basic medium [208]. Biodiesel can
also be produced by the multi-stage biomass-to-liquid (BTL) process in which biomass from a wide
variety of possible sources is gasified30 and the gas then polymerised through Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
to produce diesel-range hydrocarbons (table 1.2). Whereas traditional biodiesel production uses only
part of the available biomass (oil), BTL allows all of the biomass to be used, thus using NPP more
efficiently. BTL technology is not yet mature however, and is under continuing development [209]. In
2009, 0.0054 ZJ of biodiesel were produced worldwide [81].
30Reacted with a controlled amount of oxygen and/or steam at high temperature to produce syngas, a mixture of
carbon monoxide and hydrogen.
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Biogas Biogas is produced by fermentation or anaerobic digestion of organic materials such as
biomass, manure, sewage and municipal waste [119]. Its composition varies depending on production
process but is predominantly CH4 (40–75%, typically ∼ 65%) and CO2 (25–60%), with trace amounts
of other gases such as water vapour, hydrogen and hydrogen sulphide [119, 120]. The useful energy
content of biogas is contained almost exclusively in its CH4, which under standard conditions has an
energy density of 55.6 MJ.kg−1 [118]. The energy density of biogas scales linearly with CH4 content; for
a typical mole fraction of 65% it is ∼30 MJ.kg−1. Carbon emissions per volume of biogas combustion
are effectively independent of composition since the CH4 fraction is converted to CO2 and the initial
CO2 fraction is unchanged [118]. However, due to the scaling of energy density with composition,
CO2 emissions per megajoule are a function of composition. For 65mol% CH4 biogas, CO2 emissions
per megajoule are equivalent to typical biodiesel (table 1.2). Notably, the GWP of biogas is reduced
through combustion, since the 100-year GWP of CO2 is approximately 25 times weaker than that of
CH4. This provides an additional argument for combusting biogas that would otherwise be vented to
the atmosphere.
Hydrogen ‘Biohydrogen’ is hydrogen produced by living organisms. It is a highly flammable,
colourless, odourless gas under standard conditions, with the highest gravimetric energy density of
any chemical fuel. Its combustion emits no CO2 but rather, only water. Biological systems provide
various methods for hydrogen production, including indirect water photolysis, direct water photolysis,
photofermentation, and dark fermentation. Cyanobacteria evolve hydrogen through indirect water
photolysis by first photosynthesising carbohydrates and then fermenting them to produce H2 and CO2
[210]. Other species, photoheterotrophs, have the ability to photoferment carbohydrates provided by
autotrophic species [210]. These species are of interest for the conversion of waste organic compounds
into hydrogen. In dark fermentation, anaerobic bacteria grown in the dark on carbohydrate-rich
substrates ferment the carbohydrates to produce a biogas mixture which is predominantly H2 and CO2
but which may also contain trace amounts of CH4, carbon monoxide and/or hydrogen sulphide [210].
Green microalgae such as the model species C. reinhardtii can produce hydrogen by direct water
photolysis under sulphur-deprivation conditions [66].
Hydrocarbons ‘Biohydrocarbons’ are hydrocarbons produced by living organisms or chemically
from biological feedstock. They offer a directly fungible substitute for fossil hydrocarbon fuels. In
principle, biohydrocarbon fuel mixtures can be produced that exactly mimic petroleum-derived gaso-
line, diesel and aviation fuel [211]. Multiple kinds of aviation fuel are in use worldwide; a typical
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Figure 1.6: Biohydrocarbon production pathways. Cellulosic biomass (e.g. wood) and lipids (e.g. from
microalgae) can be converted to biohydrocarbons. Conversion pathways may combine biological (green arrows),
thermal (brown) and catalytic (black) processes. Direct biosynthesis production (e.g. in cyanobacteria) is also
under development. Figure adapted from [211].
example is kerosene-type BP Jet A-1. Figure 1.2 compares the properties of gasoline, petrodiesel
and aviation fuel. Biohydrocarbons can be produced by chemically processing biological feedstocks
including cellulosic biomass, bio-oils and sugars. Regalbuto [211] describes these pathways, which are
summarised in figure 1.6. Production may also occur through direct biosynthesis, such as recently
characterised for alkanes in cyanobacteria [212], although such direct production remains in the early
stages of research.
1.10 Solar fuel production systems
... current options to harness and store (solar) energy are too expensive to be implemented
on a large scale. Hence the objective to science is to develop new materials, reactions and
processes to enable solar energy to be sufficiently inexpensive to penetrate global energy
markets.
∼ D.G. Nocera [213]
In generic terms, photosynthetic fuel production requires [188]: 1) an energy source such as sun-
light; 2) a material that can be oxidised to emit electrons; and 3) a material that can be reduced by
those electrons to produce a fuel or feedstock for chemical processing into fuel. These elements are
combined in a wide variety of morphologies across biological species and are also being engineered into
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artificial photosynthetic systems. Fuel production through biological photosynthesis in general consti-
tutes three steps. First, energy absorbed from radiation generates electrochemical excitations/redox
equivalents. Next, the light-induced redox potential is used to catalyse water oxidation, generating
protons, electrons stored as reducing equivalents, and oxygen. Finally, another catalytic system uses
the reducing equivalents to produce high-energy, low-entropy chemicals such as carbohydrates, lipids,
hydrocarbons or molecular hydrogen, which can be chemically processed into practical fuels [188] (the
particular realisation of these steps found in higher plants and green algae is explained in section 1.3).
This section introduces and compares solar fuel production systems based on mass culturing of mi-
croalgae and artificial photosynthetic systems, as these both offer promising alternatives to unscalable
agro-biofuel production systems (section 1.6.3).
1.10.1 Microalgal cultivation systems
On the arid lands there will spring up industrial colonies without smoke and without
smokestacks; forests of glass tubes will extend over the plains and glass buildings will rise
everywhere; inside of these will take place the photochemical processes that hitherto have
been the guarded secret of the plants, but that will have been mastered by human industry
which will know how to make them bear even more abundant fruit than nature, for nature
is not in a hurry and mankind is.
∼ G. Ciamician, 1912 [41]
Microalgae (fig. 1.7) are unicellular eurkaryotes, typically 1−10 µm in extent, that are ubiquitous
across Earth’s ecosystems [33]. They are generally photoautotrophic, with nutritional requirements
for only PAR, H2O, CO2, nitrogen, phosphorous and comparably small amounts of inorganic nu-
trients. Possessing great metabolic plasticity, microalgae can synthesise a diverse range of chemical
compounds despite their simple nutritional requirements, and are adapted to survive under a broad
range of environmental stresses (e.g. heat, cold, drought, salinity, photo-oxidation, anaerobiosis, os-
motic pressure and UV radiation), giving them access to habitats inhospitable to higher plants [33,65].
Microalgae and other plankton are currently responsible for more than 90% of global oceanic NPP [83],
or 45% (2.0 ZJ) of total global NPP. Microalgal cultivation systems are either open ponds or closed
photobioreactors [35,215].
There is now growing interest in the potential for microalgae to economically produce fuels and
other products, due to beneficial properties described in recent reviews: [25,28–39]. They offer higher
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Figure 1.7: Microalgae and photobioreactor. a, Laboratory-scale photobioreactor cultivating green mi-
croalgae. Image reproduced from [214]. b, Unknown species, local to Brisbane, Australia. Image courtesy of G.
Jakob, used with permission. c, Schematic microalgal anatomy and fuel synthesis pathways. Image reproduced
from [38]
.
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productivity densities than higher plants and, unlike higher plant cropping, algaculture does not re-
quire arable land. It can also be coupled to multiple waste streams (wastewater, saline water [including
seawater], CO2 emissions), combining waste treatment (wastewater treatment, desalination, carbon
sequestration) with value-adding processes (production of fuel, food, high-value-products (HVPs) such
as pharmaceuticals, and fresh water). The flexible metabolism of microalgae can be tuned to produce
the full spectrum of solar fuels/biofuels, either directly or through biomass used as feedstock for chem-
ical processing. Moreover, complete genome sequences are available for some species, including the
well-studied model species, C. reinhardtii, facilitating optimisation through genetic engineering.
Microalgal cultivation systems have the potential to offer increased NPPh simultaneously with
other economic and environmental services. However, they remain at an early stage of development,
with research and commercialisation milestones remaining before economic scalability can be achieved.
This section considers some important constraints on the environmental and economic viability of
scaling up microalgal cultivation systems to a globally significant level, and identifies key innovation
pathways.
Productivity densities Literature surveys [216,217] of daily biomass productivity densities in mi-
croalgal cell cultures grown in outdoor open ponds31 under nutrient-replete conditions find a range32
of 2.3–11.1 W.m−2 (daily average). Weyer et al [216] estimate 7.6–9.7 W.m−2 as a ‘best case’ range,
representing an optimistic target for production, based on realistic efficiencies and geographical loca-
tions with favourable conditions. Stephens et al [34] use 4.6 W.m−2 as conservatively representative
of current open-pond systems, and 10.4 W.m−2 as achievable with current photobioreactors. These
figures compare favourably with the global average for agricultural crops, ∼0.4 W.m−2 and even the
conservative productivity estimate for open ponds approaches the highest recorded cropping rate of
5.0 W.m−2 (section 1.4.3).
Assuming average insolation of 20 MJ.m−2.day−1, which is realistic for a well-selected cultivation
site [34, 216], average productivity densities of 4.6 W.m−2 and 10.4 W.m−2 respectively equate to
average photosynthetic efficiencies of 2% and 4.5%. This is well within what is thought to be the
theoretical efficiency limit of ∼ 12% for glucose production33 (chapter 2), leaving room for engineering
improvements.
31Open pond cultivation systems are a more mature technology than photobioreactor systems, and are accordingly
better represented in the literature at present.
32Assuming biomass energy density of 20 MJ.kg−1.
33Biohydrogen production can in principle achieve higher efficiencies. See chapter 2.
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Land constraints Assuming insolation of 20 MJ.m−2.day−1 and 2% photosynthetic conversion
efficiency, an area of 3.44×106 km2 would be required to displace global TPES in 2010 (0.503 ZJ). This
equates to 2.3% of total land, 3.4% of non-agricultural land, or 31.3% of estimated marginal land [218],
suggesting that global scale-up of microalgal energy systems is not strictly land-limited. However, a
comprehensive analysis needs to account for geographical availabilities of essential resources beyond
light (CO2, H2O, nutrients, funds), as well as for the detailed resource requirements and outputs of
microalgal cultivation systems at the local scale. These are studied in life-cycle analyses.
Life-cycle analysis and costing: Energy, water, nutrient and financial balances Life-cycle assess-
ment (LCA) evaluates environmental sustainability through comprehensive accounting of all energy
and material inputs and outputs associated with a particular product or process over all stages of its
life cycle: extraction of raw materials, manufacturing, transport, use and recycling or disposition [219].
Life-cycle costing (LCC) assesses economic sustainability through similarly comprehensive financial
accounting. Whereas ‘first-order’ such analyses consider only the energy (financial) production and
consumption flows of system operation, ‘second-order’ analyses also include energy (cost) embedded
in materials used for system construction [220]. Numerous LCA (in some cases, also LCC) analyses
for microalgal cultivation systems have been published in recent years. The earlier such studies are
critically reviewed by Colosi et al [219] and Grierson and Strezov [221]. It is found that these LCA
studies use diverse metrics, demonstrate limited methdological consistency, and many do not include
uncertainty analyses. Consequently, their findings are difficult to evaluate and compare.
A more recent study by Beal et al [222] proposes a standard methodology for comprehensive
evaluation of microalgal biofuel production, using metrics for EROI (first- and second-order), finan-
cial return on investment (FROI), water intensity, nutrient requirements and CO2 requirements. The
authors apply this methodology to both an experimental lab-scale system (accounting for lab-scale ar-
tifacts), and a theoretical ‘Highly Productive’ case representing an optimised commercial-scale system.
They find that the EROI and FROI are less than 1 in both cases. Consistent with multiple previous
studies reviewed in [219, 221], these findings indicate that with existing production and processing
methods, microalgal systems are neither energetically nor financially competitive with conventional or
unconventional fossil fuels. Furthermore, Beal et al find that both production cases considered have
much higher water intensities than both fossil fuel production and non-irrigated biofuels from conven-
tional (non-microalgal) feedstocks, and only the Highly Productive case (which assumes very efficient
water use) is found to have water intensity competitive with irrigated agro-biofuel crops. However,
the water intensity metrics used do not account for water quality, and microalgal systems have the
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advantage that they are not reliant on pure freshwater availability; the availability of saline, brackish
or wastewater streams at a cultivation site may significantly reduce the ‘effective’ water intensity of a
microalgal system, improving its competitiveness.
The authors note that the experimental case is also rendered infeasible at an economically signifi-
cant scale of deployment by its demands for CO2, nitrogen and electricity. The Highly Productive case
presents markedly lower demands for these resources, which are concluded to be ‘more manageable,
but still large’ compared with availabilities at the national scale in the US.
Despite the infeasibility of the microalgal systems studied by Beal et al, similarly to other studies
the authors emphasise that feasible systems may be attainable through innovation. The following
innovation pathways are suggested [222]:
‘1. using waste and recycled nutrients (e.g., waste water and animal waste);
2. using waste heat and flue-gas from industrial plants, carbon in wastewater, or developing
energy-efficient means of using atmospheric CO2;
3. developing ultra-productive algal strains (e.g., genetically modified organisms);
4. minimizing pumping;
5. establishing energy-efficient water treatment and recycling methods;
6. employing energy-efficient harvesting methods, such as chemical flocculation, and
7. avoiding separation via distillation.’
Overall, these suggestions indicate the importance of an ‘ecological’, holistic approach to system
design: utilising environmental waste streams as resources and optimising system performance to
maximise competitiveness under local conditions.
1.10.2 The importance of optimising light-harvesting efficiency
Consistent with suggestion 3 above by Beal et al [222], many other authors have emphasised the impor-
tance of optimising light-harvesting efficiency, which is a fundamental determinant of photosynthetic
productivity [30–33,38,215,223–228]. Biological photosynthetic systems have evolved not for maximal
productivity but rather for survival and reproduction under the conditions of their native habitats.
Most higher plants and green algae have evolved genetic strategies to assemble large light-harvesting
antennas comprising arrangements of LHCI and LHCII light-harvesting complexes respectively sur-
rounding the PSI and PSII core complexes (which contain the photochemical reaction centres [RCs])
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(section 1.3.1) [228]. This gives the organism a competitive advantage under light-limited conditions,
in which irradiance is considered to be the only factor limiting productivity.
However, a high LHC-to-RC ratio is disadvantageous under light-supersaturated conditions in
which the antennas absorb energy from radiation faster than the resulting electronic excitations can
be used by the RCs. So-called ‘nonphotochemical quenching’ (NPQ) (or ‘photoprotective’) mechanisms
have evolved to deal with this kinetic imbalance primarily by wasting surplus excitations as heat [229].
Melis et al [225, 230] estimate that in a typical high-light environment a microalgal mass culture
or dense plant foliage can over-absorb and dissipate through NPQ approximately 60% of the daily
irradiance, with cells at the directly illuminated surface wasting over 80% of absorbed irradiance
through NPQ (section 2.2). Re-optimising the complex light-harvesting machinery of photosynthesis
for maximal productivity in different light environments is therefore a critically important innovation
pathway to increasing the EROI of microalgal solar fuel production systems. This challenge of system-
optimal light harvesting, which designers of artificial photosynthetic systems also face, forms the basis
of the detailed biophysical analyses presented in this thesis.
1.10.3 Artificial photosynthetic systems
Many different kinds of systems have been described under the term ‘artificial photosynthetic system’
(APS). According to Gust et al [41], these include ‘photovoltaic cells based on inorganic semiconduc-
tors for electricity production, dye-sensitized solar cells, photovoltaics based on organic semiconduc-
tors, systems for fuel production based on these types of devices, a large variety of devices for direct
photochemical conversion of light excitation energy to a fuel using organic or inorganic molecular pho-
tocatalysts, natural organisms or their components interfaced to synthetic materials, and combinations
of these approaches.’ Here the term is taken to refer to any predominantly abiological system that
directly photocatalyses chemical fuel production without intermediate electricity generation.
While some systems fitting this definition, such as concentrated solar thermal collectors coupled to
thermochemical fuel production cycles [40], do not closely mirror natural photosynthesis, other systems
are more directly biomimetic. Arguably the closest are nano-scale systems variously comprising large
organic molecules, metals, semiconductors, nano-structured materials, or combinations of these. These
systems are often isomorphic to natural photosynthetic systems, having light-harvesting antennas
coupled to photochemical reaction centre complexes that energise catalysts for the splitting of water
and reduction of protons and/or carbon dioxide [40–42].
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One of the strongest motivations behind developing APSs is that are thought able to ultimately
exceed natural photosynthetic efficiencies because no energy is required to cover the metabolic cost
of living [40, 43]. In natural photosynthetic organisms, this loss is typically on the order of 50% of
the chemical energy stored by photosynthesis (section 2.2). It has also recently been argued [43] that
systems using photovoltaic cells to power electrochemical cells for fuel production have a significant
efficiency advantage over natural and bioengineered photosynthetic systems. However, the efficiency
advantages claimed for both types of artificial system are only first-order. In a comprehensive as-
sessment of economic and environmental feasibility these must be considered within a second-order
LCA and LCC. Indeed, the energy required for the production and maintenance of an artificial system
may be compared to the energy required by a natural system to maintain cell metabolism for survival
and reproduction. APSs and high-efficiency photovoltaics both currently depend on scarce and ex-
pensive materials, and energy-intensive construction [40, 231]. Conversely, photosynthetic organisms
self-assemble from abundant materials at ambient temperatures and the abiological components of
existing microalgal cultivation systems comprise relatively simple, abundant materials [215].
Leveraging natural photosynthesis only indirectly, through biomimicry, the development of APSs
is at an earlier stage than that of microalgal photosynthetic systems. No APS has yet been proven
feasible outside of the laboratory [28,40] and accordingly, no fair comparison can yet be made between
comprehensive LCAs and LCCs for APSs and microalgal systems. Moreover, most APS development
presently focusses on systems that produce molecular hydrogen, a fuel which has limited utility in
today’s carbon fuel-powered economy but which is seen as promising for the longer-term [40, 42]. In
principle, carbon-fixing APS systems can also be developed but this is seen as a more difficult and
distant goal [28,40].
With many fundamental technical hurdles still to be cleared, the present state of APS development
strongly suggests that these systems are unlikely to be viable on globally significant scales within
the narrow window of time available for meaningful climate-change and peak-oil mitigation efforts.
Nonetheless, APSs are a promising solar fuel production technology for the longer term and their
development can benefit from ongoing advances in understanding biological photosynthetic systems
such as microalgal cultivation systems, which are more rapidly approaching economic scalability.
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1.11 Summary and outlook
Photosynthetic systems are intrinsically multiscale. Comprehensive analysis of photosynthetic systems
in the context of global energy systems must face the challenge of integrating analyses across the
hierarchy of scientific disciplines, ranging from global-scale to nanoscale. The geophysical, ecological
and economic limitations of global energy systems identified in this chapter constrain the functional
requirements for photosynthetic energy systems at smaller scales.
Solar energy is available at Earth’s surface far in excess of global economic demand but is incident
at power densities low compared with incumbent thermal power generating systems (e.g. coal, gas,
nuclear), which challenges its economic utility. Earth’s current biota photosynthetically store only
∼ 0.1% of the solar energy annually available, though the resulting NPP is still nine times larger
than the human economy’s TPES. This NPP also fixes ten times more atmospheric carbon than total
annual anthropogenic CO2 emissions but currently, ∼ 96% returns to the atmosphere on the same
time scale without entering long-term storage.
Over geological time scales, photosynthesis by ancient biota and geochemical processing of ancient
NPP has created fossil fuels, which currently supply ∼ 87% of TPES. This provides hundreds of years’
worth of ancient global NPP per year of modern consumption (largely because fossil-fuel genesis and
extraction are together highly inefficient). Simultaneously, the economy appropriates ∼ 25% of current
NPP, both directly through biomass harvest and indirectly through land conversion, and this level of
HANPP is estimated to be significantly higher than the sustainable limit. Recent analyses strongly
suggest that when sustainability criteria are considered, agro-biofuels can be expected to supply only
a small fraction of future global energy demand.
Crude oil is the single largest source of primary energy for the economy and worldwide conventional
crude oil production rate may have already peaked (or plateaued). Some analysts are optimistic that
unconventional oil will adequately offset declines in conventional oil. However, the high financial,
energetic and environmental costs associated with unconventional oil bring into serious question its
capacity to fill this role sustainably. Human interference in the Earth’s carbon cycle, chiefly through
emissions of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion, is very likely to be disrupting the climate through global
warming. An urgent transition to low-carbon energy systems is required, leaving the majority of
remaining fossil fuel resources unproduced, if dangerous climate change is to be confidently averted.
Carbon-based, chemical fuels currently supply the majority of total final energy consumption,
and the ongoing transition to electricity is gradual compared with the speed required for climate-
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change and peak-oil mitigation. Moreover, some economic sectors such as aviation and long-distance
road transportation will likely depend on chemical fuels for the foreseeable future. Developing and
deploying fungible, sustainable fuels is therefore critically important. Time scales of previous global
energy transitions indicate that an unprecedented level of sociopolitical will and cooperation is required
to accelerate the transition away from fossil fuels as much as possible.
Sustainable, increased reliance on HANPP from current sources, to supply low-carbon fuels to
the economy on globally significant scales, may be possible. This is likely to require an increase in
Earth’s total potential net primary productivity (NPP0) through deployment of bioengineered and/or
artificial photosynthetic systems on otherwise unproductive or low-productivity lands.
A variety of solar fuels are already in use and two, bioethanol and biodiesel, are being produced on
industrial scales, based on (unscalable) agricultural feedstocks. Solar fuels at earlier stages of develop-
ment include biohydrogen and biohydrocarbons, the latter being directly fungible for petroleum-based
fuels. Microalgal cultivation systems are rapidly emerging as solar fuel production systems with the
potential to offer increased NPP0 simultaneously with other economic and environmental services.
However, comprehensive assessments indicate that significant technical innovation is still required to
achieve economic and environmental feasibility. Artificial photosynthetic systems are seen as promis-
ing technologies for the longer-term and stand to benefit in the shorter-term from ongoing advances
in understanding biological photosynthetic systems.
A key challenge in developing high-productivity photosynthetic energy systems is optimising light-
harvesting efficiency under a range of light environments including high-light conditions well suited
to solar fuel production. This challenge is addressed by the chapters to follow in this thesis. In
chapter 2 a multiscale framework for analysing light-harvesting energetics in photosynthetic energy
systems is formulated based on complex systems theory. This reveals the importance of modelling
interdependences between material composition, structure and energetics at each scale of organisation
in such a system. Chapters 3 and 4 present quantitative studies exploring these interdependences
at the micro- and nano-scales of the thylakoid membrane. Chapter 3 analyses how the mechanisms
of excitation energy transfer (EET) depend on structure in a chromophore network with the generic
structural and energetic features of a thylakoid membrane. The focus is on how this dependence
changes with length scale. Renormalisation theory is used to assess the largest length scale up to
which quantum dynamical effects may mediate EET. Chapter 4 then asks how the multiscale structure
of the thylakoid membrane depends on its protein composition. The focus is on structural changes
observed in so-called ‘antenna-mutant’ strains of microalgae, in which the size and composition of
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the light-harvesting antennas have been genetically modified from wild-type species. Experimentally
determined structures are presented for protein complexes and supercomplexes, and these are discussed
in the context of a broader program integrating experimental and theoretical modelling to elucidate
composition-structure relationships in the thylakoid. Finally, chapter 5 extends the multiscale
analysis framework from chapter 2 to a framework for integrated, multiscale system optimisation; this
provides a conceptual basis for future work. Together, these investigations provide a framework for
analysing light harvesting in photosynthetic energy systems using an integrated, multiscale approach,
answer specific technical questions in the context of that framework, and open new avenues for future
research. This constitutes progress toward the urgent goal of developing photosynthetic energy systems
able to sustainably power the human economy on a globally significant scale.
Chapter 2
Multiscale systems analysis of light harvesting
in photosynthetic energy systems
No one understands all the relationships that allow a tree to do what it does. That lack of
knowledge is not surprising. It’s easier to learn about a system’s elements than about its
interconnections.
∼ D.H. Meadows [47]
2.1 Introduction
A key challenge in developing high-productivity photosynthetic energy systems is optimising light-
harvesting efficiency under a range of light conditions. In particular, high-irradiance conditions are
well suited to solar fuel production but saturate the light-harvesting kinetics in biological photosyn-
thetic systems such as microalgae, which induces energy wastage through nonphotochemical quenching
(NPQ) mechanisms [229]. Simultaneously, ∼57% of the energy incident in solar radiation falls outside
the photosynthetically active spectrum and cannot be utilised by wild-type organisms (fig. 1.2); this
is another major source of inefficiency. Finally, uneven light distribution in cultivation systems means
that some parts of the system experience excess light while others are light-limited. This seemingly
paradoxical problem of simultaneously absorbing too much and too little radiation demands that pho-
tosynthetic energy systems be engineered to better utilise incident radiation. This requires optimal
distribution through the system, not only of light but also of other resources involved in converting and
storing the energy absorbed from light, such as CO2, H2O and nutrients, as well as effective disposal
of wastes from photosynthesis such as O2 and heat.
Efforts to engineer microalgae and cultivation systems for efficient fuel production have so far typ-
ically aimed at improving the efficiency of some chosen part(s) of a specific model system. The implicit
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assumption is that subsystem improvements sum linearly to give global system improvements, so any
advance in any subsystem will improve the system overall. However, this neglects the phenomenon
of emergence, whereby the global properties of a system can differ from the sum of its components’
properties when acting in isolation, by virtue of component interactions [48,50]. This means that it is
possible for subsystem improvements to make no difference to, or actually impair global system perfor-
mance if they do not form part of a holistic design strategy. For example, engineering chloroplasts to
expand their light-absorption spectrum [232,233] would increase their light-absorption efficiency under
solar irradiation. However, under high-irradiance conditions where the photosynthetic kinetics are al-
ready saturated, increased light absorption may serve only to increase subsequent losses through NPQ,
resulting in no net efficiency gain unless the downstream kinetics were also sped up commensurately.
While sophisticated techniques are now available for engineering the components of photosynthetic
systems at all scales from molecular to macroscopic, no methodology yet exists for integrated, whole-
system design. Recent economic and environmental feasibility assessments at both local and global
levels indicate that such a systems analysis methodology is needed (section 1.10) [218,222,234,235].
This chapter introduces so-called ‘hierarchy theory’, a multiscale, hierarchical systems analysis
framework based on complex systems theory (section 2.3), which has not previously been applied to
the study of photosynthetic energy systems. This is proposed as a system-design tool complementary
to the linear-process framework traditionally employed for analysing photosynthetic energetics (section
2.2), on which previous engineering efforts have largely been based. Microalgal cultivation systems are
the focus, though reference is also made to higher-plant systems throughout; the latter have been more
extensively studied and show many structural and functional similarities to microalgae at intracellular
scales. They also show multiscale, hierarchical organisation over larger scales, which offers insights
into strategies for cooperative, multicellular photosynthesis. These natural systems provide a template
from which the multiscale framework is abstracted and then mapped onto a generic microalgal system.
However, it is emphasised that photosynthetic energy systems have different system-scale objectives
and constraints from higher plants (efficient, cost-effective energy conversion rather than survival and
reproduction in native ecosystems), so an optimal system configuration should not necessarily be
expected to resemble a plant in detail. Rather, the goal of the plant-inspired multiscale approach
is a generalised framework for rigorously linking global system-scale objectives and constraints with
engineerable parameters at different scales in a coordinated way that is conducive to whole-system
optimisation. In principle the framework developed may also be adapted for artificial photosynthetic
systems; design of these systems has so far focussed mainly on microscopic components (section
1.10.3) but, similarly to microalgae, commercialisation will require these components to co-operate
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within complex, macroscopic systems constrained by environmental and economic conditions.
This chapter introduces hierarchy theory conceptually, as a basis for system analysis. Chapter
3 then applies the theory quantitatively in a detailed study of excitation energy transfer dynamics
across a range of scales in the thylakoid membrane. Chapter 4 subsequently presents a hierarchical,
multiscale study of thylakoid structure. Finally, chapter 5 extends the hierarchical analysis framework
for integrated, hierarchical system optimisation, as a speculative basis for future work.
2.2 Linear-process analysis of photosynthetic systems
In a standard analysis of photosynthetic energetics the system is partitioned stepwise into subsystems
that each complete one of the energy transfer and/or conversion steps spanning the free-energy gradient
from incident light to biochemical products [216, 225, 236] (fig. 2.1). Each process subsystem suffers
inefficiencies, dissipating useful energy carriers and/or converting them into waste heat for subsequent
dissipation. It is typically assumed that these inefficiencies add linearly to yield the net system
inefficiency in light-to-chemical energy conversion [216, 225, 236] (fig. 2.1). To illustrate the utility
of the hierarchical approach developed in later sections, this section provides a careful linear-process
analysis of photosynthetic energetics in a system cultivating wild-type green microalgae. Two light
regimes are considered, based on current literature: light-limited conditions in which irradiance level
limits the photosynthetic kinetics, and light-supersaturated conditions in which the irradiance level
exceeds that required to saturate the photosynthetic kinetics. The proportion of incident light energy
remaining after each process step is shown in figure 2.1.
Photosynthetically active radiation Forty-three percent of the energy in standard AM1.5 solar
spectral irradiance is in photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) (section 1.4) and is therefore taken
as the maximum available for harvesting by natural microalgae.
Light transfer to pigment-protein complexes PAR incident on a microalgal cultivation system
must be transferred to the cells and pigment-protein complexes (PPCs) within them. The first step is
transmission into the aqueous culture. Weyer et al [216] calculate that for an open-pond system, 5%
of PAR or 2% of total incident radiation is reflected from the culture surface over a day, leaving 41% of
the total incident energy available for absorption within the culture. Assuming limited absorption and
scattering by components other than the PPCs, almost all PAR entering the culture can be absorbed
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Figure 2.1: Linear-process analysis of photosynthetic energetics in wild-type green microalgae
under light-limited and light-supersaturated conditions. See text for explanation. Abbreviations: PAR
– photosynthetically active radiation; PPC – pigment-protein complex; EET – excitation energy transfer; RC
– reaction centre; CS – charge separation; NPQ – Nonphotochemical quenching; Fl – fluorescence; D-C –
down-conversion; FEL – free energy loss. [43, 49,68–70,216,216,225,229,230,236–239]
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by the PPCs [216]. In a photobioreactor however, light may encounter multiple culture-container-
air interfaces, affecting reflection losses. This depends on the specific photobioreactor design so, for
simplicity, reflection losses are here assumed for the ‘base case’ of an open-pond system.
Excitation energy transfer to photochemical reaction centres Electronic excitations resulting from
light absorption by the PPCs are transferred non-radiatively through the chromophore network of
LHCI, LHCII and minor antenna proteins to reaction centres (RCs) in the PSI and PSII core complexes
(section 1.3 and chapter 3). There the energy is used by P680 (in PSII) and P700 (in PSI) to drive pri-
mary charge separation reactions, generating the electron and proton flows of the photosynthetic light
reactions (section 1.3.1). Under both light-limited and light-supersaturated conditions, some energy
loss to other excitation decay pathways such as fluorescence and internal conversion is unavoidable
(section 3.1.3). Henriques reports [237] that a minimum of ∼0.5% of absorbed light energy is wasted
as fluorescence under light-limited conditions, and a maximum of ∼5% under light-supersaturated
conditions. Each charge-separation event requires an input of 1.80 eV (the energy contained in a
680 nm, red photon) in the case of PSII and 1.75 eV (700nm, red photon) for PSI [49]. Additional
energy absorbed from shorter-wavelength photons is wasted as heat through internal conversion dur-
ing excitation energy transfer (EET) (figs. 1.1 and 3.3) [49, 238]. This effective down-conversion of,
for example, blue photons to red photons during EET through the ‘energy funnel’ landscape of the
antenna (fig. 3.3a [top]) is a source of energy inefficiency even though the quantum efficiency of EET
approaches unity under light-limited conditions [239,240]. The maximum photon-utilization efficiency
can be estimated as the ratio of the average energy used for charge separation (1.78 eV, red) to the
average absorbed photon energy (2.34 eV, green), giving 76% [216,225]. Further, thermodynamically
dictated losses occur during charge separation itself [241], leaving on average 1.6 eV stored per primary
charge separation event. This reduces the estimated maximum photon-utilization efficiency to 68%
and further small losses are incurred by occasional charge recombination in the RC [239]. Overall
therefore, photon utilization losses account for ∼13% of the incident solar energy under light-limited
conditions (fig. 2.1).
Under light-supersaturated conditions the light-harvesting complexes (LHCs) absorb energy from
radiation faster than the RCs can utilise the resulting excitations (the RCs are ‘closed’). To avoid
photoinhibition (oxidative damage at the RCs [229]), excess excitations are dissipated as heat through
NPQ mechanisms [229]. Melis et al [225,230] estimate that in a typical high-light environment a mi-
croalgal mass culture or dense plant foliage can over-absorb and dissipate through NPQ approximately
60% of the daily irradiance, with cells at the directly illuminated surface wasting over 80% of absorbed
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irradiance through NPQ. Daily, this is equivalent to ∼25% of total solar energy lost via NPQ (fig.
2.1). The precise amount of wastage through various non-photochemical relaxation pathways (section
3.1.3) depends on species, acclimation state, irradiance and spectral quality of incident light, temper-
ature, and system macrostructure. Accordingly, a broad range of estimates exists in the literature for
absorbed photon utilization efficiency under physiological, light-supersaturated conditions; Weyer et
al [216] state a range from 10–30%. In figure 2.1, 27% (based on daily NPQ losses of 60% of absorbed
light) has been chosen as representative.
Chemistry and metabolism The balanced equation of CO2 fixation via the Calvin-Benson cycle
(section 1.3) is [242]:
6 CO2 + 18 ATP + 12 NADPH + 12 H2O −→ C6H12O6 + 18 ADP + 18 Pi + 12 NADP+ + 6 H+.
Three ATP and two NADPH molecules are required to fix one molecule of CO2 into a hexose sugar
such as glucose. The reduction of NADP+ is a two-electron process. To transfer two electrons to
NADP+ via linear electron transport requires four photons (two to transfer two electrons from water
through PSII and two more to transfer them through PSI). Ideally, eight photons would therefore be
required to produce the two NADPH molecules needed to fix one molecule of CO2 into one hexose
sugar molecule. The three ATP molecules are produced simultaneously. Fixation of one molecule of
CO2 into a hexose sugar would therefore require eight photons. The measured number of photons per
O2 evolved or CO2 fixed is ∼9.5 [225]. Thus, 84% of the energy used to drive charge separation in
PSII and PSI is stored as carbohydrates [225].
Weyer et al [216] quote literature values ranging from 11–89% for the fraction of energy captured
by photosynthesis that algal cells require for respiration and housekeeping. Following Weyer et al [216],
50% is chosen as a representative value (fig. 2.1). This effectively raises the number of photons required
per CO2 fixed to ∼14.
Hydrogen The H2-producing hydrogenase (HydA) is tightly coupled to the photosynthetic electron
transport chain (fig. 1.1). This reduces energy losses associated with the more extensive biochemical
pathways involved in the synthesis of carbohydrates and lipids, resulting in higher theoretical light-
to-biofuel conversion efficiencies. The metabolic load of maintaining the cell is of course still required.
The theoretical upper limit of efficiency in microalgal H2 production is estimated to be 12–14% [225].
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Carbohydrate and oil-rich biomass Due to the different energy requirements of differing biochem-
ical pathways, the number of photons required to store one mole of carbon in a given molecule varies.
The more energy-dense the final biomass product, the higher the number of photons required to pro-
duce it. Thus, while low-lipid biomass typically needs ∼14 photons, ∼20 photons are typically needed
to achieve high lipid content. Overall light-to-biomass production efficiencies are calculated to be
∼12% and ∼5% respectively for the light-limited and light-supersaturated conditions shown in figure
2.1 [43,216,225,236].
Key efficiency limitations Figure 2.1 shows that the greatest inefficiencies in the photosynthetic
process are nonabsorption of incident wavelengths falling outside the PAR spectrum and dissipation of
unusable electronic excitations through NPQ. Under light-limited conditions, nonabsorption of non-
PAR is the dominant source of inefficiency. Under light-supersaturated conditions, NPQ dominates.
2.2.1 Limitations of linear-process analysis as a design tool for photosynthetic
energy systems
The challenge of designing maximally efficient light harvesting is complicated by the fact that light-
supersaturated and light-limited conditions coexist in real systems in a typical high-light environment.
Light-supersaturated conditions exist near to the illuminated surface(s), and light-limited conditions
in shaded regions. The analysis above demonstrates the importance of matching PAR irradiance
level to the level that saturates the photosynthetic kinetics; in both light regimes a mismatch be-
tween these rates underlies the dominant source of inefficiency. Maximally efficient light harvesting
would be achieved if every photosynthetically active system component received PAR in balance with
its maximum-achievable productivity, determined only by the thermodynamic limits of its internal
machinery (assuming that other inputs such as CO2 and H2O are not rate-limiting) [243].
Accordingly, strategies for improving system efficiency have largely focussed on achieving more eq-
uitable irradiance distribution throughout the system. However, the standard linear-process analysis
gives no account of how irradiance distribution depends simultaneously on parameters over a range of
scales in the system (e.g. optical properties of pigments, proteins, cells, photobioreactor components
and the overall photobioreactor), nor for how those parameters depend on each other. Rather, the
highly simplifed account of light transfer to PPCs given above in section 2.2, which assumes a particu-
lar, simple system geometry and refers to optical properties at only one scale in the system, is typical
of accounts found in the literature [216,225,236]. Hence, strategies to improve light distribution have
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tended to focus at a single scale (or a relatively small subset of the scales of organisation present in
the system), tuning compositional and structural parameters such as LHC antenna protein composi-
tion [223, 244, 245] (chapter 4), cell culture density [215, 246, 247], and photobioreactor structure and
surface properties [215,246–248].
Moreover, engineering efforts to date have typically begun from a model algal species and/or
photobioreactor design and improved system performance incrementally by tuning only a small number
of parameters. Due to this strong basis on existing systems and focus at particular scales, there exists
no general theory for optimal system design which rigorously links global system-scale objectives and
constraints (e.g. maximally efficient light harvesting at minimal financial cost) with engineerable
parameters at different scales in a coordinated way (e.g. LHC antenna composition, cell density,
photobioreactor structure and surface properties). Ideally, such a theory would allow the designer to
start from a minimal number of fixed parameters and let system configuration emerge organically from
an optimisation algorithm. The result may be beyond what is reachable based on intuition, starting
from an existing model. Obtaining such a theory is a major challenge and it is proposed here that
analysing photosynthetic systems using complex systems theory may offer progress.
2.2.2 Complexity in photosynthetic systems
Multiscale complexity Photosynthetic light harvesting involves mechanisms of energy transfer and
conversion spanning length scales from individual chromophores (pigment molecules) (10−9 − 10−10
m) to an overall photobioreactor array or plant stand (> 101 m), and time scales from energy-transfer
processes at the molecular level (10−14 s) to annual climatic cycles (107 s). At progressively larger
scales of organisation in the system, properties emerge from interactions between components and
these properties are often not predictable only from properties of the smaller-scale components [50,249]
(e.g. the shape of a leaf cannot be predicted only from the shapes of its constituent cells because the
cells can be arranged in many ways [section 2.3]). As a result, the process(es) within each process
subsystem (e.g. ‘light transfer to the PPCs’) can scale nonlinearly such that different models are needed
at different scales (section 2.3.2) [250, 251]. For example, so-called ‘big-leaf’ models of leaf-canopy
photosynthesis, which treat an overall canopy as a scaled-up single leaf, are found to predict canopy
productivity inaccurately [252]. This is due to the difference between time-averaged and instantaneous
distributions of absorbed irradiance at the canopy scale, caused by penetration of sunflecks and the
range of leaf angles in canopies [252]. That is, although the leaves within a canopy may be considered
analogous to chloroplasts within a leaf (fig. 2.3b,c), the emergence of different properties at the
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canopy scale causes irradiance to be distributed differently between components (leaves/chloroplasts)
at each of the two scales, so productivity models do not scale linearly between them. Different
radiative transfer models again are needed at intra-chloroplast scales, where subwavelength structures
are significant [253–255] (section 2.3.2).
Since processes spanning larger scales must also span smaller scales (e.g. radiation interacting
with a photobioreactor also must interact with at least one of its structural components [fig. 2.3a,b]),
and smaller-scale processes must exist against a background of larger-scale processes (each compo-
nent operates within the light environment transmitted to it by the overall photobioreactor), altering
parameters at a particular scale can have complex effects on the energetics over multiple scales (e.g.
applying an anti-reflective coating to the surface of an entire photobioreactor may increase the photo-
synthetic efficiency of individual components in light-limited regions while simultaneously decreasing
the overall system efficiency because the gains in light-limited regions are more-than compensated
by increased NPQ losses in light-supersaturated regions). Therefore, parameters at different scales
should be optimised collaboratively. For example, optical properties of the overall photobioreactor
should ideally be optimised for total absorption of PAR over the scale of the photobioreactor while
also distributing irradiance equitably among its components; optical properties of each component
should simultaneously be optimised to absorb irradiance in balance with what it can utilise while also
helping to distribute excess irradiance to other components. These optimisations must be performed
collaboratively because the optical properties of the overall photobioreactor depend on the optical
properties of its components.
Multiprocess complexity In addition to complexities between scales, parameters at a given scale
affect multiple energetic processes at that scale (as well as at other scales) simultaneously. For example,
LHCs are highly multifunctional, serving roles not only in transfer and absorption of light over multiple
scales [243, 254, 256, 257] but also in EET [258, 259], NPQ [229], heat transfer [260–263] and electron
transport [264]. Therefore, optimising parameters such as light-harvesting antenna composition only
for light transfer through the cell culture, can also affect other energetic processes, generating complex
effects on system performance (e.g. the full effects of engineering light-harvesting antenna composition
are not yet known [chapter 4]). Parameters at each scale therefore should be optimised for multiple
energetic processes simultaneously, such that a compromise between the needs of different processes
is achieved.
According to Li et al [251], complex systems have the following features:
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• consist of many subsystems interacting with one another;
• show hierarchical, multiscale structure;
• are always dynamic, stabilised by exchanging energy, matter and information with their envi-
ronment;
• are governed by at least two dominant mechanisms which compromise with each other.
As explained above, photosynthetic systems show all of these features. Overall, a multiscale,
multiprocess design framework is needed, which rigorously balances reductionism with holism, link-
ing system-scale objectives and constraints to engineerable parameters within subsystems across the
spectrum of smaller scales [251, 265, 266]. This poses a considerable theoretical challenge, demanding
a balance between analytical rigor and practicality.
2.3 Multiscale, hierarchical analysis of photosynthetic systems
Multiscale, hierarchical network structure is a common feature of complex systems [251,267–269] and
multiscale analytical methods have arisen from studies of diverse systems within the social [270],
biological [271–274], chemical [251, 265, 275, 276], physical [277–280] and informational sciences [281,
282]. Previous studies of natural photosynthetic systems have accounted (sometimes implicitly) for
their multiscale complexity to various levels of sophistication. A common approach has been to use a
mechanistic light transfer model at larger scales (such as the radiative transfer equation or analytical
solution thereof, such as the Beer-Lambert law or two-flux approximation) across a cell culture or
leaf canopy, coupled to an empirical model of photosynthetic productivity at cellular scales [244,283–
286]. Such models have successfully described experiments linking environmental parameters, such
as irradiance, CO2 concentration and temperature, with biomass productivity in terms of parameters
such as cell density and pigment composition. Explicitly multiscale studies of microalgal systems have
bridged phenomenological models of processes at well-separated time scales (such as EET, biomass
production, and photoinhibition1), aiming to inform control algorithms for biomass production under
varying environmental conditions [287–290]. All studies of these types neglect mechanical details
underlying their coarse-grained phenomenological and/or empirical models and so are limited in the
guidance that they can provide to increasingly sophisticated engineering capabilities. Consequently,
1Oxidative damage to the PSII reaction centre, causing reduced productivity [229].
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more detailed, mechanistic models are needed in order to resolve causal relations between system
parameters and performance across scales.
Ecological studies of higher-plant systems have pursued this level of mechanistic, multiscale anal-
ysis. It has been observed that such systems comprise hierarchies of recursively nested structural and
functional components, spanning scales from chloroplast to landscape (fig. 2.3a–c, ‘Higher plants’ col-
umn). While some authors have described energetics at different scales largely independently [243,291],
others have quantified scaling trends in system parameters and dynamics, yielding insights into com-
plex ecological systems [250,273,274,292–296]. One example is the failure of big-leaf models to accu-
rately describe leaf-canopy photosynthesis, described in section 2.2.2. Such findings have implications
for microalgal photobioreactor design but there have so far been no comparable multiscale analyses
accounting for hierarchical structure in microalgal cultivation systems (comparing for example irradi-
ance distribution between structural components of the photobioreactor with irradiance distribution
between cells within the cell culture [fig. 2.3b,c]). Nor have there been, to the author’s knowledge,
any such studies in higher plants which have extended their scaling hierarchies to intra-chloroplast
scales.
Moreover, previous scaling analyses have focussed on describing natural systems rather than
engineering optimal systems. The latter goal permits more freedom in modelling because system con-
figuration can emerge organically from the optimisation algorithm. This is also arguably simpler than
attempting to characterise the full complexity of natural systems, which are optimised not merely for
efficient solar energy storage but rather for the more complex problem of survival and reproduction
in their native ecosystems. Therefore, rather than viewing natural photosynthetic systems as tem-
plates for detailed biomimicry in engineered systems, a more fruitful approach may be to view them
as sources of inspiration for general principles relating parameters and dynamics within and between
different scales. These principles may then provide a basis for general, theoretical models of photo-
synthetic systems, which can be optimised across the scalar hierarchy under system-scale objectives
and constraints that may differ from those of naturally evolved systems. Computing power, modelling
and optimisation algorithms for complex systems, as well as knowledge of structure and energetics in
photosynthesis, have all progressed in recent years such that mechanistic, multiscale-optimal design
of photosynthetic energy systems in silico is becoming a realistic prospect. Considerable technical
development will be required towards this end, particularly in balancing explanatory power with
computational tractability. Hierarchy theory, which constitutes a simple and intuitive formulation of
multiscale, hierarchical analysis, is now presented as a possible theoretical foundation for such devel-
opment. The presentation is qualitative; the reader interested in the mathematical basis of hierarchy
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Figure 2.2: Schematic summary of hierarchy theory. A complex dynamical system is partitioned into a
hierarchy of recursively nested subsystems with well-separated characteristic length and time scales to simplify
system analysis. At each level in the hierarchy an encompassing subsystem or ‘holon’ contains ‘component’
subsystems, which are simultaneously holons at the next, downscale level. Each subsystem represents a repeated
functional unit that interacts via strong and weak couplings with other subsystems at the same and other levels
respectively. See text for detailed explanation. Figure adapted from [273].
theory is directed to references [297], [273], and others cited below. Chapter 3 presents a mathemat-
ically formulated hierarchical model based on renormalisation theory, which may be thought of as a
particular formulation of hierarchy theory (see below).
2.3.1 Hierarchy theory
Hierarchy theory arose within general systems theory and can be applied to any system showing
differences in scale between levels of organisation [273, 297–299]. The theory partitions a complex
dynamical system into a hierarchy of recursively nested subsystems with well-separated characteristic
length and time scales in order to simplify system analysis. The multiscale analysis of the hierarchy
is constructed by studying internal properties and dynamics of each scale subsystem independently,
as well as couplings between scale subsystems.
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Nomenclature Nomenclature used for different scale subsystems and their interactions varies in
the literature. Here, upscale and downscale subsystems are referred to generically, where the scales
need not, though may, be adjacent. In a pair of scale-adjacent subsystems, the convention is adopted
here of calling the upscale subsystem the holon and the downscale, nested subsystem a component
(fig. 2.2 and fig. 5.1a). Subsystem partitions (theoretical boundaries chosen by the analyst) divide a
holon at level k + 1 into components at level k + 1, which are simultaneously holons at level k. The
partitions at level k+1 are located between clusters of strongly interacting components at level k such
that intra- and inter-cluster pairwise component interaction strengths are scale-separated. This means
that components interact relatively strongly within a holon and relatively weakly between holons. A
holon at any scale may also contain subsystems of other types at the component scale (nested within
the holon but not within the components). In a well-formed hierarchy, holons and components are
well separated at all scales.
Dynamical couplings between scales Couplings between holon dynamics and component dynamics
are generally weak due to their separated characteristic time scales; a scale-adjacent pair is a ‘slow-fast’
system. When scales are well separated, upscale dynamics are effectively stationary compared with
downscale dynamics, which in turn are comparatively so rapid that only equilibrium values (or time-
averaged values, where the dynamics are non-equilibrium; i.e. driven) of downscale dynamical variables
are significant to upscale subsystems. For example, light transmission through a 10 µm-thick cell (fig.
2.3c,d) spans roughly one ten-thousandth of the time needed for transmission through a 10 cm-thick
‘phytoelement’ (photobioreactor tube or panel element; figure 2.3b). Accordingly, intracellular optical
processes generally equilibrate (e.g. through absorption by chromophores) before any ‘noticable’ (to
the cell) changes take place in the incident light field due to phytoelement-scale dynamics in the cell
distribution.
Consequently, a well-formed hierarchy is said to be ‘near-decomposable’ and formal simplifications
can be made at low explanatory cost in modelling couplings between scales. For example, perturbation
theory can be used to approximate upscale and downscale dynamical variables as constants, which
act as boundary conditions for focal-scale dynamics [297,298]. More sophisticated methods have been
developed to deal with cases where ‘scale-adjacent’ subsystems are not properly scale separated and
regular perturbation theory is inadequate. Relatively simple models may be analytically tractable
using singular pertubation theory and/or renormalisation group theory [279,300], and recourse can be
made to various numerical methods for more complex models [275,301–308].
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Transforming models between scales If a dynamical model has not been established for a subsys-
tem at a given scale, it is often possible to derive an approximate model through ‘upscaling’ and/or
‘downscaling’ transformations of models and parameters from other scales. For in-depth discussion of
formal up/downscaling techniques see [273] and [250]. In systems which have previously been modelled
at different scales, so-called ‘heuristic upscaling’ can be used to link the established models between
scales [273]. In such cases, interscale parameter transformations must be established.
Transforming parameters between scales Parameter upscaling transformations may be called con-
stitutive relations or aggregations. An aggregation maps a parameter distribution over components
(e.g. chlorophyll content of individual cells within a leaf) to a single parameter of the holon (e.g. total
leaf chlorophyll content). The aggregation can take different forms, though it is often a simple sum (as
in the chlorophyll example) or average over subsystems [250, 273, 304]. Parameter aggregation links
upscale and downscale models consistently, at the cost of some explanatory power at the larger scale
due to information loss intrinsic to the aggregation. Its form should therefore be chosen to balance
simplification with retention of explanatory power according to the goals of a particular model [273].
The opposite of aggregation is referred to here as parameter disaggregation: the mapping of a
single, upscale parameter (e.g. leaf chlorophyll content) to a distribution of downscale parameters
(e.g. cellular chlorophyll content). In general there are multiple disaggregations that will invert a
given aggregation; different distributions of cellular chlorophyll content will sum to the same total leaf
chlorophyll content. This can allow some freedom of choice, though in some cases this is reduced by
the need for consistency with parameters at yet smaller scales.
Parameter emergence In addition to parameters resulting from aggregations and/or disaggrega-
tions of down/upscale parameters, a dynamical model at a given scale can also depend on parameters
which emerge uniquely at that scale. For example, while total leaf chlorophyll content can be aggre-
gated over cellular chlorophyll contents, leaf shape cannot be aggregated over cell shapes because the
cells can be arranged in many ways. Leaf shape is an emergent parameter at the leaf scale, resulting
from intercellular interactions.
Explanatory power In a well-formed hierarchical system, the comparatively simple and less com-
putationally expensive analysis provided by hierarchy theory can predict system behaviour with accu-
racy approaching that of a fully detailed all-in-one analysis [273,297,309,310]. Significant divergence
between these models may indicate poorly chosen partitioning of the hierarchy such that subsystems
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are not well separated, and/or poor choices of subsystem dynamical models or parameter aggrega-
tions/disaggregations between scales. A multiscale, hierarchical model also has the advantage that
it can be compared against empirical models at multiple scales simultaneously. This can be done to
validate the hierarchical model and/or to compare empirical data between scales [273].
2.3.2 A suggested hierarchical partitioning for a generic green-microalgal cultiva-
tion system
Figure 2.3 shows a multiscale, hierarchical system partitioning, chosen heuristically for a generic
microalgal system cultivating green microalgae. The heuristic used is that each component (e.g. cell
– fig. 2.3c) within a holon (phytoelement – fig. 2.3b) is a repeated functional unit that exchanges
energy through multiple mechanisms (light transfer, heat transfer, mass [CO2, H2O, O2] transfer) with
other components, both inside the holon and in neighbouring holons. In accordance with hierarchy
theory, the strengths of intra- and inter-holon interactions are assumed to be scale-separated, and
the parameters affecting them at each scale are proposed to include both emergent parameters and
parameters aggregated from parameters of downscale components.
‘Equivalent’ levels of organization in a higher-plant system are shown in parallel, though the latter
system arguably has extra levels of organisation (e.g. multiple chloroplasts per cell, multiple levels
of clustering in the plant crown) that have been neglected here for consistency with the microalgal
system. Identifying similarities between microalgal and higher-plant scale subsystems allows the more
extensive literature describing the latter to be leveraged. It is stressed that the partitioning chosen
here is heuristic only; a precisely defined partitioning would require component interaction strengths to
be quantified throughout the system for each of their various interactions, which would be a nontrivial
undertaking. However, in chapter 3 this is done for the electrodynamic interactions that underly EET
across a hierarchy of pigment-binding components within the thylakoid membrane: chromophores (fig-
ure 2.3k), chromophore clusters within PPC subunits (j), PPC subunits (i), PPCs (h), and aggregates
and supercomplexes of PPCs (g,f). Beyond this collection of scale subsystems within an overall photo-
synthetic system, recently developed algorithms for quantifying the hierarchical structures of complex
networks [267–269], and for choosing optimal partitioning for system design optimisation [311], may
be helpful in future work for improving the heuristic partitioning suggested in the present chapter.
Each row in figure 2.3 shows components within the holon, energy carriers that mediate transfer
between components, and whether the composition and structure of the system are strongly or weakly
interdependent at that scale. At larger scales the interaction energy carriers are identified in their
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continuum limits as light, heat and mass. At sub-microscopic scales, reference is made instead to
photons, phonons and molecules/radicals, to account for the signficance of quantum mechanical effects
at these scales. Excitons, free electrons and phonons are the significant energy carriers between
components at scales smaller than photosynthetically active wavelengths of light.
Distribution of energy carriers (e.g. light) between components (e.g. cells – fig. 2.3c) within
a given scale subsystem (phytoelement – fig. 2.3b) depends on the subsystem’s composition (e.g.
chemical composition of the aqueous medium and pigment composition of the cells) and structure (e.g.
distributions of cell size, shape, orientation and position throughout the phytoelement). Dependences
on both composition and structure must be understood in order to model and optimise the energetics
at each scale. For example, irradiance distribution in a microalgal cell culture is known to diverge
from that of a pigment solution of equal pigment concentration2 (the latter being described by the
simple Beer-Lambert law: exponential decay of irradiance with depth), for two main reasons. First,
by the so-called ‘package effect’ (fig. 2.4) the per-pigment absorptivity of a cell suspension is reduced
2Here, the concentrations compared are volumetric averages over sample volumes large when compared with individual
cells in the cell culture.
Figure 2.3 (preceding page): Multiscale, hierarchical partitioning of higher plant and microalgal
cultivation systems. Each row shows components within the holon, energy carriers that mediate transfer
between components, and whether the composition and structure of the system are strongly or weakly interde-
pendent at that scale. The particular structures shown at each scale a–g and j each represent a range of possible
structures. a, (left) Schematic plant stand; (right) schematic photobioreactor array. b, (left) Higher-plant
phytoelements; (right) photobioreactor phytoelements. Imaged reproduced from [214]. c, (left) Higher-plant
chloroplasts within cells (Image c© Kristian Peters 2006. Reproduced pursuant to Creative Commons licence.);
(right) microalgal chloroplasts within cells (image courtesy of G. Jakob, used with permission). d, (left) Trans-
mission electron micrograph of a sugarcane chloroplast. Densely stacked grana (dark) regions of the thylakoid
membrane are visible (image courtesy of R. Birch, used with permission); (right) transmission electron mi-
crograph of cell from the green microalga large-antenna mutant strain stm3. Densely stacked pseudograna
(dark) regions are visible in the chloroplast (image courtesy of E. Knauth, used with permission). e, (left)
Schematic higher-plant ‘thylakoid domain’, comprising granum and surrounding stroma lamellae; (right) trans-
mission electron micrograph of a typical ‘thylakoid domain’ from stm3, comprising a pseudogranum and adjacent
stroma lamellae (image courtesy of E. Knauth, used with permission). f, Schematic semicrystalline arrays of
PSII(blue)-LHCII(green, brown) supercomplexes within the thylakoid. g, (left) C2S2M2-type PSII-LHCII su-
percomplex comprising reaction centre core dimer and peripheral LHCs forming a light-harvesting antenna;
(right) C2S2-type PSII-LHCII supercomplex comprising reaction centre core dimer and peripheral LHCs form-
ing a light-harvesting antenna functional domain. Nomenclature for different PSII-LHCII supercomplex types
is explained in section 4.2.5. Different PSII-LHCII types with different antenna sizes can coexist in a membrane,
and the connectivity between supercomplexes can also vary depending on ultrastructural conformation of the
membrane. h, Trimeric LHCII: one type of pigment-protein complex (PPC). i, Monomeric subunit of LHCII,
with chlorophyll crystal structure overlaid. This complex binds 14 chlorophyll (8 chlorophyll-a, 6 chlorophyll-b)
and 4 carotenoid chromophores. j, Strongly coupled dimer (a613-a614) of chlorophyll-a chromophores. k,
Chlorophyll-a chromophore.
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Figure 2.4: Composition, structure and irradiance distribution: the package effect. A volume in
which absorbers (each of absorbance α) are ‘packaged’ densely to induce mutual shading transmits more irradi-
ance ktr than a volume in which absorbers are more evenly dispersed though at the same overall concentration.
This effect is thought to produce more equitable irradiance distribution between components at multiple scales
in photosynthetic systems.
compared with the equivalent pigment solution, due to enhanced mutual shading of tightly packed
intracellular pigments (and therefore a net reduction in shading overall, per unit of cross-sectional
area of the culture3) [312, 313]. Second, anisotropic scattering of light by algal cells, which depends
on their shapes and sizes [314], cannot be accommodated by the Beer-Lambert law, which assumes no
scattering.
Irradiance distribution is known to be similarly affected by composition and structure across
the spectrum of scales in higher-plant systems. The package effect operates in leaf canopies (fig.
2.3a,b) [315–317] and within individual leaves (fig. 2.3c) [243], giving rise to more equitable irradiance
distribution between leaves and cells respectively at these two scales, helping to increase photosynthetic
productivity across the depth of the canopy/leaf compared with a homogeneous absorber of equal
pigment concentration [243, 286]. Melis et al [318] find that in spinach chloroplasts, 65% of the
chlorophyll is concentrated within the densely stacked ‘grana’ regions of the thylakoid (fig. 2.3d,e),
and this generates an optical package effect, reducing absorption within the grana (and so in PSII) by
15–20% compared with the stroma (PSI). Further, there is evidence that at yet smaller, sub-optical-
wavelength scales, the grana (fig. 2.3e) may exploit optical interference effects to distribute irradiance
more equitably between membrane layers (depending on layer thickness, spacing, pigment composition
and orientation of the stack overall, relative to the propagation vector of incident light) [254, 255].
However, only a small number of studies have explored this hypothesis – which is effectively a claim
that the thylakoid membrane can act as an optical metamaterial – and these have used only relatively
3Assuming the areal unit is large when compared with a cell.
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simple optical models; this invites further studies using more sophisticated methods.
These studies suggest that system composition and structure can be optimised for resource dis-
tribution between components at a given scale, and at multiple scales concurrently. In the case of
irradiance distribution in higher-plant systems, a particular strategy – the optical package effect – is
deployed at multiple scales existing within the same physical regime (scales larger than the wavelengths
of PAR). This suggests a strategy for multiscale light distribution in engineered systems. However,
it is stressed that composition and structure at each scale in a plant has evolved to support multiple
energetic processes simultaneously (e.g. light, heat and mass transfer between components), as well
as other complex adaptive and housekeeping processes required for life, and therefore will not be op-
timal for only one process. Higher plants therefore offer insights into multiscale, multiprocess optimal
design of photosynthetic energy systems, although due to having different system-scale objectives and
constraints, optimal energy systems should not necessarily be expected to resemble higher plants in
detail.
Microalgal cultivation systems combine biological systems at (sub)cellular scales with artificial
(sub)systems at supracellular scales (figure 2.3, ‘Microalgae’ column). At supracellular scales, en-
ergy transfer processes can be described using relatively well-understood bulk material properties and
models of continuum mechanics and radiative transfer. Moreover, composition and structure are only
weakly coupled at these scales. For example, a photobioreactor with a given structure may be con-
structed out of different materials and contain cultures of different compositions without changing its
structure. Conversely, within the cell, the protein composition of the thylakoid membrane affects its
structure at multiple scales from individual photosystem supercomplexes (fig. 2.3g) to large shifts
in the ‘ultrastructure’ of the membrane at larger scales (fig. 2.3d–f) [62, 319]. This interdependence
between protein composition and thylakoid structure, which is not yet fully understood, adds an ex-
tra level of complexity to modelling and optimisation of the thylakoid and its components (chapter
4), compared with larger-scale subsystems where composition and structure are only weakly interde-
pendent. There also remain many open questions about interdependences between energy transfer
processes (radiative transfer, heat transfer, mass transfer and EET), structure and composition at
intracellular scales. Better understanding the interdependences between composition, structure and
energetics at each scale in the hierarchy – and in the thylakoid in particular, where many questions
remain – is a central challenge in multiscale, multiprocess analysis and optimisation of photosynthetic
energy systems. Figure 2.5 provides a schematic summary of these interdependences.
Beyond modelling interactions between components at each scale, multiscale analysis requires an
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Figure 2.5: Schematic summary of interdependences between composition, structure and ener-
getics at each scale in the system hierarchy. Energy transfer processes depend on system composition
and structure at each scale. Composition and structure are only weakly interdependent at supracellular scales
but more strongly interdependent at intracellular scales. Developing an optimisable model of the energetics at
each scale requires an understanding of the interdependences summarised. Further, for collaborative, multiscale
optimisation, it must also be understood how parameters and energetic models relate between scales.
account of how parameters and energetic models relate between scales (section 2.3.1). Further, mul-
tiscale optimisation requires a strategy for coordinating concurrent optimisations of weakly coupled
subsystems, such as different types of processes (e.g. light and heat transfer) at a given scale, and
a single type of process at different scales (e.g. light transfer through the overall photobioreactor
structure and through the cell culture within each phytoelement, as well as at other scales of interest).
Such a strategy is provided by the recently developed theory of decomposition-based design optimi-
sation [304, 309, 310, 320–322], application of which to photosynthetic energy systems is explored in
chapter 5. First however, chapters 3 and 4 present quantitative studies utilising multiscale, hierarchi-
cal analysis to provide novel insights into interdependences between composition, structure and energy
transfer in the thylakoid membrane.
2.3.3 Interscale feedbacks within a dynamic hierarchy
The challenge of defining a hierarchical partitioning in a biological photosynthetic system is compli-
cated by the fact that subsystems at some scales can dynamically adapt their compositions, structures
and functions to the changing environment presented by upscale processes. For example, in the
‘energy-dependent quenching’ (qE) component of NPQ, high charge-separation rates at RCs within
PSII complexes induce a pH gradient (∆pH) between the lumenal and stromal fluids on opposite sides
of the thylakoid membrane. This ∆pH triggers a switch (the mechanical details of which remain con-
troversial) within the LHCII antenna, activating nonphotochemical quenching sites and consequently
reducing the charge-separation rate at the RCs [229]. The activation of qE has frequently been ob-
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served to be associated with structural rearrangement of PSII and LHCII over the scale of an overall
granal disc [229].
It is proposed here that such a mechanism may be conceptualised within a hierarchical analysis
as an interscale feedback loop: If the overall thylakoid domain transmits a supersaturating light
environment to a given photosystem, it drives that photosystem’s contribution (through rapid charge
separation) to the ∆pH, which is a larger-scale, bulk property of the fluid surrounding the thylakoid.
Provided that a sufficiently large ∆pH is generated (resulting from contributions of many PSIIs), this
larger-scale environment then activates a switch to reduce the photochemical activity of the individual
photosystem (and similarly, other photosystems). Such interscale feedbacks, which can dynamically
alter the system hierarchy through structural reorganisations, would need to be accounted for in
a fully detailed hierarchical analysis. Although this is beyond the scope of this thesis, it suggests
a direction for future work. Chapter 5 further discusses the concept of scale-adjacent subsystems
finding mutual balance, such that the holon is configured to provide an environment optimal for its
components’ functioning, and the components are simultaneously configured to function optimally
within the environment provided by the holon.
2.4 Summary and outlook
A key challenge in developing high-productivity photosynthetic energy systems is optimising light-
harvesting efficiency under a range of light conditions. The traditional linear-process approach to
analysing photosynthetic energetics shows that the dominant sources of inefficiency are nonabsorp-
tion of incident wavelengths falling outside the PAR spectrum, and dissipation of unusable electronic
excitations through NPQ. These two loss mechanisms respectively dominate in light-limited and light-
supersaturated irradiance conditions, which coexist in real photosynthetic systems in a typical high-
light environment. Accordingly, strategies for improving light-harvesting efficiency have largely fo-
cussed on achieving more equitable irradiance distribution throughout the system.
However, the standard linear-process analysis gives no account of how irradiance distribution de-
pends simultaneously on parameters over a range of scales in the system, nor for how those parameters
depend on each other. This is also the case for other transfer processes required for photosynthesis,
such as mass and heat transfer. Consequently, strategies to improve distribution have tended to focus
at a single scale (or a relatively small subset of the scales of organisation present in the system), tun-
ing compositional and structural parameters such as LHC antenna protein composition, cell culture
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density, and photobioreactor structure and surface properties. The literature appears to contain no
account of how to best coordinate these parameters. The prospect of developing such an account is
challenged by the naturally multiscale, multiprocess complexity of photosynthetic systems; multiscale
analyses of higher-plant systems have shown that processes such as light transfer can scale nonlinearly
such that different mechanistic models are needed at different scales.
Inspired by the coordinated resource-distribution strategies facilitated by multiscale, hierarchical
structures in naturally evolved higher plants (such as the optical ‘package effect’), this chapter has
introduced hierarchy theory as a system-design tool complementary to the standard linear-process
approach. This theory partitions a complex dynamical system into a hierarchy of recursively nested
subsystems with well-separated characteristic length and time scales in order to simplify system anal-
ysis. The multiscale analysis of the hierarchy is constructed by studying internal properties and
dynamics of each scale subsystem independently, as well as couplings between scale subsystems. Hi-
erarchy theory provides a general framework for quantitatively linking global system-scale objectives
and constraints with engineerable parameters at different scales within a system, in a coordinated way.
As a basis for applying hierarchy theory, a multiscale, hierarchical system partitioning was pro-
posed for a generic microalgal cultivation system. The system was partitioned heuristically such that
each component within a given scale subsystem is a repeated functional unit that exchanges energy
through multiple mechanisms with other components at the same scale and, through weaker inter-
actions, also with components at other scales. Quantitative hierarchical analysis of the system, or a
collection of scale subsystems, requires models of the energetics at each scale, and of how the models
and parameters on which they depend, such as composition and structure, transform between scales.
At supracellular scales, energy transfer processes can be described using relatively well-understood
bulk material properties and models of continuum mechanics and radiative transfer. However, many
open questions remain about interdependences between composition, structure and energetics at the
nanoscales of the thylakoid membrane, where chromphores are arranged within proteins, protein com-
plexes and supercomplexes, and overall membrane ultrastructure.
Two such questions are addressed by quantitative, hierarchical studies presented in the following
two chapters, as a contribution toward the development of quantitative, hierarchical whole-system
analysis. Chapter 3 analyses how the mechanisms of EET depend on structure in a chromophore net-
work with the generic, multiscale structural and energetic features of a thylakoid membrane. Renor-
malisation theory, which may be thought of as a particular formulation of hierarchy theory, is used
to assess the largest length scale up to which quantum dynamical effects may mediate EET. Chapter
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4 then asks how the multiscale structure of the thylakoid membrane depends on its protein composi-
tion. The focus is on structural changes observed in so-called ‘antenna-mutant’ strains of microalgae,
in which the size and composition of the light-harvesting antennas have been genetically modified
from wild-type species. Finally, chapter 5 extends the hierarchical analysis framework introduced in
this chapter to a framework for integrated, hierarchical system optimisation, as a speculative basis for
future work.

Chapter 3
Quantum-classical crossover in multiscale
photosynthetic excitation energy transfer
Nature is just enough; but men and women must comprehend and accept her suggestions.
∼ A.B. Blackwell [323]
Quantitative hierarchical analysis of a photosynthetic energy system or a collection of its scale
subsystems requires models of the energetics at each scale. It must also be understood how the models
and parameters on which they depend, such as composition and structure, transform between scales.
At supracellular scales energy transfer processes can be described using relatively well-understood
bulk material properties and models of continuum mechanics and radiative transfer. However, many
open questions remain about interdependences between composition, structure and energetics in the
thylakoid membrane, where chromphores are arranged within proteins, protein complexes and super-
complexes, and overall membrane ultrastructure.
Whereas energy is distributed to photosynthetically active components through radiative transfer
at larger scales, at subwavelength scales nonradiative excitation energy transfer (EET) is the dominant
process. The key problem to solve at these scales is allocation of excitations to photochemical reaction
centres (RCs) throughout the thylakoid at rates no greater than the RCs’ maximal turnover rates. This
is referred to in this chapter as the excitation-allocation problem. Successfully solving this problem
ensures that excitations are not wasted through NPQ mechanisms, so the thylakoid is able to utilise
energy from absorbed photons to drive primary charge separation with maximal efficiency (‘Light-
limited’ column in fig. 2.1). After many decades of study, the mechanisms of EET central to solving
this problem, and their dependences on multiscale thylakoid structure, are still not fully understood.
In this chapter the mechanisms of EET are studied in detail. The main question considered
is whether and how they change with length scale in a chromophore network such as a thylakoid
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membrane, from individual chromophores to pigment-protein complexes (PPCs), photosystem super-
complexes and larger scales. The aim is to clarify how best to model EET at these different scales
within a multiscale system optimisation. Established EET theory is briefly reviewed, including recent
developments that raise intriguing questions about the role(s) of quantum dynamics in EET. A novel
theoretical study is then presented, which focusses on the question of whether quantum dynamics
can persist over scales that are large when compared with individual PPCs. Scaling trends in the
mechanisms of EET are analysed using renormalisation theory and the critical scale of crossover from
quantum to classical dynamics is assessed for different parameterisations. This study is presented in
section 3.5 as a published journal article [324] together with the article’s supplementary information.
3.1 Chromophores
At the heart of every biological photosynthetic system is a network of chromophores bound within
PPCs. A chromophore is a molecule or molecular subgroup in which an electronic transition may
be induced by absorption of a visible photon [325]. Chromophores take part in an array of energetic
processes, facilitating energy transfer and conversion between various energy carrying particles and
quasiparticles including photons, electrons, excitons and phonons.
Biochemical, structural, spectroscopic and theoretical studies have generated a large literature
on chromophores; references [49], [326] and [327] give accessible introductions, and [328] and refer-
ences therein provide a more thorough background. The major classes of chromophores occurring in
photosynthetic organisms are chlorophylls (Chls), bacteriochlorophylls, carotenoids (Cars) and bilins.
The discussion here is restricted to Chl types a and b, and Cars, since only these occur in the pho-
tosynthetic machinery of green algae and higher plants1 [328]. Figure 3.1 shows molecular structures
representative of Chls and Cars, as well as a simplified picture of their spectroscopic properties and
common energetic interactions in vivo.
3.1.1 Chlorophylls
Structure Figure 3.1a shows the chemical structure of Chl–b. Its two major structural regions are
a square-like, planar chlorin ring of side-length ∼ 1 nm, centred on a magnesium atom, and a long,
hydrophobic hydrocarbon (‘phytol’) tail. The tail functions primarily as a structual anchor into the
1Bilins are ubiquitous in light-sensing phytochrome molecules in higher plants, but these do not participate directly
in photosynthesis.
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Figure 3.1: Structure and energetics of chlorophyll (Chl) and carotenoid (Car) chromophores.
a, Chemical structure of Chl–b, labelled under IUPAC conventions. Chl–a is identical except that the phytol
group attached to carbon 7 is replaced with a methyl group. Image adapted from [329]. b, Structure of (Car)
lutein, the broad features of which represent most Cars found in oxygenic organisms: an extended polyene
chain bounded by ring structures at both ends [49]. c, Jablonski diagram showing important in vivo energy
transitions within and between (generic) Chl and Car, and molecular oxygen, in the aqueous environment.
Photon colours indicate approximate energy of each transition band; In vivo absorption spectra of Chl–a and b
are shown in figure 1.2. The main functions of Chls are to absorb light and transfer the resulting excitations, as
well as excitations received from Cars and other Chls (a and b), towards the RC through the Chl–a network.
Chls can also undergo intersystem crossing to a triplet state, followed by energy transfer to oxygen, which
enters a dangerously oxidative singlet state. Cars absorb light and transfer energy to nearby Chls (a and
b) for subsequent EET towards the RC through the Chl–a network. They also serve a photoprotective role
by quenching triplet chlorophyll and singlet oxygen before dissipating the energy as heat through internal
conversion [49,326]. Chromophore relaxation pathways are further discussed in section 3.1.3
.
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surrounding protein matrix. The chlorin ring is the photochemically functional region of the molecule;
it is the site of electron orbital rearrangements when the Chl is excited, and of unpaired electrons when
it is oxidised or reduced [54]. This is facilitated by an extensive delocalised pi electron system spanning
most of the chlorin [49]. Surrounding the chlorin’s central magnesium are four nitrogens, each part of
a cyclic organic substructure derived from pyrrole; these ‘pyrrole rings’ are labelled A–D (figure 3.1a)
under the conventions of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) and a fifth
ring, E also adjoins ring C. It is conventional to define the y molecular axis of the molecule as passing
through the nitrogens of rings A and C, and the x axis as passing through the nitrogens of rings B
and D. Chl–a is structurally identical to b except that the formyl group attached at carbon 7 in figure
3.1a is replaced with a methyl group [49]. This change shifts the molecule’s spectroscopic properties.
Spectroscopy In vivo absorption spectra of Chl–a and Chl–b are shown in figure 1.2. The Chls
each have two major absorption bands, one in the blue and near-UV range, and one in the red. Figure
3.1c includes a simplifed model of energetic transitions within a Chl molecule, showing electronic
transitions and also their broadening by vibrational and rotational transitions. The two lowest-energy
(red) transitions, from the ground (singlet2) state (S0) to the first (S1) and second (S2) excited singlet
states, are called Q bands. Transitions from S0 to higher excited singlet states (Sn>2) (blue) are called
B or Soret bands. Each electronic transition has a transition dipole moment comprising a magnitude
and a polarisation. The S0 → S1 transition is polarized along the chlorin’s y axis and is accordingly
labelled the Qy transition (figure 3.1a,c). This is the most important transition for interchromophoric
EET. The S0 → S2 transition is polarized approximately along the x axis and is therefore the Qx
transition. The Soret transitions (S0 → Sn>2) each have mixed polarisation [49,328,330].
Importantly for the study of EET, these electronic transitions can be shifted and broadened by
interactions with external degrees of freedom. These effects include inhomogeneous broadening (‘static
disorder’) where individual chromophores are subject to local effects (e.g. due to the local protein
environment), and homogeneous broadening and shifting where all chromophores are affected equally
on average (e.g. thermal effects). The mechanisms of these effects are discussed further in section
3.3.2.
2A singlet state is one in which the spin of the excited electron is anti-aligned with its ground-state partner.
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3.1.2 Carotenoids
Structure Cars are, structurally and functionally, the most diverse group of chromophores, with
over 800 different types identified [328]. They are long-chain, conjugated hydrocarbons, each contain-
ing a string of isoprene residues and distinguished from one another by their end groups [326]. An
example, lutein is shown in figure 3.1b. Similarly to the chlorin rings of Chls, Cars have delocalised pi
electron systems that mediate their photochemical properties [49].
Spectroscopy Cars have unusual spectroscopic properties. In many types the S0 → S1 electronic
transition is optically ‘forbidden’ (allowed but improbable, according to quantum-mechanical selection
rules) and the major absorption band, typically in the 400–500nm (blue) range (figure 1.2), instead
drives the S0 → S2 transition. The transition dipole moment is oriented approximately along the
molecule’s major axis [331]. Relaxation to the ground state usually proceeds though non-radiative
internal conversion (section 3.1.3) [49,328]. Cars also have unusually low-energy triplet3 excited states,
which are well suited to quenching low-energy excited states of molecules in their environments, such
as triplet Chls and singlet oxygen (figure 3.1c). This is essential to the photoprotective role played by
Cars in vivo.
3.1.3 Chromophore relaxation pathways
Figure 3.1c shows various relaxation mechanisms by which a chromophore can relax to its ground
electronic state. The mechanisms that kinetically compete with EET in chromophore networks are:
Fluorescence Radiative decay from an excited singlet state to a singlet state of lower energy,
typically within 10 ns [325,326].
Intersystem crossing Non-radiative transition between electronic states of different quantum mul-
tiplicities: singlet and triplet states. Such transitions are quantum mechanically ‘forbidden’, so triplet
states are both rarer and longer lasting (ms–hr lifetimes) than singlet states resulting from photoex-
citation (ns lifetimes) [326].
3A triplet state is one in which the spin of the excited electron is aligned with its ground-state partner.
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Phosphorescence Radiative decay of a triplet state. Due to the large range of possible lifetimes for
triplet states, phosphorescence is responsible for the sustained ‘glowing in the dark’ that is observed in
some materials but not generally visible in photosynthetic tissues because photoprotective mechanisms
rapidly quench excited triplet states [49,326].
Internal conversion Intramolecular, non-radiative transitions in which an excited electron loses
energy directly to internal vibrational modes of the molecule [326,332,333]. These modes are coupled
to vibrational modes of molecules in the environment, so energy is gradually dissipated among these
modes; this dissipation is heat loss. Usually, a Chl or Car excited to a singlet state higher than S1
will relax to that state by internal conversion within 10–100 fs [49,326]. This is rapid compared with
other pathways including, typically, interchromophoric EET in vivo. The latter process is therefore
dominated by S0 ↔ S1 transitions [49] and, accordingly, each chromophore may be approximated as
a two-level system for the purposes of modelling EET [334].
3.2 Interchromophoric excitation energy transfer
The study of energy transfer between chromophores began in the early twentieth century. Gradual
progress during the intervening period, in understanding the structural and physicochemical properties
of chromophores, PPCs and their networks in vivo, preceeded a recent explosion of interest in the
field. Several excellent reviews describe these developments: [335], [336], [337], [334], [258], [330], [338]
and [339].
3.2.1 Historical summary
An obvious candidate mechanism for interchromophoric energy transfer is the reabsorption of fluo-
rescence from one chromophore (the ‘donor’) by another (the ‘acceptor’). This is possible, provided
the donor’s emission spectrum overlaps with the acceptor’s absorption spectrum (there is ‘spectral
overlap’). However, such ‘trivial transfer’ cannot account for the energetics in thylakoid membranes.
Even prior to the first formulation of EET theory it was known that ‘photosynthetic unit’ functional
domains (each comprising a RC and the minimum number of its associated antenna chromophores
required to drive photosynthesis) must be small compared with photosynthetically active wavelengths
of light, making it meaningless to consider photon exchange within them [338]. It was also known that
if the interchromophoric separations were commensurate with visible wavelengths, the probability of
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(isotropically emitted) fluorescence reabsorption would be insufficient to account for measured transfer
efficiencies [338].
Fo¨rster theory
Fo¨rster published the first successful model of non-radiative interchromophoric EET in 1946 by extend-
ing earlier work of Perrin and Perrin, who proposed a mechanism utilising a Coulombic dipole-dipole
interaction between chromophores [338, 340]. In Fo¨rster’s model, energy is transferred through an
electrodynamic interaction between the chromophores’ transition dipole moments. The energy of this
‘transfer coupling’, ∆T depends on the chromophores’ separation, mutual orientation, spectral over-
lap and the dielectric of the intervening medium (section 3.3.1). Importantly, in deriving his model
Fo¨rster assumed that
∆T  Γ (Fo¨rster theory), (3.1)
where Γ is the homogenous linewidth, a measure of the coupling energy between chromophore elec-
tronic excitations4 and nuclear vibrations due to their thermal environment [343] (section 3.3.2). This
permitted use of the dipole-dipole approximation for the transfer coupling and allowed this coupling
to be treated as perturbative to the initial donor excited state. As a result, Fermi’s golden rule could
be used to derive the excitation transfer rate,
kf =
∆T
2
2pi~2
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ εD(λ)αA(λ), (3.2)
where the integral evaluates spectral overlap between the normalised donor fluorescence emission
spectrum, εD(λ) and the acceptor absorption (molar extinction coefficient) spectrum, αA(λ).
It follows from equation 3.1 that EET as described by Fo¨rster theory is incoherent ‘hopping’ motion
of excitations localised to individual chromophores (sites) (figure 3.2); quantum-coherent delocalisation
between sites is prevented by rapid thermal decoherence due to the strong excitation-vibration coupling
[334,336,343]. Long-range EET in this regime is therefore described by classical diffusion [344], biased
by the energy landscape of site energies in the network.
4Molecular electronic excitations may be treated as quasiparticles called excitons [341]. The quantum states of these
quasiparticles within a chromophore network are often written in the network’s electronic energy eigenbasis or site basis
(these are orthogonal); site-localised and site-delocalised states are equally valid representations of excitons. However, in
the literature on EET dynamics the term ‘exciton’ is usually reserved for (site-delocalised) excitation energy eigenstates.
This is largely because spectroscopic measurements usually provide information projected onto energy eigenstates and
theory seeks to describe these experiments. In contrast, site-localised states are often simply called ‘excitations’. These
conventions are followed here. Importantly, which representation is used does not affect the dynamics of EET [342].
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Figure 3.2: Excitation energy transfer in the Fo¨rster regime. (Bottom) An excitation created by
photon absorption is rapidly localised to a single site by large excitation-vibration coupling. This site-localised
excitation then diffuses through the chromophore network in a classical random walk, biased towards the energy
sink(s) by the site energy landscape (top). This landscape is typically characterised by local static and dynamic
(thermal) disorder superimposed on a net decline in energy towards the sink(s). A network may have multiple
such sinks and each may be an exit site from which the excitation is further transferred to another network
(e.g. a neighbouring PPC), or it may be a photochemical RC or nonphotochemical quenching site. Photon
wavelength shown not to scale.
Beyond the Fo¨rster regime
Fo¨rster’s model was long assumed to adequately describe EET in photosynthetic chromophore net-
works. However, structural and linear-spectroscopic studies of PPCs revealed interchromophoric sepa-
rations small enough, and EET kinetics fast enough, to suggest that some such systems do not satisfy
equation 3.1 [343, 345, 346]. It was therefore suggested that models be developed to incorporate site-
delocalised exciton states [343,346] and quantify their influence on EET dynamics through the overall
network.
In the last five years a growing body of evidence from 2D femtosecond spectroscopy performed
on ensembles of solvated LHCs has supported these ideas [347–352]. The data have suggested that
quantum-coherent evolution of excitons can persist over time scales significant to EET dynamics
through individual PPCs, even at physiological temperatures. Questions of what mechanisms underly
these effects, and whether they could be present and physiologically significant in vivo, have been
intensely examined but remain controversial [335].
Section 3.5 addresses the open question of whether coherent EET can persist at supra-PPC scales
under physiological conditions in thylakoid membranes. A theoretical foundation for that discussion
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is first laid in a brief review of techniques used to model quantum-dynamical EET in individual PPCs.
3.3 System Hamiltonian
3.3.1 Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian
Frenkel pioneered the theory of site-delocalised electronic excitations in atomic crystals [353] and this
theory was later extended to molecular crystals (reviewed in [354]). More recently it has been applied to
chromophore networks in photosynthetic systems (reviewed in [355]). The total electronic Hamiltonian
for a photosynthetic light-harvesting system of N chromophores may be written [336, 356, 357] in
second-quantised form, in the site basis, as
HS =
N∑
i=1
E(i)|i〉〈i|+ 1
2
N∑
i 6=j
∆
(ij)
T (|i〉〈j|+ |j〉〈i|), (3.3)
where the site energies, E(i) = E
(i)
excited − E(i)ground usually correspond to S1 ↔ S0 transitions. The
transfer couplings, ∆
(ij)
T are parameterised according to equation 3.4.
Components of the electronic transfer coupling
Harcourt et al modelled the ‘factors’ responsible for the electronic transfer coupling between a pair
(dimer) of equivalent molecules [346] (reviewed in [337]). By considering mixtures of donor and accep-
tor locally excited states with bridging ionic states, these authors were able to quantify contributions
to the total interchromophoric electronic coupling energy as
∆T = ∆oo + ∆ed,
where ∆oo is the coupling due to electron transfer through molecular orbital overlap and ∆ed is
electrodynamic ‘inductive resonance’ coupling. In modern terms the latter is an interaction between
the transition densities5, P
(D)
S1S0
(r(D)) and P
(A)
S0S1
(r(A)), of the donor and acceptor respectively, such
that the relaxation (usually S1 → S0) of the donor resonates with the excitation (S0 → S1) of the
5A molecule’s transition density quantifies the way in which the oscillating electric field of incident light distorts the
electron density of the molecule.
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acceptor [337]. The energy of this transfer coupling may be quantified [337] as,
∆ed =
e2
4pi0
∫
P
(D)
S1S0
(r(D))P
(A)
S0S1
(r(A))
|r(D) − r(A)| dr
(D)dr(A)
≈ 1
4pi0
κη(D)η(A)
d3
(well-separated chromophores). (3.4)
Here, η(i) ≡ |η(i)SmSn | is the magnitude of the transition dipole moment between the ith molecule’s Sm
and Sn electronic states. 0 is the vacuum permittivity (no dielectric screening is assumed) and d is
the centre-to-centre interchromophoric separation. The orientation factor, κ = cos Θ− 3 cos Φ(D)Φ(A)
depends on Θ, the angle between the two transition dipole moments, and Φ(i), the angle between the
ith molecule and the molecules’ separation vector [49].
Equation 3.4 is approximate because the assumption of a transition dipole-dipole interaction
(the ‘ideal-dipole approximation’ [IDA]) is strictly accurate only if the interchromophoric separation
is large when compared with the chromophores themselves. Fra¨hmcke and Walla found that for
chromophores in light-harvesting complex II (LHCII) of green algae and higher plants, the IDA is
reliably accurate for d > 25 A˚ and to within an order of magnitude for smaller separations [358] .
Accurately evaluating ∆ed in the latter range requires that structural details of the transition densities
be accounted for and quantum chemical methods are needed [337,358]. At extremely small separations
(d < 5 A˚), ∆T is dominated by ∆oo ∝ exp(−2βd), where usually 1.2 ≤ β ≤ 2.0 A˚−1 [337]. Since
interchromophoric separations in photosynthetic light-harvesting antennas generally do not enter this
regime, the molecular orbital overlap interaction is not discussed here (see referencess [337] and [346]).
Accordingly, henceforth in this chapter, ∆T ≈ ∆ed ≡ ∆.
3.3.2 Excitation-phonon coupling
Molecular dynamics simulations of proteins have shown that their nuclear vibrational spectra are
typically dominated by harmonic modes6. For example, 95% of the modes in human lysozyme are
harmonic, with small amplitudes and fast time scales, while only 0.5% are anharmonic modes involving
conformational changes [334]. In PPCs the predominance of harmonic vibrations allows for a normal
mode (phonon) representation of chromophore vibrations, and the vibrations’ small amplitudes away
from well-defined equilibrium configurations allow them to be treated perturbatively. The nuclear
6Vibrations with frequencies independent of their amplitudes.
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Hamiltonian of the jth chromophore in its eth electronic state may be written [334],
H(j)e = V
(j)
e (r
(j)
e 0) +
∑
i
~ωi
2
(p2i + q
2
i ),
where r
(j)
e 0 is the equilibrium configuration of the nuclear coordinates, and V
(j)
e (r(j)) is the chro-
mophore’s nuclear potential energy function. qi are dimensionless phonon coordinates (wavevectors)
with corresponding frequencies, ωi and momenta, pi. The Hamiltonian for the phonon bath can then
be written in terms of creation and annihilation operators for the phonons:
HB = ~
∑
q
ω(q)a(q)†a(q).
Interaction between chromophore electronic excitations and phonons arises from the fact that V
(j)
e (r(j))
differs in different electronic states [334, 341, 354]. This difference, for example due to an S0 ↔ S1
transition, is called the reorganisation energy. Its inverse, the reorganisation time, gives a characteristic
time scale for phonon dynamics in the system [334]. In general, the reorganisation energy will contain
both linear and higher-order terms in the phonon coordinates [341, 354, 359]. However, for PPCs at
physiological temperatures, only linear terms need be retained and these correspond to a shift in the
equilibrium nuclear configuration r
(j)
e 0 of an excited chromophore [334].
In general, phonons will also shift electronic transfer coupling energies (by interacting with off-
diagonal terms in equation 3.3) [354]. However, in PPCs these interactions are approximately two
orders of magnitude weaker than phonon interactions with the site energies and accordingly may be
neglected [334,343]. Consequently, the system-bath interaction Hamiltonian may be expressed as
HSB =
∑
i,q
g(i)(q)|i〉〈i|
(
a(q)− a(−q)†
)
, (3.5)
where g(i)(q) is the coupling energy between an excitation on site i and a phonon of wavevector q.
The total system Hamiltonian may then be expressed as
H = HS +HB +HSB.
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3.4 Open quantum dynamics of excitation energy transfer
3.4.1 Individual pigment-protein complexes
Markovian models
In light of equation 3.5, the criterion for the Fo¨rster regime, equation 3.1 can be reformulated as,
∆(ij)  g(m)(q), m = i, j.
Studies of photosynthetic EET outside of this regime have focussed almost exclusively at the scale of
individual PPCs. The theoretical tools most commonly used have been quantum master equations,
such as various formulations of the Redfield and Lindblad equations. Until recently, such studies
usually made three simplying assumptions concerning the system-bath coupling: 1) the Born ap-
proximation, which amounts to weak system-bath coupling (∆(ij)  g(m)(q), m = i, j), allowing a
pertubative treatment of the bath; 2) the Markov, or ‘memory-less’ bath approximation (see Sup-
plementary Information in section 3.5); 3) the independent-baths approximation, which implies no
correlations between baths at different sites [335,342,360].
In general these equations, which describe the evolution of the reduced density matrix, ρe for the
electronic degrees of freedom7, take the form,
∂
∂t
ρe(t) = − i~ [H, ρe(t)] +R(ρe(t)).
Here the first term describes unitary evolution under the Schro¨dinger equation and the second, R(ρ)
is a relaxation superoperator that quantifies decoherence due to system-bath interactions. This su-
peroperator may take many forms, which can be derived from the microscopic system-bath coupling
and/or invoked phenomenologically [360] to quantify processes such as pure dephasing and the various
relaxation pathways described in section 3.1.3. However, relaxation pathways are often neglected, con-
sistent with the near-unity quantum efficiencies typical of unstressed photosynthetic light-harvesting
networks.
These models have elucidated mechanisms (figure 3.3) by which excitonic coherences may improve
EET performance under different measures; usually transfer efficiency or robustness to environmental
7Obtained by averaging over the phonon dynamics with a partial trace of the total density matrix.
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Figure 3.3: Environment-assisted quantum excitation energy transfer. a, (Bottom) Photon absorption
creates a site-delocalised exciton. The exciton migrates through the network in a wavelike manner, biased
towards the energy sink(s) by the site energy landscape (top). Dashed orange links and yellow glow respectively
indicate hypothetical excitation transfer couplings and instantaneous site populations. EET dynamics are
subject to mechanisms shown in panels b–d (reproduced from [361]). Photon wavelength shown not to scale.
b, A noiseless Mach-Zehnder interferometer provides an analogy for multi-path EET. Quantum interference
between interferometer paths closes the path to the upper detector. c, Introducing dephasing noise by vibrating
the lower mirror opens the path to the upper detector. This is analogous to simulation results showing that
thermal decoherence in photosynthetic light-harvesting networks can improve EET efficiency compared with
purely coherent EET by overcoming transfer-inhibiting interference effects [361]. d, (Left) Spectral broadening
of site energies caused by thermal noise strengthens transfer couplings by overcoming localization due to static
disorder.
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perturbations. Thermal decoherence, which may be thought of as dynamical disorder arising from ther-
mal fluctuations in the bath, cooperates with excitonic coherences by suppressing transfer-inhibiting
interference between EET pathways and exploiting spectral broadening of site energies to overcome
localization due to static disorder. The result is transfer efficiency exceeding purely coherent or purely
incoherent transfer [344,361–365].
Beyond Markovian models
The claimed relevance of these findings to photosynthetic systems has been criticised because at the
scale of individual PPCs, excitation-phonon coupling energies may be comparable to excitation transfer
couplings (∆(ij) ≈ g(m)(q), m = i, j); these systems therefore fall outside the weak system-bath cou-
pling limit and the phonon dynamics cannot simply be averaged out in order to describe the electronic
dynamics [334,342,345,360]. It has also been proposed that the Markov approximation is inadequate
at the scale of PPCs. This approximation requires phonons to relax to their equilibrium states in-
stantaneously; hence they are always in equilibrium relative to any electronic state. Conversely, EET
between chromophores occurs via nonequilibrium phonon states, according to the vertical Franck-
Condon transition and this process becomes more significant when ∆(ij) ≈ g(m)(q), m = i, j [334,342].
Additionally, the independent-baths approximation has been challenged [348, 366], with authors pro-
viding evidence that spatial and temporal correlations between bath fluctuations can strongly influence
EET dynamics.
A large body of work has emerged, focussed on verifying and understanding these proposed vi-
olations of approximations earlier used for individual PPCs. New insights have emerged but many
open questions remain [335]. Exploring this work is beyond the scope of this chapter and the reader
is directed to the recent reviews by Lambert et al [335] and Olaya-Castro and Scholes [337]. The
ultimate focus here is on long-range EET over scales that are large when compared with individual
PPCs and strong system-bath coupling is unlikely to feature at these scales (section 3.5).
3.4.2 Pigment-protein aggregates: long-range energy transfer
An interesting question is whether excitonic quantum coherence can also enhance EET over scales
larger than individual PPCs in aggregates such as those found in thylakoid membranes. More specif-
ically, can it help to solve the excitation-allocation problem at photochemically active scales of the
thylakoid? Furthermore, if so, is this due only to accumulated intra-PPC effects or are coherences
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Figure 3.4: Multichromophoric Fo¨rster theory. a, Schematic showing two weakly coupled clusters of
strongly coupled chromophores. Yellow glow shows hypothetical instantaneous site populations; an exciton
initially located on the donor cluster is transferred to the acceptor cluster through weak, pairwise intercluster
chromophore couplings. b, The coarse-graining implicit in the MCFT formalism. Due to delocalisation of the
intracluster excitons, the donor and acceptor clusters behave as singular functional units for the purposes of
intercluster EET, which is assumed to be incoherent.
also present over longer distances? One may also ask what mechanisms ultimately limit coherence
length, and how to extend it in engineered systems [367]. These questions have not been conclusively
addressed.
So-called multichromophoric Fo¨rster theory (MCFT) has been developed to describe EET between
weakly coupled clusters of strongly coupled chromophores, such as two well-separated PPC subunits
(within a single PPC) or whole PPCs [345, 368–373]. This theory accounts for intracluster delocali-
sation of excitons but assumes incoherent EET between clusters (no delocalisation between clusters).
This is because pairwise chromophore couplings are assumed to satisfy ∆(ij)  g(m)(q), m = i, j
within each cluster and ∆(ij)  g(m)(q), m = i, j between clusters. As shown in figure 3.4, an exciton
delocalised over the strongly coupled donor cluster hops incoherently to an exciton on the acceptor
cluster.
Depending on initial conditions, the donor’s exciton may be in a nonequilibrium state which
continues to evolve coherently during intercluster transfer, and this affects the intercluster transfer
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rate. This time-dependent rate is given [371] by
kmcf (t) =
∑
j′j′′
∑
k′k′′
∆(j
′k′)∆(j
′′k′′)
2pi~2
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ ε
(j′′j′)
D (t, λ)α
(k′k′′)
A (λ),
where ε
(j′′j)
D (t, λ) is the time-dependent, normalised donor fluorescence emission spectrum [371] and
other quantities are analogous to those in equation 3.2, with summations over all intercluster pairings.
In the limit where the donor state equilibrates rapidly compared with intercluster transfer, a stationary
expression is obtained [371] for the latter:
kmcf =
∑
j′j′′
∑
k′k′′
∆(j
′k′)∆(j
′′k′′)
2pi~2
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ ε
(j′′j′)
D (λ)α
(k′k′′)
A (λ).
This stationary rate is equivalent to the rate predicted by an early formulation of MCFT, often called
‘generalised Fo¨rster theory’ (GFT) [371,373].
Jang et al [371] used MCFT to study transfer between the so-called B800 and B850 subunits (well-
separated rings of chromophores) of a single LH2 light-harvesting complex from purple bacteria. They
found that whereas standard Fo¨rster theory, which neglects intracluster coherences, underestimated
the inter-ring transfer rate by an order of magnitude, MCFT predicted a faster rate in good agreement
with experiments. It was inferred that LH2 exploits intra-ring excitonic coherences for enhanced EET
between rings. This mechanism has also been identified as so-called ‘supertransfer’ and suggested
to underly observations of long-range EET through large artificial aggregates of LH2 over distances
spanning 104 complexes [374,375].
An interesting feature of MCFT is that the distance dependence of kmcf can vary with static
disorder and temperature in both the time-dependent and time-independent cases. This is because
disorder affects the energetic and spatial features of the exciton spectra and temperature alters the
relative populations of different excitons and their mutual coherences. These effects can change the
effective distance(s) between the coupled donor an acceptor excitons, thereby changing the intercluster
coupling and transfer rate [371]. MCFT therefore provides a formalism for studying how interplay
between PPC-scale excitonic coherences, static disorder and excitation-phonon couplings affect EET
over larger scales in the thylakoid. However, this formalism has the crucial restriction that intercluster
coherences are prohibited a priori. Therefore, MCFT can describe enhancement of long-range EET
due to excitonic coherences only as a linear sum of enhancements at the scale of individual PPCs.
In the next section, a new formalism for studying long-range EET in PPC aggregates is developed,
which accommodates intercluster coherences and reveals unexpected scaling trends in the mechanisms
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Multiscale photosynthetic and biomimetic
excitation energy transfer
A. K. Ringsmuth1,2*, G. J. Milburn2 and T. M. Stace2
Recent evidence suggests that quantum coherence enhances excitation energy transfer (EET) through individual
photosynthetic light-harvesting protein complexes (LHCs). Its role in vivo is unclear however, where transfer to chemical
reaction centres (RCs) spans larger, multi-LHC/RC networks. Here we predict maximum coherence lengths possible in
fully connected chromophore networks with the generic structural and energetic features of multi-LHC/RC networks. A
renormalization analysis reveals the dependence of EET dynamics on multiscale, hierarchical network structure. Surprisingly,
thermal decoherence rate declines at larger length scales for physiological parameters and coherence length is instead limited
by localization due to static disorder. Physiological parameters support coherence lengths up to∼5 nm,which is consistentwith
observations of solvated LHCs and invites experimental tests for intercomplex coherences in multi-LHC/RC networks. Results
further suggest that a semiconductor quantum dot network engineered with hierarchically clustered structure and small static
disorder may support coherent EET over larger length scales, at ambient temperatures.
Photosynthetic light harvesting provides a natural blueprint forsolar energy and light detection technologies. Evidence fromtwo-dimensional (2D) femtosecond spectroscopy performed
on ensembles of solvated LHCs1–6, and theoretical studies7–28,
suggests that some individual LHCs transfer photoexcitations
towards RCs with robust, high efficiency through interplay between
excitonic quantum coherence, resonant protein vibrations and
thermal decoherence, even at physiological temperatures. In vivo,
LHCs cooperate in coupled, multi-LHC/RC networks with variable
multiscale structures29–31, transferring excitations over distances
that are large when compared with intra-LHC scales31,32. An
interesting question is whether coherence also enhances EET
over these physiologically relevant scales and, if so, whether this
is due only to accumulated intra-LHC effects or some more
subtle, long-range mechanism. We may also ask what mechanisms
ultimately limit coherence length, and how to extend it in
engineered systems33.
Numerous authors have studied EET in individual LHCs, par-
ticularly the Fenna–Matthews–Olson (FMO) complex of green
sulphur bacteria, LHII of purple bacteria and LHCII of green algae
and higher plants. At intra-LHC scales, vibrational resonances in
the protein matrix help preserve coherence between EET pathways
when Coulombic chromophore couplings and excitation–phonon
couplings converge. In this regime, excitation–phonon interac-
tions require non-Markovian modelling for accurate dynamical
description2,11–13,16,19,24,25,27,28. Thermal decoherence, which may be
thought of as dynamical disorder arising from thermal fluctuations
in the environment, cooperates with the vibronically enhanced
excitonic coherence by suppressing transfer-inhibiting interference
between EET pathways and exploiting spectral broadening of site
energies to overcome localization due to static disorder. The result
is transfer efficiency exceeding purely coherent or purely incoher-
ent transfer8–10,16,18,20. Iterative optimization of random network
structures showed that only a small subset of possible structures
facilitated transfer efficiencies reaching those of biological LHCs,
and that in FMO the biological structure satisfied the optimization
1Institute for Molecular Bioscience, University of Queensland, St Lucia, Queensland 4072, Australia, 2Centre for Engineered Quantum Systems, University
of Queensland, St Lucia, Queensland 4072, Australia. *e-mail: a.ringsmuth@uq.edu.au.
algorithm26. It was recently shown that quantum coherence can
be created, probed and manipulated in single organic molecules
at ambient temperatures, thus enabling study of coherence in
individual LHCs beyond ensemblemeasurements34.
Photosynthetic light harvesting is an intrinsically multiscale
process: a chromophore network contains a hierarchy of nested
clusters (Fig. 1), where a cluster comprises similar structural
units (sites) coupled more strongly to each other than to sites
outside the cluster. The degree of clustering is quantifiable by
the ratio of intracluster to intercluster couplings. At the smallest
length scale within a multi-LHC/RC network are clusters—
typically dimers or trimers—of strongly coupled chromophores
within LHC protein subunits, such as the so-called a613-a614
chlorophyll-a dimer in a monomeric subunit of the trimeric
LHCII complex. Figure 1 shows the clustering hierarchy: dimers
(Fig. 1g) cluster together to form an LHCII monomer (Fig. 1f).
LHC subunits cluster to form a complete LHC (Fig. 1e; ref. 4).
LHCs cluster into aggregates and/or LHC-RC supercomplexes
(Fig. 1c,d), aggregates of supercomplexes (Fig. 1b,c) and, in some
cases, 3D stacks29–31 (Fig. 1b). Excitation transfer to RCs depends
on structure over multiple hierarchy scales. In some species,
rearrangement of LHCs over supra-LHC scales is associated
with functional switching from high-efficiency EET to a non-
photochemical quenching state, which dissipates excess excitations
as heat35. The relationship to fundamental EET mechanisms is not
yet fully characterized.
Chromophoric clustering hierarchies appear to different extents
between biological species, playing different roles in EET. Each
monomer of the trimeric FMO complex contains strongly coupled
chromophore clusters that together form a functionally indepen-
dent quasi-1D ‘wire’ for unidirectional EET between different
neighbouring complexes16,21. Conversely, LHII and LHCII each
aggregate into networks containing many coupled LHCs29–31,36,
facilitating multidirectional EET4,31. The analysis developed in this
article applies particularly to this latter type of network, moreso
than to the network of FMO. Self-similar clustering between scales
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Figure 1 | Structural hierarchy of the higher-plant light-harvesting machinery and renormalization flow of our analogous dimeric chromophore network
hierarchy. a, Transmission electron micrograph of a sugar- cane chloroplast. Densely stacked grana regions of the thylakoid membrane are visible. Image
courtesy of R. Birch, used with permission. b, Cross-sectional representation of a granal membrane stack showing embedded aggregates of photosystem II
LHCII (PSII-LHCII) supercomplexes interspersed with other complexes. c, 3D diagram of membrane-embedded semicrystalline aggregate of PSII-LHCII
supercomplexes. d, PSII-LHCII supercomplex containing LHCs (green, brown) coupled to RC-containing core complexes (blue). e, Trimeric LHCII.
f, Monomeric subunit of LHCII, with chlorophyll crystal structure overlaid. This complex binds 14 chlorophyll (8 chlorophyll a, 6 chlorophyll b) and 4
carotenoid chromophores. g, Strongly coupled dimer (a613-a614) of chlorophyll-a chromophores. h, Chlorophyll-a chromophore. i, Renormalization flow of
dimeric chromophore network hierarchy. A tetramer at the 0th level is coarse-grained to an effective dimer at the 1st level through the operator β(ij)k . This
dimer is paired with a similar effective dimer and the coarse-graining repeated, and so on. The site energies E(i)k , transfer coupling energies1
(ij)
k and
system–bath coupling energies g(12)k (q) are transformed between levels. Analogous structures from the higher-plant photosynthetic structural hierarchy
are presented at each vertical level of the dimeric network hierarchy: 0, chlorophyll a; 1, strongly coupled chlorophyll cluster; 2, LHCII monomer. Typical
intersite separations in an LHCII aggregate (c,d) are d0∼ 1 nm, d1∼ 2.5 nm (corresponding to C= d1/d0= 2.5), d2∼4 nm (C→ 2), d3 (intertrimer
separation)∼8.5 nm (C= 2.13).
suggests functional self-similarity and whether coherent EETmight
persist over supra-LHC scales. To our knowledge, this possibil-
ity has not been conclusively tested. A case has been argued
for intercomplex excitonic coherence in LHCII aggregates based
on linear, time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy37 but more
conclusive 2D spectroscopic studies such as those demonstrating
coherent EET in solvated LHCs1–6 have not been reported for
multi-LHC/RC networks.
In some networks, pairwise intercomplex chromophore cou-
plings are small compared with excitation–phonon couplings.
As this is the condition for incoherent transfer in Förster’s
well-known model15,25, studies have usually assumed incoherent
intercomplex transfer, sometimes accounting for enhancements
due to intracomplex coherence23,38–40. In one study, EET was
simulated within and between LHII complexes at physiological
temperature, allowing for the possibility of coherence at both scales,
but results showed that intercomplex EET was well approximated
as incoherent15. However, in systems such as aggregates and native
thylakoid membranes of LHCII, inter- and intracomplex couplings
may compare more closely37,41. In such systems, intercomplex EET
may not be adequately described in the conventional, incoherent
Förster regime39,42.
Here we analyse scaling trends in the mechanisms of EET, in
a chromophore network with the generic structural and ener-
getic features of multi-LHC/RC networks: multiscale, hierarchical
clustering, disordered site and coupling energies, and a thermal
environment. We derive scaling laws relating effective site energies,
couplings and excitation–phonon couplings between scales. We
estimate the maximum excitonic coherence length for parameters
mapped from the light-harvesting machinery of higher plants
(Fig. 1) under physiological conditions. The scaling principles
revealed provide a framework for engineering chromophore or
quantum dot networks that support long-range, coherent EET at
ambient temperatures.
Dimer unit
Initially we study the crossover from coherent (tunnelling)
to incoherent (hopping) EET in a pair (dimer) of undriven
chromophores with separation d = |d| = |r(2) − r(1)|. This basic
clustering unit is analogous to a strongly coupled chromophore
cluster (dimer/trimer) within a LHC subunit. We assume for the
complete Hamiltonian43–45,
H =H S+HB+H SB
where H S = E (1)|1〉〈1| + E (2)|2〉〈2| − 1(|1〉〈2| + |2〉〈1|), defined
on the single-excitation subspace with site energies E (1,2), static
disorder  = E (1) − E (2) and transfer coupling 1. The bath
Hamiltonian, HB= h¯∑qω(q)a(q)†a(q), is the sum over harmonic
vibrational modes with wave vectors q and frequencies ω(q).
The system–bath interaction isH SB= i∑q Gˆ(12)(q)(a(q)−a(−q)†),
where Gˆ(12)(q) is an excitation–phonon coupling operator for the
dimer (see Supplementary Information).
We derive the microscopic system–bath coupling, g (12)(q), spec-
tral density and a Markovian master equation for ρI , the combined
density matrix of the site populations. Excitation recombination
processes are excluded (see Supplementary Information). Our ulti-
mate focus is long-range transfer, over which the phonon environ-
ment is weakly coupled and therefore appropriate for a Markovian
description. At intra-LHC scales this is conservative becauseMarko-
vian models predict faster decoherence than non-Markovian mod-
els at these scales19,24,25. Thermal decoherence is characterized by
the spectral density J (ω) = 2pi∑q δ(ω − ω(q))|g (12)(q)|2, which
depends on the phonon density of states and system–bath coupling.
Details of microscopic couplings for chromophores in LHCs are
not yet known20. Previous studies have taken a phenomenological
approach, invoking either an Ohmic spectral density (linear in
frequency) with high-frequency cutoff, or a super-Ohmic spectral
density (higher-order frequency dependence). Both forms have had
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success explaining spectroscopic experiments, although they can
fail in the low- and high-temperature limits respectively25. Here we
study both anOhmic and a cubic spectral density, each derived from
a different system–bath coupling (see Supplementary Information).
In both cases the general form is
J (ω)=BiS(ω)ωi
where i = 1,3 respectively in the Ohmic and cubic cases. The
coefficient, Bi = h¯K 2i /(4piµv i+2) with Ki being the excitation–
phonon coupling constant, µ the mass density and v the speed
of sound. The structure factor, S(ω) = 1 − sin(ωd/v)/(ωd/v),
accounts for the geometry of the excitationwavefunction46,47.
In an ordered dimer ( = 0), an initially localized excitation
tunnels coherently between sites at frequency 21, damped
at decoherence rate F(21) = J (21)(N (21) + (1/2)), with
N (ω)= (eh¯ω/kBT −1)−1 being the phonon occupation of the bath
at temperature T (see Supplementary Information). The under-
damped regime, where quantum tunelling dominates, we term
coherent; the over-damped regime, where thermal decoherence and
hopping dominate, incoherent. These regimes are defined48,
Coherent: F(21)< 21, Incoherent: F(21)≥ 21 (1)
Clustered network and renormalization
Consider a network of dimers extending to length scales that are
large when compared with the intradimer separation, analogous to
an aggregate of elementary chromophore clusters such as strongly
coupled clusters (dimers/trimers) within LHC subunits (Fig. 1i).
We assume a 1D dimer chain geometry with uniform intradimer
separations d0 and interdimer (centre–centre) separations d1 such
that d1>2d0. The ratioC=d1/d0measures the degree of clustering.
Renormalization was developed to study phenomena with self-
similar physics across many scales, such as the Kondo effect49,
and has been used to demonstrate persistent, long-range quantum
coherence in the presence of noisy environments50. It describes the
flow of key parameters mapped between scales, providing insight
into large-scale dynamics. To construct such a flow for our network,
we consider dynamics at higher hierarchy levels as perturbative to
dynamics at lower levels49. We formulate an iterative procedure
relating a cluster of n sites at level k to a single effective site at
level (k + 1), located at rk+1 = (1/n)∑nj=1 r(j)k . A coarse-graining
operatormaps the n single-excitation energy eigenstates (‘excitons’)
of the cluster to the unique exciton of the effective site. We give an
error analysis for this formulation of the renormalization, showing
validity for a broad range of Hamiltonians, including physiological
parameterizations (see Supplementary Information).
Figure 1i shows the renormalization flow for levels 0–2 in our
dimeric network, characterized by transformations of the site, trans-
fer coupling and system–bath coupling energies between levels. At
level k, a site’s excitation energy is approximately the average of its
0th-level intracluster site energies and the intersite transfer coupling
is approximately the average of the 0th-level pairwise intercluster
transfer couplings (see Supplementary Equations S19–S21). The
system–bath coupling at level k (k ≥ 1) is the excitation–phonon
coupling strength Mi(q) (i = 1,3 in the Ohmic and cubic cases,
respectively),modulated by the network structure according to
g (12)k (q)=Mi(q)sin
(
dk ·q
2
) k−1∏
j=0
cos
(
dj ·q
2
)
, i= 1,3 (2)
The spectral density for an effective dimer at level k is found
by letting g (12)(q)→ g (12)k (q) in the definition and substituting
equation (2), yielding
Jk(ω)=BiSk(ω)ωi, i= 1,3
where Sk(ω) depends on network structure at all levels j ≤ k (see
Supplementary Equation S17). This structure factor is important
because it filters system–bath interactions such that phonon wave-
lengths strongly affecting level k are proportional to the length scale,
dk , characteristic of that level and thereforemore resonant (see Sup-
plementary Fig. S1). As there are fewermodes at longerwavelengths,
Sk(ω) becomes more sharply peaked and this natural ‘phonon
bottleneck’ restricts system–bath interactions at high levels. At suf-
ficiently high levels the transfer coupling enters the small-frequency
regimewhere Jk(ω)≈Bid2kωi+2/(6v2), i=1,3. In this regime,
Jk+1(ω)≈ (dk+1/dk)2 Jk(ω)
where dk = 2k−1Cd0, k ≥ 1. Conversely, in the high-frequency
regime, Jk+1(ω)≈ Jk(ω)/2 for k≥ 0.
Scaling of dynamical crossover by thermal decoherence
We assess the transfer dynamics at level k in an ordered net-
work ((ij)0 = 0) by calculating the ratio of the thermal deco-
herence rate to the tunnelling rate48, XT k = Fk(21(12)k )/(21(12)k )
where Fk(21
(12)
k ) = Jk(21(12)k )(N (21(12)k )+ (1/2)), and compare
this with equation (1). Figure 2 plots 21(12)k and Fk(21
(12)
k ) against
C for 0 ≤ k ≤ 6 (that is, up to 128 sites) in ordered net-
works, using physiological parameters mapped from the LHCII
network of higher plants (see Supplementary Information). The
tunnelling rate 21(12)k ∝ 1/d3k declines rapidly with increases in
k and C . In the cubic spectral density case, the decoherence
rate Fk(21
(12)
k )=B3Sk(21(12)k )(21(12)k )3(N (21(12)k )+ (1/2)) is dom-
inated by the cubic factor and therefore, surprisingly, declines
more rapidly than 21(12)k with increasing k and C (Fig. 2). In the
Ohmic case, Fk(21
(12)
k ) = B1Sk(21(12)k )21(12)k (N (21(12)k )+ (1/2))
is strongly dominated by the structure factor (see Fig. 2b and
Supplementary Information). We see a counterintuitive reduction
in decoherence rate at large scales again in the Ohmic case for
C ∼< 2.9, although this trend reverses for larger C (k ≥ 1). The
mechanism by which decoherence rate declines at larger scales
is subtle, hinging on the behaviour of Sk(21
(12)
k ) (Supplementary
Information). In the Ohmic case, Fk(21
(12)
k ) increases with C
over the physiological range, although this too is reversed for
greater C . As both Sk(ω) and 1
(12)
k depend strongly on network
structure, finding that physiological clustering values fall where
the decoherence rate declines at larger scales in both the Ohmic
and cubic cases may suggest that chromophore network structures
have evolved to help protect coherence of EET at larger scales (see
Supplementary Information).
Figure 3a,b plots XT k (solid lines) against C , and we summarize
results in Fig. 3c (Ordered system). The cubic case supports
coherent transfer at all hierarchy levels, for all values of C , because
log(XT k) < 0. Moreover, for k ≥ 1, XT k declines monotonically
with increasing k and C , suggesting that clustering facilitates
long-range coherence rather than inhibiting it, as may be assumed.
Thus, a large, ordered network supports coherent EET at the
largest length scale accessible within the excitation lifetime, even
at physiological temperature. In the Ohmic case, physiological
clustering coincides with a sharp decline in XT k compared
with larger, intermediate clustering values, owing primarily to
a decline in Sk(21
(12)
k ) (see Supplementary Fig. S3). Coherent
transfer is supported for 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 across this range and at
three higher levels where C → 2. The maximum coherence
length predicted within this range (for (ij)0 = 0) is ∼ 64 nm
(Fig. 3c), one order of magnitude larger than typical LHCs (for
example, diameters ∼ 7.5 nm and ∼ 6.5 nm for LHCII and
LHII, respectively).
In summary, at hierarchy level k, network structure and
material mechanical properties determine the structure factor
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Figure 2 |Multiscale tunnelling and decoherence rates in an ordered network ((ij)0 =0), across the first seven hierarchy levels k (curves labelled by
colour), as a function of network clustering C. Vertical green bands indicate clustering range mapped from the higher-plant network. a, Intradimer
excitation tunnelling rate. b, Thermal decoherence rate in the Ohmic spectral density case. c, Thermal decoherence rate in the cubic spectral density case.
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Figure 3 | Scaling of dynamical crossover by thermal decoherence (XTk = Fk(21(12)k )/(21(12)k )) and localization by static disorder
(XDk = ¯ (12)k /(21(12)k )). Vertical green bands indicate clustering range mapped from the higher-plant network. a, Simulation results for log(XTk) in the
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(ij)
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axis separates coherent (below) and incoherent (above) dynamical regimes. b, Cubic spectral density case (Jk(ω)= B3Sk(ω)ω3) under the same
parameterization. c, Summary of results. The physiological system uses a parameterization mapped from the higher-plant network; the engineered and
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Sk(ω); network structure, together with the surrounding dielec-
tric, also sets the tunnelling rate 21(12)k and this determines the
structure factor value by which the spectral density Jk(21
(12)
k )
and thermal decoherence rate Fk(21
(12)
k ) are modulated. When
the spectral density is cubic, the scaling of thermal decoher-
ence is due primarily to the inverse-cubic dependence of 1(12)k
on dk . In the Ohmic case, the scaling depends most strongly
on Sk(21
(12)
k ). These results indicate that multiscale network
structure plays a key role in the scaling of thermal decoher-
ence by modulating system–bath interactions. We suggest that
accounting for this effect may improve explanations of spec-
troscopic experiments beyond models using phenomenologically
invoked spectral densities.
Scaling of localization by static disorder
We now introduce static disorder at the 0th hierarchy level,

(12)
0 = E (1)0 −E (2)0 , sampled from a Gaussian distribution with
variance σ 2((12)0 ). As variances of independent Gaussians add
directly, the variance andmean at hierarchy level k respectively are
σ 2((12)k )= 2kσ 2((12)0 ), ¯ (12)k =
√
2k−1
pi
σ ((12)0 )
The mean static disorder increases with k. Figure 3a,b plots XDk
(dashed lines) against C , where XDk = ¯ (12)k /(21(12)k ) is the ratio
of the mean effective static disorder to the tunnelling rate, for
0≤ k ≤ 6 and a typical physiological value for the static disorder
at k = 0. When log(XDk) 0, disorder dominates, excitations are
localized on a single effective site and transfer over longer scales
must be by thermally induced hopping. This localization dominates
dynamical crossover by thermal decoherence in both the Ohmic
and cubic spectral density cases, because XDk > XT k . For all levels
k ≥ 3, log(XDk)> 0 regardless of C , conservatively suggesting that
excitonic coherence length is limited to ∼ 5 nm (Fig. 3c). This
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is consistent with observations of excitonic delocalization over
scales comparable with individual LHCs. If the static disorder at
k = 0 is reduced by one order of magnitude (Engineered system
in Fig. 3c), an enlarged maximum coherence length of ∼32 nm is
predicted at ambient temperature for k = 4 and C→ 2 in both the
Ohmic and cubic cases.
Previous studies found that at k = 0 in biological LHCs,
spectral broadening due to thermal dynamic disorder can over-
come localization due to static disorder, to facilitate efficient
transfer8–10,16,18,20. However, we have shown here that whereas
dynamic disorder is reduced at higher hierarchy levels, static
disorder is increased. Localization due to static disorder there-
fore provides the ultimate limit to coherence length in EET, and
presents a challenge in engineering EET networks that support
long-range coherence.
Conclusions
We have analysed scaling trends in EET, in a chromophore network
with hierarchical, self-similar, dimerically clustered structure
coupled to a phononic environment. Results of our renormalization
analysis show that crossover from coherent to incoherent transfer
is due to a combination of thermal decoherence and localization
effects, the latter being dominant. Intercluster tunnelling rate
decreases with both hierarchy level and chromophoric clustering.
Counterintuitively, thermal decoherence rate also declines with
increasing hierarchy level for physiological parameters in both the
Ohmic and cubic spectral density cases. Chromophoric clustering
facilitates long-range coherent EET in the cubic case. In the Ohmic
case, increased clustering within the physiological range suppresses
long-range coherence, although this trend reverses for larger
clustering. Effective static disorder grows with hierarchy level such
that localization inhibits long-range coherence, and this inhibition
strengthens with clustering. Localization due to static disorder,
rather than thermal decoherence, provides the ultimate limit to
excitonic coherence length, even at physiological temperature. Both
the Ohmic and cubic spectral density cases support coherent EET
over levels k = 0,1,2 for physiological parameters, with coherence
lengths up to∼ 5nm, comparable to the size of an individual LHC.
This is consistent with observations of solvated LHCs and invites
2D spectroscopic studies of multi-LHC/RC networks to test for
larger, intercomplex coherences. However, our results indicate that
we should not expect coherence lengths comparable to overall
‘photosynthetic unit’ functional domains, which typically extend
over∼10 LHCs (refs 31,32).
Beyond biological systems, our results suggest that long-
range coherent transfer is possible at ambient temperatures in
a chromophore or quantum dot network engineered with small
static disorder and hierarchically clustered structure that minimizes
thermal decoherence at larger scales. In particular, we predict that a
semiconductor quantum dot network engineered with small static
disorder and a cubic spectral density for phonon coupling may
support coherent transfer up to the largest length scale accessible
within the excitation lifetime. Our results may also hint at a more
general principle for networks of electronically coupled quantum
systems in condensed matter: hierarchically clustered network
structures carefully designed to complement the dielectric and
mechanical properties of their surroundings may aid in sustaining
long-range coherent interactions at high temperatures. This may
be of interest for quantum information applications. Our model
may be extended to accommodate strong system–bath coupling
at low hierarchy levels through a non-Markovian dynamical
treatment, as well as more sophisticated parameterizations of
the transfer coupling. We speculate that including excitation
recombination processes and analysing their scaling may provide
insight into non-photochemical excitation quenchingmechanisms,
in which supra-LHC network structure is implicated35. Finally,
it may be of interest to generalize the renormalization to
geometries that are higher-dimensional, have non-uniform site
separations and/or variations in cluster populations between
hierarchy levels, and to accommodate nonlinear phonon dispersion
and variations in the dielectric environment due to material
differences between hierarchy levels.
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MODEL
We assume for the complete Hamiltonian [1–3],
H = HS +HB +HSB , where (1)
HS = E(1)|1〉〈1|+ E(2)|2〉〈2| −∆(|1〉〈2|+ |2〉〈1|), (2)
HB = 
∑
q
ω(q)a(q)†a(q), (3)
HSB = i
∑
q
Gˆ(12)(q)
(
a(q)− a(−q)†
)
. (4)
HS is a spin-boson type, two-site transfer Hamiltonian in
the site basis {|1〉, |2〉} of the single-excitation subspace.
The two sites have energies E(1,2), static disorder  =
E(1) − E(2), and transfer coupling ∆. a(q) annihilates a
phonon with wave vector q, and Gˆ(12)(q) = Mi(q)ρˆ(q)
(i = 1, 3 in the Ohmic and cubic spectral density cases
respectively; see below) is an effective excitation-phonon
coupling operator for the dimer.
SYSTEM-BATH COUPLING AND SPECTRAL
DENSITY
The details of system-bath couplings in biological light
harvesting complexes (LHCs) are the subject of on-
going investigation. Numerous previous studies have
taken a phenomenological approach, invoking either an
Ohmic spectral density with high frequency cut-off (in
particular, the so-called overdamped Brownian oscilla-
tor model), or a super-Ohmic spectral density; both
forms have had success in explaining spectroscopic exper-
iments though they respectively diverge from experiment
in the low and high temperature limits [4]. The spec-
tral density depends on the microscopic pigment-protein
coupling, which for our dimeric clustering unit we de-
note by g(12)(q). Details of these microscopic couplings
for individual pigments in biological LHCs are not yet
well known [5], but are nonetheless generically described
[1] by an effective excitation-phonon coupling operator,
Gˆ(12)(q) = Mi(q)ρˆ(q) (i = 1, 3 in the Ohmic and cu-
bic spectral density cases respectively), with Mi(q) the
coupling strength and
ρˆ(q) =
∑
m,n
(∫
d3r ψ
(m)
X
∗
(r)ψ
(n)
X (r)e
−iq·r
)
c†mcn
= P(q)
∑
m
e−iq·rm |m〉〈m| (5)
the Fourier transform of the excitation density opera-
tor. ψ
(j)
X (r) is the wave function for an excitation on site
j, and P(q) = ∫ d3r|ψX(r)|2e−iq·r is the form factor of
the wave function [6]. We assume tight binding; single-
site excitations are localized within length l much smaller
than the intradimer separation d, such that P(q) ≈ 1 for
all |q| values of interest. Evaluating equation (5) for the
dimer comprising sites 1 and 2 gives,
ρˆ(q) = cos
(
d · q
2
)
(|1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈2|)
+ i sin
(
d · q
2
)
(|1〉〈1| − |2〉〈2|)
≡ sin
(
d · q
2
)
Zˆ,
where Zˆ = |1〉〈1| − |2〉〈2|. The term proportional to the
identity is ignored since it only shifts the phonon energies,
and the phase factor is also ignored. Then we can write
Gˆ(12)(q) = g(12)(q) Zˆ, where
g(12)(q) = Mi(q) sin
(
d · q
2
)
, i = 1, 3, (6)
and the system-bath interaction Hamiltonian is therefore
HSB = Zˆ
∑
q
g(12)(q)
(
a(q)− a(−q)†
)
. (7)
This assumes no correlations between system-bath inter-
actions at the two sites, as we now demonstrate. Follow-
ing Ishizaki and Fleming [7], we may rewrite the system-
bath interaction Hamiltonian for the dimer (4) as
H(SB) = |1〉〈1|uˆ1 + |2〉〈2|uˆ2.
Here, uˆn are bath operators given by
uˆn = −
∑
q
ω(q)dnqqˆ(q),
where dnq is the dimensionless displacement of the equi-
librium configuration of the qth phonon mode between
the ground and excited electronic states of the nth site.
Now we define Xˆ = |1〉〈2| + |2〉〈1|, Iˆ = |1〉〈1| + |2〉〈2|,
in terms of which the total Hamiltonian becomes (after
dropping terms proportional to the identity),
H = − 
2
Zˆ −∆Xˆ − Zˆuˆ− + uˆ+ +HB ,
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where the new bath operators are
uˆ± =
1
2
(uˆ2 ± uˆ1)
= −~
∑
k
ωk
(d2k ± d1k)
2
qˆk.
If we assume perfect symmetry, d1q = d2q for all q. Then
Zˆ decouples from the bath and the two-site pseudo-spin
does not decohere. This is rather unphysical so we do
not assume perfect symmetry.
The master equation for the su(2) operators (see be-
low) then will depend on the stationary two-time corre-
lation function, C−−(τ) = 〈uˆ−(τ)uˆ−〉∞. This is given
by
C−−(τ) =
1
4
(C11(τ) + C22(τ)− 2C12(τ)) , (8)
where Cnm(τ) = 〈uˆn(τ)uˆn〉∞. If we assume that the
phonon modes associated with one site are uncorrelated
with those at the other site, Cnm(τ) = δnmC(τ), and
we write C(τ) in terms of the standard spectral density
function and make the usual Markov approximation (see
below), we get the standard master equation describing
decoherence in the eigenstates of Zˆ,
dρ
dt
= (. . .)− Γ[Zˆ, [Zˆ, ρ]]. (9)
On the other hand, the original site projection operators
would have given
dρ
dt
= (. . .)− γ[Πˆ1, [Πˆ1, ρ]]− γ[Πˆ2, [Πˆ2, ρ]]. (10)
Noting that Π1 =
1
2 (Iˆ + Zˆ), Π2 =
1
2 (Iˆ − Zˆ), equation
(10) can be written as
dρ
dt
= (. . .)− γ
2
[Zˆ, [Zˆ, ρ]],
which is consistent with equation (9) and the factor of
1/4 in equation (8), i.e. Γ = γ/2. Therefore, the system-
bath interaction Hamiltonian (7) is general and assumes
no correlations between sites.
The spectral density is computed from the microscopic
system-bath coupling. We assume coupling of the form
Mi(q) = Ci(q)
√
~/2µV ω(q), (i = 1, 3), where C1(q) =
K1 and C3(q) = K3|q| respectively give rise to an Ohmic
and a cubic spectral density [1]. Here, µ is the mass den-
sity, Ki the excitation-phonon coupling constant, and V
the quantization volume. We stress that the precise forms
of these couplings are used as a guide only where biolog-
ical LHCs are concerned, and the salient features of our
model on which we base our conclusions are independent
of the specific parameters therein. Usefully, M3(q) also
accurately describes deformation potential coupling for
semiconductor quantum dots [1, 8], which may be uti-
lized as building blocks in next-generation artificial light
harvesting systems [9].
The spectral density at the 0th level is computed by
assuming linear phonon dispersion in the bath and ap-
proximating with the integral,
J(ω) =
V
4pi2
∫
dq dφ dθ q2 sinφ δ(ω − vq)|g(12)(q, φ, θ)|2.(11)
Using equation (6), this evaluates to
J(ω) = BiS(ω)ω
i, (12)
where i = 1, 3 respectively in the Ohmic and cubic
cases. The coefficent, Bi = ~K2i /(4piµvi+2) with Ki the
excitation-phonon coupling constant, µ the mass den-
sity and v the speed of sound. The structure factor,
S(ω) = 1 − sin(ωd/v)/(ωd/v), accounts for the geome-
try of the excitation wavefunction [6, 10].
DIMER MASTER EQUATION AND DYNAMICS
Here we derive a non-dissipative Markovian master
equation for ρI , the combined density matrix of the dimer
site populations in an interaction picture with respect to
HS + HB . Excitation recombination processes are ex-
cluded, since we assume lifetimes long compared with the
timescale of transfer to reaction centres (RCs), which is
necessary for the near-unity quantum efficiencies of un-
stressed photosynthetic membranes. The ultimate focus
of this analysis is long-range transfer, which we show to
be less affected by system-bath interactions than short-
range transfer for physiological parameters, and therefore
appropriate for a Markovian description. Non-Markovian
effects are due to effective resonances in the environment
giving features in the spectral density. At long ranges
(long wavelength, low energy) the spectral density typi-
cally becomes featureless, at which point non-Markovian
effects become insignificant. Also using a Markovian de-
scription at intra-LHC scales is a conservative choice,
since at these scales Markovian models predict faster de-
coherence than non-Markovian models [4, 7, 11, 12].
Transforming equation (7) into an interaction picture
with respect to HS+HB , in which a(q, t) = a(q)e−iω(q)t,
we find
Zˆ(t) =
∑
ω′∈{0,φ}
P (ω′)e−iω
′t + P (ω′)†eiω
′t,
where φ =
√
4∆2 + 2. The operators
P (0) = ∆φ2
(
−σˆ+ − σˆ− + (+φ)2∆φ3 Zˆ − 4∆φ I
)
and
P (φ) = ∆φ2
(
(− φ)σˆ+ + (+ φ)σˆ− + 2∆Zˆ
)
, where
σˆ+ = |1〉〈2|, σˆ− = |2〉〈1|. The terms proportional to
Zˆ cause pure dephasing in the site basis while those
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proportional to σˆ+ or σˆ− induce transitions between
sites. Ignoring the term proportional to the identity, we
obtain the interaction picture Hamiltonian,
HI
SB(t) = Zˆ(t)
∑
q
g(12)(q)
(
a(q)e−iω(q)t + a(q)†eiω(q)t
)
.
Integrating over the von Neumann equation for the den-
sity matrix, Q, of the total system, then tracing out the
phonon modes gives for the combined density matrix of
the site populations,
ρ˙I(t) = −
∫ t
t0
dt′Trph{[HSBI (t), [HSBI (t′), QI(t′)]]}.
Since our ultimate focus here is large-scale dynamics, we
assume weak system-bath coupling and rapid bath re-
laxation, allowing a Born-Markov approximation to be
made by setting t0 = −∞ and replacing QI(t′)→ QI(t).
The result is
ρ˙I =
∑
ω′=0,φ
J(ω′)((N(ω′) + 1)D[P (ω′)]ρI
+N(ω′)D[P (ω′)†]ρI),
where D[A]ρ ≡ AρA† − 12 (A†Aρ + ρA†A). N(ω) =
(e~ω/kBT − 1)−1 is the phonon occupation of the bath
at temperature T and J(ω) is the spectral density.
In the ordered case ( = 0), an initially localized exci-
tation (ρI1,1(0) = 1) evolves in the Schro¨dinger picture
as
ρSj,j(t) =
1
2
(
1± e−F (2∆)t cos(2∆t)
)
, j = 1, 2,
showing coherent tunnelling between sites at frequency
2∆, damped by bath-induced decoherence at rate
F (2∆) = J(2∆)(N(2∆) + 12 ). This decoherence rate,
which samples the spectral density and phonon occupa-
tion at the tunnelling frequency, emerges uniquely from
the solution to the master equation and is ultimately a
consequence of energy conservation, since the dimer can
couple only to resonant phonon modes. The steady-state
of the model is simply the thermal state in the site basis;
in an ordered network, this is an even mixture between
the two sites.
RENORMALIZATION PROCEDURE
We assume branched network topology and note that
the size of the Hilbert space is independent of network
structure for a given network size. We may therefore
parameterize with an arbitrary geometry without losing
generality. For simplicity, we assume a one-dimensional
dimer chain arrangement, symmetric about the origin,
with uniform intradimer separations d0 and interdimer
(centre-centre) separations d1 such that d1 > 2d0. The
ratio, C = d1/d0 measures the degree of clustering. This
forms the 0th level of a binary tree structural hierarchy,
to be analyzed through renormalization.
Renormalization from the kth to the (k + 1)th hi-
erarchy level is achieved via a coarse-graining operator
which maps the n excitons (single-excitation electronic
eigenstates) of a chromophore cluster at the kth level to
the unique exciton of the equivalent effective site at the
(k+ 1)th level. To construct the operator, we consider a
pair of dimers (tetramer) (figure 1 in the main text) for
which the Hamiltonians (1), (2) and (4) are generalized
into the 4-site basis {|i〉}, i = 1..4, as
H
(1..4)
0 = H
S
0
(1..4)
+HB +HSB0
(1..4)
,
HS0
(1..4)
=
∑
i
E
(i)
0 |i〉0〈i| −
1
2
∑
i,j
∆
(ij)
0 (|i〉0〈j|+ |j〉0〈i|)
for i 6= j; i, j = 1..4, (13)
HSB0
(1..4)
= i
∑
q
Gˆ
(1..4)
0 (q)
(
a(q)− a(−q)†
)
,
with numerical subscripts labeling hierarchy level.
The bath Hamiltonian HB is still given by equa-
tion (3). For a dimer comprising effective sites i
and j at the kth hierarchy level, with static disor-
der 
(ij)
k = E
(i)
k − E(j)k and transfer coupling ∆(ij)k ,
the normalized excitons (energy eigenstates) are
|±〉(ij)k = cos θk(ij)± |i〉k + sin θk(ij)± |j〉k, where θk(ij)± =
arccos
(
(−(ij)k ± φ(ij)k )/
√
4∆
(ij)
k
2
+ (
(ij)
k ± φ(ij)k )2
)
,
with eigenenergies E(ij)k± = 12 (E
(i)
k + E
(j)
k ∓ φ(ij)k ). Here,
φ
(ij)
k =
√
4∆
(ij)
k
2
+ 
(ij)
k
2
. By virtue of the tetramer’s
clustered structure, the interdimer transfer dynamics
are dominated by the low-energy eigenstates of the
tetramer, and these overlap significantly only with
the low-energy exciton of each constituent dimer (see
renormalization error analysis below). Therefore, we
define a renormalization operator for the dimer, which
projects onto its lowest energy eigenstate. For j, n even
and i = j − 1, m = n− 1,
β
(ij)
k = |j/2〉k+1〈+|(ij)k +
∑
n6=j
|vac〉(n/2)k+1
(
〈vac|(m)k + 〈vac|(n)k
)
.
(14)
The complete Hamiltonian for a dimer at the (k + 1)th
level is obtained by renormalizing the corresponding
tetramer at the kth level:
H
(12)
k+1 = β
(12)
k β
(34)
k H
(1..4)
k β
(12)
k
†
β
(34)
k
†
= HSk+1
(12)
+HB +HSBk+1
(12)
, where
HSk+1
(12)
= E
(1)
k+1|1〉k+1〈1|+ E(2)k+1|2〉k+1〈2|
−∆(12)k+1(|1〉k+1〈2|+ |2〉k+1〈1|),
HSBk+1
(12)
= Zˆ
(12)
k+1
∑
q
g
(12)
k+1(q)
(
a(q)− a(−q)†) .
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HB commutes with β
(ij)
k ; all levels of the hierarchy are
coupled to the same bath, although the coupling, de-
scribed by equation (22), changes with k. This gives rise
to a different effective spectral density at each level (see
below). Since the complete Hamiltonians at the kth and
(k+1)th levels have the same form, the dynamics at both
levels are described by the same model, with only the ef-
fective site, transfer coupling and system-bath coupling
energies being transformed between levels. These trans-
formations constitute the ‘flow’ of the renormalization.
RENORMALIZATION OF SYSTEM-BATH
COUPLING AND SPECTRAL DENSITY
The spectral density is not renormalized directly but
rather, at the kth hierarchy level it is computed from
a renormalized system-bath coupling g
(12)
k (q). Equation
(5) is renormalized using the operator defined in equation
(14):
ρˆ1(q) = β
(12)
0 β
(34)
0 ρˆ0(q) β
(12)
0
†
β
(34)
0
†
= cos
(
d0 · q
2
)
×((
exp (id1 · q) cos2 θ(12)0+ + cos2 θ(34)0+
)
I1
+
(
exp (id1 · q) cos2 θ(12)0+ − cos2 θ(34)0+
)
Zˆ1
)
≡ cos
(
d0 · q
2
)[
cos
(
d1 · q
2
)(
cos2 θ
(12)
0+ − cos2 θ(34)0+
)
+ sin
(
d1 · q
2
)(
cos2 θ
(12)
0+ + cos
2 θ
(34)
0+
)]
Zˆ1.
Therefore, the system-bath coupling for the renormalized
dimer at the 1st level is given by equation (23). For an
ordered network (
(ij)
0 = 0), equation (23) reduces to
g
(12)
1 (q) = Mi(q) cos
(
d0 · q
2
)
sin
(
d1 · q
2
)
, i = 1, 3,
and recursive renormalization gives equation (22). The
spectral density at the kth (k ≥ 1) hierarchy level, Jk(ω),
is then found by letting g(12)(q, φ, θ) → g(12)k (q, φ, θ) in
equation (11) and substituting equation (22). The result
is
Jk(ω) = BiSk(ω)ω
i, i = 1, 3. (15)
In the small frequency limit where ω  v/dk, with v the
speed of sound,
Jk+1(ω) ≈ (dk+1/dk)2 Jk(ω), (16)
with dk = 2
k−1Cd0, k ≥ 1. This allows for direct trans-
formation between spectral densities at different hierar-
chy levels. Outside this limit however, renormalization
0 1 2 3 4 65k =
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FIG. 1: Spectral density structure factor, shown for first
seven hierarchy levels k (curves labelled). Clustering C =
2.25.
can proceed only via the system-bath coupling. This
suggests that investigating multiscale excitation energy
transfer (EET) in a specific LHC network or other real
chromophore network may require experimental determi-
nation not only of the spectral density at some scale, but
also the excitation-phonon coupling parameters at the
scale of individual chromophores.
The spectral density at the kth hierarchy level (equa-
tion (15)) contains a ‘structure factor’ which depends on
the network geometry at all hierarchy levels j ≤ k:
Sk(ω) =
1
2k+1
∫ 1
−1
dx[(1− cos(Ak(ω)x))
×
k−1∏
j=0
(1 + cos(Aj(ω)x))]. (17)
The coefficients, Ai(ω) = ωdi/v, with di = 2
(i−1)d1 (i ≥
1) the effective intradimer separation at the ith level.
Figure 1 plots Sk(ω), for the first seven levels, assum-
ing a physiological clustering value, C ≡ d1/d0 = 2.25
(see below). At low frequencies (ω  v/dk), Sk(ω) ≈
d2kω
2/(6v2) and Sk(ω) → 1/2k in the high frequency
limit.
RENORMALIZATION ERROR
Ideally, the renormalization operator, β
(ij)
k , defined in
equation (14) should preserve features from smaller scales
that are significant to dynamics at larger scales, while
ignoring features that are not. Our definition assumes
that any single exciton on a smaller-scale cluster (dimer)
behaves as the lowest-energy exciton of the cluster, for
the purpose of modelling intercluster (interdimer) exci-
tation energy transfer. How reliable is this assumption?
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The network clustering itself ensures that interdimer cou-
pling energies are small compared with intradimer cou-
plings, and therefore that interdimer EET is dominated
by low-energy states of the overall tetramer system. Ac-
cordingly, we expect those states to overlap significantly
with the low-energy exciton of each constituent dimer but
less significantly with each dimer’s high-energy exciton,
and we define the renormalization operator accordingly.
In this section we quantify the error in a renormalized
dimer system compared with the exact tetramer system
from which it is mapped under our definition of β
(ij)
k . We
consider renormalization from only a single (arbitrary)
hierarchy level, so level-labelling subscripts are dropped
for brevity.
To begin, we represent the electronic Hamiltonian for
the tetramer system (13) in notation which clarifies the
splitting of energy scales between different interactions
(still in the site basis, {|i〉}, i = 1..4):
HS
(1..4)
= −

0 ∆ δ δw
∆ −(12) δs δ
δ δs 0 ∆
δw δ ∆ −(34)
 . (18)
The excitation energies of sites 1 and 3 have been set
to zero for convenience, with sites 2 and 4 respectively
shifted by static disorders (12) and (34). The intradimer
transfer couplings are both ∆. Sites 2 and 3 are coupled
by strong interdimer coupling, δs, while pairs of sites, 1
and 3, and 2 and 4 both have intermediate coupling, δ.
Finally, sites 1 and 4 are weakly coupled with strength δw.
We assume that ∆  δs  δw and, for simplicity, that
δ = (δs+δw)/2. This fully coupled system can be reduced
to a pair of uncoupled dimers by setting δs = δw = 0. We
label the normalized excitons of the coupled system, in
order of increasing energy, Eci, as |ci〉, i = 1..4. Similarly,
the uncoupled system has excitons |ui〉, i = 1..4, with
energies, Eui.
Consider a general state within the ground state man-
ifold of the coupled system, |cg〉 = C1|c1〉 + C2|c2〉. We
define the renormalization error, Σ, as the probability
of detecting within the excited state manifold of the un-
coupled system, {|u3〉, |u4〉}, a tetramer prepared in |cg〉.
That is,
Σ(C1, C2) = |〈cg|u3〉|2 + |〈cg|u4〉|2.
We assume C1 and C2 are real, such that C2 =√
1− C21 , and may therefore write
Σ(C1) =
(
C1〈c1|u3〉+
√
1− C21 〈c2|u3〉
)2
+
(
C1〈c1|u4〉+
√
1− C21 〈c2|u4〉
)2
.
This can be optimized over C1 to determine the state,
|cg〉Σmax, which has the highest error, Σmax, for a given
parameterization of the Hamiltonian. We posit that any
Hamiltonian for which Σmax  0.5 is well approximated
under our renormalization scheme.
To analyze the parametric dependence of the renormal-
ization error, initially we simplify (18), setting (12) =
(34) = 0 and δs = δw. Under these symmetries, the
ground state manifold of the coupled system, {|c1〉, |c2〉},
can be expanded exactly over the ground state manifold
of the uncoupled system, {|u1〉, |u2〉}, and Σmax = 0.
Our choice of β
(ij)
k therefore perfectly represents the fully
coupled tetramer system in this highly symmetric case.
Next, we restore nonzero intradimer static disorders to
(18), while holding the interdimer couplings symmetric.
Figure 2 (a) shows the dependence of Σmax on network
clustering (quantifiable as ∆/δ) and the ratio of the in-
tradimer static disorders (12/34), for this restricted ver-
sion of the Hamiltonian. Σmax increases monotonically
as the network becomes less clustered, from Σmax → 0 in
an infinitely clustered network (δ/∆→ 0) to Σmax → 0.5
in a non-clustered network (δ/∆ → 1). The observed
failure of the renormalization in relatively non-clustered
networks is expected. Larger ratios of the static disorders
give marginal reductions in the renormalization error;
when 12 = 34, Σmax reaches 0.1 at δ/∆ = 0.75, whereas
Σmax reaches 0.1 only at δ/∆ = 0.87 if 12 = 10034.
We now break the symmetry between the interdimer
couplings, such that δs = 10δw. This is a physiologically
relevant parameterization, assuming the ratio of inter-
dimer to intradimer separations (the clustering, C, as de-
fined in the main text) falls within the physiological range
2 < C ≤ 2.5 and couplings are parameterized under the
ideal dipole approximation (see below). This reduces the
effect of the ratio of static disorders on the error, and
reduces the error for all such ratios, as shown in figure
2 (b). Σmax reaches 0.1 only at δs/∆ = 0.87 and does
not exceed 0.15, even in a non-clustered network. Con-
versely, figure 2 (c) shows the strong effect of the ratio of
the interdimer couplings, δs/δw, on the error for a single,
physiologically relevant [13] ratio of the static disorders,
12 = 234. δs/δw measures the intradimer separation,
with larger values corresponding to more broadly spaced
dimers. Figure 2 (c) shows that, for a given value of δs/∆,
broader intradimer spacings support higher renormaliza-
tion fidelities in relatively non-clustered networks. How-
ever, the relationship between intradimer spacing and er-
ror is weaker and more complex in more clustered net-
works. Under the combination of the physiological pa-
rameter sets (12 = 234, δs = 10δw), Σmax reaches 0.05
when δs/∆ = 0.67, and 0.1 when δs/∆ = 0.87. These
results demonstrate the validity of the renormalization
procedure for a broad range of network Hamiltonians,
including those with limited network clustering, within a
physiologically relevant parameter space.
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FIG. 2: Parametric dependence of renormalization er-
ror, assuming renormalization operator is defined by equation
(14) and tetramer Hamiltonian is given by equation (18). a.
Symmetric interdimer couplings. b. Physiologically relevant
interdimer couplings. b. Physiologically relevant ratio of in-
tradimer static disorders. The fully coupled tetramer system
is well-approximated by the equivalent renormalized dimer
system when Σmax  0.5.
ENERGETIC HIERARCHY
Through recursive renormalization we obtain exact
(within the renormalization error) expressions for the ef-
fective site, transfer coupling and system-bath coupling
energies at the kth (k ≥ 1) hierarchy level in terms of the
0th level energies in an ordered network (
(ij)
0 = 0):
E
(1)
k =
1
2k
2k∑
i=1
E
(i)
0 −
k−1∑
i=0
1
2k−i−1
2k−i−1∑
m=1
∆
(2m−1,2m)
i (19)
E
(2)
k =
1
2k
2k+1∑
i=2k+1
E
(i)
0
−
k−1∑
i=0
1
2k−i−1
2k−i∑
m=2k−i−1+1
∆
(2m−1,2m)
i (20)
∆
(pq)
k =
1
2k
2kp∑
i=2k(p−1)+1
2kq∑
j=2k(q−1)+1
∆
(ij)
0 (21)
g
(12)
k (q) = Mi(q) sin
(
dk · q
2
) k−1∏
j=0
cos
(
dj · q
2
)
. (22)
In equation (22), i = 1, 3 respectively in the Ohmic and
cubic spectral density cases. Generalizing these transfor-
mations to a network with static disorder is nontrivial.
Here we give transformations between the 0th and 1st
hierarchy levels in a disordered network:
E
(1)
1 = E
(1)
0 −
4∆
(12)
0
2
φ
(12)
0
4∆
(12)
0
2
+ (
(12)
0 − φ(12)0 )2
,
E
(2)
1 = E
(3)
0 −
4∆
(34)
0
2
φ
(34)
0
4∆
(34)
0
2
+ (
(34)
0 − φ(34)0 )2
,
∆
(12)
1 =
γ
(12)
0
(
γ
(34)
0 ∆
(13)
0 + 2∆
(12)
0 ∆
(14)
0
)
+ 2∆
(12)
0
(
2∆
(12)
0 ∆
(13)
0 + γ
(34)
0 ∆
(23)
0
)
(
(4∆
(12)
0
2
+ γ
(12)
0
2
)(4∆
(12)
0
2
+ γ
(34)
0
2
)
)1/2 ,
g
(12)
1 (q) = Mi(q) cos
(
d0 · q
2
)[
cos
(
d1 · q
2
)(
cos2 θ
(12)
0+ − cos2 θ(34)0+
)
+ sin
(
d1 · q
2
)(
cos2 θ
(12)
0+ + cos
2 θ
(34)
0+
)]
,(23)
where i = 1, 3 respectively in the Ohmic and cubic cases,
and γ
(ij)
k = φ
(ij)
k − (ij)k .
PARAMETERIZATION
The geometry of our dimeric network is fully parame-
terized by the clustering, C = d1/d0. To obtain a plau-
© 2012 Macmillan Publishers Limited.  All rights reserved. 
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sible comparison between the multiscale energetic hier-
archy in our dimeric network, which is embedded in a
one-dimensional space, and the equivalent hierarchy in a
specific biological LHC network, we estimate the band of
C values such that the corresponding hierarchy of inter-
site separations closely mirrors an LHCII aggregate (see
figure 1 (c-d), (i) in the main text). Typical intersite
separations in an LHCII aggregate are d0 ∼ 1nm, d1 ∼
2.5nm, d2 ∼ 4nm, d3(intertrimer separation)∼ 8.5nm.
Here, d0 is simply a typical nearest-neighbour separa-
tion within a strongly coupled chromophore cluster in
a LHCII monomer and this can be mapped directly to
our dimeric network. It is less obvious how to map d1
between the biological and dimeric networks. We calcu-
lated that d1 ∼ 2.5 by averaging over all centre-centre
separations between the strongly coupled choromophore
clusters within a LHCII monomer, described in reference
[26]. Using dk = 2
k−1Cd0, (k ≥ 1), which holds in the
dimeric network, we map from effective intersite sepa-
rations in the LHCII network to dimeric clustering val-
ues: d1 ∼ 2.5nm corresponds to C ∼ 2.5 and similarly
d2 ∼ 4nm → C ∼ 2, d3 ∼ 8.5nm → C ∼ 2.13. We
therefore take 2 < C ≤ 2.5 as the band of physiological
clustering values.
Parameterizations of the transfer coupling ∆ range
from more exact methods [15, 16] to the simpler ideal
dipole approximation (IDA), which is accurate for chro-
mophore separations greater than 2.5nm and accu-
rate to within an order of magnitude for smaller sep-
arations [15]. We implement the latter as ∆(ij) =
κ|η(i)||η(j)|/(4pi(ij)T d(ij)
3
), where η(i),(j) are the transi-
tion dipole moments of sites i and j, and 
(ij)
T the dielec-
tric permittivity between them. κ is a factor determined
by the relative orientations of η(i),(j) and their connec-
tion vector. We set κ = 1 for convenience, since our
model accommodates arbitrary configurations. In real
systems, η(m) varies if multiple chromophore types are
present, and 
(ij)
T may change with each coupling, de-
pending on the multiscale geometry of the network and
material composition of its surroundings (eg. protein em-
bedded in lipid, suspended in aqueous fluid) [3, 17]. We
avoid an elaborate, arbitrary choice of composition and
geometry, assuming a single chromophore type with tran-
sition dipole moment magnitude η = 3.5D [15], and also
uniform dielectric permittivity of T = 2.10, where 0 is
the vacuum permittivity, as for intracomplex couplings
in LHCII [18]. We estimate the mass density of LHCII
(molecular mass 24.9kDa) to be µ = 1430kg/m3, using
the method given by Fischer et al [19]. For the speed of
sound we use v = 1720ms−1, based on results of Chen
et al for lipid bilayers in the semicrystalline phase [20]
(McKersie and Thompson found thylakoid membranes
in young leaves to be entirely liquid crystalline at phys-
iological temperatures [21]). This also compares closely
with the speed of sound in protein crystals (ribonuclease
A), ∼ 1800m/s [22]. To our knowledge, the excitation-
phonon coupling constants for individual chromophores
in biological LHCs are not yet known. We choose val-
ues of K1 = 0.1eV/nm and K3 = 0.016eV since these
give physically plausible decoherence rates at the 0th hi-
erarchy level (see figure 2 in the main text), which are
consistent with experimental findings for LHCs [23–28].
SCALING OF DYNAMICAL CROSSOVER BY
THERMAL DECOHERENCE
In this section we describe the factors affecting scal-
ing of the thermal decoherence rate in our model. In
particular, we focus on the mechanisms by which de-
coherence is reduced at larger scales within the physi-
ological clustering range in both the cubic and Ohmic
spectral density cases. The cubic case is straightfor-
ward. The decoherence rate here is Fk(2∆
(12)
k ) =
B3Sk(2∆
(12)
k )(2∆
(12)
k )
3(N(2∆
(12)
k )+1/2), which is domi-
nated by the cubic factor and therefore, surprisingly, de-
clines even more rapidly than 2∆
(12)
k with increasing k
and C (see figure 2 in the main text).
The Ohmic case is more subtle. Here, the decoherence
rate, Fk(2∆
(12)
k ) = B1Sk(2∆
(12)
k )2∆
(12)
k (N(2∆
(12)
k ) +
1/2), which is dominated by the structure factor, as
shown in figure 3. Panel (a) shows that intradimer tun-
nelling frequency declines rapidly with increases in both
hierarchy level k and network clustering C. The phonon
occupation at the tunnelling frequency (panel (b)) be-
haves conversely however, increasing with increases in k
and C. Panel (c) plots the structure factor sampled at
the tunnelling frequency, Sk(2∆
(12)
k ), which is a measure
of the coupling strength between the tunnelling excita-
tion and the phonons occupying the mode resonant with
the tunnelling frequency. For C & 2.9, Sk(2∆(12)k ) de-
clines slowly with increasing C and grows slowly with
increasing k. This regime corresponds to the low fre-
quency regime, where Sk(ω) ≈ d2kω2/(6v2), seen to the
left of each curve’s global maximum in panel (d). The
dependence of the structure factor on C and k rapidly
reverses where C . 2.9. Here, Sk(ω) declines with in-
creasing k and declining C. Panel (d) clarifies the reason
for this reversal by showing that within the physiological
clustering range, 2 < C ≤ 2.5, the tunnelling frequency
samples the structure factor on the steep downslope im-
mediately to the right of the function’s global maximum.
Since tunnelling frequency increases as clustering declines
(panel (a)), a lesser clustering value within the physiolog-
ical range samples the structure factor at a value lower on
the downslope. Panel (d) shows a close correspondence at
every hierarchy level, between the domain spanned by the
tunnelling frequencies for physiological clustering values
and the region of rapid decline in Sk(ω). (Similar corre-
spondence is observed at yet higher levels also, though re-
© 2012 Macmillan Publishers Limited.  All rights reserved. 
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FIG. 3: Scaling of thermal decoherence in Ohmic spectral density case, across the first seven hierarchy levels k (curves
labelled by colour) as a function of network clustering C. Vertical green bands indicate the range of physiological clustering
values. a. Intradimer excitation tunnelling frequency. b. Occupation of phonon mode resonant with the tunnelling frequency.
c. The structure factor, sampled at the tunnelling frequency. d. The structure factor as a function of frequency, across the
first four hierarchy levels k. Three curves are shown for each level, one for each clustering value C = 2, 2.25, 2.5, spanning
the physiological range. Each curve is marked where it is sampled by the tunnelling frequency (see inset). e. Decoherence rate
divided by the structure factor. f. Decoherence rate.
sults are not shown, for graphical clarity). The reduction
of Sk(2∆
(12)
k ) (and accordingly, Fk(2∆
(12)
k ); see below) at
higher k is accounted for by the fact that Sk(ω) peaks at
ever (convergently) lower values as k increases (see also
figure 1). The tunnelling frequency and structure factor
arise from different physical mechanisms; the former from
transition dipole-dipole coulombic coupling and the lat-
ter from excitation-phonon coupling. The observed close
correspondence between the two across hierarchy levels,
mediated by network structure in the physiolgical clus-
tering range, is therefore remarkable and may suggest
evolution of network structures for reduced decoherence
at larger length scales.
Panel (e) of figure 3 presents another remarkable fea-
ture in the scaling of thermal decoherence rate in the
Ohmic spectral density case: Fk(2∆
(12)
k )/Sk(2∆
(12)
k ) =
B12∆
(12)
k (N(2∆
(12)
k ) + 1/2) is effectively independent of
both C and k, even though both 2∆
(12)
k (panel (a)) and
N(2∆
(12)
k ) (panel (b)) depend strongly on C and k. Ac-
cordingly, the structure dependence and scaling of the
thermal decoherence rate is accounted for almost exclu-
sively by the structure factor; a comparison of panels (c)
and (f) shows this clearly. The structure factor at the
kth hierarchy level (defined in equation (17)) is param-
eterized by network structure (d0 and C in our chosen
geometry) and the speed of sound v. Therefore, network
structure and mechanical properties are the primary de-
terminants of the scaling of thermal decoherence rate.
This finding strongly suggests that decoherence models
based on phenomenologically invoked spectral densities
might be improved by accounting for the effect of multi-
scale network structure on system-bath couplings.
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3.6 Conclusions and outlook
It was concluded in section 3.5 that, whereas intracomplex transfer may require quantum-dynamical
description, intercomplex transfer is not expected to require this (although experimental testing is
required before this can be categorically ruled out). Rather, quantum dynamics is expected to be
significant to intercomplex transfer in PPC aggregates only in so far as it underpins the mechanism
of multichromophoric Fo¨rster theory (supertransfer), described in section 3.4.2. The results therefore
suggest that MCFT will, in general, be sufficient for modelling energy transfer at scales larger than
individual PPCs. This is a useful conclusion for the purpose of multiscale system modelling within the
framework introduced in chapter 2. This is because it suggests that accurately modelling long-range
EET through the thylakoid is unlikely to require the massive computational resources that would be
needed for a fully detailed quantum simulation of all chromophores in the network.
Notwithstanding the likely absence of long-range quantum-coherent EET in thylakoid membranes
under physiological conditions, the scaling principles revealed here may be of use in designing artificial
light-harvesting materials that can support such long-range coherence. However, it should first be
asked whether these materials would derive any functional advantage from long-range coherent EET,
compared with EET by supertransfer. Some insight may be obtained by extending the model from
section 3.5 to include dissipative sites that mimic RCs and studying dissipation rates from the network
under parameterisations that support long-range coherence, and others that do not.
In particular, it is interesting to ask whether long-range coherence in a multi-LHC/RC network
could improve the network’s optimal solution to the excitation-allocation problem. One potential
strategy for answering this question is to use a multiscale optimisation technique such as analytical
target cascading (ATC) (section 5.2) to collaboratively optimise the EET properties of the network’s
PPCs, photosystem supercomplexes and the arrangement of the latter across the overall network,
under the network-scale functional target of optimal excitation allocation. Of interest are the possible
consequences of allowing and disallowing coherent EET at supra-PPC scales in different cases. Would
the optimal network energy conversion efficiencies differ significantly? Would the multiscale structures
of the optimally performing networks differ much between the two cases? How would they each
compare with structures seen in natural thylakoids? These questions deserve further exploration.
However, this in turn raises the methodological question of whether existing formulations of ATC
(section 5.2) can accommodate multiscale quantum mechanical models, which are based on stochastic
dynamical variables. To the author’s knowledge, such application of ATC has not yet appeared in the
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literature. It is worth noting however, that probabilitic formulations of ATC have recently emerged
[304, 310], designed to handle stochastic uncertainties in classical dynamical variables. Perhaps these
could be adapted for multiscale design of engineered quantum systems, including light-harvesting
materials.
Aside from light-harvesting materials, the scaling principles revealed in section 3.5 may be of
interest in developing other kinds of engineered quantum systems. Quantum error correction is a
major field of research aimed at developing schemes for protecting quantum dynamical systems from
the decohering effects of their environments [376]. The analysis presented in section 3.5 demonstrates
that quantum-coherent dynamics in a network described by the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian can be
preserved over surprisingly large length and time scales, even under thermal decoherence at ambient
temperature, simply by virtue of network structure. One may speculate that similar effects can
be expected under a broader class of Hamiltonians, of which the multiscale EET system is merely
representative. This possibility, too, deserves further exploration.
Chapter 4
Light-harvesting protein composition and
multiscale structure in the thylakoid membrane
If you want to understand function, study structure. (I was supposed to have said in my
molecular biology days.)
∼ F. Crick [377]
4.1 Introduction
Energetic modelling at each scale in a photosynthetic system requires understanding how the pro-
cess(es) of interest depend(s) on system parameters such as composition and structure at that scale,
as well as at other scales (chapter 2). In an ideal scenario, a multiscale-optimal theoretical model would
guide engineering at each scale in the system, from photobioreactor design to genetic engineering of
the nanoscale light-harvesting machinery in the thylakoid. The latter is complicated by the fact that
the protein composition of the thylakoid membrane is known to strongly affect its structure across a
range of scales from individual protein supercomplexes to overall membrane ultrastructure, and these
structures in turn affect the membrane’s complex, multiprocess energetics (transfer of light, electronic
excitations, molecules/radicals and heat). In addition to uncertainties about structure-energetics re-
lationships in the thylakoid, such as those addressed for excitation energy transfer (EET) in chapter
3, composition-structure relationships also are incompletely understood.
Recent studies (reviewed in [223, 225]; see also Appendix A) have demonstrated improved pho-
tosynthetic productivity at the cell-culture scale by genetically down-regulating the expression of
light-harvesting protein complexes (LHCs). The improvements have been attributed to more equi-
table light distribution at the culture scale, resulting in reduced nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ)
in cells near to the illuminated surfaces of the culture and increased photosynthesis in previously
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light-limited regions [223, 225, 245]. However, the complex interdependences between thylakoid pro-
tein composition and structure, productivity at the chloroplast scale and productivity at the overall
culture scale are not yet fully understood (chapter 2). Characterising these relationships is essential
for targeted thylakoid engineering as a part of multiscale system engineering.
An important step in this direction is to study correlations between LHC expression levels and
multiscale thylakoid structure. This chapter describes contributions to an ongoing, larger research
program focussed on developing high-throughput multiscale structure assays for thylakoids harvested
from microalgal species with genetically engineered LHC expression levels – so-called ‘antenna-mutant’
strains. Within the context of this broader project, structural techniques appropriate for studying the
thylakoid and its subsystems are introduced, and results of prior studies briefly reviewed. Novel
structural studies are then reported for two thylakoid membrane protein (super)complexes from the
antenna-mutant green microalgal strain Chlamydomonas reinhardtii stm3, based on the technique of
single-particle electron microscopy (single-particle EM). The significance of these results within the
broader multiscale-structure research program is discussed. Finally, it is considered how the structure
assays under development may be integrated with complementary theoretical modelling studies to more
comprehensively elucidate composition-structure relationships and, ultimately, composition-structure-
energetics relationships in the thylakoid.
4.2 Thylakoid structure: spectrum of scales and structural tech-
niques
Resolving the 3D organisation of the thylakoid and its nested subsystems (fig. 2.3d–k) requires struc-
tural information over at least five orders of magnitude (10−10–10−6 m). No single technique can
resolve structures across this range, so an integrated, multi-technique approach is required. Figure 4.1
summarises the array of applicable structural techniques. Mature techniques exist for both the coars-
est and finest scales in the form of cellular optical microscopy and X-ray crystallograpy respectively,
and intermediate techniques based on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are rapidly develop-
ing. Other techniques that have been applied to the analysis of thylakoid structure include nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), though these are not discussed here.
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Figure 4.1: Structural biology techniques and domains of applicability. Resolution ranges (best to
typical, according to [378, 379]) are given. Optical micrograph of cell culture courtesy of G. Jakob, used with
permission. Overall figure adapted from [378].
4.2.1 Optical microscopy and super-resolution nanoscopy
With the resolution of conventional optical microscopy being diffraction-limited to ∼ 200 nm in the
visible spectrum, it is applicable at the scales of whole cells and organelles [379]. However, recently-
developed super-resolution optical nanoscopes have resolving powers of up to 50 nm [379] and therefore
permit analysis of smaller structures as well. A rapidly growing array of such techniques [379–388]
can be applied to cells to observe their coarse-scale structures under varied conditions, including in
vivo. For a thorough review the reader is directed to the referenced literature.
4.2.2 X-ray crystallography
At the opposite end of the resolution spectrum, X-ray crystallography is unsurpassed for providing
atomic-scale 3D structural information, typically at resolutions of ∼ 3.5 A˚ for membrane proteins and
∼ 1.3 A˚ at best [378]. However, this technique requires that the structure of interest is able to form
high-quality (‘well-diffracting’) 3D crystals for analysis by X-ray diffraction and such crystallisation
can be a nontrivial challenge, particularly with intrinsic membrane proteins such as those of the
thylakoid.
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The difficulty with crystallising membrane proteins arises from multiple factors. In order to
attempt 3D crystallisation, membrane proteins must be solubilised with detergents and detergent
molecules which remain bound to the proteins’ hydrophobic, transmembrane regions can provide
steric hindrance to the formation of crystal contacts between proteins [389]. Furthermore, removing
proteins from their native lipid membrane environment can make them structurally unstable due to
the removal of essential extrinsic or intrinsic lipids, which can subsequently make it impossible to
determine the original, native structure.
X-ray crystal structures of thylakoid membrane proteins
Despite these difficulties, high-resolution structures have been determined for ∼ 300 membrane pro-
teins through X-ray crystallography [398] (compared with ∼ 77, 000 X-ray structures for water-soluble
proteins [399]). Among these are several from the photosynthetic machinery of various species in-
cluding higher plants, bacteria and algae (fig. 4.2). These structures provide essential parameters for
energetic modelling at the smallest photochemically-active scale in biological photosynthetic systems.
There is a strong level of protein structural homology between species, such that homologues can to
some extent be used interchangably in multiscale studies. However, the limitations of this approach
should be accounted for in parameterising energetic models.
The photosystem II (PSII) core dimer isolated from cyanobacteria has been structurally charac-
terised at resolutions of 3.5–1.9 A˚ [391, 400, 401] and crystal structures of the major light-harvesting
antenna protein associated with PSII in higher-plants, LHCII have been determined at 2.7–2.5 A˚
[392, 402]. Recently, the structure of one of the minor light-harvesting antenna proteins, CP29 was
also obtained at 2.8 A˚ for higher plants [393].
X-ray crystallography has also delivered structural insights into the non-photosystem complexes
of the photosynthetic light reactions (section 1.3.1), cytochrome b6f (Cyt–b6f) and ATP synthase
(ATPase) (figs. 1.1 and 4.2). The structure of Cyt–b6f from C. reinhardtii has been resolved at 3.1 A˚
[394] and the structure from cyanobacteria has been determined at a similar resolution [403]. Although
no high-resolution structure has been obtained for the complete ATPase complex, such structures have
been obtained for its discrete parts [395,404,405] and then combined with lower-resolution structures
from TEM-based techniques to propose a structure for the complete complex [406].
Photosystem I The structure of the photosystem I–light-harvesting complex I (PSI–LHCI) su-
percomplex from higher plants (fig. 4.2a) has been determined at 3.4 A˚ resolution [407] and recently
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Figure 4.2: High-resolution structures of thylakoid membrane protein complexes determined by
X-ray crystallography. a, PSI-LHCI: From plant, Pisum sativum. View is from the stroma. Protein sub-
units are shown as different-coloured ribbon structures; selected, important subunits are labelled. Chlorophylls
are shown in green (within the core complex), blue (in LHCs) and red (in the interstitial spaces). Carotenoids
are shown in orange. Reproduced from [390]. PSII: From cyanobacterium, Thermosynechococcus elongatus.
Core dimer with protein subunits labelled. α–helices are represented by cylinders and membrane-extrinsic re-
gions are not shown. Cofactors are shown in green (chlorophyll), orange (carotenoids) and blue (haem group).
Reproduced from [391]. LHCII: From P. sativum. View is from the stroma. α–helices are shown as grey
ribbons, and cofactors are coloured cyan (chl–a), green (chl–b), orange (carotenoids) and pink (lipids). Repro-
duced from [392]. CP29: From plant, Spinacia oleracia. View is parallel with the membrane plane. α–helices
are shown as pink ribbons, and cofactors are coloured green (chl–a), blue (chl–b), orange (carotenoid violax-
anthin) and magenta (carotenoid neoxanthin). Reproduced from [393]. Cyt–b6f : From green microalga, C.
reinhardtii. View is from the stroma; only the stromal half of the transmembrane region is shown. Helices
are represented by cylinders. Subunits are labelled and cofactors are represented by space-filling models. Re-
produced from [394]. ATPase: From bacterium, Escherichia coli. View is cross-sectional to the membrane
plane. Each protein subunit is represented as a space-filling model and coloured differently. Extrinsic F1 and
membrane spanning F0 regions are labelled. Reproduced from [395]. Structures in each case represent the most
recently published structures, not to scale. b, X-ray structures, excluding CP29, shown to scale in thylakoid
membrane environment. May be compared with fig. 1.1, which shows energetics. Adapted from [396]. Overall
figure adapted from [397].
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refined to 3.3 A˚ [390]. This is the only photosynthetic membrane protein structure so far to include
both the core complex (PSI) and dedicated light-harvesting antenna proteins (collectively LHCI; indi-
vidually Lhca1–4). The structure is described here in some detail because it is significant to the novel
structural studies presented in section 4.3.
In addition to LHCI, the structure also contains protein subunits PsaA, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J,
K, and N (a total of 18 subunits). LHCI forms a crescent around one side of the core complex. Also
assigned to the PSI-LHCI structure are 173 chlorophylls (145 revealing the orientation of the Qx and
Qy transition dipole moments), 15 carotenoids, two phyloquinones and three Fe4S4 clusters [390]. The
major proteins, PsaA and B, form the core heterodimer near the centre of PSI and are associated with
most of the cofactors involved in electron transport, including the special chlorophyll pair, P700 [408].
There are structural and sequence similarities between these two PSI core complex proteins and the
PSII core-complex proteins D1, D2, CP43 and CP47 of higher plants and cyanobacteria, indicating a
strong evolutionary link between the photosystems [63].
The PsaH protein, located on the opposite side of the core from LHCI, is thought to facilitate
the so-called ‘state transitions’ or ‘qT’ mechanism of NPQ. These processes balance light absorption
between photosystems I and II by shuttling major and minor LHCII proteins between the two on a
time scale of tens of minutes [229,409]. The reported role of PsaH in the state transitions is to interact
with LHCs that have migrated from PSII-LHCII in state 2 (fig. 4.6e–g) [410,411].
4.2.3 Electron tomography
Three orders of magnitude separate the resolutions attainable with optical microscopy (∼ 103 A˚) and
X-ray crystallography (∼ 1 A˚). This divide is rapidly being filled by TEM-based techniques: electron
tomography (ET) at larger scales and single-particle EM at smaller scales.
ET is widely applicable, being able to image up to a 3–4 µm field of view [412] and typically
resolving structures at ∼ 7 nm, or 3 nm at best [378]. It is a powerful tool for resolving 3D ultra-
structure of cells and organelles, and can even visualize large (>400 kDa), individual macromolecular
assemblies. Indeed, it is currently the only technique able to visualise the macromolecular organisa-
tion of chloroplasts and their membrane systems in 3D [413]. 3D information is collected by recording
series of tilted projections in increments of 1–5◦ over a range of ±70◦. These images are then digitally
reprojected to create a 3D volume in silico [413]. In conventional ET, biological samples are embed-
ded in plastic and sectioned by ultramicrotomy before imaging. This yields high-contrast images of
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coarse-scale cellular features such as membranes but molecular detail is lost.
Higher resolution tomograms can be obtained by vitrifying the sample for imaging by electron
cryo-tomography (cryo-ET) [413,414]. Samples are prepared for cryo-ET by spreading a solution of the
structure of interest (e.g. protein complexes or organelles) on an electron microscope (EM) grid coated
with a holey carbon film. A thin film of suspension forms within the holes and the sample is plunged
into liquid ethane for flash freezing in a vitreous (near-native) state [413, 414]. Large samples thicker
than ∼ 300 nm, such as tissues, whole cells or whole chloroplasts, are frozen under high pressure and
then sectioned by cryo-ultramicrotomy [413, 414]. Tomograms of serial sections can then be stitched
together in silico to reconstruct volumes larger than individual sections [415]. This comes at the cost
of imperfect alignment between membrane fragments in adjacent sections due to uneven shrinkage
and no overlap in image information between sections.
Electron-tomographic studies of thylakoid ultrastructure
Several studies have used ET to elucidate ultrastructure in higher-plant thylakoids, as recently re-
viewed in [319,413]. Earlier studies proposed contradictory models for the structures of granal stacks,
stroma membanes (‘lamellae’) and intersections between the two (fig. 4.3a–c). However, more re-
cent findings [413, 419–421] (e.g. fig. 4.3d–h) have tended to support the so-called helical model
(fig. 4.3a) originally proposed by Wehrmeyer [422, 423] and advocated in particular by Mustardy
and Garab [416, 421]. In this model, grana comprise stacks of flat, quasicircular membrane disks and
stroma lamellae wind around each granum as a right-handed helix, connecting to individual granal
layers by narrow membrane protrusions [413,416,421].
However, while falling broadly in support of this model, recent results suggest it to be an oversim-
plification of real thylakoids, in which the sizes of the junctions between stromal and granal thylakoids
vary widely, from ∼ 35–400 nm; in some cases one stromal thylakoid forms a planar sheet with only
one granal disk [413,419]. The helical model has also been criticised because it does not present a clear
mechanism for accommodating the extensive reorganisation of the thylakoid known to occur under
changing light conditions [319, 413, 417]. An alternative ‘fork’ model has been proposed (fig. 4.3b),
involving simpler interfacing between stromal and granal domains, making it conducive to reversible
unstacking of grana under changing light conditions [319, 417]. While some structural studies have
found in favour of this model (as summarised in [319]), on balance the current evidence is inconclusive.
Further structural analyses are required in order to fully characterise thylakoid ultrastructure and its
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Figure 4.3: 3D models and electron-tomographic reconstructions of higher-plant thylakoid mem-
branes. a, Helix model [416] in which the stroma membranes (stroma ‘lamellae’) wind around the granal
stacks as a right-handed helix, connected to individual granal layers by narrow membrane protrusions. b, Sim-
pler ‘fork’ model [417] suggesting that a granum consists of repetitive units, each containing three membrane
layers formed by symmetrical invaginations of a thylakoid pair. c, The model of Shimoni et al [418] in which the
granal layers are paired units emerging from bifurcations of stroma membranes. In each pair, the upper layer
bends upwards to fuse with next pair in the stack, and the lower layer bends down on the opposite side to fuse
with the layer below. d–f, Composite tomographic slice images showing views from the front (d), middle (e),
and back (f) of a granum. g,h, tomographic reconstructions of the granum shown in d–f. Granal membranes
are shown in yellow, and stroma membranes in green. Panel h is rotated 180◦ with respect to g. Panels a–c
adapted from [413], and panels d–h adapted from [419].
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complex, dynamic variations. Cryo-ET is seen as the most promising technique by which to achieve
this [319].
So far, no electron-tomographic studies of green microalgal thylakoids have appeared in the litera-
ture. Given the importance of thylakoid structure determination to engineering photosynthetic energy
systems, cryo-ET studies of microalgal thylakoids are needed. Such studies are underway1 within a
broader effort to develop high-throughput multiscale structure assays of the thylakoid [397]. In order
to bridge the resolution gap between ET reconstructions and published X-ray crystal structures of thy-
lakoid protein complexes, complementary studies using single-particle EM are also underway. Since
this technique is applied in the novel structural studies reported in section 4.4, it is now described in
some detail.
4.2.4 Single-particle electron microscopy
In high-resolution thylakoid electron tomograms, coarse structural features of individual protein super-
complexes can be identified [413,424], allowing for structure-based docking of smaller, high-resolution
models. However, typical ET resolutions of 5–7 nm are unable to resolve protein subunit arrange-
ments. X-ray crystal structures are established only for subunits of thylakoid protein complexes (except
higher-plant PSI-LHCI, for which an X-ray structure exists for the whole supercomplex, as presented
in section 4.2.2). Single-particle EM reconstructions of protein supercomplexes can reveal the qua-
ternary structure of these multi-subunit complexes, thereby bridging the gap between ET and X-ray
models and facilitating multiscale structural modelling at quasi-atomic resolution [425]. The combi-
nation of these structural techniques offers a unique tool for exploring the structural configuration
space2 of the thylakoid under different genetic and acclimation conditions.
Single-particle EM comprises a group of EM and image processing techniques for determining
structures of macromolecular complexes without requiring crystallisation (fig. 4.4), as recently re-
viewed in [378,414,427]. The complex (‘particle’) of interest is biochemically isolated and distributed
onto a microscope grid, where single particles bind to the substrate in random orientations. The grid
is then imaged using TEM to collect single-particle 2D-projection images, which are computationally
post-processed into a 3D reconstruction of the complex’s electron density distribution. The particles’
1Being conducted by other researchers within the Hankamer group at the University of Queensland (in which parts
of the present research project were completed), and possibly elsewhere as well.
2The term, ‘structural configuration space’ is introduced here to refer to the abstract space spanned by all possible
structural arrangements of the system of interest. Each point in this space maps to a complete structural configuration
of the system.
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Figure 4.4: Summary of single-particle electron microscopy (single-particle EM). a, TEM imaging
of randomly oriented single particles yields (noisy) 2D projection images. b, Statistically similar images are
classified, then translationally and rotationally aligned and averaged to yield high signal-to-noise ratio class
averages. c, Class averages are projected at predefined angles to create an initial 3D model, which is then
reprojected to create reference images as a basis for particle re-classification and 3D model refinement. This
process is re-iterated until the 3D model structure converges (or fails to converge). Figure adapted from [426].
random orientations are useful because a wide range of angular projections is required for a complete,
isotropic-resolution 3D reconstruction. Electron dose must be minimised in order to avoid radiation
damage to the sample, though this results in noisy images with particles barely visible. The signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) is increased by image averaging, so a large number of single-particle images is
required [427]; typically a dataset comprising on the order of ∼ 104–105 particle projection images.
Sample preparation and imaging In ‘negative-stain’ EM, particles are stained with a heavy metal
salt solution (typically uranyl acetate) prior to imaging at room temperature. The salt fills cavities in
and around the complex but usually does not penetrate the hydrophobic interior. Image contrast is
proportional to the sample’s atomic number, so the particles’ heavy-metal stain layer greatly improves
contrast at the protein envelope compared with unstained particles. However, this method faces the
problem that fragile complexes can collapse or disintegrate during staining and drying. The stain
can also distort the structure of the complex or, if it does not cover the entire complex, can produce
imaging artifacts.
An alternative approach is cryo preparation, in which particles are suspended in vitreous ice in a
manner similar to that used for cryo-ET samples. Cryo preparation avoids the problems of negative
staining but results in lower image contrast, particularly for small complexes (. 100 − 200 kDa). It
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is therefore best suited to larger, highly symmetric complexes such as viruses [414,427]. Indeed, cryo-
single-particle EM has achieved 3D reconstructions for such particles with quasi-atomic resolutions
(< 4 A˚) approaching those typical for X-ray crystal structures [428]. Resolutions achievable with
negative-stain preparations are typically lower (∼ 10 − 30 A˚) [378], though resolutions < 10 A˚ have
also been achieved [427].
EM images are recorded at high magnification (×104–105) using either film or a charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera (though these are being superceded by direct electron counters). Once raw
images have been digitised, semi-automated software packages such as EMAN2 boxer [429] are used
to select a dataset of individual particle projection images.
Image processing and 3D model reconstruction High-resolution 3D model reconstruction from
low-SNR 2D projection requires both sophisticated image-processing techniques [414] and consider-
able computing power. Numerous specialised single-particle EM reconstruction software packages are
available [430], the most popular of which include EMAN [431] (and EMAN2 [429]), IMAGIC [432],
Spider [433], Xmipp [434] and Frealign [435]. The basic reconstruction algorithm, on which these
packages are based, may be summarised as follows. First, the single-particle dataset is subjected to
multivariate statistical analysis to sort the 2D projections into groups or classes of similar images,
which are translationally and rotationally aligned. Each class is then averaged to create a representa-
tive ‘class average’ (or ‘projection map’) image with a much higher SNR than its constituent images.
Class averages are systematically projected through a 3D volume at calculated angles to create an
initial 3D reconstruction (electron density map). This is subsequently re-projected to create reference
images for reclassification of the dataset, which begins the next round of 3D model refinement. This
process is re-iterated until the 3D model structure converges (or fails to converge). The 2D projection
class averages can themselves provide useful structural information, for example by indicating the
arrangement of membrane protein subunits within the membrane plane.
4.2.5 Single-particle analyses of thylakoid photosystem supercomplexes
Single-particle EM studies have been reported for the PSII-LHCII and PSI-LHCI membrane super-
complexes of a variety of species, under different acclimation and solubilisation conditions, revealing a
range of subunit compositions and arrangements. The focus here is on green algae and higher plants.
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Figure 4.5: Single-particle structures of PSII-LHCII supercomplexes from C. reinhardtii, A.
thaliana and S. oleracia. Panels adapted from cited literature: a, (Top) Projection maps, (centre) repro-
jection maps, and (bottom) 3D reconstruction of C2S2-type supercomplex from C. reinhardtii, at 30 A˚ resolu-
tion [436]. b, Projection maps of various supercomplex configurations from partially solubilized thylakoids of
S. oleracia at > 16.5 A˚ resolution [437]. c, Projection map of C2S2-type supercomplex from S. oleracia at 17
A˚ resolution, and assignment of subunits by fitting high-resolution crystal structures (fig. 4.2) [438]. d, (Left)
Projection map of C2S2M2 supercomplex from A. thaliana at 12 A˚ resolution, and (right) assignment of subunits
by fitting high-resolution crystal structures [319,439]. e, (Left) Projection map of C2S2M2L2-type supercomplex
from C. reinhardtii at 16.8 A˚ resolution, and (right) assignment of subunits by fitting high-resolution crystal
structures [60].
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PSII–LHCII Nield and coworkers provided the first 3D reconstruction of PSII–LHCII from C.
reinhardtii [436], showing the C2S2-type
3 supercomplex (fig. 4.5a) previously identified in higher
plants [440]. Another 3D reconstruction of the same structure from higher plants was also reported by
Nield et al in the same year [441]. This contrasted with a variety of PSII-LHCII types, and thus subunit
arrangements, reported by Boekema et al for higher plants [437], including several that contain extra
LHCII trimers (fig. 4.5b). In follow-up work, Nield et al fitted high-resolution X-ray structures within
a 17 A˚-resolution single-particle EM projection map to obtain a tentative, quasi-atomic structure for
the C2S2 supercomplex (fig. 4.5c). A C2S2M2-type supercomplex was subsequently purified from A.
thaliana [439] (fig. 4.5d) and more recently a C2S2M2L2 type was observed in C. reinhardtii [60] (fig.
4.5e).
Neither of the latter two configurations have yet been observed in other species [60]. However,
existing evidence does not dictate whether the supercomplex configurations are possible in different
species because their isolation involves different membrane solubilisation procedures and artifacts re-
sulting from these cannot be ruled out [60]. It thus remains an open question whether or not the
particular configurations observed are of special functional importance in vivo or rather, are mere
structural fragments selectively preserved during solubilisation of larger core complex–LHC intersper-
sions across the membrane, comprising a variety of structural arrangements. Indeed, additional to the
family of known PSII-LHCII supercomplexes, numerous larger arrangements of PSII and its major
and minor associated LHCII complexes have frequently been observed in EM and AFM studies of
stacked thylakoids [62]. These include so-called ‘megacomplexes’, each made up of a bound pair of
PSII-LHCII supercomplexes; Dekker and Boekema reported five different known structural types of
megacomplexes [62]. Semicrystalline arrays of PSII-LHCII supercomplexes have also been observed,
spanning distances of up to hundreds of nanometres across the granal regions of higher-plant thy-
lakoids, where PSII and LHCII are predominantly localised (fig. 2.3e–g) [62, 319, 442]. Relatively
disordered ‘fluid’ interspersions of PSII and LHCII have also been routinely observed [319]. Various
functional roles have been proposed for these different structural configurations, typically related to
exciton distribution between photochemical reaction centres (RCs) and/or nonphotochemical quench-
ing sites, or protein and electron-carrier mobility [443]. However, no quantitatively predictive models
of the proposed structure-energetics relationships have yet been established [443].
3This nomenclature specifies the numbers of core complexes (C), strongly-bound (S) LHCII complexes, moderately-
bound (M) LHCIIs, and weakly-bound (W) LHCIIs in a PSII-LHCII supercomplex.
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Figure 4.6: Single-particle structures of PSI-LHCI supercomplexes from C. reinhardtii and A.
thaliana. Panels adapted from cited literature: a, (Top) Projection maps, (centre) reprojection maps, and
(bottom and panel c) 3D reconstruction of supercomplex from C. reinhardtii, at 30 A˚ resolution [444]. Scale bar
represents 10 nm. b, Modelling study using a top view (from the stroma) difference projection map from the
same investigation [444]; the PSI core density has been subtracted to reveal the Lhca densities, and X-ray crystal
structures (fig. 4.2) tentatively fitted for PSI (green, cyan, magenta, yellow, purple) and LHCI antenna (red).
d, Projection map of supercomplex from C. reinhardtii at 14 A˚ resolution with electron density contours shown,
and fitting of the PSI core X-ray structure [445]. e, Projection map of supercomplex from C. reinhardtii with
fitting of PSI (green), LHCI (red) and CP29 (dark blue) suggested [410]. f, Projection map of supercomplex
from A. thaliana at 15 A˚ resolution, suggesting association between PSI and a large additional density [411].
g, Structural assignment of PSI-LHCI and LHCII to the large supercomplex in panel f [411].
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PSI-LHCI The high-resolution X-ray crystal structure of higher-plant PSI-LHCI, which contains
four Lhca subunits (fig. 4.2) forms the basic building block for all known configurations of PSI-LHCI
in higher plants and green algae [446]. However, structural, proteomic and biochemical studies have
identified variations containing an additional 2–7 Lhca subunits, as well as associations with LHCII
and minor PSII-associated LHCs during state 2 of the state transitions in both algae and higher
plants [446].
Kargul et al [444] used single-particle EM to reconstruct the first 3D model of PSI-LHCI from
C. reinhardtii at 30 A˚ resolution (fig. 4.6a,c). Fitting high-resolution X-ray structures (fig. 4.6b)
suggested an extra band of Lhca subunits addtional to the Lhca1–4 in higher-plant PSI-LHCI. This
was consistent with an earlier finding by Germano and coworkers [445], who studied higher-resolution
(14 A˚) 2D projection maps of PSI-LHCI from C. reinhardtii (fig. 4.6d). A more recent single-
particle EM study [447] further supported these findings, identifying at 15 A˚ resolution a PSI-LHCI
configuration in C. reinhardtii with nine Lhca subunits, all located on one side of the core complex
(fig. 4.6e) (fig. 4.2).
In addition to the various PSI-LHCI supercomplexes so far identified under state 1 conditions,
Kargul and coworkers have more recently presented evidence [410] for an association between phos-
phorylated CP29 and PSI under state 2 conditions (fig. 4.6f). A similar association with LHCII in
state 2 was also identified [411] (fig. 4.6g,h).
For brevity, non-EM findings are not detailed here. However, of particular note is proteomic work
reported by Stauber et al [448], who studied the stoichiometry of Lhca subunits with the PSI core in
thylakoids extracted from C. reinhardtii. Results revealed that the thylakoid LHCI population was
heterogeneously composed (the antenna-to-core stoichiometry varied across the membrane) and on
average LHCI contained ∼ 7.5 ± 1.4 Lhca subunits. This suggests a need for studying supercomplex
structures within the context of larger membrane structures, to elucidate their significance within the
overall membrane configuration space. Multiscale structural studies combining results from single-
particle EM and ET reconstructions offer a unique tool towards this end.
4.3 Thylakoid structure in antenna mutants of C. reinhardtii
The structural studies so far reviewed in this chapter have all dealt with wild-type organisms. However,
as discussed in section 4.1 and chapter 2, genetic engineering of thylakoid membrane protein expression
(typically, down-regulation of LHC expression levels) is increasingly used to improve productivity in
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microalgal cultivation systems. The complex, multiscale effects of engineered LHC expression are
known to include changes in thylakoid structure [245]. However, the details of these changes, the
composition-structure relationships underlying them, and their effects on multiscale system energetics
are not yet well characterised.
Mussgnug et al created an insertional mutant of C. reinhardtii, stm3 (state transition mutant 3),
which was shown to have increased levels of LHCs associated with PSII compared with the wild type
[449]. Subsequently, stm3LR3 (stm3 LHC reduction mutant 3) was created using RNAi technology,
with stm3 as the parent strain [245]. In stm3LR3, the expression of all 20 genes encoding for LHCI,
LHCII, CP26 and CP29 were simultaneously and strongly down-regulated, to levels between 0.1% and
26% of that in stm3.
Cell cultures of stm3LR3 (fig. 4.7a,b) show higher cell growth and replication rates, and lower
photoinhibition (measured as reduced O2 evolution at the culture scale) than stm3 under high-light
conditions (1000 µE m−2 s−1). This is attributed to reduced levels of NPQ in the thylakoid and more
equitable light distribution at the culture scale [245].
The work reported below in section 4.4 forms part of a larger program which aims to better
elucidate interdependences between LHC composition, thylakoid structure and photosynthetic perfor-
mance at the culture scale. As part of this work, thylakoids from the two ‘antenna mutants’, stm3
and stm3LR3 (large and small antennae respectively), along with the wild-type parent strain, have
been imaged in 2D using TEM to investigate differences in ultrastructure between strains (fig. 4.7c).
Preliminary investigations have revealed a greater level of thylakoid stacking in stm3, including for-
mation of ‘pseudograna’ (fig. 2.3d,e [right], fig. 4.7c [left]), compared with stm3LR3, which showed
only long stretches of parallel double bilayers (fig. 4.7c [right]). This is consistent with the established
role of LHCII in facilitating attraction between layers [62, 443, 450]. However, detailed structural
changes at the scale of photosystem supercomplexes have not been determined, and how these relate
to ultrastructural and functional differences at larger scales is not yet well understood.
In the next section this work is furthered through a structural survey of pigment-protein (su-
per)complexes isolated from stm3. The method of choice has been negative-stain single-particle EM
because it combines relatively straightforward sample preparation with resolving power ample to fa-
cilitate structure-based docking of smaller, high-resolution structures. Moreover, the electron density
maps resulting from the single-particle reconstructions may be used as structural ‘building blocks’ for
docking into larger-scale ET structures. The ultimate aim is for the resulting multiscale 3D structural
map to be compared with similar maps from stm3LR3 and wild-type strains.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of antenna-mutant strains stm3 and stm3LR3. a, stm3LR3 (‘3LR3’ ) cell
culture chlorophyll concentration was 32% of stm3 at the same cell density, and visibly less absorptive. b,
Individual 3LR3 cells are also visibly less absorptive than stm3 cells. c, Transmission electron micrographs
showing resin-embedded cell sections of 80 nm thickness and stained with uranyl acetate/lead citrate, imaged
at 300 keV. Thylakoid stacking is increased in stm3 and reduced in 3LR3. Overall figure adapted from [245].
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4.4 Single-particle analysis of two thylakoid protein complexes from
large-antenna mutant, stm3
4.4.1 Experimental procedures
Thylakoid membrane purification and solubilisation
A 300 mL culture of stm3 cells was innoculated at an OD750 of 0.2 and grown to mid-log phase at
100 µE m−2 s−1 irradiance, then centrifuged (10 min, 2200g, 4 ◦C) and washed by re-suspending in
30 mL of buffer A (25 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.3 M sucrose). The washed cells were then
pelleted by centrifugation (10 min, 2200g, 4 ◦C) before being re-suspended in 8 mL of buffer A and
sheared open by two passes through a French press (2000 psi, 4 ◦C). The sample was then diluted to a
final volume of 30 mL using buffer A and the thylakoid membranes were precipitated by centrifugation
(45 min, 20, 000g, 4 ◦C). Thylakoid membranes were washed with 30 mL buffer B (5 mM HEPES, pH
7.5, 10 mM EDTA, 0.3 M sucrose) and pelleted (45 min, 4 ◦C, 48, 000g). The thylakoid membranes
were then re-suspended in 2.65 mL of buffer B and 1 mL buffer C (5 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 10 mM
EDTA, 2.2 M sucrose) to adjust the final sucrose concentration to 1.82 mM (not including volume of
the pellet). This suspension was then dispensed into a Beckman SW32Ti centrifugation tube before
being overlaid with 1.75 M sucrose solution (half of the tube volume [15.3 mL]) and a further layer
(5 mL) of buffer D (5 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 0.5 M sucrose) before centrifuging (60 min, 100, 000g, 4
◦C). The centrifuged thylakoid membrane sample formed a dense green band at the position of the
sucrose cushion step. Upon harvesting, the sample was diluted with five volumes of buffer E (20 mM
MES, pH 6.3, 5 mM MgCl2, 15 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol) to facilitate pelleting of the purified
thylakoid membranes on centrifugation (20 min, 40, 000g, 4 ◦C). The thylakoid membranes were then
re-suspended in a minimal volume (∼1 mL) of MMNB buffer (25 mM MES, pH 6.0, 5 mM MgCl2, 10
mM NaCl, 2 M betaine).
Membrane protein complexes were isolated from the thylakoid membranes (0.5 mg mL−1 Chl)
by solubilizing the samples in loading buffer (25mM MES pH5.5, 10mM NaCl, 5mM CaCl2, 33 mM
β-dodecyl maltoside, 500 µL final volume) and resolving them on a sucrose density gradient (16 h,
∼ 250, 000g, 4 ◦C) (fig. 4.8a). Sucrose gradients were formed by freeze-thawing centrifuge tubes filled
with 25 mM MES pH 5.5, 500 mM sucrose, 10 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, 10 mM NaHCO3, and 0.03%
β-dodecyl maltoside according to [442].
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Figure 4.8: Sucrose gradient and electron micrographs of stm3 thylakoid fractions. a, Green bands
contain pigment-protein (super)complexes of increasing mass (from top to bottom). More optically dense green
bands indicate higher chlorophyll content, suggestive of higher LHC content. Samples harvested from bands
3 and 2 were examined using negative-stain EM; resulting micrographs are shown in b and c respectively, at
67,000× nominal magnification. Protein densities are white. Higher optical density and larger particle size in
band 3 compared with band 2 are consistent with higher LHC content, suggesting photosystem supercomplexes
and core complexes in these bands respectively.
Electron microscopy
Band 3 Sample harvested from the band-3 sucrose gradient fraction (fig. 4.8a) was diluted to
1 : 25 concentration using dilution buffer (10 mM MES, pH 5.5, 5 mM CaCl2, 5 mM NaCl), applied to
glow-discharged carbon-coated copper grids, allowed to bind for 30 s and then negatively stained for
20 s with 1% uranyl acetate. Electron micrographs were recorded on a Tecnai T12 electron microscope
(FEI) at 100 kV, 67,000× nominal magnification and an underfocus value of ∼ 0.7 µm. Images free
from astigmatism and drift were scanned from film at 4000 dots per inch (dpi) using a Nikon Super
Coolscan 8000, resulting in a pixel size of 0.95 A˚.
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Band 2 The same method was followed as for the band-3 fraction, with the exceptions that freshly
prepared 0.7% uranyl formate stain was used and EM images were captured on an FEI Eagle CCD
camera (4096×4096 pixels) at a pixel size of 1.7 A˚.
Bands 1 and 4 Electron microscopy and single-particle analyses of bands 1 and 4 were conducted
in a parallel study [397]. Detailed results are not reported here but are summarised briefly at the end
of this chapter.
Single-particle analysis
Band 3 Electron micrographs were coarsened to 3.8 A˚/px using proc2d software from the EMAN
package. From 110 micrographs, 9,548 particles were extracted in a 108×108-pixel area with SWARMps
software and band-pass filtered with a high-frequency cutoff of 17 A˚ and a low-frequency cutoff of 230
A˚ using proc2d. Subsequently a circular mask with 40-pixel radius was applied to each image. The
resulting particle projection dataset was analysed using the EMAN, IMAGIC and Xmipp packages.
3D reconstructions were refined using EMAN and visualised using UCSF Chimera [451], as described
in section 4.4.2.
Band 2 Electron micrographs were coarsened to 3.3 A˚/px with proc2d. From 180 micrographs,
13,958 particle projections were extracted in a 90×90-pixel area with e2boxer software from the
EMAN2 package [429] and band-pass filtered with a high-frequency cutoff of 9 A˚ and a low-frequency
cutoff of 190 A˚ using proc2d. The resulting particle projection dataset was analysed using the EMAN,
IMAGIC and Xmipp packages. 3D reconstructions were refined using EMAN and visualised using
UCSF Chimera, as described in section 4.4.2.
4.4.2 Results and discussion
Thylakoid membrane purification and solubilisation, and electron microscopy
Four protein bands were resolved in the sucrose gradient after centrifugation (fig. 4.8a). Transmission
electron microscopy of sample harvested from band 3 generated micrographs such as that shown in
figure 4.8b. A representative micrograph of sample harvested from band 2 is shown in figure 4.8c.
Single-particle projection images extracted from band 3 and band 2 micrographs are shown in figure
4.9. These were band-pass filtered and masked for use in 3D model reconstruction.
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Figure 4.9: Sample images from particle projection datasets for bands 3 (a) and 2 (b). Band 3
particles were band-pass filtered with a high-frequency cutoff of 17 A˚ and a low-frequency cutoff of 230 A˚, and
a circular mask of 40-pixel radius applied. Band 2 particles were band-pass filtered to 190 and 9 A˚. A mask
was deemed unnecessary due to the higher level of contrast visible in the band 2 data.
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Figure 4.10: Initial 3D single-particle reconstruction from band 3 data (model 3.1) at 31 A˚ reso-
lution. Top, tilt, side and bottom views are shown (left to right).
Figure 4.11: Resolution assessment for model 3.1 by standard even-odd test.
Single-particle analysis
Band 3 Initial image analysis and 3D model refinement were carried out using refine software from
EMAN over 30 iterations, starting from a Gaussian-sphere initial model. Following [452], iterations
were carried out at progressively finer angular sampling, with each step iterated to pseudoconvergence
as judged by Fourier shell correlation [453]. Within each angular sampling step, the number of rounds
of ‘iterative class averaging’ was also decreased in a stepwise manner, to minimise model bias in
early rounds of refinement and blurring of model features in later rounds [454]. The resolution of
the resulting 3D model was estimated to be 30.6 A˚ using a standard even-odd test; Fourier shell
correlations between models generated from even-numbered and odd-numbered particle images are
shown in figure 4.11. The model was therefore low-pass filtered to 31 A˚ using proc3d software from
EMAN and the result (model 3.1) is shown in figure 4.10.
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Overall size and shape of model 3.1 were broadly consistent with previous results for the PSI-
LHCI supercomplex from C. reinhardtii (fig. 4.6). (This was consistent with expectations because
stm3 had previously been shown only to have increased levels of LHCII compared with the wild
type; no modification of LHCI levels had been shown, though also had not been ruled out [449].)
However, the quarternary structure of model 3.1 was not sufficiently well resolved for subunits to
be assigned. Side and bottom views of the model revealed a continuous, broadly convex surface on
one side of the membrane plane, contrasting with the opposite side which was more planar overall,
though discontinuous and convoluted over shorter scales. These large qualitative structural differences
between opposite surfaces of the complex were inconsistent with previous findings for PSI-LHCI.
Moreover, the ratio of the model’s thickness in side view (13 nm) to its largest width in top view (19
nm), 0.68, was ∼40% larger for model 3.1 than for the result previously reported by Kargul et al [444]
(10.5 nm/22 nm ∼0.48). It was postulated that these results suggest underrepresentation of side views
in the dataset and consequent biasing of 3D model refinement by the Gaussian-sphere initial model
and alignment of top and tilt views with model side view reprojections.
Subsequently, lower-quality top-view and tilt-view images were manually deleted from the dataset,
leaving 8990 images for further analysis. The Xmipp package was then used to generate 100 reference-
free class averages from the data. Eight representative class averages are shown in figure 4.12a,b.
Particle side views were represented by only one class (shown in figure 4.12b) out of 100, supporting
their postulated underrepresentation in the data. Top views were represented by most class averages,
many showing apparently disordered quarternary structure (fig. 4.12a) and a small number (b,c)
showing repeated densities suggesting bands of light-harvesting antenna proteins adjacent to a region
suggestive of the PSI core complex.
Most class averages clearly showed a central density, approximately 1–2 nm wide and visible
in all classes shown in figure 4.12. This suggested the presence of a dense structural feature near
the geometric centre of the particle, surrounded by a region of low density. The findings of Kargul
et al [444] included a similar feature (fig. 4.6a), though the ‘central’ density was less pronounced
and more varied in appearance and position between class averages of different orientations. Other
structural models previously obtained for PSI-LHCI from green algae and higher plants (fig. 4.6)
have not clearly indicated the presence of such a prominent, central feature. The consistently central
location of this density in the class averages for band 3 data, irrespective of particle orientation (fig.
4.12), may suggest it to have been at least partly artifactual, possibly resulting from alignment between
artifactual densities in the relatively noisy band 3 particle data (fig. 4.9). The prominence of this
putative artifact across the set of reference-free class averages may herald a source of alignment bias
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Figure 4.12: Reference-free class averages for band 3 particle data. Eight representative classes are
shown from a total of 100 generated from the 8990-particle dataset. a, Many such as these showed limited
structural ordering. b, Some such as these showed repeated densities suggesting bands of light harvesting
antenna proteins adjacent to a region suggestive of the PSI core complex. c, Reproduction of class averages
shown in row b, marked to suggest possible regions of LHCs (green circles). Green circles label clear densities in
each putative LHC band and do not necessarily each represent a single LHC. Side-view class average suggests
particle thickness of ∼10.5 nm, 23% less than model 3.1 and consistent with the finding by Kargul et al [444].
The pronounced, central density visible in all class averages shown was suggested to be artifactual and therefore
likely not of structural significance.
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Figure 4.13: Resolution assessment for model 3.2 by standard even-odd test.
also affecting 3D model reconstruction.
An attempt was made to generate a 3D model with better-resolved quarternary structure than
that in model 3.1. The IMAGIC package was used to create a preliminary 3D model by reprojecting
reference-free class averages representing top, tilt and side views of the complex. This model was
used as an initial model for 3D refinement using refine software from EMAN. Forty-one iterations
of model refinement were completed using the refinement procedure described above for model 3.1,
resulting in model 3.2. A standard even-odd test estimated the model resolution to be 22.2 A˚ (fig.
4.13). Model 3.2 was accordingly low-pass filtered to 22.2 A˚and then further to 24.0 A˚ to remove noise
still apparent at 22.2 A˚. The resulting model is shown in figure 4.14 together with class averages and
model reprojections from the final round of refinement.
Compared with model 3.1, model 3.2 displayed overall size and shape more consistent with struc-
tures previously determined for PSI-LHCI. Particularly notable were its reduced thickness in side view
(∼ 11 nm) and increased largest width in top view (∼ 20 nm; ratio 0.55) which compared more closely
with the ∼ 10.5 nm and ∼ 22 nm (ratio 0.48), respectively, found by Kargul et al [444]. However,
model 3.2 retained the anomalous convexity on one side parallel to the membrane plane, albeit to a
lesser extent than model 3.1. In top view model 3.2 revealed features consistent with the earlier result
from Kargul et al [444]. Close to the centre of the complex is a region of lower average density, sur-
rounded by the higher-density regions near the periphery. On one side a crescent of regularly spaced
densities was visible (indicated in figure 4.14), which when compared with earlier structural models
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Figure 4.14: Final single-particle reconstruction from band 3 at 24A˚ resolution (model 3.2). Top,
tilt and side views are shown from left to right. Size and shape are broadly consistent with the PSI-LHCI
supercomplex (compare figure 4.6). Arrows indicate regularly spaced densities suggestive of Lhca antenna
complexes. Class averages are free of the well-defined central density seen in figure 4.12. Top view model
reprojection shows an approximately central feature in which a clear density is surrounded by a ‘triangle’ of
vacancies.
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suggested a band of LHCs. Accordingly, it was inferred that the high-density region near the opposite
edge of the model was likely to be the core complex.
Evidence in support of these inferences was provided by optimally fitting the X-ray structure of
PSI-LHCI from P. sativum (fig. 4.2a, Protein Data Bank (PDB) code 2WSC) to model 3.2 using
fit-model-in-map software4 from UCSF Chimera (fig. 4.15). The 2WSC structure was modified by
deleting the PsaN and PsaR subunits; structural and proteomic studies have suggested that PsaN
occupies a different position in C. reinhardtii compared with higher plants [455], while PsaR is a
protein of unknown identity, loosely associated with the core complex [390].
Initial results (fig. 4.15a,b) suggested the presence of an additional band of subunits, postulated
to be Lhca subunits, located on one side of the core complex and separated from it by the LHCI
band present in 2WSC. An attempt was made to ascertain the number and arrangement of putative
addtional Lhca subunits by optimally fitting Lhca subunits from 2WSC to model 3.2. This failed to
achieve unambiguous results. However, in order to more clearly determine the number of densities
present in the additional LHCI band, volume viewer software in Chimera was used to reduce the
volume of model 3.2, revealing the regions of highest electron density. The band of model 3.2 external
to 2WSC was shown to comprise five strong densities (indicated by green circles in figure 4.15c,d),
suggesting a total of nine Lhca antenna complexes in the stm3 PSI-LHCI supercomplex. This was
consistent with results for C. reinhardtii from two independent studies published while the present
study was in progress (fig. 4.15e,f). However, whereas Drop et al [447] described a band of five
additional Lhca complexes all located to one side of the 2WSC LHCI band (e), results here were
consistent with the finding by Yadavalli et al [455] suggesting one of the additional Lhca complexes
to be located adjacent to the PsaK subunit (f).
Band 2 Initial image analysis and 3D model refinement were carried out using refine software
from EMAN over 35 iterations using the same procedure as for models 3.1 and 3.2, starting from a
Gaussian-sphere initial model. The resolution of the resulting model was estimated to be 18.2 A˚ using
a standard even-odd test (fig. 4.16). Consequently the model was low-pass filtered to 18.2 A˚ using
proc3d software from EMAN. The result, model 2.1, is shown in figure 4.17.
X-ray structures of core complexes from PSI in P. sativum (PDB code 2WSC) and (monomeric)
PSII in T. elongatus (3KZI) were optimally fitted to model 2.1 using fit-model-in-map software in
4This software performs a rigid rotation and translation of the X-ray structure to maximise the sum of the EM map
values at the atom positions in the X-ray structure [456].
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Figure 4.15: Higher-plant PSI-LHCI X-ray structure optimally fitted to model 3.2. X-ray structure
(PDB code 2WSC [390]) from P. sativum. PsaN and PsaR subunits have been deleted (see text). Coloured
electron density map was simulated at 24 A˚ resolution from 2WSC using UCSF Chimera. Coloured subunits
are Lhca antenna complexes (green), PsaA and PsaB main core heterodimer (red), and remaining subunits
of the core complex (orange). a, Simulated 2WSC EM map optimally fitted to model 3.2 (grey). b, Volume
of model 3.2 has been reduced using volume viewer software in UCSF Chimera, to reveal regions of highest
electron density. Region of model 3.2 external to the 2WSC EM map is shown to comprise five strong densities
(green circles) suggestive of additional Lhca antenna complexes. c, Projection map of PSI-LHCI supercomplex
from C. reinhardtii at 15 A˚ resolution with 2WSC and additional Lhca subunits overlaid; adapted from [447].
d, Schematic representation of PSI-LHCI model in C. reinhardtii based on structural and proteomic modelling;
reproduced from [455].
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Figure 4.16: Resolution assessment for model 2.1 by standard even-odd test.
Figure 4.17: Initial single-particle reconstruction from band 2 at 18.2 A˚ resolution (model 2.1).
Top, side and end views are shown (left to right). The model’s smallest dimension in end view was ∼ 10 nm.
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Figure 4.18: X-ray structures of PSI (a,c) and PSII (b,c) core complexes optimally fitted to
model 2.1. a, Top view of model 2.1 fitted to PSI core complex X-ray structure from P. sativum (PDB code
2WSC). Core heterodimer comprising PsaA and PsaB is shown in red with remaining subunits shown in orange.
Subunits PsaN and PsaR have been removed (see text). b, Top view of model 2.1 fitted to monomeric PSII
core complex X-ray structure from T. elongatus (PDB code 3KZI). Oxygen-evolving complex is shown in red
with remaining subunits shown in yellow. c, Both the PSI and PSII core complexes simultaneously fitted to
model 2.1. Fitting was done using fit-model-in-map software in the UCSF Chimera package.
UCSF Chimera (fig. 4.18). Visual assessment revealed that although PSI fit more closely than PSII,
neither case achieved a close fit, with prominent regions of the EM map and atomic models remaining
unmatched. However, the fits appeared to be ‘complimentary’ such that optimally fitting both X-ray
models simultaneously to model 2.1 (fig. 4.18c) achieved a closer overall match to the EM map, assessed
visually. It was therefore hypothesised that the band 2 particle dataset may be heterogeneous, with
both the PSI and PSII core complexes significantly represented. The presence of additional particle
species (e.g. subunits of Cyt–b6f and ATPase) also could not be ruled out, and was supported by
visual inspection of the complete dataset (not presented).
Reference-free class averages were generated for the band-2 particle dataset using Xmipp software.
A set of 28 representative class averages, from 200 in total, is shown in figure 4.19. Visual inspection
revealed consistency between many class averages and projections of model 2.1 (figs. 4.17, 4.18 and
4.22). However, some class averages (labelled) had at least one 1D projection of length less than 10
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Figure 4.19: Reference-free class averages for band 2 particle data. Twenty-eight representative classes
are shown from a total of 200 generated from the 13,958-particle dataset. Classes marked with a white star
have at least one 1D projection of length less than 10 nm and therefore smaller than the shortest 1D projection
of model 2.1.
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Figure 4.20: Resolution assessment for model 2.2 by standard even-odd test.
nm and therefore smaller than the shortest 1D projection of model 2.1. This supported the hypothesis
of heterogeneity in the band 2 dataset.
With the aim to ‘purify’ the dataset in silico, multirefine software from EMAN was used to
reconstruct two 3D models simultaneously from different initial models5. Initial models were created
by coarsening X-ray structures of the core complexes from PSI in P. sativum and (monomeric) PSII
in T. elongatus to 15 A˚ resolution using proc3d. The PDB models used were respectively 2O01 [407]
and 1S5L [400], which were current at the time but have since been superceded by the core complex
from 2WSC and 3KZI [457].
Forty-one iterations of multi-refinement were completed with invariant angular sampling and
‘iterative class averaging’. The usefilt option in EMANs refine software permitted two analogous data
sets to be used: one band-pass filtered to 9 and 190 A˚ for the classification and alignment routines,
and a second unfiltered data set for the 3D reconstruction. The model initiated from the higher-plant
PSI core complex converged to a stable structure, while the cyanobacterial PSII-based model failed to
converge. This finding suggested that the dataset was dominated by PSI particles despite likely being
heterogeneous, consistent with the observation that model 2.1 more closely resembled PSI than PSII.
The resolution of the successfully refined model (model 2.2) was estimated by even-odd test to be
5This software separates a particle projection image dataset into multiple, not necessarily equal subsets, based on
which model they most closely correlate with.
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Figure 4.21: Final single-particle reconstruction from band 2 at 18.1 A˚ resolution (model 2.2):
putative PSI core complex.
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of models 2.1 and 2.2. Top, side and end views are shown.
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18.1 A˚ (fig. 4.20). The result after low-pass filtering to 18.1 A˚ is shown in figure 4.21 together with
class averages and model reprojections from the final round of refinement. Model 2.2 was compared
with model 2.1 (fig. 4.22). The two showed clear similarities, although appeared to be of different
handedness. Given that model 2.2 was refined from the higher-plant X-ray crystal structure, which
itself is of correct handedness, it is likely that model 2.2 reflected the correct handedness and model
2.1 was inverted.
Figure 4.23 shows fits of PSI core X-ray models to model 2.2, comparing the 2O01 structure, from
which model 2.2 was refined, with the more recent 2WSC structure. Both cases achieved a closer fit,
visually assessed, than either achieved for model 2.1 in figure 4.18. This suggested that refinement
of model 2.2 successfully extracted PSI core particle projections from the dataset to reconstruct a
model of the PSI core complex for stm3. Whereas the 2O01 structure was largely contained within
the model 2.2 EM map, multiple subunits of the 2WSC structure were seen to protrude substantially
from the EM map. In particular, the PsaK subunit, the structure of which was well resolved for the
first time in the 2WSC structure [390] and shown to be larger than previously accounted for in 2O01,
did not closely fit the model 2.2 EM map. As shown by the top, side and tilt views in figure 4.23,
the PsaA and PsaB core heterodimer was shifted laterally in the 2WSC fit compared with the 2O01
fit. Correspondingly, the PsaG subunit at the opposite end of the heterodimer from PsaK protruded
from the EM map in the 2WSC fit while being well contained within the EM map in the 2O01 fit.
These shifts may have resulted from the need for the optimal fitting algorithm to accommodate the
larger PsaK subunit in 2WSC. However, other regions of the EM map were shown to be more closely
matched by small peripheral subunits in 2WSC that were not resolved in 2O01 (compare top, side
and tilt views in figure 4.23).
One notable exception was a protrustive density in the EM map (indicated by green arrows in tilt
view in figure 4.23) which closely fit a protein chain extending from the PsaH subunit in 2O01 but
was not closely fit by any part of the 2WSC structure. This mismatch between the 2O01 and 2WSC
fits in particular raises the question of initial-model bias; whether utilising 2O01 coarsened to 15 A˚ as
an initial model for the refinement of model 2.2 introduced structural biases that persisted even after
the model refinement process. Notwithstanding these relatively small differences between the two
X-ray model fits, both showed clear correspondences between the X-ray models and the model 2.2
EM map in prominent structural features such as the membrane-extrinsic subunits (PsaC, PsaD and
PsaE) seen at top in side and end views. In both cases the model fits were unambiguous and strongly
suggested that model 2.2 described the PSI core complex in stm3. The small differences between the
higher-plant X-ray structures and model 2.2, may of course have resulted from organismal differences.
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Figure 4.23: optimal fits of PSI core X-ray structures to model 2.2: comparing 2O01 with 2WSC.
Subunits PsaN and PsaR have been removed (see text). Black arrows indicate subunit PsaK, which was
characterised with higher precision in 2WSC and found to be larger than in the earlier 2O01 structure [390].
Green arrows indicate a protrustive density in the EM map which closely fits a protein chain extending from
the PsaH subunit structure in 2O01 but which is not closely fit by any part of the 2WSC structure.
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Figure 4.24: Combination of models 3.2 and 2.2: stm3 PSI-LHCI supercomplex. a, EM maps
were combined through simultaneous fitting to the 2WSC higher-plant X-ray structure (with PsaN and PsaR
subunits deleted - see text). The resulting combined EM map is shown independently of the X-ray structure in
top (b), side (c) and front views (d).
Combined band 3 and band 2 results Quarternary structure was not sufficiently clearly resolved
within the region of model 3.2 attributed to the PSI core complex (fig. 4.15) for unambiguous as-
signment of the PSI core in the absence of LHCI. Conversely, model 2.2 achieved a close fit to X-ray
structures of a higher-plant PSI core complex and was resolved at 18.1 A˚ resolution compared with 24
A˚ for model 3.2. Therefore it was proposed that model 2.2 may provide a useful ‘augmentation’ for
the less-well resolved putative PSI core region of model 3.2. As shown in figure 4.24a, the two models
were combined by first optimally fitting the higher-plant PSI supercomplex (2WSC) to model 3.2 and
then manually fitting model 2.2 to 2WSC consistent with the optimal fit shown in figure 4.23 (fit-
model-in-map software in Chimera did not support simultaneous optimal fitting of the X-ray structure
to both EM maps). The combined EM map of models 2.2 and 2.3 is shown in figure 4.24b,c,d.
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4.4.3 Conclusions and outlook
This study has provided the first 3D structural models of the PSI-LHCI supercomplex and PSI core
complex from the antenna-mutant algal strain stm3, by negative-stain single-particle EM, at 24 A˚ and
18.1 A˚ resolution respectively. To the author’s knowledge, the model of PSI obtained here is the first
3D reconstruction of PSI from any green algal species. Since the genetic mutation which differentiates
stm3 from wild-type C. reinhardii is not known to affect PSI or LHCI, it is likely that the structural
models obtained here for these (super)complexes in stm3 are also applicable to wild-type C. reinhardtii.
By fitting the high-resolution X-ray structure of PSI-LHCI from P. sativum to the EM map here
determined for PSI-LHCI in stm3 it was inferred that the latter is likely to contain five additional
Lhca subunits (nine in total) in positions consistent with the recent findings of Yadavalli et al [455]
for wild-type C. reinhardtii. However, quarternary structure in the PSI-LHCI supercomplex was less
well-resolved than in the PSI core complex and it was determined that this was likely to be partly
attributable to underrepresentation of side-view particle projection images in the PSI-LHCI dataset.
The dataset also showed lower contrast compared with the PSI dataset, which was stained and imaged
using different methods. Accordingly, it is suggested that improved results may be obtained through
a repeat study of the stm3 PSI-LHCI supercomplex using 0.7% uranyl formate stain and electron-
microscopic imaging using a high-resolution CCD camera (4096×4096 pixels or greater). Sample
preparation methods that encourage greater acquisition of side-view particle projection images are also
recommended. For example, extending the glow-discharging time for the EM grids and/or embedding
particles in a thick stain layer by rapidly drying grids after staining.
The model obtained here for the PSI core complex showed a high level of consistency with X-ray
structures previously determined for P. sativum. However, inconsistencies between fits of the EM
structure to two different X-ray structures, the earlier of which provided the initial model for EM
model refinement, suggested that initial-model bias may have been present in the final EM model.
Moreover, the multirefine algorithm used to generate the PSI EM model failed to concurrently pro-
duce a stable structure from an initial model based on a higher-plant PSII core monomer. To what
extent particle heterogeneity was present in the dataset therefore remains an open question. It is
suggested that to address the question of initial-model bias in the final PSI EM model, the multirefine
procedure should be repeated using the most recent X-ray structures for PSI and PSII core monomers
(suitably coarsened) as initial models. Addressing the possibility of dataset heterogeneity may be less
straightforward, requiring proteomic characterisation and more stringent biochemical purification of
the band 2 sucrose gradient fraction.
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Table 4.1: Set of thylakoid membrane pigment-protein (super)complex 3D models, for use in mod-
elling thylakoid ultrastructure. PSI-LHCI and PSI models were created as described in section 4.4. Lhca model
was generated by coarsening the Lhca1 subunit of the higher-plant PSI-LHCI supercomplex X-ray structure
(2WSC) to 15 A˚ resolution using proc3d software in EMAN. Lhcb model was generated in the same way as
Lhca, from the X-ray structure of CP29 (PDB code 3PL9). PSII-LHCII and LHCII (from stm3 ) models were
created by Knauth as described in [397] (images used with permission). Reconstruction of a 3D model for
monomeric and/or dimeric PSII from stm3 remains a subject for future work.
4.5 Towards predictive modelling of composition-structure relation-
ships in microalgal thylakoids
4.5.1 Future directions in experimental multiscale structure determination
Completing the set of thylakoid membrane protein structural models
The structural studies reported in section 4.4 were completed in parallel with single-particle EM
studies [397] of protein (super)complexes harvested from bands 1 and 4 of the sucrose gradient shown
in figure 4.8. These studies produced a 3D model of LHCII at 21.5 A˚ resolution and a model of the
C2S2-type PSII-LHCII supercomplex at 23 A˚ resolution. Together with the results reported here for
PSI and PSI-LHCI, these models provide a set of ‘building blocks’ (table 4.1) with which to explore
the structural configuration space of the thylakoid through docking into larger structural maps derived
by ET.
Example structures of Lhca and Lhcb antenna proteins coarsened from higher-plant X-ray struc-
tures have been added to the set of larger pigment-protein (super)complexes in table 4.1 for com-
pleteness. Single-particle EM studies of homologous structures from stm3 have not been attempted
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because the dimensions of these particles are roughly commensurate with the current resolution limit
of ET (section 4.2.3). It is therefore unclear whether they may be reliably identifiable in tomograms
and, furthermore, it is unlikely that structural differences between particle types (e.g. different Lhcas
within or between species) could be resolved in tomograms.
The absence of a 3D model for the PSII core complex from table 4.1 provides a subject for
future work. Obtaining such a model would complete the set of pigment-protein (super)complexes for
stm3. Further addition of models for Cyt–b6f and ATPase would achieve a complete set of thylakoid
membrane proteins. The former has previously been modelled at high resolution for C. reinhardtii
(section 4.2.2 [394]), while the latter has so far been only partially structurally characterised and only
in higher plants and bacteria (section 4.2.2). Therefore, while a suitable structure for Cyt-b6f may be
straightforwardly obtained by coarsening the X-ray structure, de novo study of ATPase is required.
Analysis of thylakoid tomograms for (super)complex model docking
Complementary to the single-particle EM studies presented in section 4.4, electron-tomographic anal-
ysis of stm3 chloroplasts is underway by other researchers in the Hankamer group at the University of
Queensland [397, 459]. To facilitate high-throughput structural docking of single-particle models into
electron tomograms, computational tools for automated 3D tomogram image analysis is also under
development.
Traditional methods for identifying in situ macromolecular structures within images of crowded
cellular landscapes such as thylakoid membranes are labor intensive and time consuming. However,
Ali et al recently developed the 3D bilateral edge (3D BLE) filter for parameter-free segmentation of
macromolecular structures from electron tomograms [459]. The performance of this filter was compa-
rable or superior to that of established 3D image filters and was used to successfully segment single
ribosomes in situ within a tomogram of a chloroplast in C. reinhardtii [459] (fig. 4.25d). As shown in
figure 4.25a–c, these ribosomes are comparable in size to thylakoid membrane protein supercomplexes
(section 4.4). This result therefore provided proof of principle towards high-throughput segmenta-
tion of pigment-protein (super)complexes in situ in the thylakoid membrane. Software is currently
being developed for fitting high-resolution (relative to tomograms) single-particle models of these
(super)complexes to the automatically detected single particle contours in tomograms.
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Figure 4.25: Towards automated single-particle docking into electron tomograms: ribosome ex-
ample. a, b and c, adapted from [458], respectively show class averages, model reprojections and 3D model
views of 80S cytosolic ribosomes from C. reinhardtii, reconstructed by cryo-EM at 25 A˚ resolution. d, Electron
tomogram of a region within a C. reinhardtii chloroplast in which ribosomes have been automatically segmented
using the 3D bilateral edge filter [459]. Image courtesy of R. Ali, used with permission.
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Figure 4.26: Phase diagram of thylakoid structure in simulated, stacked PSII-LHCII membranes
analogous to higher-plant grana layers. Structural phase is parameterised by membrane packing fraction
and LHCII:PSII ratio. Structure transitions between a crystalline phase, a fluid (disordered) phase, and a
phase in which the crystalline and fluid phases coexist. Reproduced from Schneider and Geissler [443], used
with permission.
4.5.2 Potential for integration with theoretical modelling of composition-structure
relationships
Experimental determination of a multiscale, 3D structural map of the thylakoid membrane at quasi-
atomic resolution would provide an unprecedented platform for modelling structure-energetics rela-
tionships in the photosynthetic light harvesting machinery. However, a single such map can capture
only a single configuration of a highly structually variable system. Even accounting for ongoing techni-
cal development towards high-throughput structural characterisation, the complete construction of a
single multiscale map is likely to remain a labor-intensive and time-consuming undertaking in coming
years. Efforts to characterise the complex interrelationships between thylakoid protein composition,
multiscale structure and energetics may therefore benefit from an approach which integrates experi-
mental and theoretical structural studies.
Schneider and Geissler recently reported a Monte Carlo simulation-based study relating thy-
lakoid protein composition to structure in a stacked pair of membranes simulating granal layers in a
higher-plant thylakoid [443]. The membranes were populated with structurally simplified C2S2-type
PSII-LHCII complexes and LHCII complexes, and were allowed to diffuse through the membrane,
interacting via simple lateral (intramembrane) and transverse (intermembrane) interaction potentials.
This simple model was able to reconstruct a diverse range of experimentally observed structural con-
figurations, including different types of supercomplexes, megacomplexes and larger semicrystalline
arrays. Moreover, membrane-scale ordering of proteins was shown to depend strongly on membrane
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packing fraction and LHCII:PSII ratio (fig. 4.26). Consistent with experimental findings, varying ei-
ther or both of these parameters induced transitions between a crystalline phase, a fluid (disordered)
phase and a phase in which the crystalline and fluid phases coexisted [443]. This elegant result sug-
gests that in addition to cataloguing solubilised supercomplex configurations observed in structural
studies, it is important to study the interactions underlying those configurations. This helps to reveal
their significance within the overall membrane configuration space.
A model of the type presented by Schneider and Geissler, generalised to accommodate the more
heterogeneous membrane structures of microalgae, may provide a useful complement to the multiscale
structural determination program described in this chapter. It may be speculated that such a model
might make it possible to predict membrane structural features in antenna mutant strains based on
proteomic assessments of membrane protein composition. These predictions could then be tested
using the experimental structure assays described here. Ultimately it may be possible to couple
energetic models to these structural models with the aim to eludicate composition-structure-energetics
relationships in the thylakoid to help inform targeted engineering.

Chapter 5
Towards a multiscale optimal design framework
for light harvesting in photosynthetic energy
systems
You see, we cannot draw lines and compartments and refuse to budge beyond them... In
the end, it’s all a question of balance.
∼ R. Mistry [460]
Chapter 2 introduced hierarchy theory as a basis for multiscale, multiprocess analysis of pho-
tosynthetic energy systems. This theory partitions a complex dynamical system into a hierarchy
of recursively nested, quasi-separable subsystems with well-separated characteristic length and time
scales in order to simplify system analysis. The multiscale analysis of the hierarchy is constructed by
studying internal properties and dynamics of each scale subsystem independently, as well as couplings
between scale subsystems. Hierarchy theory provides a general framework for linking system-scale
objectives and constraints with engineerable parameters at smaller scales within a system, in a coor-
dinated way. In section 2.3.2 this framework was heuristically mapped onto a generic photosynthetic
energy system and the studies presented in chapters 3 and 4 contributed new insights into composition-
structure-energetics relationships at particular scales in the system. This chapter presents a speculative
theoretical study exploring how the multiscale analysis framework provided by hierarchy theory may
be extended for multiscale system optimisation. It is stressed that this work is preliminary and is
intended as a foundation for future development.
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Figure 5.1: Generic scale-subsystem productivity metamodel. (a) Qualitative metamodel for all
scales larger than, and including, the photosynthetic unit (PSU), which is the smallest photochemically-active
component in the system. Grey italic text describes a particular realisation of the generic metamodel for
photobioreactor, phytoelement and cell scales (see fig. 2.3). (b) Simple quantification of the metamodel,
linking resource allocation and productivity between scales. The resource (R) considered here is assumed to
be rate-limiting for the productivity (P ). It is assumed that this metamodel may be applied recursively over
multiple scales; see text.
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5.1 Metamodel for optimising productivity at each characteristic
scale
5.1.1 Conceptual formulation
Figure 5.1a presents a ‘toy’ metamodel for a subsystem at some scale within an idealised photosynthetic
system, focussing on its interactions with the adjacent upscale and downscale subsystems. Fluxes of
‘resources’ (e.g. photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), H2O and CO2), ‘wastes’ (e.g. heat and O2)
and photosynthetic products (e.g. fuels and/or high-value products [HVPs]) are passed between the
holon1 and its photosynthetically active components. The system is assumed to be self-similar between
scales. However, in order to obtain a closed description at the focal scale, each component is treated
phenomenologically (as a ‘black box’ with unspecified internal mechanics). It is assumed to convert
resources into products with efficiencies determined by its (unspecified) internal configuration and also
by the rates at which resources are incident upon it (the latter dependence accounts for saturation
effects such as nonphotochemical quenching [NPQ]). The fraction of each resource converted to wastes
varies inversely with the component’s production efficiency.
This metamodel characterises a fundamental problem, which must be solved at each scale in a
photosynthetic energy system: if the functional target for the holon is maximal productivity, its op-
timal internal configuration must include a transport network which allocates incident resources to,
and disposes of wastes from, the components at rates corresponding to each component’s maximum
achievable productivity. (At some scales in some real systems, products are also extracted from the
components immediately [e.g. hydrogen gas being excreted by a microalgal cell in a photobioreactor],
and these transport processes must also be accommodated by the optimal configuration.) Since the
total resource fluxes are limited by upscale processes (e.g. PAR irradiance), maximal subsystem pro-
ductivity requires maximal efficiency in the subsystem’s resource allocation processes (e.g. maximally
efficient allocation of PAR to the components).
The grey text labels in figure 5.1a map the metamodel specifically to the nested scales of the
photobioreactor, phytoelement and cell. An ideal photobioreactor will allocate PAR, H2O and CO2
to, and dispose of heat and O2 from, all of its constituent phytoelements at rates commensurate with
each phytoelement’s maximum achievable productivity, with minimal resource losses during allocation.
Whether or not photochemical products are also extracted from the phytoelements continuously during
1Nomenclature from the presentation of hierarchy theory in section 2.3.1 is adopted in this chapter.
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production or at a later time depends on the particulars of a given system (e.g. continuous H2 excretion
vs. delayed biomass harvest).
Similarly applying the metamodel at the nanoscale, an ideal photosynthetic unit2 (PSU) will
allocate excitons and H2O (resources) to, and dispose of heat and O2 (wastes) from, its reaction
centre (RC) at rates commensurate with the RC’s maximum achievable productivity (its maximal
turnover rate multiplied by its charge-separation energy), with theoretically minimal resource losses
during allocation. It will also extract energised electrons and protons (products) from the PSU for
transmission to the energetically-downstream components of the thylakoid domain (fig. 2.3e), at rates
which ensure that PSU productivity is not inhibited by saturation effects such as NPQ. Optimising
each scale subsystem involves determining an internal configuration which approaches such an ideal,
subject to constraints at the focal scale, and also constraints imposed by upscale and downscale
processes.
5.1.2 Simple quantitative formulation
The general question of how to maximise the productivity of a photosynthetic (sub)system at some
scale can be placed on a quantitative footing, guided by a simplified formulation of the generic meta-
model, shown in figure 5.1b. Consider the ith subsystem at hierarchy level k + 1 (holonk+1), which
contains N photosynthetically active components at level k+1 (componentsk+1/holonsk). Holonk+1 re-
ceives multiple resources from upscale processes, one of which is assumed to be rate limiting (e.g. PAR
in a low-light environment, or CO2 in a high-light environment, under normal atmospheric conditions)
and therefore of primary importance in the optimisation. Let the net flux of this resource incident at
the holon surface be R
(i)
k+1. The holon converts the resource into product at rate (productivity),
P
(i)
k+1 =
N∑
j=1
P
(j)
k = ε
(i)
k+1(R
(i)
k+1) R
(i)
k+1, (5.1)
where P
(j)
k is the productivity of the jth component at scale k + 1 (holonk) and ε
(i)
k+1(R
(i)
k+1) is the
production efficiency of holonk+1 as a function of the incident resource flux.
Due to the quasi-separability between the dynamics in scale-adjacent subsystems, R
(i)
k+1 is assumed
to be time-independent over time scales significant to intra-holonk+1 dynamics. Therefore, P
(i)
k+1 will
2A photosynthetic unit comprises a single photochemical reaction centre and the minimum number of antenna chro-
mophores it requires to drive photosynthesis. It is the smallest photosynthetically-active component in the photosynthetic
system.
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be maximised if ε
(i)
k+1(R
(i)
k+1) is maximised for the given constant R
(i)
k+1. Assuming that the metamodel
is also valid for each (the jth) holonk (i.e. it applies equally well, one scale down), we can express
ε
(i)
k+1(R
(i)
k+1) as a functional of the distributions of resource fluxes (R
(j)
k ) incident on holonsk and their
production efficiencies (ε
(j)
k (R
(j)
k )):
ε
(i)
k+1(ε
(j)
k (R
(j)
k ), R
(j)
k ) =
1
R
(i)
k+1
N∑
j=1
ε
(j)
k (R
(j)
k ) R
(j)
k . (5.2)
The subsystem optimisation problem at level k + 1 is therefore a variational problem, the goal of
which is to find particular (though not necessarily unique) distributions for R
(j)
k and ε
(j)
k (R
(j)
k ) such
that ε
(i)
k+1(ε
(j)
k (R
(j)
k ), R
(j)
k ) is maximised. This can be stated as a variational principle: the pho-
tosynthetic productivity of a subsystem at a given scale will be maximised when resource fluxes
(ultimately limited by upscale processes) incident on the photosynthetically active components are
matched as closely as possible to the components’ photosynthetic production efficiencies (ultimately
limited by downscale processes), and when those photosynthetic production efficiencies are simultane-
ously matched as closely as possible to the incident resource fluxes. The goal at each scale is balance
between upscale and downscale processes.
The root cause of the need for this balance is the dependence of ε
(j)
k on R
(j)
k ; without this,
maximal productivity for holonk+1 would be ensured simply by allocating all resources to the most
efficient componentk+1. However, this is not the case; components can become saturated by incident
resources such as irradiance and the only way for excess resource to then be used productively within
the holon is for it to be allocated to other, sub-saturated components. The vehicle for executing the
required allocation at a given scale is the compositional and structural configuration of the subsystem
at that scale. The possibility of a configuration that achieves or optimally approaches this balance
depends on the mechanisms and parameters underlying resource allocation and production efficiency
at the focal scale. For example, the production efficiency of a phytoelement may be estimated by
modelling radiation transfer through its cell culture and coupling the radiant field to a productivity
model for each individual cell [244]. However, these models (both for radiative transfer and cell
productivity), and the parameters underlying them, in turn depend on models and parameters at other
scales, in accordance with the principles of hierarchy theory. Therefore, for whole-system optimisation,
‘negotiation’ is required between subsystem optimisations at different scales. Its result may be that
locally-suboptimal subsystem configurations are required in order to optimise the system overall. The
multiscale optimisation algorithms described in section 5.2 provide a basis for exploring these complex
negotiations numerically.
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The metamodel described in this section generalises the concept of acclimation, which appears in
the microalgal-cultivation and higher-plant-ecology literature. It has been emphasised that a central
principle of photobioreactor design is to provide an environment for the cell culture that is optimal
for cell productivity [215,246], and also that a natural leaf canopy tends to maintain an internal envi-
ronment which supports leaf growth [243] by supplying PAR, CO2 and H2O to cells/leaves in balance
with their needs. Reciprocally, individual microalgal cells should be optimised for productivity within
the environment supplied by the encompassing photobioreactor [226]. Similarly, leaves are known to
acclimate to their canopy environment (e.g. by reorienting or wilting to change their absorption cross-
sections), and individual plant cells similarly acclimate to their environment within the leaf (e.g. by
reorienting and relocating chloroplasts to alter the cell’s absorption cross section) [243,461]. (Though
at both scales the acclimation often fails to achieve theoretically optimal subsystem production ef-
ficiency) [243, 461]. Here it is suggested that abstracting the concept of multiscale balance between
resource allocations and component production efficiencies may provide a useful, general principle for
engineering photosynthetic systems. Rather than applying this principle only at obvious scale par-
titions in pre-existing system structures (e.g. cells within a pre-defined phytoelement geometry such
as a tubular or flat-plate bioreactor), it may be applied at each partition within the system scaling
hierarchy, defined either heuristically (e.g. figure 2.3) or via a quantitative algorithm [267–269,311]. In
principle, resource allocations may then be balanced with component production efficiencies at each
scale in the hierarchy, using a multiscale, collborative design optimisation algorithm such as those
described in the next section.
5.2 Framework for multiscale, multiprocess optimisation
The theory of decomposition-based optimal system design allows for co-ordinated optimisation of
coupled subsystems under system-scale functional targets and constraints, as well as targets and con-
straints localised to individual subsystems [251,304,309–311,320–322,462]. Targets are quantified by
so-called ‘objective’ functions, and the overall system objective is equal to the sum of the subsystem
objectives. Subsystem coupling can be hierarchical (when one or more subsystems dictate the output
of other subsystems) and/or non-hierarchical (when subsystems do not prescribe each other’s outputs).
Subsystem analysis models (e.g. describing radiation transfer within a holon) are largely separable,
excepting a small number of linking variables, which are exchanged between subsystems as targets
and responses; a coordination algorithm drives these to mutual consistency as the system optimisation
proceeds. The design variables (DVs) over which subsystems are optimised may be localised to indi-
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vidual subsystems or shared between them. Various algorithms have been developed for coordinating
subsystem optimisations in order to drive the system to convergence, some able to account for propa-
gation of stochastic uncertainty between subsystems within and/or between scales [304,310]. Here the
algorithms for Analytical Target Cascading (ATC) and Collaborative Optimisation (CO) [320–322]
are briefly described because they are well suited to multiscale, multiprocess optimisation of photo-
synthetic systems. Detailed conceptual and mathematical formulations of these and other algorithms
can be found in the cited literature.
ATC applies to hierarchically coupled subsystems and is summarised [320, 322, 463] as follows:
System targets are cascaded down to subsystems (holons) within the system hierarchy. A specific
optimisation problem is formulated for each subsystem, under the target received from upscale sub-
systems, which coordinates the interactions between components (downscale subsystems) in order to
ensure optimality and feasibility of the holon design. The solution to this problem produces targets
for component optimisation problems. The objective for components is then to match these targets
as closely as possible, while in some cases also seeking to satisfy local component objectives. Results
of component optimisations are then communicated upscale as responses to the holon, which adjusts
component targets appropriately. This negotiation process is repeated until responses match targets,
resulting in a consistent and optimal system design. It can be shown that the ATC algorithm is
guaranteed to converge to a stable solution for the system [320, 464], and recent developments have
significantly reduced the computing time required for convergence [320].
By contrast, CO involves non-hierarchically coupled optimisation problems executed concurrently
over a common subsystem [321]. It is intended for integration of optimisations using analysis models
from different fields or disciplines (e.g. concurrent optical and thermal optimisation of a phytoelement,
assuming these two processes to be independent). CO can be nested within ATC, such that each
subsystem optimisation executed within the ATC algorithm constitutes an execution of CO [321].
In figure 5.2 a framework is presented for applying a nested ATC-CO algorithm to a microal-
gal cultivation system with multiscale, multiprocess partitioning. Subsystem optimisation at each
scale larger than and including the PSU constitutes a variant of the generic optimisation problem
described in section 5.1. At yet smaller scales, the optimisation concerns only energy transfer since
the subsystems do not contain photosynthetically active components.
It is suggested that under the proposed framework, system optimisation would ideally proceed
as follows; concerns of computational practicality are temporarily suspended, to be discussed below.
Economic and environmental targets and constraints at the scale of the overall photobioreactor array
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dictate productivity targets for the system and these are cascaded downscale as far as the smallest-
scale subsystem to be included in the optimisation. This may be the PSUs if, for example, LHC
expression levels are taken as the smallest-scale engineerable parameters. Or, if internal parameters
of the PPCs themselves (e.g. chromophore properties and arrangements) are considered engineerable,
they may also be included in the optimisation; this may be of greater interest in artificial photo-
synthetic systems, although genetic manipulation allows such engineering to an extent in biological
systems as well. Parameters at smaller scales are taken to be fixed (e.g. internal parameters of indi-
vidual chromophores), and system optimisation begins at the smallest scale that includes engineerable
parameters.
In each PSU, for example, composition (expression levels) and arrangements of PPCs is collab-
oratively optimised for light absorption, EET, and transfer of mass and heat, subject to targets and
boundary conditions cascaded from upscale subsystems, as well as PSU-scale constraints (e.g. maximal
turnover rate and charge-separation efficiency at the RC, and limitations on the possible arrangements
of PPCs) and any responses or fixed parameters from chromophores downscale. Following the com-
pletion of the multiprocess PSU optimisation, DVs (parameters) are aggregated over the PPCs into
bulk parameters for the PSU (e.g. shape, optical absorptivity, thermal conductivity, etc.). These PSU
parameters, together with the responses for any dynamical linking variables (e.g. irradiance, tem-
perature, chemical concentrations) are passed upscale to be used in optimising the thylakoid domain.
Upon convergence between PSUs and thylakoid domain, a response is passed to the next, larger-scale
subsystem — the cell/chloroplast — which then ‘enters negotiations’. This bottom-up progression
Figure 5.2 (preceding page): Scheme for multiscale, multiprocess optimisation of a microalgal
fuel production system. The system is partitioned into subsystems by scale and energy transfer process
according to figure 2.3. It is proposed that subsystem optimisations may be coordinated between scales using
an Analytical Target Cascading (ATC) algorithm, and between processes at each scale using a Collaborative
Optimisation (CO) algorithm (such that CO is nested within ATC). Venn diagrams are used to represent
energy transfer processes at each scale, with overlaps indicating that multiple processes may depend on the
same ‘design variables’ (DVs – such as compositional and structural parameters). It may also be the case that
dynamical models of different transfer processes are not entirely separable; coupling variables must then be
passed between process optimisations by the CO algorithm. The ATC algorithm proceeds as follows: functional
targets at the scale of the photobioreactor array are cascaded down the scalar hierarchy to the smallest scale
that is assumed to include engineerable DVs. DVs at that scale are then collaboratively optimised for multiple
energy transfer processes and the resulting configuration is passed upscale as a response, incorporating suitable
parameter aggregations. The upscale subsystem is then similarly optimised for multiple energy transfer processes
and the resulting configuration is used to update targets for the next iteration of optimisation downscale.
The ‘negotiation’ between scale-adjacent subsystems, and processes within each, is iterated until convergence.
Responses are then passed to the next upscale subsystem, which ‘enters negotiations’, and so on until convergence
of the overall system configuration. See text for further details.
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continues until responses are passed to the top-most system scale, which then adjusts targets for re-
cascading to the bottom of the hierarchy, where the next iteration of bottom-up optimisation begins.
The overall process is repeated until system convergence.
Although the decomposition-based optimisation framework formulated here offers a large reduc-
tion in complexity compared with an all-in-one system optimisation, practical implementation under
realistic assumptions still poses formidable computational cost. Recent developments have helped
to reduce the cost of ATC by enabling parallelisation between subsystem optimisations [320]. The
complexity of the individual subsystem optimisations can also be reduced through judicious selection
of analysis models that balance simplicity with required levels of accuracy. Moreover, the scaling
hierarchy itself can be reduced by omitting scales considered unimportant to the goal of a given sys-
tem optimisation. For example, if the goal were to optimise a photobioreactor for a fixed microalgal
strain, the scaling hierarchy could be truncated to exclude intracellular scales. Upscale subsystems
could then be optmised hierarchically, with productivity at each scale reducible only to an empirical
model for production efficiency at the cellular scale; arguably, this approach is a logical first step be-
yond current modelling approaches (section 2.3). In another case, a designer might choose to neglect
some intermediate-scale subsystem(s) and, instead, re-formulate parameter aggregations and dynam-
ical links to map directly between previously non-adjacent scales. For example, a phytoelement could
be optimised considering only its chromophore content, ignoring the effects of intermediate levels of
organisation within the cell and cell culture.
Ultimately, the key challenges of implementing in silico multiscale optimisation in photosynthetic
systems can be properly identified and addressed only in practice, beginning with simple systems and
gradually increasing complexity towards that of realistic photosynthetic energy systems.
5.3 Conclusions and outlook
This chapter has presented a preliminary theoretical investigation into optimising idealised, multiscale
photosynthetic systems. This provides a testing ground for the tools required to optimise real systems.
Beginning from a hierarchically structured toy model relating flows of resources, products and wastes
between nested scale subsystems, a variational principle was proposed for optimising photosynthetic
productivity at a given scale in the system: the productivity of a subsystem at a given scale will be
maximised when resource fluxes (ultimately limited by upscale processes) incident on the photosyn-
thetically active components are matched as closely as possible to the components’ photosynthetic
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production efficiencies (ultimately limited by downscale processes), and when those photosynthetic
production efficiencies are simultaneously matched as closely as possible to the incident resource fluxes.
It was suggested that this principle may underlie the acclimation processes observed at multiple scales
in natural photosynthetic systems, and that abstracting the concept of multiscale balance between
resource allocations and component production efficiencies may provide a useful, general principle for
engineering photosynthetic systems.
Overall system optimisation is complicated by the fact that processes at a given scale often depend
on parameters at multiple scales simultaneously (explored in detail in chapter 2), so optimisation of
these parameters requires negotiation between optimisations for the processes at different scales. The
result may be that locally-suboptimal subsystem configurations are required in order to optimise the
system overall. The recently developed theory of decomposition-based optimal design allows for co-
ordinated optimisation of coupled subsystems under system-scale functional targets and constraints,
as well as targets and constraints localised to individual subsystems. It was speculated in this chapter
that this theory may be applied to a hierarchically partitioned photosynthetic system to facilitate
quantitative multiscale, multiprocess optimisation under system-scale functional targets. This pro-
posal invites a future program of research beginning with modelling and optimising simple multiscale
systems and gradually increasing complexity towards that of realistic photosynthetic energy systems.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and future directions
Photosynthesis provides the energetic bedrock for biological and economic activity on Earth. Due to
concerns over the unsustainability of fossil-fuelled energy systems, recent years have seen increasing
interest in the potential for photosynthesis to help meet humanity’s energy needs sustainably, through
harnessed photosynthetic energy systems such as higher plants and microalgal cultivation systems.
Three billion years of evolution has engineered biological photosynthetic systems for solar-powered
survival and reproduction across diverse ecosystems. This thesis has asked whether and how such
systems and/or biomimetic artificial photosynthetic systems can be (re-)engineered as solar energy
harvesting technologies able to sustainably power the human economy on a globally significant scale.
This question links the needs of global-scale environmental and economic systems with the proper-
ties and functions of photosynthetic systems and their component subsystems, which span length
scales from landscape to chromophore, and time scales from annual climatic cycles to femtosecond
energy-transfer processes at the molecular level. Accordingly, this thesis has taken a multiscale, mul-
tidisciplinary approach, combining reductionistic studies of specific system components (chapters 3
and 4, and appendix A) with holistic studies (chapters 1, 2 and 5) of how those components work
together in service of system-scale objectives. Both types of study have generated novel insights and
opened new avenues for future work.
Chapter 1 presented a detailed literature review, quantifying limitations of current global energy
systems and propects for a global-scale transition to sustainable energy systems powered by photo-
synthesis. Chapter 2 introduced hierarchy theory to the study of photosynthetic energy systems, as a
novel system-design tool complementary to the linear-process analysis usually applied to such systems,
and better able to accommodate their multiscale, multiprocess complexity. Based on this hierarchical
approach, chapter 3 pioneered the use of renormalisation theory to quantitatively analyse how the
mechanisms of excitation energy transfer (EET) depend on structure and scale in a chromophore net-
work with the generic, multiscale structural and energetic features of a thylakoid membrane. Chapter
4 contributed to research elucidating how thylakoid membrane protein composition determines multi-
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scale thylakoid structure in antenna-mutant strains of green microalgae. Novel structural studies were
reported for two membrane protein (super)complexes from the strain, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
stm3, based on single-particle electron microscopy. Finally, chapter 5 proposed a novel variational
principle for theoretically maximising productivity at each scale in an idealised photosynthetic sys-
tem, and it was speculated that this may in future be used together with decomposition-based design
optimisation theory to construct multiscale-optimal, idealised photosynthetic systems in silico. The
main findings of each chapter, and resulting new avenues for future work, are summarised in this final
chapter.
6.1 Photosynthesis in global energy systems: realities and prospects
Summary and conclusions
Geophysical, ecological and economic limitations of global energy systems dictate the functional re-
quirements of photosynthetic energy systems at smaller scales. A detailed understanding of these
limitations is therefore important in engineering photosynthetic energy systems.
Solar energy is available far in excess of global economic demand but is incident at power densities
that are low compared with incumbent thermal power generating systems, which therefore challenges
its economic utility. Earth’s current biota photosynthetically store only ∼ 0.1% of the solar energy
annually available, though the resulting net primary production (NPP) is still nine times larger than
the human economy’s current total primary energy supply (TPES). This NPP also fixes ten times
more atmospheric carbon than total annual anthropogenic CO2 emissions contain but currently, ∼
96% returns to the atmosphere on the same time scale. Simultaneously, the economy appropriates
∼ 25% of current NPP and this level is thought to be significantly above the sustainable limit. When
sustainability criteria are considered, agro-biofuels can be expected to supply only a small fraction of
future global energy demand.
Carbon-based fuels directly supply the majority of global final energy consumption, and the
transition to electricity is gradual compared with the speed required for climate-change and peak-oil
mitigation. Rapid development of fungible, sustainable fuels is therefore critically important. Time
scales of previous global energy transitions indicate that an unprecedented level of sociopolitical coop-
eration is required to accelerate the transition from fossil to sustainable fuels. Sustainable, increased
reliance on NPP from non-fossil sources, to supply low-carbon fuels on globally significant scales, may
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be possible. This will likely require an increase in Earth’s total potential net primary productivity
(NPP0) through deployment of bioengineered and/or artificial photosynthetic systems on otherwise
unproductive or low-productivity lands.
Microalgal cultivation systems are rapidly emerging as photosynthetic energy systems with poten-
tial to offer increased NPP0 simultaneously with other economic and environmental services. However,
comprehensive assessments indicate that technical innovation is still required to achieve economic and
environmental feasibility. Artificial photosynthetic systems are promising technologies for the longer
term and stand to benefit from ongoing advances in understanding biological photosynthetic systems.
A key challenge in developing high-productivity photosynthetic energy systems is optimising light-
harvesting efficiency under a range of light environments including high-irradiance conditions well
suited to solar fuel production. Addressing this challenge through a multiscale approach formed the
main subject of this thesis.
Future directions
In addition to bioengineered and artificial photosynthetic systems, a broader class of technologies
may help to meet the urgent need for sustainable, carbon-based fuels. In principle, energy from any
low-carbon1 source, such as hydro, wind, nuclear, geothermal and other renewables, can be used to
drive chemical fuel production. However, techno-enviro-economic comparisons of the various possible
pairings between energy sources and fuel production cycles are largely absent from the literature.
A notable recent exception by Blankenship et al [43] compared photosynthetic and photovoltaically-
powered fuel production technologies, although the metric for comparison was only first-order energy
conversion efficiency. A comprehensive comparison of technologies’ economic and environmental feasi-
bilities requires second-order life-cycle analyses (LCAs). Broader, systematic application of assessment
and comparison frameworks based on second-order LCA, such as that recently developed by Beal et
al [222] for microalgal cultivation systems, is in order.
1When compared with fossil fuels.
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6.2 Multiscale systems analysis of light harvesting in photosynthetic
energy systems
Summary and conclusions
Guided by traditional linear-process analysis of photosynthetic light-harvesting efficiency, strategies for
improvement have largely focussed on achieving more equitable irradiance distribution throughout the
photosynthetic system. However, standard linear-process analysis gives no account of how irradiance
distribution (and distribution of other resources such as CO2 and H2O) depends simultaneously on
parameters over a wide range of scales in the system, nor for how those parameters depend on each
other. Consequently, strategies to improve distribution have tended to focus at a single scale (or
narrow range), tuning parameters such as LHC antenna protein composition, cell culture density, and
photobioreactor structure and surface properties. The literature appears to contain no account of how
to best coordinate these parameters. The prospect of developing such an account is challenged by the
naturally multiscale, multiprocess complexity of photosynthetic systems.
Inspired by the coordinated resource-distribution strategies facilitated by multiscale, hierarchical
structures in higher plants (such as the optical ‘package effect’), chapter 2 introduced hierarchy theory
as a system-design tool complementary to the standard linear-process approach. This theory partitions
a complex dynamical system into a hierarchy of recursively nested subsystems with well-separated
characteristic length and time scales in order to simplify system analysis. The multiscale analysis of
the hierarchy is constructed by studying internal properties and dynamics of each scale subsystem
independently, as well as couplings between scale subsystems. Hierarchy theory provides a general
framework for quantitatively linking global system-scale objectives and constraints with engineerable
parameters at different scales within a system, in a coordinated way.
As a basis for applying hierarchy theory, a multiscale, hierarchical system partitioning was pro-
posed for a generic microalgal cultivation system. The system was partitioned heuristically such that
each component within a given scale subsystem was a repeated functional unit that exchanged energy
through multiple mechanisms (e.g. light, mass and heat transfer) with other components at the same
scale and, through weaker interactions, also with components at other scales.
Quantitative hierarchical analysis of the system, or a collection of scale subsystems, requires mod-
els of the energetics at each scale, and understanding of how the models and parameters on which
they depend, such as composition and structure, transform between scales. At supracellular scales, en-
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ergy transfer processes can be described using relatively well-understood bulk material properties and
models of continuum mechanics and radiative transfer. However, many open questions remain about
interdependences between composition, structure and energetics at the nanoscales of the thylakoid
membrane, where chromphores are arranged within proteins, protein complexes and supercomplexes,
and overall membrane ultrastructure. Two such questions were addressed by quantitative, hierarchical
studies in chapters 3 and 4, as a contribution toward the development of quantitative, hierarchical
whole-system analysis. Other questions remain to be addressed in future work.
Future directions
Further developing the hierarchical framework for quantitative systems analysis and optimisation
will require work on both the overall framework and on scale-focussed models relating composition,
structure and energetics. Future work related to optimisation is discussed in section 6.5; this section
focusses on analysis.
Quantitative network partitioning for photosynthetic systems The multiscale, hierarchical system
partitioning proposed in chapter 2 (fig. 2.3) was based on intuition about component interaction
strengths within and between levels. In principle this can be tested using recently developed meth-
ods for quantifying structure in complex networks [267–269], assuming that enough is known about
component interaction mechanisms at each scale to parameterise network topology (e.g. In the hier-
archical study of EET mechanisms in chapter 3, network topology was parameterised using transition
dipole-dipole couplings between chromophores to quantify the partitioning between scales). Quanti-
fying network structure is important because accurate hierarchical modelling requires a well-formed
hierarchy in which interaction strengths between components at different levels are scale-separated.
Where no natural scale paritioning can be found or well approximated, multiscale modelling techniques
more sophisticated than hierarchy theory will be required.
Radiative transfer in the chloroplast Section 2.3.2 raised the possibility that stacked thylakoid lay-
ers in higher-plant grana may exploit optical interference effects at subwavelength scales to distribute
irradiance more equitably between membrane layers; effectively a claim that the thylakoid membrane
can act as an optical metamaterial. While this is an intriguing posibility with implications for both
bioengieered photosynthetic systems and artificial light-harvesting materials, radiative transfer models
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previously used to support these claims have typically relied on basic ray optics and highly simplified
models of thylakoid composition and structure. More sophisticated models are needed.
One approach may be to use a detailed thylakoid structural model such as those discussed in
chapter 4, and consider its optical response as a sum over the linear responses of its constituent
pigment-protein complexes (PPCs). Radiative transfer could be modelled numerically, using a finite-
element-based solution to Maxwell’s equations [253] or possibly a T-matrix calculation [465]. The
optical effects of structurally rearranging PPCs within the thylakoid, and also overall thylakoid struc-
ture, could be studied using such an approach. Recent studies have attempted to understand the
dependence of quantum EET dynamics on the state of the driving optical field [466–468]. However,
these studies have not considered potential effects due to thylakoid ultrastructure mediating interac-
tions between incident radiation and PPCs. This possibility deserves investigation. It should be noted,
however, that the nonlinear optical responses of PPCs, which heralded the presence of quantum dy-
namical effects in EET (chapter 3) would not be accounted for by models based only on linear optical
responses of PPCs; such models may need to be viewed as a stepping stone to a more sophisticated
approach, which bridges the optical properties of thylakoid ultrastructure with the nonlinear optical
reponse of PPCs.
Heat transfer in the chloroplast There is an abundance of literature describing the ‘safe dissipa-
tion as heat’ of excess excitation energy through nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ) mechanisms.
However, the fate of that heat and how it relates to thylakoid structure have rarely been discussed. It
is currently unknown whether there is a mechanistic relationship between the heating and thylakoid
structural rearrangements associated with NPQ. Modelling heat transfer through thylakoids and their
subsystems may lend insight into these questions. Molecular dynamics simulations of cooling within
the protein and lipid phases of the thylakoid (and their surrounding aqueous solvent) could be used to
infer bulk thermal conductivities at the scale of PPCs and the lipid spaces between them. These may
in turn be used to study membrane conductivity at larger scales, in different structural configurations.
Of particular interest is how thermoregulation of the chloroplast interacts with NPQ, and what role
multiscale thylakoid structure plays in this.
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6.3 Quantum-classical crossover in multiscale photosynthetic exci-
tation energy transfer
Summary and conclusions
At the scale of the thylakoid membrane, energy is allocated to photosynthetically active components
first through radiative transfer and then through EET after light absorption (though the interactions
between these two processes are the subject of ongoing research). The key problem to solve at this
scale is allocation of excitations to photochemical reaction centres (RCs) throughout the thylakoid in
balance with their maximum-achievable turnover rates. After many decades of study, the mechanisms
of EET central to solving this problem, and their dependences on multiscale thylakoid structure, are
still not fully understood.
It was long assumed that EET in photosynthetic systems is adequately described by Fo¨rster theory,
which assumes excitations to be localised on individual chromophores such that EET is a classical,
diffusive process. However, in recent years, structural, spectroscopic and theoretical studies have
strongly suggested that individual PPCs may exploit quantum coherence between excitation states
to improve the efficiency and robustness of EET compared with Fo¨rster transfer. Questions of what
mechanisms underly these effects, and whether they could be present and physiologically significant
in vivo, have been intensely examined but remain controversial.
Detailed studies of quantum-dynamical EET mechanisms to date have focussed almost exclusively
within individual PPCs. Multichromophoric Fo¨rster theory (MCFT) was developed to account for the
effect of intra-PPC quantum coherences on inter-PPC transfer rate, which is known as ‘supertransfer’.
However, the theory assumes a priori that inter-PPC transfer is incoherent. Therefore, MCFT can
describe coherence-enhanced long-range EET in PPC aggregates only as a linear sum of enhancements
at the scale of individual PPCs.
In section 3.5, a new formalism for studying long-range EET in PPC aggregates was developed,
which accommodates intercluster coherences and reveals unexpected scaling trends in the mechanisms
of EET. A renormalisation analysis revealed the dependence of EET dynamics on multiscale, hierar-
chical network structure. Surprisingly, thermal decoherence rate was found to decline at larger length
scales for physiological parameters and coherence length was instead limited by localization due to
static disorder. Physiological parameters supported coherence lengths up to ∼ 5 nm, which was con-
sistent with observations of solvated light-harvesting complexes (LHCs) and invites experimental tests
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for intercomplex coherences in multi-LHC/RC networks. Results further suggested that a semiconduc-
tor quantum dot network engineered with hierarchically clustered structure and small static disorder
may support coherent EET over larger length scales, at ambient temperatures. This surprising result
may also hint at a more general principle for networks of electronically coupled quantum systems in
condensed matter: hierarchically clustered network structures carefully designed to complement the
dielectric and mechanical properties of their surroundings may aid in sustaining long-range coherent
interactions at high temperatures. This possibility warrants exploration and may be of interest for
application in quantum information systems and/or other quantum technologies.
Future directions
The results suggest that MCFT will, in general, be sufficient for modelling energy transfer at scales
larger than individual PPCs in a biological system, within the multiscale system analysis framework
developed in chapter 2. The development of that framework has therefore been moved one step forward
and the next logical step may be to focus on a different energetic process at the thylakoid scale, such
as radiation transfer or heat transfer. Nonetheless, important questions regarding EET also remain.
Notwithstanding the likely absence of long-range quantum-coherent EET in thylakoid membranes
under physiological conditions, the scaling principles revealed here may be of use in designing artificial
light-harvesting materials that can support such long-range coherence. However, it should first be
asked whether these materials would derive any functional advantage from long-range coherent EET,
compared with EET by supertransfer. Some insight may be obtained by extending the model from
section 3.5 to include dissipative sites that mimic RCs, and studying dissipation rates from the network
under parameterisations that support long-range coherence, and others that do not.
In particular, it is interesting to ask whether long-range coherence in a multi-LHC/RC network
could improve the network’s optimal solution to the excitation-allocation problem. One potential strat-
egy for answering this question is to use a multiscale optimisation technique such as analytical target
cascading (ATC) to collaboratively optimise EET properties of scale-separated subsystems within the
network (e.g. chromophore clusters, PPC subunits, PPCs, PPC aggregates/supercomplexes) under
the network-scale functional target of optimal excitation allocation. Of interest are the possible conse-
quences of allowing and disallowing coherent EET at supra-PPC scales in different cases. Would the
optimal network energy conversion efficiencies differ significantly? Would the multiscale structures of
the optimally performing networks differ markedly between the two cases, and how would they each
compare with structures seen in natural thylakoids?
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However, this in turn raises the methodological question of whether existing formulations of ATC
can accommodate multiscale quantum mechanical models, which are based on stochastic dynamical
variables. To the author’s knowledge, such application of ATC has not yet appeared in the literature.
It is worth noting, however, that probabilitic formulations of ATC have recently emerged [304, 310],
designed to handle stochastic uncertainties in classical dynamical variables; perhaps these could be
adapted for multiscale design of engineered quantum systems, including light-harvesting materials.
Aside from light-harvesting materials, the scaling principles revealed in section 3.5 may be of
interest for developing other kinds of engineered quantum systems. Quantum error correction is a
major field of research aimed at developing schemes for protecting quantum dynamical systems from
the decohering effects of their environments. The analysis in section 3.5 demonstrates that quantum-
coherent dynamics in a network described by the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian can be preserved over
surprisingly large length and time scales, even under thermal decoherence at ambient temperature,
simply by virtue of network structure. One may speculate that similar effects can be expected under
a broader class of Hamiltonians, of which the multiscale EET system is merely representative. This
possibility, too, deserves further exploration.
6.4 Light-harvesting protein composition and multiscale structure
in the thylakoid membrane
Summary and conclusions
Energetic modelling at each scale in a photosynthetic system such as a microalgal cultivation system
requires understanding how the process(es) of interest depend(s) on system parameters such as com-
position and structure at that scale, as well as at other scales. Recent studies have demonstrated
improved photosynthetic productivity at the cell-culture scale by genetically down-regulating the ex-
pression of light-harvesting protein complexes (LHCs). The improvements have been attributed to
more equitable light distribution at the culture scale, resulting in reduced NPQ in cells near to the
illuminated surfaces of the culture and increased photosynthesis in previously light-limited regions.
However, the complex interdependences between thylakoid protein composition and structure, produc-
tivity at the chloroplast scale and productivity at the overall culture scale are not yet fully understood.
Characterising these relationships is essential for targeted thylakoid engineering as a part of multiscale
system engineering.
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Chapter 4 described contributions to an ongoing, larger research program focussed on developing
high-throughput multiscale structure assays for thylakoids harvested from microalgal ‘antenna-mutant’
strains. Novel structural studies were reported for two thylakoid membrane protein (super)complexes
from the antenna-mutant green microalgal strain, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii stm3, based on negative-
stain single-particle electron microscopy (single-particle EM). These studies provided the first 3D
structural models of the PSI-LHCI supercomplex and PSI core complex from stm3, at 24 A˚ and
18.1 A˚ resolution respectively. To the author’s knowledge, the model of PSI obtained here is the first
3D reconstruction of PSI from any green algal species. By fitting the high-resolution X-ray structure
of PSI-LHCI from P. sativum to the EM map determined here for PSI-LHCI in stm3, it was inferred
that the latter is likely to contain five additional Lhca subunits (nine in total) in positions consistent
with the recent findings of Yadavalli et al [455] for wild-type C. reinhardtii. Since the genetic mutation
which differentiates stm3 from wild-type C. reinhardii is not known to affect PSI or LHCI, it is likely
that the structural models obtained here for these (super)complexes in stm3 are also applicable to
wild-type C. reinhardtii.
Future directions
Quarternary structure in the PSI-LHCI supercomplex was less well-resolved than in the PSI core
complex and this was likely to be partly attributable to underrepresentation of side-view particle
projection images in the PSI-LHCI dataset. The dataset also showed lower contrast compared with
the PSI dataset, which was stained and imaged using different methods. Accordingly, it is suggested
that improved results may be obtained through a repeat study of the stm3 PSI-LHCI supercomplex
using 0.7% uranyl formate stain and electron-microscopic imaging using a high-resolution CCD camera
(4096×4096 pixels or greater). Sample preparation methods that encourage greater acquisition of side-
view particle projection images are also recommended. For example, extending the glow-discharging
time for the EM grids and/or embedding particles in a thick stain layer by rapidly drying grids after
staining.
The model obtained here for the PSI core complex showed a high level of consistency with X-ray
structures previously determined for P. sativum. However, inconsistencies between fits of the EM
structure to two different X-ray structures, the earlier of which provided the initial model for EM
model refinement, suggested that initial-model bias may have been present in the final EM model.
Moreover, the multirefine algorithm used to generate the PSI EM model failed to concurrently pro-
duce a stable structure from an initial model based on a higher-plant PSII core monomer. To what
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extent particle heterogeneity was present in the dataset therefore remains an open question. It is
suggested that to address the question of initial-model bias in the final PSI EM model, the multirefine
procedure should be repeated using the most recent X-ray structures for PSI and PSII core monomers
(suitably coarsened) as initial models. Addressing the possibility of dataset heterogeneity may be less
straightforward, requiring proteomic characterisation and more stringent biochemical purification of
the sucrose gradient fraction.
These structural studies of PSI-LHCI and PSI were completed in parallel with other similar studies
of PSII-LHCII and LHCII from stm3, by Knauth [397]. Together, the resulting 3D models provide
a set of ‘building blocks’ with which to explore the structural configuration space of the thylakoid,
through docking into larger structural maps derived by electron tomography. This exploration will
be assisted by software currently under development by Ali [459] for fitting single-particle models to
automatically detected single-particle contours in tomograms.
Efforts to characterise the complex interrelationships between thylakoid protein composition, mul-
tiscale structure and energetics may benefit from an approach which integrates experimental and
theoretical structural studies. A theoretical model of the type recently presented by Schneider and
Geissler [443], generalised to accommodate the more heterogeneous membrane structures of microal-
gae, may provide a useful complement to the multiscale structural determination program described
here. It may be speculated that such a model might make it possible to predict membrane structural
features in antenna-mutant strains based on proteomic assessments of membrane protein composi-
tion. These predictions could then be tested using the experimental structure assays described here.
Ultimately it may be possible to couple energetic models to these structural models with the aim
to eludicate composition-structure-energetics relationships in the thylakoid to help inform targeted
engineering.
6.5 Towards a multiscale optimal design framework for light har-
vesting in photosynthetic energy systems
Summary and conclusions
Chapter 5 presented a speculative, preliminary theoretical investigation into optimising idealised,
multiscale photosynthetic systems. This provides a testing ground for the tools required to optimise
real systems. Beginning from a hierarchically structured toy model relating flows of resources, prod-
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ucts and wastes between nested scale subsystems, a variational principle was proposed for optimising
photosynthetic productivity at a given scale in the system: the productivity of a subsystem at a
given scale will be maximised when resource fluxes (ultimately limited by upscale processes) incident
on the photosynthetically active components are matched as closely as possible to the components’
photosynthetic production efficiencies (ultimately limited by downscale processes), and when those
photosynthetic production efficiencies are simultaneously matched as closely as possible to the in-
cident resource fluxes. It was suggested that this principle may underlie the acclimation processes
observed at multiple scales in natural photosynthetic systems, and that abstracting the concept of
multiscale balance between resource allocations and component production efficiencies may provide a
useful, general principle for engineering photosynthetic systems.
Overall system optimisation is complicated by the fact that processes at a given scale often depend
on parameters at multiple scales simultaneously (explored in detail in chapter 2), so optimisation of
these parameters requires negotiation between optimisations for the processes at different scales. The
result may be that locally-suboptimal subsystem configurations are required in order to optimise the
system overall. The recently developed theory of decomposition-based optimal design allows for co-
ordinated optimisation of coupled subsystems under system-scale functional targets and constraints,
as well as targets and constraints localised to individual subsystems. It was speculated that this
theory may be applied to a hierarchically partitioned photosynthetic system to facilitate quantitative
multiscale, multiprocess optimisation under system-scale functional targets. This proposal invites a
future program of research beginning with modelling and optimising simple multiscale systems and
gradually increasing complexity towards that of realistic photosynthetic energy systems.
Future directions
Numerical optimisation of photobioreactor configuration At the macroscopic scales of phytoele-
ments, photobioreactors and the overall photobioreactor array, material composition and structure
are only weakly coupled, and energy transfer processes are relatively well understood. This con-
trasts with a more complex and less-well understood situation inside the cell. A first step towards
multiscale system optimisation (beyond toy models) may therefore be to treat intracellular processes
phenomenologically (e.g. using a standard light-response curve) and optimise supracellular subsys-
tems collaboratively. It is anticipated that this may result in photobioreactor configurations beyond
standard geometries (e.g. flat-plate or tubular) and potentially beyond the reach of intuition.
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6.6 Closing comments
This thesis has reported a multidisciplinary investigation into optimising light harvesting in photo-
synthetic systems for economically scalable, sustainable energy production. The research reported
has delivered novel insights into the complex interrelationships between composition, structure and
energetics at the scale of the thylakoid membrane, as well as holistic insights into how components at
different scales in a photosynthetic system work together under system-scale objectives. This opens
new avenues for future research and constitutes progress toward the urgent goal of developing pho-
tosynthetic energy systems able to sustainably power the human economy on a globally significant
scale.
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Appendices
Appendix A: RNAi knock-down of LHCBM1, 2 and 3 increases pho-
tosynthetic H2 production efficiency of the green alga Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii
The following publication reports work completed during the final year of PhD candidature. This work
demonstrates that engineering reduced LHCII antenna systems in the microlalga Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii can significantly improve the light-to-biomass and light-to-H2 conversion efficiency at the
laboratory scale. It is therefore consistent with the exposition of this thesis. However, it is included
here as an appendix because the author’s contributions were limited to co-authorship of the introduc-
tion and creation of figure 6.
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Abstract
Single cell green algae (microalgae) are rapidly emerging as a platform for the production of sustainable fuels. Solar-driven
H2 production from H2O theoretically provides the highest-efficiency route to fuel production in microalgae. This is because
the H2-producing hydrogenase (HYDA) is directly coupled to the photosynthetic electron transport chain, thereby
eliminating downstream energetic losses associated with the synthesis of carbohydrate and oils (feedstocks for methane,
ethanol and oil-based fuels). Here we report the simultaneous knock-down of three light-harvesting complex proteins
(LHCMB1, 2 and 3) in the high H2-producing Chlamydomonas reinhardtii mutant Stm6Glc4 using an RNAi triple knock-down
strategy. The resultant Stm6Glc4L01 mutant exhibited a light green phenotype, reduced expression of LHCBM1 (20.6%
60.27%), LHCBM2 (81.2% 60.037%) and LHCBM3 (41.4% 60.05%) compared to 100% control levels, and improved light to
H2 (180%) and biomass (165%) conversion efficiencies. The improved H2 production efficiency was achieved at increased
solar flux densities (450 instead of ,100 mE m22 s21) and high cell densities which are best suited for microalgae
production as light is ideally the limiting factor. Our data suggests that the overall improved photon-to-H2 conversion
efficiency is due to: 1) reduced loss of absorbed energy by non-photochemical quenching (fluorescence and heat losses)
near the photobioreactor surface; 2) improved light distribution in the reactor; 3) reduced photoinhibition; 4) early onset of
HYDA expression and 5) reduction of O2-induced inhibition of HYDA. The Stm6Glc4L01 phenotype therefore provides
important insights for the development of high-efficiency photobiological H2 production systems.
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Introduction
The development of clean fuels for the future is one of the most
urgent challenges facing our society for three reasons; to reduce
CO2 emissions, increase energy security and enable sustainable
economic development. The importance of fuels is emphasized by
the fact that, they directly supply ,80% of global energy demand
while electricity provides only ,17% [1]. In terms of fuel security
it is notable that in 2010 global energy use rose to ,0.5 ZJ
(1 ZJ = 1021 J) [2] and that the total global fuel reserves (oil, coal,
gas and uranium) were reportedly at only ,82 ZJ [3].
The capability to produce sufficient renewable fuel to supply
global demand is dependent on the availability of a renewable
energy source that is large enough to drive this process. Solar
energy is by far the largest and most equitably distributed
renewable energy source available, supplying ,3020 ZJ yr21 to
the Earth’s surface [4]. Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR –
conventionally 400# l #700 nm [5]) makes up 43% of the
irradiance delivered by the standard AM1.5 reference solar
spectrum [6]. Therefore ,1300 ZJ yr21 is available globally to
drive photosynthesis. Photosynthesis is a solar-to-chemical-energy
conversion process that can be used to produce biomass and
biofuels. Economic feasibility of photosynthetic fuel production
systems is not limited by global solar irradiance, but rather by the
areal productivities currently achievable cost-competitively. These
depend strongly on the energy conversion efficiency of photosyn-
thesis, which can be improved through engineering.
Microalgae systems are rapidly emerging as one of the most
promising platforms for the production of renewable fuels and
have a number of advantages compared to higher plants. In
particular, they can theoretically address the key areas of concern
related to the food vs. fuel conflicts of 1st generation biofuel systems
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(e.g. corn ethanol) [7,8] and assist with the development of a more
sustainable food and fuel future. This is because well-designed
microalgae systems can be located on non-arable land, cultivated
at least in part using saline and waste water, enable increased
nutrient recycling and achieve higher yields than crop plants, due
to the ability to optimize light distribution, CO2 supply and
production conditions [9]. Importantly, algae, besides being able
to produce biomass and oil which can be converted into bio-fuels
such as bio-diesel, methane and ethanol, also have the ability to
produce hydrogen from water [10]. Solar powered H2 production
is theoretically the most efficient method of biofuel production as it
is closely coupled to the photosynthetic electron transport chain
and additionally offers the potential to produce a CO2 - negative
bio-fuel, reducing CO2 emission and assisting in carbon seques-
tration [11].
The first step of photosynthesis and all biofuel production is
light capture. As a result, its optimization is essential for the
development of all high-efficiency microalgal processes. In algal
cells, light capture is performed by the chlorophyll-binding
proteins of the Light Harvesting Complexes I (LHCI) and II
(LHCII), which transfer the derived excitation energy to Photo-
systems I (PSI) and II (PSII), respectively. A secondary but very
important role of the LHCII (LHCBM) proteins is that under high
light conditions, they are involved in the photoprotective processes
of non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) [12–15].
Given the need for microalgae to balance light capture and
protection against photodamage, wild type algae (wt) have
generally evolved large LHC antenna systems to capture incident
light efficiently under low light conditions, and the ability to
dissipate the excess (,80%) under high light conditions to avoid
photodamage [16]. Wt cells appear to have a competitive
advantage, as they capture the bulk of the incident light at an
illuminated surface and dissipate the excess, with the result that
cells deeper in culture suffer from light limitation. Even though
microalgae down-regulate LHCII levels naturally to a degree,
under high light conditions, at 25% of full sunlight (full sunlight
typically being 2000 mE m22 s21 midday at equatorial region) the
photosynthetic capacity of most algal species is usually saturated
[17] and energy dissipation is required. This can be broadly
likened to a ‘selfish organism strategy’; i.e. each cell uses the light it
needs and wastes the rest as heat, which cannot be used to drive
photosynthesis in other cells.
The overall efficiency of the culture can theoretically be
improved, by artificially reducing the light-harvesting antenna
size. This strategy is designed to enable each cell to capture the
light that it requires but allow the excess light that would otherwise
be wasted, to penetrate further into the culture. This illuminates
the cells that would otherwise be shaded. This strategy can be
therefore broadly be likened to ‘social engineering’ in that the light is
more evenly distributed between all cells in the culture. Thus,
while the maximum light harvesting efficiency of individual cells
should theoretically remain the same as long as the incident light
exceeds saturating levels at the surface, the overall PBR efficiency
can be increased. Due to the decreased energy wastage through
NPQ, the concentration of algae cells can be increased, thereby
improving the yield per unit volume of culture and reducing PBR
costs. This offers a theoretical route to increase the efficiency and
cost competitiveness of photo-biological fuel production.
In the green microalga C. reinhardtii, at least 25 LHC genes have
been identified [18]. These exhibit a high degree of gene and
protein sequence similarity across plant and algal families [14].
The LHCII proteins can be divided into the major and minor
LHCII proteins. The major LHCII proteins are reportedly
transcribed from 9 different genes LHCBM 1–9 which are
numbered according to the relative expression levels initially
observed [19,20]. These LHCBM proteins are reported to
trimerize and their primary role is to capture solar energy and
funnel it via the minor LHCII proteins, CP29 (LHCB4) and CP26
(LHCB5), to the PSII core (CP47, CP43, D1, D2, cytb559, PSBO
and additional small and extrinsic subunits). In PSI solar energy is
captured by nine LHCA proteins (LHCA1-9) and the derived
excitation energy channeled to the PSI reaction center (psaA and
psaB) [14,21–23]. In higher plants the LHCI subunits reportedly
form a crescent shaped belt on one side of the PSI monomer. This
is termed the ‘‘LHCI-belt’’, and reportedly consists of two dimeric
subcomplexes. These subcomplexes are referred as LHCI-730 and
LHCI-680 in higher plants and LHCI-705 and LHCI-680 in
Chlamydomonas, where the numbers refer to their characteristic
fluorescence peaks [24,25].
Melis and coworkers and later others [16,26–28] tested the
hypothesis that artificial antenna reduction could improve light-to-
biomass conversion efficiency and showed improvement under lab
conditions. However, none of these strains were optimized for
improved levels of H2 production in liquid culture.
Hydrogen production is typically induced by sulfur deprivation
[10,29]. Under these conditions the repair of the photo-inhibited
D1 protein of PSII which contains methionine (and so S) is
inhibited, reducing O2 production. This in turn lifts the inhibition
of HYDA expression, inducing H2 production. Down regulation of
PSII however also reduces the flow of H+ and e- from H2O to H2.
Here we report the specific triple knock-down of the three most
abundant LHCII proteins (LHCBM1, LHCBM2 and LHCBM3)
in the high H2 producing background of Stm6Glc4 [30], with the
aim of further increasing the efficiency of photobiological H2
production. Stm6Glc4 is based on the Stm6 mutant, which under
H2-producing conditions was shown to have upregulated Alter-
native Oxidase (AOX) activity [31] and to be locked into linear
electron transport [32], resulting in increased O2 consumption and
linear electron pathway from water to HYDA. The results show
that reducing the LHC antenna system allows the rate of O2
production by photosynthesis to be brought into balance with the
rate of O2 consumption by respiration. This in turn facilitates the
induction of HYDA and provides a mechanism for continuous
photosynthetic H2 production from water.
Materials and Methods
Strains and Culture Conditions
The high H2 producing C. reinhardtii strain Stm6Glc4 described in
[30] and Stm6Glc4L01 were cultivated under mixotrophic (TAP
(pH 7.2) [33] and photoautotrophic conditions (PCM (Photoau-
totrophic Chlamydomonas Medium) (pH 7, NH4Cl [30 mM],
CaCl2*2H20 [850 mM], MgSO4*3H20 [1.5 mM], KH2PO4
[10 mM], FeSO4*7H2O [1 mM], CuSO4*5H2O [6.4 mM],
MnCl2*4H2O [25.8 mM], ZnSO4*7H2O [77 mM], H3BO3
[184 mM], (NH4)6Mo7O24*4H2O [0.89 mM], CoCl2*6H2O
[6.7 mM], Na2SeO3 [0.1 mM], VOSO4*H2O [0.009 mM], Na2-
SiO3*5H2O [273 mM], Na2EDTA [537.3 mM], Tris [100 mM],
Vitamin B1 [52 mM], Vitamin B12 [0.1 mM]) under continuous
white light (50 mE m22 s21), unless stated otherwise. Positive
transformants were selected and cultivated under low light
conditions (10 mE m22 s21) on TAP agar plates supplemented
with 1.5 mM tryptophan, 60 mM 5-fluoroindole (5-FI) and
hygromycin [30].
Growth Rate mmax
To identify conditions yielding maximum microalgae growth
rates in TAP and PCM, a number of factors were tested including
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light intensity (low light: 35 mE m22 s21 and high light: 450 mE
m22 s21), culture volume (100, 112.5, 125, 137.5 and 150 mL
trials corresponding to a culture depth of 2.7, 3, 3.5, 4 and 5 mm,
respectively) and inoculation density (OD750 = 0.1 and 0.3). These
experiments were conducted in a specially designed robotic Tecan
Freedom Evo system which was fitted with three microwell shakers
each capable of holding six 96 well microwell plates, a bank of
fluorescent lights positioned 1.2 m from the microwell surface and
a CO2 controller which maintained CO2 concentrations at
160.2% CO2 during photoautotrophic conditions. The lights
consist of 12 cool white fluorescent lights (Phillips PL-L55W/840
Cool White, Phillips International B.V. Netherland) and 11 warm white
fluorescent lights (Phillips PL-L55W/830 Warm White, Phillips
International B.V. Netherland) which were installed in an alternating
arrangement. The chamber temperature was 3361uC. Algal
cultures were adjusted to the desired OD750 (OD750 = 0.1 and 0.3,
respectively) in TAP or PCM (supplemented with 1.5 mM
tryptophan and 60 mM 5-FI for Stm6Glc5L01) and aliquoted into
microwell plates. OD750 measurements were recorded at 3 h
intervals using a dedicated spectrophotometer (Tecan Infinite
M200 PRO microwell plate reader). Growth curves were
generated using Microsoft Excel and Graph Pad Prism software
was used for growth curve fitting. An R2 threshold of 0.85 was
used to exclude false positives. The maximum value of the specific
growth rate (mmax) was determined using a linear fit to ln OD750 vs.
time, based on equation 1: m= ln (DOD750)/Dt.
To exclude that the chosen 5-FI concentration of 60 mM
impaired growth of the mutant strain, growth rate was monitored
as described above in 150 mL TAP supplemented with tryptophan
and different 5-FI concentrations (0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 240, 360,
480 mM) at 100 mE m22 s21.
Biomass Determination
To determine direct biomass yields, Stm6Glc4 and Stm6Glc4L01
(grown in TAP medium) were adjusted to OD750 of 0.3 in 144 mL
PCM (OD750 measurements were conducted using Tecan
Freedom Evo system and a 96 well plate filled with 150 mL
culture). Six 6 well microwell plates (total of 36 wells) for each
strain were filled with 4 mL of adjusted cell suspension to a depth
of 5 mm and incubated at a 1% CO2 atmosphere for 43 h with
450 mE m22 s21 illumination. OD750 was measured at the starting
point and at 19 h and 43 h in the 6 well plates. After 43 h samples
were harvested, pooled and washed in water to remove salt
residues. Cells were dried at 60˚C until no further mass change
could be observed and obtained dry mass was calculated as g per
Liter culture.
Sequence Studies
All genome sequences were obtained from NCBI (National
Center for Biotechnology Information, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/, accessed March 2013) and analyzed using the BLAST tool
provided by the Chlamydomonas Center (http://www.chlamy.org/,
accessed March 2013). The cross BLAST analysis of all mRNA
sequences against each other and the identification of non-
homologous parts of the sequence led to a map of unique gene
regions of the LHCBM. Linker and sense sequence of the inverted
repeat construct were picked from these regions; the anti-sense
region was determined using the ‘‘reverse complement’’ function
of Vector NTI and confirmed by BLAST alignment.
Plasmid Construction and Transformation
All nucleic acid work was conducted using standard procedures
[34]. The LHCBM1 target sequence was synthesized based on
a 95 bp sequence of LHCBM1 (bp 81–175), followed by an XbaI
site. A subsequent 106 bp linker chosen from LHCBM1 39UTR
(bp 831–915) and the reverse orientated sequence of LHCBM1 (bp
81–190) completed the RNAi target sequence. The LHCBM2
target sequence was synthesized from two fragments. Fragment A
consisted of a part of the LHCBM2 39UTR (bp 1033–1132)
followed by a SacI site. Fragment B contained the reverse
orientated sequence to fragment A (bp 1033–1160) with sub-
sequent EcoRI and SacI restriction sites. A linker region taken from
LHCBM2 (bp 11–103) with a preceding SacI site and fragment B
were amplified and joined via multiple template PCR. The linker
and fragment B combination was cloned as a SacI fragment into
SacI site downstream of fragment A to complete the inverted
repeat sequence. The LHCBM3 target sequence was synthesized
from bp 628–728 of the LHCBM3 59UTR followed by a BamHI
site, a linker of LHCBM3 59UTR (bp 255–404) and the reverse
orientated 59UTR sequence (bp 255–404) was synthesized.
Additional cloning details are provided in the supplementary
materials (Figure S1).The inverted repeat sequences were flanked
by EcoRI restriction sites to facilitate subsequent cloning into the
transformation vector pBDH-R, and yielded vectors pMO52,
pMO53 and pMO75, respectively. To create pBDH-R the
Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate-carboxylase/2oxygenase small subunit
(RBCS) promoter, the intron fragment (with the start codon
deleted) of RBCS was produced via fusion PCR and cloned into the
XhoI and MluI site of pALKK1 [27] to replace its RBCS promoter/
ATG/intron/BLE region. This deletes an undesired BLE gene
fragment present in pALKK1. To produce the triple knock-down
strains, equal amounts of each vector pMO52, pMO53 and pMO75
were mixed and transformed into the strain Stm6Glc4 [30] using
biolistic bombardment [35].
RNA Isolation, cDNA Synthesis and Quantitative Real-
time PCR (qRT-PCR)
Isolation of total RNA was performed using a PureLinkTM RNA
Mini kit (Invitrogen) following the protocol optimized for animal
and plant cells according to manufacturer’s directions. As Stm6Glc4
is a cell wall deficient cell line the homogenization step was not
carried out. DNase treatment was performed according to the
PureLinkTM RNA Mini kit manual using RQ1 RNase-free DNase
(Promega). First strand cDNA synthesis was performed using
iScriptTM cDNA Synthesis kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories) and 1 mg
total RNA according to manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative
real-time PCR analysis was carried out in triplicate using an
Applied Biosystem 7500 Real Time PCR System with software
SDS version 1.2.3 and the standard method ‘absolute quantifica-
tion’ two step RT-PCR for thermal profile and dissociation stage
(stage 1:1 replication at 50uC, 1 min; stage 2:1 replication at 95uC,
10 min; stage 3:40 replications at 95uC, 15 sec; stage 4:
dissociation; 1 replication at 95uC, 0.15 sec; 60uC, 1 min; 95uC,
0.15 sec). The experiment was carried out on a 96 well plate and
each reaction contained 7.5 ml SYBRH Green Master Mix
(Applied Bioscience), 5 ml of cDNA [1.6 ng mL21], 2 mL of each
primer [2 mM] and 3.5 mL of water. Relative expression levels
were normalized using the C. reinhardtii reference gene CBLP [36].
Primer sequences for LHCBM1, LHCBM2, LHCBM3 and CBLP
were designed as reported previously [27,36].
FACS Analysis and Chlorophyll Measurements
Cells were grown to late log phase in TAP liquid culture
(OD750 =,1.0), 1 mL of the culture was used for analysis in
a FACSCanto II Flow Cytometer (Becton Dickson). Comparative
chlorophyll fluorescence data was recorded using a 488 nm blue
excitation laser and the 670 nm long pass detector to measure
emission.
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Total chlorophyll concentration was measured according to
previously reported methods [37]. 1 mL of algae culture was
sampled at late log phase (OD750 =,1.0). The cells were then
pelleted (5006g, 5 min, 20uC) and the clear supernatant discarded
before being resuspended in 1 mL of ice cold 80% acetone. After
vortexing the sample, the precipitate was pelleted (141006g,
4 min) before measuring the absorption (A) of the supernatant.
The A750 was set to zero and A664 and A647 measured
subsequently. Chlorophyll content was calculated as previously
described [37].
Demonstration of Algal Fluorescence at Different Depths
Stm6Glc4L01 and Stm6Glc4 were adjusted to same cell density
(7.5*105 cells mL21) and transferred to a 100 mL glass cylinder
positioned on a Safe ImagerTM blue-light transilluminator
(Invitrogen) fitted with light emitting diodes producing a narrow
emission peak centered at,470 nm. Chlorophyll fluorescence was
visualized by an ‘amber’ (530 nm long path) filter (Invitrogen).
H2 Volume and Gas Composition Measurements
For H2 production Stm6Glc4L01 and Stm6Glc4 were grown to
late log phase in TAP medium. Cells were harvested, washed twice
with sulfur-free TAP medium and resuspended in sulfur-free TAP
medium containing glucose [1 mM] [30] and adjusted to the same
chlorophyll concentration (14.5 mg mL21). H2 measurements were
performed under continuous white light (450 mE m22 s21) using
a custom-built PBR system with a dedicated gas collection tube
mount [32]. The evolved gas was sampled using a gas-tight
Hamilton syringe and injected at regular intervals into a gas
chromatograph (Agilent Micro GC3000) fitted with a PlotU pre-
column (3 m x 0.32 mm) and MolSieve 5APlot column (10 m x
0.32 mm). Argon (32.5 psi, pound per square inch) was used as the
carrier gas and H2, O2 and N2 concentrations were monitored.
Results
Identification of LHCBM Target Sequences
To develop specific LHCBM knock-down strains, the identifi-
cation of highly specific target sequences is essential. As all
LHCBM genes display a high degree of sequence similarity [27],
genomic BLAST analysis of the three target mRNAs, encoding the
major light harvesting complex proteins of PSII (LHCBM1, 2 and
3), was performed. This analysis aimed to identify target regions
that had minimal similarities to other genes and so prevent their
co-suppression. Based on this analysis, discrete regions for each
single LHCBM target (between 95–100 bp) were chosen for the
development of RNAi constructs (sequences see Figure S1). To
minimize non-specific RNAi effects further, the LHCBM1-, 2- and
3-specific RNAi constructs were engineered so that the linkers
positioned between the sense and anti-sense regions of the
construct were specific to the respective target genes. The plasmid
pALKK1 [27] was used to create the transformation vector pBDH-R
(Figure 1A), additionally providing an RNAi target site for the
endogenous tryptophan synthase. This allowed direct selection of
positive transformants on media plates containing 5-fluoroindole
(5-FI), as tryptophan synthase converts 5-FI into the toxic
tryptophan analogue 5-fluorotryptophan [38].
Development and Selection of Positive Transformants
Single LHCBM knock-out or knock-down transformants have
not to date shown any marked phenotype in terms of chlorophyll
concentration. This suggests that the knock-down of one LHCBM
may be compensated for by the over expression of the remaining
LHCBM proteins [39,40]. Consequently a triple LHCBM1/2/3
Figure 1. Schematic map of the transformation vector pBDH-R,
relative abundance of LHC mRNAs and phenotypic cell
distinction. (A) The RBCS promoter (Prbcs) with subsequent RBCS
intron (rbcs int) and 35S terminator (T35S) flanking the RNAi expression
cassette are marked. Sequences targeting the tryptophan synthase are
indicated (Maa7 IR, [38]). Inverted repeat (IR) sequences used to target
LHC genes (Lhcbm IR) and linker (Linker), which spaces the inverted
repeats, are located in between two Maa7 inverted repeats (Maa7 IR). In
this study ‘Lhcbm IR’ and ‘Linker’ were replaced with the sequences
from the target LHCBM genes to minimize non-specific knock-down
effects. EcoRI restriction sites used for cloning are marked. (B) mRNA
levels of the three targeted LHCII genes (LHCBM1 to LHCBM3) were
determined in triplicate via quantitative real-time PCR and normalized
to CBLP mRNA [36]. Expression levels (LHCBM1:20.660.27;
LHCBM2:81.260.037 and LHCBM3:41.460.05) were displayed as a per-
centage of the expression level of the parental strain Stm6Glc4 (which
was set to 100%). (C) Optical transmission microscopy of Stm6Glc4 (left
panel) and Stm6Glc4L01 cells (right panel). (D) Chlorophyll autofluor-
escence image of Stm6Glc4 (left panel) and Stm6Glc4L01 cells (right
panel) taken in an inverted fluorescence microscope (Nicon Ti-U) with
identical settings.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061375.g001
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knock-down strategy was tested. LHCBM1, 2 and 3 were selected
as they are reported to be the most abundant LHCII associated
light harvesting proteins and so would be expected to achieve the
greatest amount of antenna reduction [19,20]. To develop triple
knock-down mutants of LHCBM1, LHCBM2 and LHCBM3, equal
amounts of the target vectors were mixed and used to transform
the high H2 producing C. reinhardtii strain Stm6Glc4 [30] using
biolistic bombardment [35]. Positive transformants were selected
on agar plates containing 5-FI since, as based on the vector design,
it was expected that transformants with knocked-down tryptophan
synthase, and thus resistance to 5-FI, would co-suppress the
desired LHC protein. This strategy enabled the testing of all
possible combinations of LHCBM1, LHCBM2 and LHCBM3
knock-downs, with the low-antenna (light green) phenotype as
the secondary selection criterion. Consistent with our hypothesis
that the simultaneous knock-down of these major LHCs could
result in a marked reduction in chlorophyll concentration,
a number of light green LCHBM1/2/3 multiple knock-down
transformants were identified, of which the mutant with the palest
phenotype (designated Stm6Glc4L01 to signify light harvesting mutant
combination 01) was chosen for further characterization.
LHC mRNAs and Phenotypic Characterization
Total mRNA levels of LHCBM1, LHCBM2 and LHCBM3 in
Stm6Glc4L01 were determined using quantitative real-time PCR
(qRT-PCR) to establish which of the target LHCBM genes were
primarily affected. To confirm that equal amounts of cDNA were
used in this experiment, data were compared with those of 18S
RNA and the mRNA for endogenous C. reinhardtii gene CBLP
(Chlamydomonas ß-subunit-like polypeptide), which was previously
shown to be stably expressed throughout growth and H2
production [36]. Data normalized to CBLP (Figure 1B) showed
that LHCBM1 has been down-regulated to 20.6% 60.27% and
LHCBM3 to 41.4% 60.05% of their original levels, respectively.
The down-regulation of LHCBM2 was less dramatic (81.2%
60.037%) but importantly, LHCBM2 levels did not increase to
compensate for the knock-down of LHCBM1 and LHCBM3. As
gene dosage compensation has been suggested to be responsible
for the unaffected phenotype of single antenna protein knock-outs
[39–41], it is possible that the RNAi construct targeting LHCBM2
functions primarily to limit its expression level, preventing such
compensation. Data with absolute expression levels in addition to
the fold-differences relative to CBLP (Figure 1B) are provided
(Table S1). The similarity of expression levels for 18S and CBLP
genes between Stm6Glc4 and Stm6Glc4L01 suggests that the
reduction in LHCBM1 and -3 levels is both meaningful and
significant.
Light micrographs of Stm6Glc4 and Stm6Glc4L01 recorded
under identical conditions (Figure 1C) showed that Stm6Glc4L01
cells contained considerably lower chlorophyll levels than the
Stm6Glc4 parental control, consistent with the observed down-
regulation of LHCBM1, LHCBM2 and LHCBM3 mRNA
(Figure 1B) in a manner similar to that previously reported for
other antenna mutants [16,26,27]. Auto-fluorescence images
(Figure 1D), support the optical microscopy results and confirm
that Stm6Glc4L01 accumulates less chlorophyll per cell, as
fluorescence levels are significantly lower than in Stm6Glc4. The
increased chlorophyll a/b ratio (Mean: Stm6Glc4:2.2960.05 and
Stm6Glc4L01:2.6260.09; P-value ,0.0021 [37] is indicative of
a specific reduction in the ratio of ChlB-rich LHC proteins
compared with the ChlA-rich PSII core complexes [42] confirm-
ing LHC antenna size reduction.
Fluorescence Properties and Chlorophyll Measurements
Flow cytometry (Figure 2A) was employed to quantify
chlorophyll reduction in Stm6Glc4L01 compared to the parental
strain Stm6Glc4. For this purpose over 105 cells (2.96105 cells for
Stm6Glc4; 2.796105 cells for Stm6Glc4L01, grown under 50 mE
m22 s21 illumination to late log phase) were analyzed and
chlorophyll fluorescence compared (670 nm long pass filtered).
The relative fluorescence of the Stm6Glc4 culture peaked at 13488
relative fluorescence units (RFU) cell21 compared to the 8750
RFU cell21 of Stm6Glc4L01. Mean fluorescence was measured for
Stm6Glc4 at 15606 RFU cell21 and for Stm6Glc4L01 at 8951 RFU
cell21 (where the gate was set as indicated by the red and black
lines in Figure 2A and displayed in Figure 2B as percentage of
Stm6Glc4L01 (100%). This suggests that the control cell line
Stm6Glc4 exhibited ,175% higher levels of fluorescence losses
than those observed in Stm6Glc4L01 mutant (100%). Furthermore
as the red fluorescence emission observed is due to the transition
from the lower energy state of chlorophyll to the ground state,
a concomitant heat loss is also be expected due to the transition
from the higher to the lower energy state transition. Therefore
Stm6Glc4L01 is expected to display less heat losses than parental
strain Stm6Glc4.
Though in practice, fluorescence measured by flow cytometry
may not be strictly linear with respect to chlorophyll content [43],
it indicates that Stm6Glc4L01 exhibits a significant reduction
compared to the parent strain. As the mean cell diameter of the
two strains was similar (Figure 1C) a reduction in cell size cannot
explain the reduced mean fluorescence in Stm6Glc4L01. The
reduction in fluorescence in Stm6Glc4LO1 is however consistent
with the increased chlorophyll a/b ratio (Stm6Glc4:2.2960.05;
Stm6Glc4L01:2.6260.09, Figure 2C) which is indicative of a re-
duction in the ratio of ChlB-rich LHC proteins compared with the
ChlA-rich PSII core complexes [42] as well as the total reduction
in chlorophyll concentration per cell (Figure 2D). The observation
that the ChlA/B ratio has only increased from 2.29 to 2.62 is
completely consistent with many independent observations in-
cluding the following. The first is the fact that purified thylakoid
membranes containing PSII-LHCII and PSI-LHCI typically have
a ChlA/B ratio of about 1.9–2.3. The second is that purified PSII-
core complexes from higher plants binding CP29, CP26 and CP24
(all of which bind ChlB), but which are almost completely devoid
of LHCII and LHCI, have a ChlA/B ratio of ,7 [44]. The fact
that the ChlA/B ratio of Stm6Glc4L01 cells is closer to 2.3 than 7 is
therefore completely consistent with the fact that in addition to the
ChlA/B binding proteins CP26 and CP29, the Stm6Glc4L01 cells
also contain the full complement of LHCA Chla/b proteins of
which there are ,9 different types, as well as LHCBM4-9 and
residual levels of LHCBM1-3. Collectively this explains why the
ChlA/B ratio of Stm6Glc4L01 cells is significantly higher than that
of the control (2.29+/20.05 vs 2.62+/20.09) but closer to 2.3 (wt
thylokoids) than 7 (purified PSII core complexes).
Furthermore a determination of the total chlorophyll content
[mg mL21] showed that at the same cell number, total chlorophyll
content was reduced by 50% in Stm6Glc4L01 compared to
Stm6Glc4 (Figure 2D) (total chlorophyll content: Stm6Glc4:13.65 mg
mL21, Stm6Glc4L01:6.77 mg mL21, P-value ,0.0006.
Light Penetration
To measure whether the decrease in LHCBM protein
expression level increased light penetration through a liquid
culture column, thereby making more light available for cells
deeper in the culture, auto-fluorescence of Stm6Glc4 and
Stm6Glc4L01 at the same cell density was measured (Figure 3A).
As expected, Stm6Glc4 cultures were a darker green color
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compared to those of Stm6Glc4L01, due to their larger LHC
antenna. The cultures were then placed onto a blue light
illuminator and chlorophyll auto-fluorescence imaged using an
orange filter to block the blue background light. As illumination
was provided from below, the height of the fluorescent column was
indicative of the light penetration distance. The fluorescence
throughout the Stm6Glc4L01 culture column illustrates that light
penetrated ,4 times further than in Stm6Glc4 at the same cell
density (Figure 3B).
Growth Rates Under Mixotrophic and Photoautotrophic
Conditions
As light is both necessary and damaging for photosynthesis [45]
as it is required to drive charge separation but in excess causes
photoinhibition, the maximum rate of photochemistry is achieved
at the point at which the photosystems are just saturated, assuming
that light is the limiting factor. To minimize the area required for
microalgae production and thereby also PBR costs, in theory
systems should operate at the maximum flux density (high light)
and the system poised at this optimal point by adjusting culture
depth and cell density. Theoretically small antenna cell lines could
allow more cells to be packed into a given unit volume before light
becomes limiting and decrease both cell shading and photoinhibi-
tion. To test this hypothesis biomass production (as a proxy for
chemical energy/biofuels) in form of maximum growth rates
(mmax) of Stm6Glc4 and Stm6Glc4L01 cultures were measured under
a range of culture depths and cell densities.
The growth rate of Stm6Glc4 and Stm6Glc4L01 was next
determined under mixotrophic conditions (TAP medium) which
are the best-established conditions for photobiological H2 pro-
duction. Experiments were conducted in microwell plates using
three different volumes (100 mL, 125 mL and 150 mL) to simulate
different culture depths (average depths of 2.7, 3.5 and 5 mm,
respectively). Since an advantage of Stm6Glc4L01 was expected
primarily in high light conditions, growth was measured under
450 mE m22 s21 illumination (optimal light intensity for the
parental control and wt strains is 50–100 mE m22 s21) with an
initial inoculation OD750 of 0.1. Under all conditions Stm6Glc4L01
showed a higher growth rate than Stm6Glc4 (Figure 4A). In the
shortest path length cultures (100 mL = 2.7 mm) exposed to the
highest light intensity (450 mE m22 s21) Stm6Glc4L01 showed ,3
times the growth rate of Stm6Glc4 based on OD750 measurements.
The increased growth rate could be due to reduced photoinhibi-
tion (due to the reduced LHC antenna size), improved light
Figure 2. Chlorophyll fluorescence and chlorophyll yield in Stm6Glc4 vs. Stm6Glc4L01. (A) Graph derived from flow cytometry analysis
showing relative fluorescence units (RFU) per cell. Over 2.7*105 cells were analyzed for each cell line. RFU range used to determine the mean is
indicated by the red and black bars. (B) Mean chlorophyll fluorescence in percentage normalized to Stm6Glc4L01 (100%). (C) Chlorophyll a/b ratio of
Stm6Glc4 and Stm6Glc4L01. (D) Total chlorophyll content in microgram per milliliter culture. Chlorophyll measurements (C, D) show results of two
independent experiments with 7 replicates in total.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061375.g002
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penetration and therefore increased total light-to-biomass conver-
sion efficiency of the culture, or a combination of both factors. As
the highest mmax h21 values for Stm6Glc4L01 were observed in the
shortest path length cultures (2.7 mm) and declined with in-
creasing culture depth (Figure 4A) we concluded that path length
and light distribution had a more dominant impact than
photoinhibition. In contrast Stm6Glc4 showed no such trend. It
was previously reported [31] that Stm6 (and hence Stm6Glc4) is
light sensitive, demonstrated here by the poor growth displayed at
very low cell densities, where no self-shading occurs at 450 mE
m22 s21 (Figure 4A).
To investigate the growth behavior of Stm6Glc4 and
Stm6Glc4L01 under photoautotrophic conditions, we performed
a parallel experiment (Figure 4B) to determine the effects of
culture depth (100 mL = 2.7 mm, 112.5 mL = 3 mm,
125 mL = 3.5 mm, 137.5 mL = 4 mm and 150 mL = 5 mm) at
low (35 mE m22 s21) and high light levels (450 mE m22 s21).
Previous experiments in TP medium (TAP medium minus acetate)
indicated that N and P were limiting and led to an early culture
growth plateau. Consequently for this experiment, an improved in-
Figure 3. Light penetration into algal cultures with equal cell
concentrations. Comparison of Stm6Glc4 and Stm6Glc4L01 algal
cultures adjusted to the same cell number per mL in white light (A)
and during illumination with blue light from below (B). Light
penetration depth is indicated by white arrows. Stm6Glc4L01 shows
,46more light penetration compared to parental strain Stm6Glc4.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061375.g003
Figure 4. Growth rate mmax h21 of Stm6Glc4 and Stm6Glc4L01 at
different cultivation conditions and biomass determination. (A)
Growth rate at 450 mE m22 s21 under mixotrophic conditions at
different culture depths using start OD750:0.1. (B) Growth rate at 450 mE
m22 s21 and 35 mE m22 s21under photoautotrophic conditions at
different culture depths using start OD750:0.3. Experimental data were
compiled using triplicates. (C) OD750 and biomass determination in g
L21 under photoautotrophic conditions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061375.g004
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house medium was developed (Photoautotrophic Chlamydomonas
Medium, PCM) which supplied more nitrogen and phosphate, to
ensure that these did not limit growth. All cultures were inoculated
at a starting OD750 of 0.3 to reduce light stress for Stm6Glc4 at
450 mE m22 s21.
At a culture depth of 2.7 mm and 450 mE m22 s21 illumina-
tion, Stm6Glc4L01 showed ,120% of the maximum growth rate
observed for the parental strain Stm6Glc4. Further increases in
depth accentuated the advantage of the Stm6Glc4L01 phenotype,
as the growth rate at 5 mm depth was .185% compared to
parental strain Stm6Glc4. This result shows that a reduction in
antenna size improved growth across the conditions tested but
particularly in deeper and denser cultures. In contrast, under low
light levels (35 mE m22 s21) growth rates of Stm6Glc4 and
Stm6Glc4L01 were comparable, indicating that the reduced
antenna did not disadvantage the cells.
To confirm the OD750 measurements, direct biomass yields
were also determined both for Stm6Glc4 and Stm6Glc4L01 grown in
PCM under the best high light conditions tested (450 mE m22 s21,
5 mm culture depth, 1% CO2 atmosphere). OD750 was recorded
at the starting point (0.113 for Stm6Glc4) and 0.169
forStm6Glc4L01) and at time intervals (19 h and 43 h)
(Figure 4C). To produce sufficient biomass to allow accurately
biomass determination, samples were harvested at 43 h (OD750:
Stm6Glc4:0.692 g and Stm6Glc4L01:0.803 g) and yielded 2.3 g L21
(Stm6Glc4) and 2.5 g L21 (Stm6Glc4L01) biomass dry weight,
respectively. From this the biomass dry weight/OD750 nm ratios of
Stm6Glc4 and Stm6Glc4L01 were calculated to be 3.3 (2.3/0.692)
and 3.1 (2.5/0.803) respectively. Based on these ratios, biomass
yields at earlier time points were calculated Figure 4C. Although it
appears initially that the differences in biomass yield at the 43 h
time point are only approximately 10%, this was because the
Stm6Glc4L01 growth rate had started to plateau presumably due to
exhausted nutrient resources. In contrast at the point of maximum
growth (19 h) biomass concentrations were by this method
calculated to be 0.818 g L21 (Stm6Glc4) and 1.35 g L21
(Stm6Glc4L01). This represents a 165% increase for Stm6Glc4L01
over the control Stm6Glc4 level (100%).
Hydrogen Production
As photobiological H2 production is the most efficient light-to-
biofuel conversion strategy [46] the effect of specific LHC gene
down-regulation in Stm6Glc4L01 on H2 generation was investigat-
ed. For this purpose a time course measuring H2 production rates
(mL H2 L
21 h21) in Stm6Glc4 and Stm6Glc4L01 cultures, adjusted
to the same chlorophyll concentration (14.5 mg mL21), was carried
out in sulfur deprived media to establish anaerobiosis (Figure 5). At
constant chlorophyll concentration and identical volumes, the cell
number of Stm6Glc4L01 was approximately double the cell
number of Stm6Glc4 (Stm6Glc4:16107 cells mL21;
Stm6Glc4L01:26107 cells mL21). H2 production in the
Stm6Glc4L01 trials started almost immediately after transfer into
sulfur deprived media in marked contrast to the ,22 h lag time of
the Stm6Glc4 control (Figure 5A). This suggests that intracellular
O2 concentrations were lower in Stm6Glc4L01 than in Stm6Glc4
and close to or below the induction threshold for HYDA
expression. The reduced lag phase has marked operational
benefits, and significantly increases the yield. The H2 production
rates of both strains peaked at 47 h after sulfur deprivation, with
Stm6Glc4L01 producing 6.25 mL L21 h21 compared to 3.31 mL
L21 h21 for Stm6Glc4 under the conditions tested. Both strains
produced H2 until 188 h after sulfur deprivation with a similar
decline in both strains after peak production. Under the conditions
tested Stm6Glc4L01 produced a total volume of 361 mL627.6 mL
H2 per liter culture compared to 198 mL 621.2 mL H2 per liter
culture produced by Stm6Glc4. Stm6Glc4L01 therefore produced
.180% more H2 per unit chlorophyll than the Stm6Glc4 control
(Figure 5B), which via gas chromatography was determined to be
.95% pure. These results clearly show that Stm6Glc4L01
exhibited improved characteristics in terms of early onset and
higher rates of H2 production.
Discussion
Photosynthetic Efficiency
Light capture is the first step of all microalgae-based fuel
production and its optimization is therefore of fundamental
importance for the development of high-efficiency processes. Wild
type microalgae antennae have evolved intricate mechanisms to
adapt to natural fluctuations in light levels and quality to maximize
light capture under low light conditions and dissipate excess light
under high light conditions. While algae possess the ability to
down-regulate their antenna, even 25% of full sunlight is sufficient
to saturate the photosynthetic capacity of most algal species [17].
Under such over-saturated light conditions for a well-mixed
culture in an open raceway or closed PBR, energy losses of up to
80% can occur [47]. This is because cells near the illuminated
Figure 5. H2 production of Stm6Glc4L01 and Stm6Glc4. H2
production rate in mL h21 L21 algae culture (A) and total H2 production
in mL L21 culture were determined (B). Experiments were performed
under sulfur deprivation and with cultures adjusted to same chlorophyll
content. Data were compiled using 3 replicates.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061375.g005
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surface dissipate excess solar energy via NPQ which is then no
longer available to cells deeper in the culture and which are
therefore light-limited. Consequently, while these mechanisms are
finely tuned for adaptation to their natural environment, they are
far from optimized for industrial microalgae production, which to
minimize area requirement and photobioreactor (PBR) construc-
tion costs should ideally be established for high flux density
conditions. Photobioreactors can be designed to achieve light
dilution (e.g. to 10% of 2000 mE m22 s21), but due to increased
complexity and material costs this increases photobioreactor
expense. Antenna engineering has the advantage that it can
theoretically improve production efficiency and reduce capital
costs both of which are major economic drivers for this technology
[48].
Given the large number of LHC proteins in eukaryotic
photosynthetic organisms, a diversity of function among family
members is implied. The generation of Stm3LR3 [27] involved
knocking-down all LHC classes and resulted in a low chlorophyll
phenotype. It was however recognized during this initial antenna
engineering step that some vital LHC functions might also be
affected. This assumption was borne out by subsequent work [49]
and the observation that Stm3LR3 is moderately light-sensitive at
low cell densities. For example, CP29 (LHCB4) is essential for state
transitions and for docking the LHCBM1, 22 and 23 trimers to
PSI [49], while a role for CP26 (LHCB5) in preventing
photoinhibition has also been described [13,15,49–51]. It is
therefore likely that the pattern of LHC down-regulation displayed
in Stm3LR3 does not preserve all of the functions required to
support growth at high light levels [40].
While the high degree of homology in LHCs reflects a common
ancestry, it also suggests that specific functions likely reside in the
small non-conserved regions. Consequently, precise engineering of
specific LHC proteins is important to avoid undesired effects due
to co-suppression of other genes. As PSII is the main site of light-
induced damage, there is a strong correlation between PSII
antenna size and photosynthetic productivity [47,52–54]. This
supports the idea that the most abundant LHCII antenna proteins,
LHCBM1, 22 and 23, are the most important targets for down-
regulation. In this context it is of note that while the exact
molecular mechanisms for photodamage of PSII are still under
investigation (for review see [54]), it has been shown that reduced
chlorophyll content plays a crucial role in preventing photo-
damage, and thus allows the cells to grow under higher light
conditions [55], supporting our findings. The above experiments
show that LHCBM1 (20.6% 60.27%), LHCBM2 (81.2%
60.037%) and LHCBM3 (41.4% 60.05%) expression levels were
effectively knocked-down (Figure 1B), resulting in the light green
mutant Stm6Glc4L01 (Figure 1C), which had a reduced total
chlorophyll content (50% of parental strain (Figure 2D)) and an
increased ChlA/B ratio (Stm6Glc4:2.2960.05 vs.
Stm6Glc4L01:2.6260.09) (Figure 2C), confirming LHCII deple-
tion. Down-regulation of the LHCII antenna system was further
supported by chlorophyll auto-fluorescence measurements ob-
tained by flow cytometry (Figure 2A and B). Due to its reduced
antenna size, cultures of Stm6Glc4L01 exhibited considerably
improved light penetration (Figure 3B) over those of the control
(Stm6Glc4) at the same cell density. Our data also indicates that the
improved light penetration is in part due to reduced fluorescence
and heat losses at the illuminated culture surface (Figure 2B) and
in part due to the reduced chlorophyll content of each cell
(Figure 2D) which improves light transmission through the culture
(Figure 3B). Together these properties resulted in an increased
fraction of cells in the culture being poised close to the optimum
point of light saturation (achieving maximal rates of photochem-
istry, without causing photo-inhibition), rather than within the
broad range of illumination levels typically experienced by cells in
the Stm6Glc4 control culture. This improved poise was achieved at
light levels of 450 mE m22 s21 instead of the more typical level of
100 mE m22 s21 at which Stm6Glc4 antenna cell line is saturated
and led to growth rates of .185% of Stm6Glc4 under photoau-
totrophic conditions (Figure 4B). The importance of this is that
under photoautotrophic conditions required for both biomass and
ideally commercial scale H2 production, at outside light levels (e.g.
2000 mE m22 s21), the light dilution factor could be reduced from
2000/100 = 20 to 2000/450 =,4.4 [52], offering the potential for
significant savings in photobioreactor costs.
Molecular Mechanism of Improved H2 Production
The results presented are summarized with the following
mechanistic model (Figure 6). In wt cells, Stm6 and Stm6Glc4, light
used by PSII is predominantly captured by LHCBM trimers
bound to the PSII core complex. The major LHCII proteins are
reportedly transcribed from 9 different genes LHCBM 1–9 which
are numbered according to the relative expression levels initially
observed (16, 17). These LHCBM proteins are reported to
trimerize and their primary role is to capture solar energy and
funnel it via the minor LHCII proteins, CP29 (LHCB4) and CP26
(LHCB5), to the PSII core (CP47, CP43, D1, D2, cytb559, PSBO
and additional small and extrinsic subunits) (Figure 6). Down
regulating LHCBM1-3 which are the most abundant of these, as
expected, resulted in a marked reduction in antenna size. It should
be noted that LHCBM1 has also been reported be to be involved
in NPQ as well as the scavenging of radical oxygen species [40].
While the down regulation of these functions might be expected to
have a detrimental effect at high light levels, our results indicate
improved biomass and H2 yields at 450 mE m
22 s21 (.100 mE
m22 s21 can saturate Stm6 and Stm6Glc4). This can be explained
by the small antenna size of Stm6Glc4L01 resulting in lower levels
of over excitation of PSII. This in turn is expected to result in the
reduction of the formation of radical oxygen species and the
requirement for the dissipation of excess energy via NPQ.
Consequently the down regulation of the NPQ and ROS
scavenging functions through the knock-down of LHCBM1
appears to be compensated for by the reduction of antenna size.
The light captured by the PSII antenna system drives the PSII-
mediated oxidation of water to H+, e- and O2 (Figure 6A) [32].
Electron transport subsequently progresses via plastoquinone (PQ),
cytochrome b6f, plastocyanin to PSI where electrons are again
energized by light, to reduce ferredoxin (Fd). Ferredoxin
nucleotide reductase (FNR) couples the reoxidation of Fd to the
reduction of NADP+ which under normal aerobic conditions is
then used during carbon fixation to reduce CO2 to sugars. During
this process, protons are translocated to the lumen establishing the
proton gradient which drives ATP production. Apart from water,
products derived from starch metabolism can be used to provide
electrons to PQ via the NADPH dehydrogenase (NDA2) [56].
Under illuminated anaerobic/micro-oxic conditions the derived
H+ and e- can also act as substrates for HYDA-mediated H2
production. It is of note however that up to 80% of the H+ and e-
used by HYDA are reportedly produced by PSII [57], providing
a direct pathway for the solar driven H2 production from water.
H2 production requires both illumination (to drive photosyn-
thesis) and anaerobic conditions (to induce the expression of
HYDA and prevent HYDA inhibition) [10]. Under anaerobic
conditions, mitochondrial respiration largely ceases as the cell is
deprived of O2. The expression of HYDA however provides an
alternative H+/e- release mechanism which recombines H+ and e-
to produce H2 gas that is excreted from the cell (i.e. instead of
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H2O from mitochondria). This allows photosynthetic electron
transport to continue to operate, providing an alternative pathway
for the production of ATP and NADPH to enable cell survival
(11).
In the wt, only small amounts of H2 are typically produced as
the large antenna phenotype increases oxygen production in
illuminated cells, which is not removed quickly enough by wt
respiration levels and so leads to a reduction in HYDA
transcription and function. Typically, anaerobiosis can be
established in wt algae cultures through sulfur depletion. This is
because the Methionine containing D1 protein of PSII, which is
rapidly photo-damaged under high light conditions, can only be
repaired in the presence of sulfur. Consequently, by limiting sulfur,
PSII-mediated O2 evolution is gradually reduced over time. When
it drops below the rate of O2 uptake by mitochondrial respiration,
the system becomes micro-oxic or anaerobic and induces HYDA
expression [58].
The parental strains of Stm6Glc4L01 are moc1 mutants (i.e. Stm6
and Stm6Glc4 [30–32]). Both have an increased respiration rate
due to upregulated AOX activity (high O2 consumption), but also
have a large wt like PSII antenna system (Figure 6A). As a result of
their increased rate of respiration Stm6 and Stm6Glc4 exhibit
a higher rate of oxygen consumption than the wt and so enter
anaerobiosis faster under sulfur deprivation. This in turn results in
earlier activation of HYDA expression [59] compared to the wt
leading to the rapid onset of H2 production. However the
Figure 6. Mechanistic model of improved H2 production in Stm6Glc4L01. (A) Stm6Glc4 has a large PSII antenna system consisting of LHCBM1-
9. LHCBM1-3 are reported to be most abundant. Large antenna size results in increased PSII mediated O2 production and NPQ losses. NPQ losses
reduce system efficiency; intracellular O2 levels inhibit expression of HYDA until the system is sulfur deprived (sulfur required for the repair of the PSII-
D1 subunit. B: Stm6Glc4L01 has a reduced antenna size which is figuratively shown, and leads to reduced O2 production and early onset of H2
production. The light green phenotype allows higher cell densities to be used leading to increased rates of H2 production.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061375.g006
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relatively large antenna systems of Stm6 and Stm6Glc4 still supports
rates of O2 production which exceed the respiration rate and so
sulfur depletion is required to induce H2 production.
In contrast in Stm6Glc4L01 the LHCBM1, LHCBM2 and
LHCBM3 have been down-regulated within an upregulated AOX
background (Figure 6B). The importance of this is that the
simultaneous reduction of O2 production and increased O2
consumption is thought to reduce intracellular O2 levels below
the induction threshold for HYDA. This hypothesis is supported
by three observations. First, Stm6Glc4L01 cultures showed an
almost immediate onset of H2 production upon sulfur deprivation
(Figure5A) indicating that the intracellular O2 levels in sulfur
replete medium are already poised closed to HYDA threshold
level. Second, during the early stages of H2 production the
contaminating O2 concentrations in the gas produced by
Stm6Glc4LO1 cultures were considerably lower than those pro-
duced by Stm6Glc4. Third, the rate of H2 production by
Stm6Glc4L01 was almost twice as high as that observed for
Stm6Glc4 (Figure 5B) for a given culture volume adjusted to the
same chlorophyll concentration, for reasons described above.
The finding that the Stm6Glc4L01 is so closely poised to HYDA
expression opens up the exciting possibility of using this mutant for
continuous H2 production in sulfur replete medium. To date, to
our knowledge continuous H2 production in sulfur replete liquid
medium has not been reported, presumably because under these
conditions O2 production usually exceeds O2 consumption
inhibition HYDA expression. For example the strains Stm3LR3
[27], Stm6Glc4T7 [26] and TLA1 [16,60] have not been reported
to increase H2 yield in liquid culture which would be desirable for
the development of continuous H2 production in scale PBR
systems. However, important steps along this development path
include the use of sulfur microdosing approaches [61] and the use
of alginate solid phase systems which reduced O2 inhibition [60].
In summary, Stm6Glc4L01 exhibited an improved H2 and
biomass production efficiency (165–180% improvement over
parental strain). Importantly, this was achieved at increased solar
flux densities (450 mE m22 s21) and high cell densities which are
best suited for microalgae production as light should ideally be the
limiting factor. Our data suggests that the overall improved
photon to H2 conversion efficiency is due to: 1) reduced loss of
absorbed energy by non-photochemical quenching (fluorescence
and heat losses) near the photobioreactor surface; 2) improved
light distribution in the reactor; 3) reduced photoinhibition; 4)
early onset of HYDA expression, 5) reduction of O2 induced
inhibition of HYDA. The Stm6Glc4L01 phenotype therefore
provides important insights for the development of high efficiency
photobiological H2 production systems.
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Appendix B: Entangling a nanomechanical resonator with a microwave
field
The following publication reports work completed during the first year of PhD candidature, before
the project was shifted to focus on photosynthetic energy systems. It is included here as an appendix
because the techniques which were learned and applied in this work for modelling open quantum
systems provided an important foundation for techniques later applied to modelling photosynthetic
excitation energy transfer, presented in chapter 3.
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Entangling a nanomechanical resonator with a microwave field
A. K. RINGSMUTH and G. J. MILBURN*
Department of Physics, School of Physical Sciences,
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We show how the coherent oscillations of a nanomechanical resonator can be
entangled with a microwave cavity in the form of a superconducting coplanar
resonator. Dissipation is included and realistic values for experimental
parameters are estimated.
1. Introduction
Nano-mechanical resonators can now be fabricated with frequencies approaching
a gigahertz [1]. In this regime it is possible to consider using microwave transducers
for their motion. Superconducting coplanar microwave cavities [2] offer a fabrication
geometry compatible with that used for nanomechanical resonators and have
recently enabled a new class of experiments in circuit quantum electrodynamics
in the strong coupling regime [3]. In this paper we show how coherent states of
a nano-electromechanical system (NEMS) may become entangled with the coherent
states of a microwave field. The scheme may be used to improve the sensitivity for
weak force measurement using nanomechanical resonators.
Oscillator coherent states are the quantum states that exhibit dynamics that is
closest to the classical description of an oscillator. The correspondence extends to the
case of two quadratically coupled oscillators initially prepared in coherent states as
in that case the total system state, at all times, factorizes into coherent states for each.
Entangled coherent states however are highly non-classical and can only arise when
the Hamiltonian is higher order than quadratic in the canonical variables [4]. Such
states can be used to get a quantum enhancement in the signal-to-noise ratio for
weak force detection [5] or in optical quantum computing [6]. There are proposals for
generating these optically [7, 8]. Armour et al. [9] have suggested a scheme for putting
a single nanomechanical resonator into a superposition of coherent states.
There are a number of ways that a nanomechanical system may be coupled to a
microwave cavity field. A possible experimental implementation is shown in figure 1.
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The scheme we use here is based on that of Sun et al. [10] in which the interaction
is mediated by an off-resonance interaction with a Cooper pair box (CPB) qubit.
It is similar to the scheme presented by Zhang et al. [11].
The coupling between a Cooper pair box charge system and the microwave field
of circuit QED is given by [12]
H ¼ 4Ec
X
N
ðN ngðtÞÞ2jNihNj  EJ
2
X
N¼0
jNihNþ 1j þ jNþ 1ihNjð Þ, ð1Þ
where
EC ¼ e
2
2C
,
ngðtÞ ¼ CgVgðtÞ
2e
with C the capacitance between the island and the rest of the circuit, Cg is the
capacitance between the CPB island and the bias gate for the island, and VgðtÞ is the
total voltage applied to the island by the bias gate composed of a DC field, Vð0Þg , and
microwave field in the cavity, v^ðtÞ. Thus, we can write VgðtÞ ¼ Vð0Þg þ v^ðtÞ, where the
hat indicates a quantization of the cavity field. The Hamiltonian in equation (1) is
written in the Cooper pair number basis. In this basis the electrostatic energy of the
first term is quite clear. The Josephson energy term describes tunnelling of single
Cooper pairs across the junction. This term is more traditionally (i.e. in mean-field
theory) written in the phase representation as EJ cos . The connection between
these two representations is discussed in [13].
We now allow for the possibility that the CPB (or its bias gate) is mounted
on a nanomechanical oscillator. This leads to a periodic modulation of the gate
capacitance of the form
CgðtÞ ¼ Cgð1 x^ðtÞ=d Þ, ð2Þ
Ground
Ground
V
0
 + V(t)
QEMS
Cooper pair box
Figure 1. A nanomechanical resonator is coupled to a microwave cavity via a Cooper pair
box electric dipole. The nanomechanical resonator carries a metal wire, is doubly clamped and
suspended above a cut-away in the substrate. As it oscillates the DC bias voltage on a metal
gate induces an AC bias voltage on the CPB. (The colour version of this figure is included in
the online version of the journal.)
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where x^ is the displacement operator for the nanomechanical oscillator and d is
a typical length scale. Including both the time-dependent cavity field and the
modulated gate capacitance we can write
ngðtÞ ¼ nð0Þg þ n^gðtÞ, ð3Þ
where
n^gðtÞ ¼ Cg
2e
v^ðtÞ  n
ð0Þ
g
d
x^ðtÞ  Cg
2ed
x^ðtÞv^ðtÞ: ð4Þ
Using the usual restriction of the CPB Hilbert space to N¼ 0, 1, we can write
the Hamiltonian as
H ¼ 2EC 1 2nð0Þg
 
z  EJ
2
x  4ECn^gðtÞ 1 2nð0Þg  z
 
, ð5Þ
where z ¼ j0ih0 j1ih1j, x ¼ j1ih0j þ j0ih1j. Define the bare CPB Hamiltonian as
HCPB ¼ 2EC 1 2nð0Þg
 
z  EJ
2
x ð6Þ
and diagonalize it as
HCPB ¼ 
2
z, ð7Þ
where
 ¼ E2J þ 4EC 1 2Nð0Þg
 h i2 1=2
ð8Þ
and now the Hamiltonian takes the form,
H ¼ h!rayaþ 
2
z  4ECn^gðtÞ 1 2nð0Þg  cos z þ sin x
h i
, ð9Þ
where we have now included the free Hamiltonian for the microwave cavity field, and
 ¼ arctan EJ
4EC 1 2nð0Þg
 
0
@
1
A: ð10Þ
Operating at the charge degeneracy point, nð0Þg ¼ 1=2 so that  ¼ p=2, the
Hamiltonian becomes
H¼ h!rayaþhbybþ 
2
z4EC Cg
2e
v^ðtÞ 1
2d
x^ðtÞ Cg
2ed
x^ðtÞv^ðtÞ
 
x ð11Þ
¼ h!rayaþhbybþ 
2
zhgðaþayÞxþhðbþbyÞxþhðaþayÞðbþbyÞx, ð12Þ
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where we have now included the free Hamiltonian for the NEMS (hbyb), and
hg ¼ e Cg
C
h!r
Lc
 1=2
, ð13Þ
h ¼ 2EC xrms
d
, ð14Þ
h ¼ g xrms
d
, ð15Þ
where xrms ¼ ½h=ð2mÞ1=2 is the rms position fluctuations in the oscillator ground
state.
We now assume that the circuit resonance is at !r  1GHz, and that the circuit
and the NEMS can be resonant. However, we detune the qubit from this resonant
frequency by a few MHz [14]. We will make the rotating wave approximation
and take the Hamiltonian in the interaction picture to be
HI ¼ haayaþ hbbybþ hgðaþ þ ayÞ þ hðbþ þ byÞ ð16Þ
with a ¼ !r  !0 and b ¼  !0 are the detuning between the cavity resonance and
the CPB and the NEMS and the CPB, respectively, and h!0 ¼ .
We now assume that a ¼ b ¼  (that is, !r ¼ ) and that the time scale of
interest is such that t 1. The effective interaction Hamiltonian is then
HIeff  H ¼ hayaþ hObybþ h aby þ ayb
 h i
z ð17Þ
with  ¼ g2=, O ¼ 2= and  ¼ g=. If the CPB is in a superposition of its two
states, we can use this term to entangle coherent states of the NEMS with the cavity
field as we now show.
2. Non-dissipative case
We first consider the case in which the NEMS, CPB and cavity are all
non-dissipative. It will be shown that, in this case, unitary evolution under (17)
results in entanglement between the vibrational modes of the NEMS and the cavity
field. We will assume that the NEMS and cavity field are in coherent states,
j	0iaj
0ib, at t¼ 0. In the case that the CPB is in an eigenstate of z, it can be
shown that they remain in coherent states at all times under (17) and no entangle-
ment can arise. However, if the CPB is prepared in an eigenstate of x, entanglement
is indeed possible. We first define zji ¼ ji and assume that the CPB is initially
in its ground state, ji, to write
jCð0Þi ¼ j	0iaj
0ibji, ð18Þ
Enacting a p=2 pulse on the CPB puts it into the þ eigenstate of x,
jCð0Þi ¼ 21=2j	0iaj
0ib jþi þ jið Þ: ð19Þ
The state at later times may be written
jCðtÞi ¼ 21=2 jCþðtÞiabjþi þ jCðtÞiabjið Þ, ð20Þ
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where
jCðtÞiab ¼ exp ðitHÞj	0ia  j
0ib ð21Þ
with H ¼ ayaþ Obybþ ðaby þ aybÞ. Clearly the dynamics for z ¼ 1 is the
time-reversed dynamics for z ¼ þ1. If, however, the CPB is in a superposition of
the two eigenstates, we have the fascinating result of a superposition of the dynamics
and the time reversed dynamics.
Using the well-known fact that the Hamiltonians H transform coherent states
into coherent states, the overall system state at time t can be written as
jCðtÞi ¼ 21=2 j	ðtÞiaj
ðtÞibjþi þ j	ðtÞiaj
ðtÞibjið Þ, ð22Þ
where
	ðtÞ ¼ exp ði!tÞ 
0
R
 	0ð RÞ
2R
 
exp ðiRt=2Þ

þ 	0ðþ RÞ
2R
 
0
R
 
exp ðiRt=2Þ

, ð23Þ

ðtÞ ¼ exp ði!tÞ 	0
R
þ 
0ðþ RÞ
2R
 
exp ðiRt=2Þ

 
0ð RÞ
2R
þ 	0
R
 
exp ðiRt=2Þ

ð24Þ
and ! ¼ ðOþ Þ=2, D ¼ O , R ¼ ðD2 þ 42Þ1=2. Note that for either case, z ¼ 1,
we have the conservation law j	ðtÞj2 þ j
ðtÞj2 ¼ j	0j2 þ j
0j2. The vibrational modes
of the NEMS and the cavity field have become entangled. To detect the coherence
implicit in this entanglement we need to readout x on the CPB.
The usual way to do this is to again subject the CPB to a p=2 rotation pulse,
followed by a readout of z for the CPB. This is equivalent to a direct readout of x
on the state in equation (24). After the p=2 pulse, the system is then in the state,
j 0ðtÞi ¼  1
2
j	ðtÞiaj
ðtÞib  j	ðtÞiaj
ðtÞibð Þjþi
þ 1
2
j	ðtÞiaj
ðtÞib þ j	ðtÞiaj
ðtÞibð Þji: ð25Þ
It is then clear that a readout of the CPB state will project the cavity and NEMS into
entangled coherent states, or ‘cat states’. This is very similar to the NIST ion trap
experiment to produce a cat state for the vibrational motion of the ion [15]. The
coherence implicit in the cat appears in the probability for the CPB measurement
results. For example, the probability to find the CPB in the state ji is
PðtÞ ¼ 1
2
1þ< h	ðtÞj	ðtÞih
ðtÞj
ðtÞið Þ½ , ð26Þ
which may be written as
PðtÞ ¼ 1
2
1þ exp  1
2
j	ðtÞ  	ðtÞj2 þ j
ðtÞ  
ðtÞj2	 

 
cos ½FðtÞ
 
, ð27Þ
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where the interference fringes as a function of time are determined by the phase
FðtÞ ¼ = f		ðtÞ	ðtÞ þ 
	ðtÞ
ðtÞg, ð28Þ
while the visibility of the interference is suppressed exponentially in the square
of the distance between the coherent amplitudes and the time-reversed coherent
amplitudes. This has a simple geometric interpretation given in figure 2.
As a specific example consider the symmetric case in which O ¼  ¼  so that
D ¼ 0. We further suppose that the nanomechanical resonator is prepared with
coherent amplitude 
0 ¼ B, taken as real, while the cavity is cooled to the ground
state 	0 ¼ 0. In this case we find that
	ðtÞ ¼ iB exp ðitÞ sin t, ð29Þ

ðtÞ ¼ B exp ðitÞ cos t, ð30Þ
so
PðtÞ ¼ 1
2
1þ exp B2 sin2 2t  cos ½B2 sin ð4tÞ=2 : ð31Þ
In figure 3 we plot this function versus time for the case B ¼ 4:0,  ¼ 1:0.
The collapse and revival of the interference can be interpreted geometrically,
using a phase space representation, as shown in figure 2. Here we plot the orbits in
the complex plane, parameterized by time, of the complex amplitudes 	ðtÞ (on the
left), and 
ðtÞ (on the right). The solid and dotted circles represent the minimum
uncertainty circles for the coherent state. The dotted circle indicates a time at which
we have complete overlap of the amplitude with its time-reversed form. At this point
-4 -3 -2 -1
−1
−0.5
0.5
1
1 2 3 4
−1
−0.5
0.5
1
α(t)
α(−t)
κt=0
κt=π/2
κt=0κt=π/2
a-resonantor b-resonantor
β(t)
β(−t)
Figure 2. A graphical phase space representation of the generation of entanglement
between the resonators and the CPB, and its manifestation as interference in PðtÞ. On
the left(right) we represent the forward and reversed dynamics of the complex amplitude of
a(b)-resonator. The parameters are the same as in figure 3.
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we expect from previous studies to see maximum interference [16]. This agrees with
the result in figure 3. However, when the two coherent amplitudes do not overlap, the
interference is exponentially suppressed and PðtÞ is very close to 0.5. This geometric
interpretation in terms of interference in phase space is analogous to the picture of
Knight and co-workers [17] for explaining the collapse and revivals in the Jaynes–
Cummings model.
3. Dissipative case
We now consider the case in which both the NEMS and cavity lose energy to their
surroundings, which we treat as a zero temperature heat bath. This may be a
reasonable assumption for the microwave cavity but is doubtful for a nano-
electromechanical oscillator as they are currently operated, however, it will at least
capture the general features of decoherence as a best-case situation. We treat the
damping in each case using the quantum optics master equation (weak coupling,
rotating wave approximation). In the case of both oscillators approaching GHz
resonant frequencies this approach is likely to be a reasonable approximation. In
practice the decay rate for the nanomechanical oscillator is likely to be greater than
that for the microwave field. For simplicity we will ignore the qubit decay. The qubit
itself is subject to both dephasing and spontaneous emission, both of which occur at
rates of the order of 1MHz [18]. As we now show, the rate of decay of coherence
between the superposed coherent states is proportional to the modulus square of the
initial coherent amplitudes and thus likley to be very much greater than decoherence
due to qubit decay. However, if necessary, the qubit decoherence can be included
trivially as it simply causes an exponential decay, at fixed rate, of the off-diagonal
term in the qubit basis. In general, the state of the system at any time is now
described by a density matrix,
ðtÞ ¼ 1
2
þþðtÞjþihþj þ ðtÞjihj þ þðtÞjþihj þ þðtÞjihþjð Þ ð32Þ
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
P_(t)
κt
Figure 3. A plot of the probability to find the CPB in the initial state ji as a function of t,
with B¼ 4.0, k¼ 1.0.
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and the dynamics is given by the master equation,
d
dt
¼ i½HI,  þ aD½aþ bD½b, ð33Þ
where, for some operator A,
D½A ¼ AAy  1
2
ðAyAþ AyAÞ ð34Þ
and a and b are, respectively, the dissipation rate constants for the cavity and
the NEMS.
In the case that the qubit is in an eigenstate of z at t¼ 0, the resulting irreversible
dynamics takes coherent states to coherent states, as does the reversible dynamics.
This is a direct result of assuming zero temperature heat baths, and the state remains
pure under irreversible evolution. We are thus led to adopt the ansatz that, as in
the non-dissipative case, the cavity and NEMS will remain in coherent states,
j	ðtÞiaj
ðtÞibji throughout unitary evolution. However, it is no longer true
that the z ¼ 1 case is the time reversed version of the z ¼ þ1 case. We can
then write for the diagonal terms, þþðtÞjþihþj, ðtÞjihj,
þþðtÞ ¼ j	þðtÞ,
þðtÞih	þðtÞ,
þðtÞj, ð35Þ
ðtÞ ¼ j	ðtÞ,
ðtÞih	ðtÞ,
ðtÞj, ð36Þ
where we have defined j	,
i ¼ j	ia  j
ib.
Inserting this into (33) and equating like terms gives us a system of ordinary
differential equations for the coherent amplitudes:
_	 ¼ ið	 þ 
Þ  a
2
	, ð37Þ
_
 ¼ ið	 þ O
Þ  b
2

, ð38Þ
d
dt
ðj	j2 þ j
j2Þ ¼ ðaj	j2 þ bj
j2Þ ð39Þ
with initial conditions
	ð0Þ ¼ 	0, ð40Þ

ð0Þ ¼ 
0: ð41Þ
Note that 	ðtÞ ¼ 	ðtÞ	, 
ðtÞ ¼ 
þðtÞ	.
We now turn to the off-diagonal term, þðtÞ. Let us adopt the ansatz that þ
has the form
þðtÞ ¼ fðtÞj	ðtÞ,
ðtÞih
þðtÞ,	þðtÞj ð42Þ
with fðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1. The function f(t) controls the degree of coherence in the state due
to the damping. For example, it is easy to see that the CPB coherence is given by
hxiðtÞ ¼ < fðtÞ½ : ð43Þ
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In the protocol discussed for the non-dissipative case, it will determine PðtÞ as
PðtÞ ¼ 1
2
1þ < fðtÞh	þðtÞj	ðtÞih
þðtÞj
ðtÞið Þ½ : ð44Þ
By substituting equation (42) into the master equation and equating like terms we
arrive at the same system of differential equations as previously and in addition,
df
dt
 1
2
f
d
dt
ðj	j2 þ j
j2 þ j	þj2 þ j
þj2Þ ¼ f a			þ þ b

	þ
	 

: ð45Þ
Using equations (37)–(41) this may be written as
df
dt
¼ fGðtÞ, ð46Þ
where
GðtÞ ¼ a 			þ  j	j2
	 
þ b 

	þ  j
j2	 
: ð47Þ
Using equations (37)–(39) we can write
GðtÞ ¼ að	ðtÞÞ2 þ bð
ðtÞÞ2 þ d
dt
j	ðtÞj2 þ j
ðtÞj2
	 

: ð48Þ
So,
fðtÞ ¼ exp j	ðtÞj2þj
ðtÞj2
	 
 j	0j2þj
0j2	 
þ
ðt
0
dt0að	ðt0ÞÞ2þbð
ðt0ÞÞ2
 
: ð49Þ
As the equations of motion for 	,
 are a simple linear system, this may be easily
computed by direct integration. The solutions are
	ðtÞ ¼ U exp ½ðþ  ið! w=2ÞÞt þ V exp ½ðþ  ið!þ w=2ÞÞt, ð50Þ

ðtÞ ¼ X exp ½ðþ  ið! w=2ÞÞt þ Y exp ½ðþ  ið!þ w=2ÞÞt, ð51Þ
where
U ¼ 	0
w
ðwþ DÞ=2þ iðb  aÞ=4½    
0
w
, ð52Þ
V ¼ 	0
w
ðw DÞ=2 iðb  aÞ=4½  þ  
0
w
, ð53Þ
X ¼ 
0
w
ðw DÞ=2 iðb  aÞ=4½    	0
w
, ð54Þ
Y ¼ 
0
w
ðwþ DÞ=2þ iðb  aÞ=4½  þ  	0
w
ð55Þ
with w ¼ ½42  ða  b þ 2iDÞ2=41=2 and þ ¼ ða þ bÞ=4. We then find that
GðtÞ ¼ a xþðtÞU2 þ xðtÞV2 þ 2UVyðtÞ
 
þ b xþðtÞX2 þ xðtÞY2 þ 2XYyðtÞ
 
þ ðj	ðtÞj2  j	0j2Þ þ ðj
ðtÞj2  j
0j2Þ, ð56Þ
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where
x ¼ 1 exp ½2tðþ  ið! w=2ÞÞ
2ðþ  ið! w=2ÞÞ , ð57Þ
yðtÞ ¼ 1 exp ½2tðþ  i!Þ
2ðþ  i!Þ : ð58Þ
To gain an understanding of how decoherence works at short times, we consider
the simple symmetric case:  ¼ O ¼ , a ¼ b ¼  with the initial conditions,
	0 ¼ 0, 
0 ¼ B. In this case we find that
	ðtÞ ¼ i exp ½ð  iÞtB sin t, ð59Þ

ðtÞ ¼ exp ½ð  iÞtB cos t: ð60Þ
Thus
fðtÞ ¼ exp B
2
2
1 exp ðtÞð Þ þ B
2
2
1 exp ðtþ 4itÞ
  4i
  
: ð61Þ
For short times (t
 1), this can be approximated by
fðtÞ ¼ exp  4B
2
3
2t3 þ iB2t2
 
: ð62Þ
Thus the visibility of the interference decays at short times via the prefactor
jfðtÞj2 ¼ exp  8B
2
3
2t3
 
ð63Þ
a plot of which is given in figure 4. The cubic dependence on t has been seen in other
models of this kind [16]. It is not unexpected. Coherence cannot be corrupted until it
0
1
2
3
4
5
0
1
2
3
4
5
t
0
0.1
0.2
|f|2
α
Figure 4. Decoherence as seen in the decay of jfðtÞj2 using the short time approximation,
with 	 ¼ 
, t
 1,  ¼ 0.1,  ¼ O ¼ 0,  ¼ 1. (The colour version of this figure is included in
the online version of the journal.)
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is created. Under unitary evolution, short time dynamics is always quadratic to
lowest order in t, which then decays at a rate proportional to t for short times. The
dependence of the decay rate on B2 is also expected, as previous studies have shown
that the coherence decays at a rate proportional to the square of the separation of the
amplitudes of the superposed coherent states [16]. Figure 5 shows the general
numerical solution for this case, where 	0 is again assumed to be real. Comparing
figures 4 and 5, we see that for these parameters the short time approximation is
quite good.
4. Discussion and conclusion
We now make some optimistic estimates of the parameters that might be achieved in
an experiment. From Walraff et al. [14] we find that g  6MHz and EC=h  5GHz.
We will take the detuning between the two resonators and the CPB to be of the order
of 1MHz. We further suppose ¼ 1GHz with a mass of m ¼ 1021 kg [19] and
thus xrms  102 nm. With advanced fabrication it should be possible to achieve
d  20 nm and thus  ¼ 2ðEC=hÞðxrms=d Þ1‘  3MHz. It thus seems reasonable to
expect that =g ¼ 0:5. We scale time so that ¼ 1, so that in dimensionless units,
= ¼ 0:5, O= ¼ 0:25. The quality factor for the cavity resonance can be quite high,
perhaps as high as 104. With a resonance frequency of 1GHz, this gives in
dimensionless units that  ¼ 103. The quality factor for the mechanical resonance
is not as good, so we take it to be a factor of 10 smaller so that b ¼ 102. This might
be achievable for a very small nanomechanical resonator as considered here. Let us
take the microwave resonator and mechanical resonator to have low coherent
amplitudes 	0 ¼ 
0 ¼ 2:0, which should be achievable at milliKelvin temperatures.
In figure 6 we plot the probability to find the CPB in the ground state using the
0
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5
0
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t
0
0.1
0.2
|f|2
α
Figure 5. Decoherence as seen in the decay of jfðtÞj2 using the full solution, with 	 ¼ 
,
t
 1,  ¼ 0.1,  ¼ O ¼ 0,  ¼ 1. (The colour version of this figure is included in the online
version of the journal.)
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protocol of section 2. Interference effects are clearly evident giving some hope that
the quantum entanglement implicit in this result could be observed.
We have presented a method to entangle the coherent motion of a nanomecha-
nical resonator with a coherent state of a microwave cavity field. In so far as the
nanomechanical resonator is a mesoscopic mechanical system, this is already a
fascinating prospect similar in many ways to the two-slit interference of a fullerne
molecule [20]. However, it may also be of some use. Entangled coherent states can be
used to improve the sensitivity for weak force measurements [5]. As weak force
detection is one of the primary motivations for building nanomechanical systems,
this may prove a useful way to improve performance.
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